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PREFACE

COMMERCIAL and technical standards have obtained re-

cognition in several branches of the textile industries.

Systems of yarn counting or measuring, and of fabric

construction of a prescribed weight per yard or metre,

are standardized factors in worsted, woollen, cotton,

and other woven and knitted productions. Specialized
standards have also been established relative to fabric

breaking-strain, elasticity, colour, and finish for Govern-

ment and official contracts.

Standardized practice facilitates commercial deal-

ing and is favourable to manufacturing proficiency.

Textural fineness and quality are, apparently, subtle

and anomalous technicalities to standardize, but the

problem does not offer insuperable difficulties. The
two controlling elements involved are the nature of

the fibrous materials utilized, and the organized indi-

vidual and collective groups of processes and operations
of manufacture.

With a view of elucidating the technical scope and

diversity of the subject, collections of trade, general
and original specimens have been consulted, and the

data ascertained and collated verified by experimental
research. Analyses and illustrations of numerous typi-

cal and other varieties of fabrics supplemented by ex-

positions of the principles and schemes of manufacture
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they represent will be found to form an essential part
of the book.

For the Government cloths treated of, I desire to

express my indebtedness to the officials of the Royal

Army Clothing Department and the Admiralty, who
have placed at my disposal the standard samples of

woven materials requisitioned for military and naval

purposes.

Mr. Frank Beaumont, of the Convoy Woollen Com-

pany, Ltd., Co. Donegal, has supplied the wool and

colour-blend specimens of the Khaki and French Grey
Army Cloths on Plates XIII and XIV.

I have further to acknowledge the interesting and

suggestive form in which the publishers have printed
and illustrated the volume.

R. B.

LEEDS,

October, 1915.
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CHAPTER I.

MICROSCOPIC FEATURES.

(1) Woven Fabrics Methods of Construction ; (2) Felted Cloths
; (3)

Yarn-made Textures Lace, Knitted and Woven Structures
; (4) Materials

and Fabrics ; (5) Various types of Wool Textures under the Microscope ; (6)

Magnification of Mohair and Alpaca Fabrics ; (7) Fabrics composed of Yarns

of different Fibrous Properties ; (8) Microscopic Examination of Fabrics in

which Cotton is used ; (9) Experiments in Fabrics made of Woollen Yarns

of dissimilar Structures ; (10) Microscopic Research and Schemes of Inter-

texture ; (11) Surface and Structural Characteristics of Fabrics determined

by "Weave"; (12) Whip-cord and Fine-twilled Textures ; (13) Microscopic
Studies and Clearness of " Weave "

definition ; (14) Analysis of the Causes of

Defects in Fabrics as revealed by the Microscope ; (15) Defects caused by
Inaccuracies in Sleying and Healdiug ; (16) Irregular Weaving Defects,

(1) WOVEN FABRICS METHODS OF CONSTRUCTION.

FABRICS or textures are manufactured of fibrous materials by

felting, plaiting, knitting, and weaving. Each system of work
is representative of several groups of textures having specific

properties, structural characteristics, and different uses and

applications. They are divisible into two main classes :

1. Cloths made direct from fibrous materials by a process of

felting and in the manufacture of which there is no spinning or

equivalent operation for twisting the prepared fibres into a

thread-like form.

2. Fabrics constructed of spun yarns or threads, composed
of fibrous substances, by plaiting, knitting, or interlacing such

yarns into a texture.

The former are compacted, solidified filaments
;
and the

latter thread-contrived textile structures. In one instance, a

cloth is acquired by utilizing the natural disposition of wool or

hair to felt under prescribed conditions
; and, in the other, a

1
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fabric is produced by passing lengths of thread over, under, and
round each other.

(2) FELTED CLOTHS.

Felting is the most primitive method of making a cloth. It

was understood and practised by Eastern craftsmen at a very

early period, and in later times by the Romans and the ancient

Gauls. Rough, coarse blankets, coverlets, mats, and carpets
were thus manufactured before the invention of the art of spin-

ning.

Felt manufacture is now a standard method of cloth production
and comprises unwoven and woven materials. Unwoven felts are

the original typs, and result from felting prepared strands, or

layers of fibres, into pieces of cloth, the quality and substance

of which are determined by the fineness of the wool or hair, and

the number of layers of
"
cardings," or lengths of scribbled and

carded fibrous materials, felted together.

Modern felts in the production of which camel, goat, and

other varieties of hair, wool substitutes, and coarse, medium,
and fine-grown wools are employed range from inferior classes

of carpets and rugs to fine cloths made for decorative and cloth-

ing purposes, and vary in thickness from a hat-band material,

soft and flexible, to a cloth of one or more inches, and of char-

acteristic firmness and solidity.

(3) YAEN-MADE STEUCTUEES LACE, KNITTED AND WOVEN
TEXTUEES.

Yarn-made textures obtained by the plaiting of threads as

in lace-making, the looping of threads as in knitting, and the

interlacing of threads as in weaving differ from each other in

three important essentials :

(a) Composition, or the standard group or set of threads- of

which the texture is made
; (6) Structure, or the method of

binding or securing the standard threads to each other; and

(c) Surface characteristics, e.g., compactness, density, evenness,

and diversity of yarn intersections or crossings.

(a) Composition. In lace (Fig. 1) a development of the art
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of plaiting, the textural "effect
"

is the net or mesh. The con-

necting strands, in the specimen illustrated, consist of two

threads loosely twined together, but separated and recombined by

interlacing in alternate order at the extremities of each mesh.

The "
effect

"
in a knitted material is derived from the

scheme of looping. The ordinary principle is shown in Figs. 2

and 3. The loops on the face extend lengthways of the texture,

but on the reverse side they move transversely. Loop succeeds

FIG. 1. Venetian lace : Fourteenth century.

loop in regular sequence in the making of the fabric. The
omission of a single stitch drops a loop and leaves an unformed

place in the texture.

Woven cloths are distinct in composition from both lace

and knitted materials. In all instances they are produced by
the alternate crossing of two series of yarns at right angles to

each other. To make the simplest "effect," four threads two

warp A and B, and two weft C and D (Fig. 4) are necessary.

(b) Structure. Textural structure, or the methods of secur-

ing the threads to each other, is most diversified in weaving.
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In both lace and knitted work it is restricted by the plaiting or

looping of the threads individually and not in series. The
number of threads in a strand of the mesh, or in the sequence
of loops, does not change the singleness of yarn movements.

in either lace or knitted structures. This is a fundamental

element of their construction. No such restrictions apply to-

loomwork. Here the yarns may work in groups consisting of

FIG. 2. Knitted texture. Face surface.

FIG. 3. Knitted texture. Reverse surface.

the same or different numbers of threads and in any prescribed

order.

(c) Surface Characteristics. The surface qualities and

features of lace are chiefly varied by the nature of the fibrous

materials and the fineness of the yarns. Several threads may
be formed into one strand, but little variation is observed in the

net or mesh. In knitting, there is facility for modification of

the surface of the fabric in the form of the stitch, and in t he-

drawing together and arrangement of the loops, producing plain..
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ribbed, and other effects. Knitted textures are more flexible,

elastic, and porous than the ordinary classes of fabrics, but are

deficient in tensility and firmness. Uniformity of surface is a

characteristic of each of these distinctive textures
;
but whereas

in lace it mainly implies regularity of construction, in knitted

and woven fabrics it may also signify a degree of smoothness.

As each method of crossing warp and weft yields a different

type of fabric, the surface effects developed by weaving may be

plain, twilled, matted, ribbed, diagonalleel, striped, checked,

honey-combed, diapered, etc. Moreover, in the most elementary
woven structure (Figs. 4 and 4a) many varieties of manufactures

are obtainable. This is not possible to the same extent in

knitted schemes. For example, by changing the qualities and

counts of the yarns, the setting, and other data of construction,

it is feasible to produce in the plain interlacing the thin, light

flannel, the heavy melton, the fine cambric, the coarse calico,

the jute carpet, and the hemp sacking. Other standard

weaves twill, mat, and sateen have a fuller range of applica-

tions, and combined with the schemes of design which may be

developed in the loom, afford the widest scope for the con-

struction of fabrics rich in surface characteristics.

(4) MATERIALS AND FABRICS MICROSCOPICALLY CONSIDERED.

Microscopic research has contributed to the knowledge of

the physical structure of fibrous materials and to the accurate

determination of the qualities they produce in the woven fabric
;

of technicalities in yarn construction ;
and of the influence

and value of the nature of the fibre, and of yarn and fabric

structure on the felting, raising, and lustring in finishing

routine. The theory and technicalities of these processes have

been verified and elaborated by experimental and microscopic

investigations.

The microscope reveals and distinguishes the minutest

details and elements in the composition of woven fabrics made
of materials of different manufacturing properties. Microscopic

views of flax, cotton, ramie or rhea, silk, artificial silk, asbestos,
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and wool, indicate the specific qualities of each material, which

are as strongly pronounced and distinctive in the manufactured

i)

FIG. 4. Coptic fabric.ABA B

FIG. 4a. Coptic fabric. Weft rib effect in the Plain Weave.

as in the unmanufactured state. Comparison emphasizes the

excessive quantity of active or assertive fibres in woollen as

contrasted with cotton and linen fabrics. This is suggestive of
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the specific clothing properties of woollen textures, and also of

the exceptional tensile strength and elasticity which they are

known to possess.

Fibrous compactness and consistency are characteristic of

the yarns in both the flax and cotton specimens (Figs. 5 and 6),

S. T. T. T. S. T. S.

FIG. 5. Linen Cambric.

but obviously there is an absence of extraneous and surface

filaments which form such a decided feature of the woollen

examples (Figs. 4 and 4a). The s.s.s. T.T.T. S.

cause of the level, smooth, and

bright surface of the linen text-

ure is distinctly traceable to the

uniform separated ness, and even

condition, of the flax fibres of

which it is composed. The

crushed, flattened, and partially

collapsed form which the threads possess, is due to the pressure

applied to the fabric in the calendering and finishing work,
and adds to the permanent lustrous quality of the texture.

Straightness, evenness, and brightness, which are so promi-

nently brought out as the distinguishing characteristics of linen

in Fig. 5 (a fine cambric) are more clearly understood when

FIG. 6. Cotton texture.
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contrasted with cotton both in the yarn and fabric. Fig. 7 is a

view of a fine muslin made of Egyptian cotton of superior spin-

ning property. The yarns are

smaller in diameter than those

forming the cambric texture,

but retain the round, concave

surface of an ordinary spun
thread. If the fabrics were

calendered, the yarns would

not be flattened or assume the

same characteristics as the

linen.

Fig. 8 is a union linen cotton warp and flax weft. The flax

in such an inferior quality of fabric is not of thelbest, but still the

B

FIG. 7. Muslin.

T. S. S. T.

FIG. 8. Union linen. Cotton warp and linen weft.

straight and somewhat collapsed features of the linen are notice-

able in contrast with the rounded surfaces of the cotton yarns.

Particularly is the straightness of the fibres in the linen threads

observed in section A or the unravelled portion of the fabric.
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"Compare these in fibrous compactness and smoothness with the

ends of cotton warp in section B of the illustration.

Close examination of Fig. 5 shows that the flattening of the

threads has developed waviness of disposition in the fibres, and

that this is in exact coincidence with -the frequency of the

interlacings of the warp and weft. The lustrous quality is

apparently better accentuated in the loose ends A and B than

in the woven texture, and slightly more in A than B, but this

is caused by the warp yarns being spun from a finer flax than

FIG. 9. Ramie texture : warp and weft threads disarranged.

the weft yarns, and therefore fuller of fibre and more flexible in

structure.

The lustrous quality of ramie (Fig. 9) or China grass has

another source, namely, the high degree of smoothness of the

filament, with the absence of surface abrasions, and regular

physical structure and formation. Ramie yarns differ from

flax in possessing some fine extraneous fibres which fill up the

interstices between the interlacings of the warp and weft in the

fabric, but unlike flax the threads, in the dressing of the texture,

retain their oval or round consistency.

In silks (Fig. 10) the fibres lie in straightened series or in par-
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allel line, so that the magnified threads have the appearance of

smooth bands or ribbons intersecting each other, with the mini-

mum amount of twisting or crossing of the filaments. Artificial

silk as regards lustre is a satisfactory substitute for natural silk,

FIG. 10. Siik texture.

having in the fabric, under the microscope, the same ribbon-like

quality and form of threads (A. Fig. 11), but the analogy ceases

FIG. 11. Gauze fabric. Cotton warp. Artificial silk weft.

here, the pure silk being washable, durable, pliant, and elastic,

and the artificial silk being brittle and comparatively deficient

in elasticity and suppleness.
Jute has specific features brightness and clearness of thread

distinction, with the individual fibres well lined with each other,
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but without the firmness and compactness characteristic of

cotton, the qualities of fibrous straightness, stiffness, and smooth-

ness not being favourable to the production of closeness of con-

tact by the processes of yarn manufacture.

The intersections in an asbestos fabric, when magnified,

appear indefinite and indistinct, and the whole surface has a

cloudy appearance. The yarns are ill-defined, and resemble

cotton floss rolled into threads fairly even in circumference, but

in which the fibres have been crushed together rather than spun
round and over each other.

(5) VARIOUS TYPES OF WOOL TEXTURES UNDER THE MICRO-

SCOPE.

Fabrics resulting from the manufacture of wool comprise a>

larger diversity of types than those produced from other fibrous

materials, but for microscope analysis they may be grouped into

two main classes :

1. Fabrics having distinctive characteristics derived from the

nature and properties of the wools used in their production, as,

for example, wools fine or coarse in fibre, and short, medium, or

long in staple, and also from such fibres as Mohair, Alpaca, and

Vicuna.

2. Fabrics differing in structure, surface features, and tech-

nical properties, on account of being made from yarns manu-
factured on distinct systems though from the same or similar

qualities of wool.

From these two fundamental groups of
" wool

"
fabrics three

classes of microscopic investigations may be made :

(a) In woollen fabrics, typical Saxony and Cheviot.

(&) In worsted fabrics, typical Botany and Crossbred.

(c) In Mohair, Alpaca, and dress materials.

Experiment and practice in the manufacture of Saxony and

Cheviot cloths have rendered their respective qualities and

textural features definable. The superior fibrous fineness and

density of the Saxony (Fig. 12) and the rougher, stronger

quality of the Cheviot (Fig. 13) are clearly brought out in micro-

scopic examination. Such a mass of crossed -and mingled fila-
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ments as forms the surface of the Saxony considering that it

is but the external or outer layer of a similar but more compacted
series of layers of fibres implies the composition of a fabric

supple and elastic, and warmth-yielding in the wear. The nature

FIG. 12. Saxony Angola (Merino wool and cotton).

of the surface of the Cheviot suggests crispness, brightness, and

more distinctiveness of filament with a possibility of greater

FIG. 13. Cheviot costume cloth (Welsh wool).

freshness of tone of colour than in the Saxony, but a fabric

slightly more porous in structure
;
from which it will be under-

stood that the true principle of manufacturing adapted to the

classes of wools used in making these fabrics, is to develop and

emphasize the features microscopically delineated in Figs. 12

and 13, or, in other words, the natural properties of the wools

utilized.
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The two types of worsted fabrics, Botany (Fig. 14) and fine

Crossbred (Fig. 15), are equally distinct in character as the two-

woollen textures considered, with this important difference the

FIG. 14. Botany Worsted Flannel.

structure of the yarns and the interlacings of the warp and weft

are better defined. But few traces of the threads are discern-

FIG. 15. Fine Crossbred Worsted.

ible in either the Saxony or Cheviot, the yarns being covered
with extraneous filaments, a characteristic feature of the

suiface of the cloths. Worsted textures are quite different.
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Whether fine or medium in quality, thai is, made of wools

similar to those used for the styles of fabrics in Fig. 14 or Fig.

15, or of different degrees of fineness, the threads of warp and

weft are distinct, and the scheme of intertexture traceable under

the microscope. The thread structure is also more or less

discernible, for in Figs. 14 and 15 both the progressive move-

ment of the interlacing of the threads, and of the actual struc-

ture and arrangement of the fibres in the yarns, are revealed.

Clearly, the fibres of the wool in producing these yarns have

been, in the scheme of yarn manufacture, straightened or combed
as well as twisted round each other, the straightening process

FIG. 16. Medium Cheviot fabric.

being performed to such a degree as to impart that level smooth-

ness of circumference which is discernible in the threads of both

the Botany and Crossbred specimens.

These microscopic dissections demonstrate the technical

reasons for worsted yarns being better adapted for the develop-

ment of weave and design details than yarns made on the woollen

principle ; they afford a precise definition to the interlacings of

warp and weft, or to the weave scheme, which is not so feasible

in woollen cloths composed of yarns with a rough, fibrous surface.

Differences in wearing property and characteristics are also

distinguished. The features are evident which develop glossi-

ness in the wear of a worsted, and thread-bareness in the wear

of a woollen fabric. Friction, such as that developed in wear,
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is chiefly on the lateral sides of the fibres and on the yarns in the

former ;
but in the latter, it is both on the points and sides of

the intermingled filaments distributed on the face of the fabric.

Clearly, it is the thread structure which sustains the friction in

PIG. ]?. Medium Saxony fabric.

the wear of a worsted cloth, this being distinctly exposed (Fig.

14). In woollens, the extraneous fibres may conceal and cover

the threads (Figs. 12 and 13), or the details of the patterns

FIG. 18. Striped Saxony trousering (clear finish).

may be made distinguishable, in consequence of the surface

filaments having been removed in the finishing routine, as in

Figs. 17 and 18, but the modifications effected by wear are the

same in eaoh'of these classes of fabrics.
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(6) MAGNIFICATION OF MOHAIR AND ALPACA FABRICS.

Mohair and Alpaca have a similar physical structure to

wool, with the fibres less serrated, and the outer scales larger

T. S. S. S. T. T. S.

FIG. 19. Mohair weft and Cotton warp.

and flatter than in the medium and short-stapled wools.

These materials are exceptionally smooth, soft, and lustrous.

The nature of the yarns and class of fabric they yield are dis-

FIG. 20. Alpaca weft and Cotton warp.

tinctly brought out in Figs. 19 and 20, sections of union

dress stuffs, composed of Mohair and Alpaca wefts and cotton

warp. The functions of the several threads in the two structures

are rendered distinct the cotton imparting firmness and
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strength of fabric, and the Mohair or Alpaca fibrousness and

glossiness.
The difference in the relation and compactness of

the fibres in the threads is also marked the cotton solid,

round, and wire-like; the Mohair loose in formation, flat, and

plain, 'with the filaments spread in a manner to occupy the

spaces between the interlacings of the yarns. The impractica-

bility of obtaining from either Mohair or Alpaca a texture of a

woolly quality, will be understood from these microscopic illus-

T' S'

FIG. 21. Mohair warp and weft.

trations. Such materials are specially suitable for the manu-

facture of fabrics having a smooth, bright surface and of silky

softness, hence their application to dress textures or " lustres ".

When both the warp and weft yarns are Mohair (Fig. 21) the

fabric is denser in structure and fuller of fibre. The twofold

construction of the warp threads, to give tensile strength and

wearing property, is well defined. Folding and twisting soften,

but do not destroy the characteristic straightness and line ar-

rangement of fibres, forming the marked features of all classes

of Alpaca and Mohair yarns.

2
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(7) FABRICS COMPOSED OF YARNS OF DIFFERENT FIBROUS

PROPERTIES.

Fabrics acquired by using two or more kinds of yarn of

dissimilar fibrous composition present interesting qualities.

FIG. 22. Botany worsted warp and weft fabric.

The typical combinations include fabrics made of yarns of cotton

and wool, cotton and worsted, cotton and linen, cotton and

FIG. 23. Botany warp and Saxony weft fabric.

Mohair, Alpaca, Camel's hair, artificial silk, and other lustrous

materials. In the manufacture of union flannel and costume

cloths, firmness and clearness of structure, as in Mohair unions,
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are due mainly to the cotton warp threads, and fibrous quality

to the worsted or woollen weft. The effect in the fabric is

generally noticeable in the straightness and uniformity of dis-

position of the cotton warp yarns, which, though regularly inter-

lacing with the worsted weft yarns, are but slightly deflected,

whereas the worsted are bent and curved at the points of inter-

section. Though in this specimen (Fig. 19) the diameters of

the two yarns nearly correspond, affording the least facility for

accentuation of these technicalities, yet the relative qualities

of the materials are clearly distinguishable, and each class of

thread retains its individuality of character and structure.

FIG. 24. Botany warp and Cheviot weft fabric.

Union cloths in which the warp is cotton and the weft

woollen may consist of yarns of very different thicknesses, such

for example as cotton threads -g^th of an inch in diameter crossed

with woollen threads ^rd of an inch in diameter. This results

in a cloth in which the cotton yarns are quite concealed by the

fibres composing the woollen yarns. The solidity and evenness

of the cotton threads as compared with the soft and bulky fibrous

condition of the woollen, are strongly accentuated. Such a warp
and weft compound, when microscopically examined, exhibits

the distinguishing features of the two kinds of threads and their

relation to each other in the build of fabric.
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(8) MICEOSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF FABEICS IN WHICH
COTTON is USED.

Cotton and silk union textures present two contrasts : first ,

in lustre
; and, second, in the methods of grouping the fibres in

the formation of the respective threads. The silk filaments are

lined and spread as in Alpaca yarns. The strong, hard cotton

warp yarns deflect the softer and more flossy silk weft, em-

phasizing the brightness of the latter.

Allusion has already been made to the characteristics of linen,

Mohair, and Alpaca unions in Paragraph 6.

In each instance cotton is primarily employed to reduce the

cost of the fabric. It also affects quality and wearing character-

istics. The union linen specimen (Fig. 8) has a spongy murkiness

of tone, the short, straggling fibres on the edges of the cotton

threads detracting from clearness of textural definition, which

forms an essential feature of the finest-made linen fabrics.

Cotton with lustrous materials Alpaca, Mohair, etc. gives a

type of texture wanting in the qualities of brightness and soft-

ness when compared with similar productions in which the

warp and weft yarns are prepared from the same class of fibre.

In many varieties of fabrics, admixtures of cotton and wool,

and cotton and wool substitutes, are made in the processes of yarn

preparation, and not in weaving, by combining yarns of different

materials. This is fibrous blending in the place of yarn mixing.
It yields a perfect intermingling of the two or more classes of

fibres utilized. Union fabrics manufactured by this method are

microscopically examined for fibrous diversity and detection, and

chemically analysed for quantitative composition.

Fig. 12 is a microscopic view of a Saxony fabric in which a

percentage of cotton has been used. It consists of 85 per cent

of wool and 15 per cent of cotton fibres. With the exception of

dullness of colour tone, and deficiency in suppleness and softness,

it might pass for a woollen texture. Microscopic examination

exhibits the characteristics in the fabric due to each kind of

fibre the straight and comparatively stiff fibres of cotton, and

the curly, wavy, diffusive fibres of wool. It is a ready and ac-

curate method of detecting admixtures of vegetable, animal and
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other fibres, but it may not be as successfully applied in de-

termining the use of wool substitutes noils, flocks, mungo,

FIG.
26.
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FIG. 25. Striped design composed of warp and weft cords.

FIG. 26. Sample of woven texture for Fig. 25.

shoddy, and extract or the presence in the same fabric of lustre

wools, Mohair, Alpaca, and Camel's hair, or fibres of a like genus
but of dissimilar textile attributes.

(9) EXPERIMENTS IN FABRICS MADE OF "WOOL" YARNS OF

DISSIMILAR STRUCTURES (Figs. 22, 23, and 24).

As shown, the minutest differences in fibre and in yarn
structure have some influence on the style and character of the
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fabric. Other minutiae influence clearness of weave delineation.

There are, apparently, inappreciable technicalities in practical

manufacturing, defined by microscopic analysis, which result in

more accurate fabric construction, or in the utilization of manu-

facturing data and routine scientifically adapted for attaining the

type of texture or style of effect required. To demonstrate these

points, experiments have been made in three groups of fabrics,

the warp in each being 2-fold 30's and the wefts like the warp
(Fig. 22), and Saxony and Cheviot single yarns but of a similar

count (Figs. 23 and 24). Practice has determined some of the

differences in quality and weave distinctiveness in the three de-

scriptions of cloth resultant. Microscopic investigation goes

further, and reveals the fibrous relation of the warp and weft

yarns, and also the effects of fine and strong-fibred wools on the

surface of the texture and on the nature of the weave. The

pure Botany specimen (Fig. 22) has the most level, even, and

smooth surface with the neatest twilled appearance. From
this it is conclusive that the more regular the structure and

fibrous equality of the yarns, the better the development of these

technicalities. Contrasting Fig. 22 with Fig. 24, the coarser

wool composition of the Cheviot weft produces a more open
twill and a rougher fabric, the degree in which the two textures

differ in these features being definitely noticeable. It is obvious

that the admixture of yarns in Fig. 24 is not adapted for

giving evenness of warp and weft twill distinction. The Saxony
weft crossing the Botany warp (Fig. 23) yields a third variety

of fabric. The twills are more suppressed with the warp effects

clearer than the weft effects, forming a combination of yarns of

practical value in the manufacture of cloths in which one order

of twills warp or weft is required to be brighter than another.

In addition, this specimen shows the correct relation of yarn
structures to obtain softness of weave tone, the fibrous density
and compactness of the woollen weft, with its extraneous

filament, affecting this characteristic and also the supple quality

of the cloth.

These microscopic analyses emphasize the following tech-

nical points :
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O
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1. The highest degree of neatness of texture combined with

clearness of weave interlacings, is the most satisfactorily de-

veloped in 2-fold Botany yarns of a fine quality.

2. A difference in the definition of the warp and weft twills

is obtainable by interweaving a Botany worsted warp yarn with

a Saxony woollen weft yarn.

3. Comparative openness of weave effect, with fibrous rough-
ness of fabric, results from crossing a Botany worsted warp
with a Cheviot weft yarn, or a yarn made on the woollen prin-

ciple and of a Crossbred quality of wool.

4. Degrees in these contrasts are variable as required in

actual manufacture, by changes in the quality of the fibre and

the structure of the yarn.

(10) MICROSCOPIC KESEARCH AND SCHEMES OF INTERTEXTURE.

An important section of textile microscopic research con-

cerns technical elements in fabric structure, as produced and

modified by different schemes of interlacing warp and weft.

The relative compactness of the intersections and their composite

effects, and also the angular direction of the groups of interlac-

ings i.e. the " move "
constant in the twill or design, are tech-

nicalities for investigation. Research should be based upon
experiments in fabric construction and planning, originated and

carried out to determine specific data in textile structures and

in weaving.

Typical series of woven examples experimentally produced
for this purpose will be analysed. The first series is a com-

pound of two sets of warp and weft cords, one set being finer

than the other
;
or the floats limited to four interlacings in the

first example and eight interlacings of either warp or weft in the

second example. The characteristics of a correctly-constructed
cord are indicated in Fig. 26, A, Design 25, A. It consists of

'

an adequate cohesion of warp yarns to cover the series of weft

yarns, and yet to develop a clean rib or rep across the fabric.

In Fig. 26, C and D, the detail contrasts between a group
of comparatively long floats of weft in association with shorter

floats of warp are observed, and also the effects of the latter on
the compactness and closeness of structure of the section ad-
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joining the warp cord. The picks in this part of the texture

are drawn together in fours and not regularly spaced as in the

adjoining weft cord. Fig. 26, B, is the reverse in principle to

FIG.
28.

FIG.
29.

FIG. 28. Striped pattern composed of 4/4 twill derivatives.

FIG. 29. Design for Figs. 27 and 28.

Fig. 26, C, the finer weft cords being adjacent to the more open
or loose-woven ^warp cords, and also more perfectly formed.

The zig-zag or irregularity seen down the edges of the cord

stripes is caused by the stitching or binding points of the re-

spective weaves.
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The effect of binding the floats of warp or weft in sections

C and D (Fig. 25), and how it influences the level character of the

cords, is traceable in the corresponding sections of Fig. 26. An

interruption in the yarn floats produced by the stitchings pro-
duces in this specimen a degree of unevenness of surface, but

improved firmness of fabric structure.

FIG. 30. Stripe effect (worsted) composed of fine warp twill, weft cord, and bold

warp twill. Photomicrograph of a section of the fabric in Fig. 38.

(11) SURFACE AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FABRICS

DETERMINED BY WEAVE.

It is clear from these examples that the surface features of

the cloth, and the textural qualities are determined by the

scheme of warp and weft intersections, that is, by the weave

plan. Further, several microscopic illustrations may be analysed.

Fig. 27, sections A, B, C, and D are derivatives of the 4/4 twill

(Design, Fig. 29). In one respect they are regular in construction,

for there is no variation in the length of the interlacings in the

weft with the warp, but the arrangement or grouping of the inter-

lacings as seen from the plans (Fig. 29); and section B, Figs. 27

and 28, results in a variation in the length of the warp floats. The

four textures A, B, C, and D (correspondingly lettered in the
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illustrations) are, however, quite uniformly planned. They show

FIG. 30a.

FIG. 30b.

the influence of the scheme of grouping the interlacings in

(1) making an evenly balanced woven texture, fast or firm in
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structure ; (2) the acquirement of diversity of textural effects
;

{3) the production of strength.

Compactness and regularity are observed in each fabric,

A, B, C, and D (Figs. 27 and 28) denoting the use of a correct

weave base, but this regularity, though a common 'factor, does

not impart the same degree of firmness of structure in each

example. There is in section B a more frequent binding or in-

terlacing of the warp and weft than in A, C, or D. Section D
is, however, fastly woven, having more bindings or intersections

than either A or C. The latter yield fabrics of diminished

soundness of construction.

Comparing A and C, in this respect, brings out the value of

progressive movement in twilled weaves in distributing the warp
and weft intersections in the construction of the fabric. All the

four specimens possess characteristic surface features, but pattern
C is the most interesting, the scheme of interlacings forming
a texture of diversified effects.

(12) WHIP-COED AND FINE-TWILLED TEXTUEES.

In the manufacture of standard woollen and worsted fabrics

of the whip-cord or fine-twilled variety, the twilled characteristic

is chiefly due to the warp yarns, and from microscopic investiga-

tion it may be shown what is the true relation of the
" twine

"

in such yarns to the movement of the twill, and also to the

structure of the weft yarn. Figs. 30, 30a, and 30b are sections

of a stripe pattern in which two types of warp twill fine and

open (Figs. 30a and 30b) in the make are combined with a line

of weft cord (Fig. 30). The contrast between the bolder and the

closer twill, or the effects produced by weaves of different struc-

tures, are illustrated, the warp and weft yarns in each section

being the same. The law of
" twine

"
or direction of the fibres

in yarn spinning, as it controls or modifies twill development, is

here exemplified. The twine in the warp twill in sections A
and B (Fig. 30), and also the fold of the yarn, are at the correct

angle with the furrows formed by the twills, so that the edges

of the threads are clearly defined, and give a pronounced whip-
cord effect with the edges of the twills smartly accentuated.
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Taking the finer effect, traversing the fabric to the left, the

twill forms an angle of approximately 70, and the twine of the

fibres, moving to the right, an angle of 60 to 65. The folding
or "

doubling
"
traverse of the threads, as indicated by the white

lines (silk) ,
have an angle of some 40 or 45. In the broader effects

the angle of the twill is changed to 60, but that of the twine of

the fibres, and also of the fold in the yarns, remain the same.

The effect of the single yarn used in the weft is noticeable in

the clean definition of the edges of the series of warp twills, the

FIG. 31. Crossbred Worsted, firm-spun yarns.

fibres of this yarn being embedded in the furrows between the

ridges or twilled cords. That, however, the weft yarns may, if

required, be useful in imparting twilled emphasis in which both

warp and weft effects are equally pronounced, is illustrated in

Fig. 31. Here the twill angle is 40, that of the warp twine

about 60, and of the weft, as it lies in the texture, from 15 to

20. The direction of the weft twine cuts the direction of the

warp twine, a combination which accounts for the precision of

both sets of twills. Moreover the weft twine, though correspond-

ing in direction with the twill, is of a different angle. When
the direction and angle of the twills and twine of the fibres of
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the yarns coincide, clearness of effect is wanting. Further, when
the twine of the warp and weft yarns correspond in relation to

each other in the texture, the filaments in the two sets of threads

mingle with each other, and develop an indefinite weave effect.

(13) MICEOSCOPIC STUDIES AND CLEARNESS OF "WEAVE"
DEFINITION.

These microscopic studies teach that twilled and other schemes

of intersection are affected in clearness of definition by the fol-

lowing technical data :

(1) The direction and angle of the

twine of the fibres and fold in the

warp yarn in relation to the di-

rection and angle of the twill.

First, in warp-face twills and other

weaves.

FIG. 32. Photomicrograph of silk Satin.

Second, in ordinary twill and other

weaves in which the warp and weft

appear equally on the face of the

texture.

(2) The structure of the weft yarn

single or folded, "soft "or " firm
"

spun.

(1) The direction and angle of the

twine of the fibres and fold in the

warp and weft yarns in relation to

the direction and angle of the twill,

or distinctive features of the weave.

(2) The direction and angular move-

ment of the twine of the fibres in

the warp yarn in relation to the

direction and angular movement of

the twine of the fibres in the weft

yarns.
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(3) The relative angular movements
of the twine of the fibres in the

weft to the angular movements of

the twill in the weave.

(14) ANALYSIS OF THE CAUSES OF DEFECTS IN FABRICS AS

KEVEALED BY THE MICROSCOPE.

The nature and causes of defects in manufacturing are sub-

ject to microscopic investigation for discovering (a) the qualities

FIG. 33. Sateen lining reverse side. A = Fast woven. B = Looser woven.

of the materials used in yarn construction as to fineness of fibre
;

(6) irregularities in thread structure
;
and (c) irregularities in

weaving. Variations in finishing and other routine may be de-

termined, in some instances, by microscopic analysis. The limit-

ation to this process of deduction is the minute area in which

the defects are examinable. Several tests should be made for

comparison. These if carefully carried out are especially valu-

able, as shown, in determining the fibrous composition of the

yarns in the woven texture, and also evenness or faultiness of
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thread structure. In the finest as in the medium and the low-

grade fabrics examined, a degree of imperfection in yarn con-

struction occurs in cotton, linen, woollen, and worsted fabrics.

This irregularity is less pronounced in worsted than in woollens,

and in twofold than in single yarns, proving (1) that the more

searching the processes in yarn manufacture, the more level the

type of thread resultant
;
and (2) that the twisting or folding of

two or more threads into one, distributes the inequalities of

each, and produces a compound yarn of more even formation

than either of the single or simple threads employed.
Fabrics which appear to be composed of yarns correct and

uniform in counts, when naturally examined, present irregulari-

ties under the microscope. This is quite noticeable in the linen

texture (Fig. 5). Compare, for example, threads S and T, yarns
of variable diameter or counts. There is a corresponding dis-

similarity in threads S and T (Fig. 8) combined with the ad-

ditional defect of lack of uniformity in diameter in each sort of

yarn, caused by imperfect preparation of the fibres for spinning,
or by irregularity in the spinning operation. The fine muslin

(Fig. 7) is the most correct in thread structure of these speci-

mens. The difference in the diameters of the yarns here is so

minute as to be inappreciable in the woven fabric. Accuracy
of construction is also observed in the several warp yarns in

Fig. 19. Each considered separately is perfectly even, the

faultiness is in the difference in thickness when the threads are

compared with each other. Presumably spun to the same counts,

they vary in diameter. Crossed, as in this specimen, with a

loose fibrous weft yarn, this defect in spinning might not be

discovered in the texture the weft threads covering and con-

cealing the cotton warp threads
; but, obviously, if several threads

similar to T and others similar to S were indiscriminate!}
7

grouped

together, and the warp and weft yarns were of the same size

or counts, stripeness would develop in the fabric. In the

Mohair illustration (Fig. 21), as in the examples in other classes

of materials, there is both in the twofold warp and single weft

unevenness in yarn counts. In the warp the two extremes of

thickness are noticeable in threads S' and T'
;
and in the weft
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in picks S" and T"
;
the fuller fibrous density of the texture due

to the yarns T" as compared with that due to yarns S", being

distinctly marked. The fabric is more porous in the sections

formed of the finer threads than in the sections formed of the

thicker threads ; in the first, the interstices between the warp
and weft yarns are quite evident ;

but in the second, scarcely

visible. This feature is magnified by the nature of the material

used in the manufacture of the fabric, but it is one which char-

acterizes all types of cloths of corresponding inequality, as this

specimen, in the counts of the warp and weft yarns. As show-

ing this, a fine worsted flannel (Fig. 14) may be analysed. It is

FIG. 34. Photomicrograph of the Poplin texture.

made of twofold 70's warp and 56's weft yarns, and contains 76

threads and 70 picks per inch. As in Fig. 5, the thicker threads

T T 1
form, with the weft interlacings, a close structure, but the

smaller threads, S S 1
,
crossed with the same weft, yield a struc-

ture containing clear interstices. Increasing the diameter of

the yarns, and employing a material of coarser and stronger

fibre, accentuates defects of this nature.

Faults in the fabric, caused by defective yarn structure, are not

readily determined by ordinary spinning tests which may verify

accuracy in counts but not detect this kind of irregularity. They

may result in imperfect development of the weave details. Such
3
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defects show the more distinctly when microscopically examined

in irregular and fancy weaves. The " constant
"

interlacings

of the warp and weft appear to be discontinued, but this is not

the case. Microscopic dissection points to the weft yarn, in

these faulty places in the fabric, being smaller in diameter than

the normal, though the "counts" are uniform. This may
indicate a variation in degree of twine as the cause of incorrect-

ness of
" weave

"
definition in the cloth.

PIG. 35. Photomicrograph of Poplin, defective structure.

(15) DEFECTS CAUSED BY INACCURACIES IN SLEYING AND
HEALDING.

Defects arising from irregular
"
sleying" or "

reeding," and in-

accuracies in healding and weaving, are traceable under the micro-

scope. An illustrative example is given in Fig. 10. The minute

but irregular spaces (marked by the arrows) between the pairs

of threads, are
" reed

"
or "

sley
"
marks, a species of defect which

forms in the texture if the warp threads are not correctly grouped
in the reed. In mat, cord, and other types of weaves, the

yarns which interlace together e.g. in sets of twos, threes, fours,

etc. should be as frequently divided by the splits in the sley

as possible. The smaller the number of threads in each reed,

providing the yarns are not chafed in weaving by the sley, the
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more correctly spaced they appear in the fabric. But it will

be understood that, in the manufacture of many classes of

cloths, a number of ends have to be entered into one split.

However technically accurate sleying may be done in regard to

the construction of the weave, and the nature of the yarns,
"
reediness

"
may be caused by bent dents, etc., in the sley. The

finer the gauge of the reed, the more liable the smallest in-

equality is to cause streakiness in the fabric. This is observed

in the silk-warp sateen specimen, containing over 400 threads

per inch, and illustrated in Fig. 32. The streaky lines, which

in this instance are only perceived under the microscope, are

caused by the "rolling" of the threads in the reeds in weaving.
"
Streakiness

"
in such fine-set fabrics cannot be entirely obviated.

In worsteds crowded in the warp two sleys may be used, one

fixed behind the other, with the spaces and reeds alternating, to

remove defects of this character. By using, for example, two

sleys, 20 reeds per inch, and entering 6 threads in a reed of each

sley, but each 6-thread group in the front sley being taken from

2 reeds in the back sley, an actual result is attained equivalent
to sleying in 3's.

(16) IRREGULAR WEAVING DEFECTS.

Fig. 33 is illustrative of defects caused by irregular weaving.

Though the irregularity is sufficient to manifest some shadiness

in the fabric, yet it is not so marked as to be clearly traceable by

ordinary methods of analysis. Microscopic examination at once

indicates that the operations of the loom in the insertion of the

picks per inch have not been uniform. Inaccuracy of construction

is also definable by this system of investigation. The rep or cord

specimen (Fig. 34) is even in yarn counts and in weaving, but

unsatisfactory in wear. 'Friction causes the warp threads to

separate or slip apart, as seen in Fig. 35. The structure is de-

fective in two particulars : (1) in the incorrect proportion of picks
of weft to threads of warp ;

and (2) in the relative counts and

qualities of the two sets of yarns. The warp threads are closely,

set, but the weft picks are loosely woven, or the bindings of the
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warp and weft yarns are too infrequent to secure firmness of

structure. With a thicker and more fibrous weft, a greater de-

gree of cohesion of the threads would have resulted from the

scheme of interlacing practised. Ordinary principles of dissec-

tion would prove these defects in the manufacture of this fabric ;

microscopic examination reveals them without any unravelling
of the texture.
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(17) APPLICATION AND MEANING OF THE TERM QUALITY.

QUALITY in textile fabrics is determined by the nature and

fineness of the materials, method and correctness of yarn

construction, and adaptability and accuracy of manufacturing
routine. It comprises softness, lustre, smoothness, fibrous

density, tensile strength, and wearing property. Each of these

characteristics may give the distinctive quality of the cloth.

Softness and suppleness make the "
quality

"
of Cashmere and

Vicuna fabrics; strength, density, and firmness the "quality"
of a heavily-milled cloth; clearness and evenness of surface,

combined with flexibility of structure and wearing strength, the

"quality" of "solid" Botany worsteds, and silky brightness

and smoothness the "
quality

"
of lustre dress materials.

(18) INFLUENCE OF FIBROUS MATERIALS ON QUALITY.

The nature and fineness of the fibres employed in manu-

facturing are the principal factors which fix the quality of a

(37)
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woven fabric. Manufacturing efficiency and routine may ac-

centuate the inherent physical characteristics of the raw

material ; but in the case of wool, hair, and silk, it is not the

object of the processes of fabric production to develop artificial

textile properties. Cotton yarn, by mercerizing, is made to

assume a degree of the brightness of silk, but mercerizing is

not a manufacturing process, being distinct from the method of

yarn construction, and the lustre it produces is purely an

artificial or applied quality. In worsted and some classes of

woollen textures, there is apparently a higher degree of lustre

present than characterizes the raw materials used in their

manufacture : this is in consequence of the cleansing, arranging,

straightening and dressing the fibres undergo in making the

yarn and in the finishing of the fabric. Manufacturing work is

competent of giving additional effect and value to the natural

physical features of the fibres, but it is not competent or

designed to change these features or to supply new and supple-

mentary properties.

(19) YAEN AND FABEIC CHAEACTEEISTICS AND FINENESS OF

FIBEE.

The influence of the qualities of fineness, elasticity, and

softness of fibre on the type of yarn and fabric produced is a

subject of technical analysis.

Fineness of fibre is responsible for the approximate diameter

or counts of the yarn spun from a definite class of material.

This is practically recognized, hence worsted yarns are made
from combed tops of standard qualities, such as 40's, 60's, etc.,

implying that these combed materials may be spun, by ordinary

drafting in the drawing operations, to yarns of 40's or 60's

counts, that is yarns of 22,400 and 33,600 yards per Ib. That
there should be no corresponding standards admitted in woollen

spinning does not depreciate their meaning and utility, for fine-

ness of filament is also here answerable for the spinning limit ;

but it is found to be more convenient in practice to allow of a

greater latitude in the use of materials, as to yarn counts, in

the woollen than in the worsted industry.
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Fineness of fibre in well-grown wools is also characteristic

of elasticity and suppleness. Wools, however, vary as to the

degree in which these qualities are combined. Some varieties

of Welsh and Downs wools are sufficiently fine in the hair to be

spun into yarn small in diameter, yet they are deficient in

soundness as compared with Merino wools, and are chiefly

suitable for fabrics of inferior elasticity and fibrous softness.

A measure of flexibility and suppleness may be acquired in the

manufacturing processes, as, for example, in a good grade of

mungo cloth, which possesses, to some degree, both these

qualities, derived, firstly, from their presence in the original

mungo or shoddy fibres, and, secondly, from the scheme of

operations practised in the manufacture of the fabric.

(20) VALUE OF YARN COUNTS.

Yarn counts do not prescribe the qualities of the cloth so

far as softness and flexibility are concerned. A 60's yarn may
be spun from a 50's combed top ;

but as compared with a true

60's yarn obtained from a 60's top, it would yield a texture

slender and thin to the feel and unsatisfactory in the wear.

The result is similar in woollen manufacturing if a quality of

fabric is attempted which the material is not adapted for

producing. This may be shown by a commercial practice

which trade exigencies at periods demand, namely, Cheviot

qualities in fine cloths. Now, to make a fabric of this de-

scription necessitates the employment of yarns of a higher
counts than can be satisfactorily made of Cheviot and similar

grades of wool. If a yarn from such wools exceeds some 24 yards

per dram., the result is a "wiry" cloth of inferior wearing

property. The technical cause is apparent. The wools available

are not of an average fineness to spin to this counts, and

when this spinning limit is attained a
" lean

"
thread is formed

or a yarn impoverished in density of filament. By blending
Cheviot with wools of a finer growth the spinning results are

raised, giving yarns of an appropriate counts for the manu-

facture of the required cloths as to fineness, but it reduces the

value and influence of the Cheviot characteristics.
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Taking an illustration in the reverse of this practice blankets

and rugs are made of thick counts of yarn, but differ in supple-
ness and softness according to the variety of wool utilized.

There is here no question of spinning qualification, either coarse

or fine wool being equally applicable for the thickness of yarn

needed, so that the natural quality of the wool, with a minimum
amount of change due to manufacturing causes, determines the

quality of the blanket. Strong-haired wools, with an open, wiry

staple, are restricted to the production of cloths thick in structure

and rough in character
;
but fine-haired wools, dense, wavy, and

elastic in staple, may be manufactured into thick or fine fabrics

of a soft, flexible quality. The range of fabric qualities, between

the extreme fine and the extreme coarse, is not limited by the

varieties of wool grown, from the finest Merino lambs, from

which a yarn may be spun to approximately 70,000 yards per lb.,

to the coarse Shetland or East India not spinnable to more
than 400 to 500 yards per lb. for the blending of two or more

varieties, in proportions adapted to commercial requirements,

largely extends the formation of grades in qualities in the

manufactured cloth.

The departure, in actual practice, from an approved standard

of fabric, is often to be traced to a lowering of the average quality
of the material in the process of blending, or to a variation in

the natural properties of the wool or fibre of which the stock is

principally composed.

(21) TENSILE STRENGTH A YARN DERIVATIVE.

Tensile strength in the fabric has its source in the soundness of

the staple of the raw material, and this is affected by uniformity
in diameter, length, elasticity, and breaking strain of individual

fibres. It is a quality of the cloth also dependent upon the system
of yarn construction, fabric setting, and structure, and finishing

routine. Primarily, it will be understood, from the consider-

ations stated, that the highest measure of tensile strength ob-

tainable from a certain variety of wool, will be found in cloths

produced from yarn which have been spun to a counts within

the limit determined by the average diameter of the fibres.
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The problem needs further explanation. To spin to the ex-

treme limit of the quality of the wool involves the manufacture

of a yarn irregular in fibrous composition or homogeneousness.

If, as in woollen spinning, more particularly, this is done, the

yarn constructed varies in soundness and trueness. Now, in

the ordinary fabric single in structure, each thread is assigned
a similar place and function. Individual threads have identical

work in bearing strain in weaving, and in resisting and sustain-

ing friction in the wear of the cloth. It is not a matter of cer-

tain yarns, or groups of yarns, having a different utility from

other yarns in the fabric. It follows that, if they vary in fibrous

compactness and consistency, the texture will be unsound.

(22) ELEMENTS IN YARN STRUCTURE CONTROLLING THE

BREAKING STRAIN OF THE FABRIC.

The important element in yarn making, as it influences the

breaking strain of the fabric, is accuracy of construction, and

this, in all systems of manufacture, comprises the following tech-

nicalities : (1) A sufficient amount of uniform separation of the

fibres in the raw material employed so that a sheet of filaments

(" carding
"
in "

woollen," and "
top

"
in

" worsted ") of uniform

fibrous composition is produced; (2) the dividing of this pre-

pared material into threads ("condensed sliver" in "woollen"

and "
roving

"
in

" worsted ") of the same weight and diversity of

fibres in any transverse or lineal section measured ; and (3) the

imparting of a corresponding degree of twist or twine to the

fibres, from end to end of the yarn, in the spinning operation.

The divergence from this principle of work produces yarns ir-

regular in strength and elasticity, that is, yarns defective in

manufacturing properties.
1

(23) CAUSES OF UNIFORMITY OF STRENGTH IN WOVEN
FABRICS.

Equality or uniformity of tensile strength in a woven fabric

is derived from evenness of yarn structure. On this ground,
worsted fabrics have a higher breaking strain than woollen

fabrics made of the same counts and qualities of yarns, and

identical in setting or weaving data. A woollen yarn is not so

1 See the Chapter on " Yarn Structure" in " Woollen and Worsted "
by the

same author.
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exact and equalized in diameter and compactness of filaments

as a worsted yarn manufactured from a similar class of wool.

The process of fibrous selection and elimination in combing is a.

FIG. 36.

contributory, but not the main cause of this difference. The

repeated drawing operations in worsted yarn spinning attenu-

ation and union of slivers of like

weights and filament composi-
tion is, of all systems of prepara-

tory treatment in yarn making,
the best calculated to give ac-

curacy and uniformity of adjust-

ment and combination of fibres,

or to result in a thread of the

greatest regularity and balance

of structure. Carding and con-

densing may as far as practic-

able be correctly performed in

FlG - 36a - woollen-thread preparation, but

the method of drawing out and spinning of the slivers at one

compound operation immediately following condensing, the

reduction of the sheet of carded fibres into a number of soft,

fluffy threads is not adapted to produce a type of thread of

the same regularity of structure as that obtained from the
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thousands of compound
"
draftings

"
and "

doublings," necessary
to make a yarn on the worsted principle. The more systematic-

ally and completely the carding is done on the woollen system,
the better the distribution of all classes of fibres combined

throughout the length of yarn, and, therefore, the more even

the thread construction
;
but this operation does not supply the

service of the "
levelling

" work in worsted-yarn making, which

renders worsted superior to woollen yarn for giving cloths of

higher tensility of construction.

FIG. 37. Crossbred yarns (hard spun).

(24) MODIFYING EFFECT OF THE DEGREE OF TWINE IN

THE YARN ON THE TEXTURE.

The degree of twine in the yarn that is, the number of turns

per inch is sufficient to modify the elasticity and wearing
characteristics of the fabric. Firmness and clearness of cloth

structure are changed by the amount of twine in the yarns
utilized in its manufacture. A medium- spun yarn has, normally ,

a higher breaking strain than a soft-spun yarn, and a more uni-

form breaking strain than a hard-spun yarn, i.e. a thread ex-

cessive in degree of twine. The more frequent the twining of

the fibres round each other in the final operation of yarn making.
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the more compact the thread structure, or closer and faster the

affinity of the filaments of which it is composed. Should, how-

ever, the degree of twine exceed the maximum to produce an

even arrangement and grouping of the fibres in the transverse

FIG. 38. Fine rib trousering.

and lineal sections of the yarn, the result is a yarn variable in

elasticity and strength. Tensile tests of the fabric in the weav-

ing of which such yarn has been used, indicate dissimilar stand-

ards. Soft-spun yarns impart suppleness, but not tenacity of

1A. 2A. 3A.

o|

FIG. 39.

texture, the properties developed in finishing routine not being

taken into account. Medium-spun yarns, or yarns in which

the ratio of twine is in agreement with the average thickness of

the fibres and the diameter of thread formed, are of a suitable

construction for producing cloths of the greatest uniformity of
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quality. Extremes in degrees of twine in yarn spinning limit

the uses of the yarns. Firm, hard threads are chiefly employed
in the manufacture of cord, rep, gauze, and leno fabrics, and are

also suitable for lace and some varieties of knitted materials.

Loose or soft spinning yields a yarn of such slender tensility a&

to be only suitable for weft in the weaving operation, and which
is specially adapted for the making of fabrics of high milling
and raising qualities.

(25) INFLUENCE OF "FOLDING" OR "DOUBLING" ON THE
TENSILE STRENGTH OF CLOTHS.

Folding or doubling also develops yarns of distinctive pro-

perties. A multi-ply yarn a thread of two or more fold has a-

higher breaking strain than a single yarn of corresponding counts

or diameter, so that such yarns are employed, in manufacturing,,
rather for supplying strength than flexibility of fabric. They have

also another function ; in correct setting in the loom, they secure

a definition and clearness of fabric structure not possible in single-

yarn textures. These points are illustrated in Figs. 31 and 36.

The influence of the hard-spun yarn (Fig. 37) is noticeable

in the first example by the singleness of detail and the distinct-

ness of the interlacing of warp and weft. Fig. 36 (weave 36a)

is also a worsted fabric twofold 28's counts but how fibrous

and, comparatively, mingled and subdued in character the in-

tersections of the yarns ! A difference in degree of twine in the

respective threads is the principal cause of the difference in the

qualities of the two fabrics, the weaves applied not affecting the

features defined. The amount of twine in the yarns in Fig. 36

is normal, hence the qualities of fibrous softness combined with,

in worsted yarns, a fair definition of weave structure. In Fig,

31 the amount of twine in the yarns (Fig. 37) is abnormal,

hence the hard clearness of the individual threads, and the pro-
nounced precision of the weave details.

Another typical example may be considered, a fine warp
twill or whip-cord pattern (Fig. 38). The utility of the

folded-warp yarn is here seen in the clearness of the twill, and

the utility of the soft-spun weft yarn in the suppleness of the
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texture. The desiderata of some types of fabrics are firmness

and crispness of handle as in Fig. 31, in which case both the

twofold warp and single-weft yarn are hard spun ;
in others, the

standard scheme of manufacture, suppleness of texture must be

allied with definiteness of weave effect and soundness of wear-

ing structure as instanced in Fig. 36
;
and in a third principal

variety, the weave characteristic is a warp development as in

whip-cord cloths (Fig. 38, sections 1A and 3Aj, the loosely-spun

weft yarns giving softness of fabric and fibrous quality. The
methods of yarn manufacture and construction adapted to the

production of these characteristics are elucidated by the

analyses made.

FIG. 40. FIG. 41.

Sections 1A, 2A, and 3A (Fig. 39) are the weave plans for

sections the same in Fig. 38.

(26) TEXTURAL QUALITIES AND WEAVE STRUCTURES.

Weave structure modifies the tensile strength of the fabric,

softness of texture, and wearing efficiency. The weave element

in a number of standard cloths is simple, and for this reason

might be regarded of secondary importance. Its utility and

value in the senses named is, however, of direct consequence in

manufacturing. Obviously, the more regular the formation of the

weave or the method of warp and weft interlacing, the more

level and correctly balanced the structure of the fabric. Pro-

vided accuracy of yarn manufacture, loom setting, and weaving,

the qualities of the resultant cloth are determined by the weave,

which, in sateens, will produce a smooth woven surface
;
in re-

gular twills, a level surface with warp and weft yarns equally
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distinct, and in irregular mats and "honeycombs" and corre-

sponding
"
makes," a rough surface

;
each description of fabric, in

like materials and setting, differing in breaking strain and wear-

ing characteristics.

The effect of weave structure on tensile strength may be

primarily considered. Maximum breaking strain is a result of

maximum warp and weft interlacing; for all technicalities of

manufacture being the same, the breaking strain of woven fabrics

is proportionate to the number of warp and weft intersections.

This affords a fixed base of calculation. Identical fabric structures

as to grouping and diversity of interlacing, are of like tensile

strength and flexibility. Thus the four woven specimens,

A, B, C, and D (Figs. 27 and 28
;
weaves A, B, C, and D, Fig. 29)

have, as stated in Chapter I, the same intersections when trans-

versely examined and would, if these were identically planned,
indicate corresponding breaking strain

;
but actually B is slightly

higher than D, and D than C, while C and A practically show
no difference. The scheme of intertexture, as to binding power
of warp and weft (compare the photomicro illustrations of the

weaves, A, B, C, and D, Fig. 27), is the origin of the variation

in strength in favour of B
;
but this cause of variation is not

such a constant and calculable factor of fabric tensility as the

number or frequency of intersections. This will be better under-

stood by analysing longitudinal sections of 32 picks (see the

repeats of weaves A, B, C, and D, Fig. 29) in each of these

textures. Assuming 100 to represent the breaking strain, then

that of each of these fabrics would be based on the ratio of inter-

sections compared with this standard. Thirty-two intersec-

tions would on 32 picks be the maximum, so that 8 in A, 28

in B, 14 in C, and 20 in D, would give breaking strains of

25, 87'5, 43-75 and 62'57. For the effective demonstration of

this principle of fabric structure, as it modifies tensile property,

a setting has been practised in which the same number of picks

per inch are feasible in a like counts of warp yarns and reed, and

yet in each plan, as seen in Fig. 28, a regular and technically

perfect fabric is weavable. Obviously, if the picks per inch were

changed, that of the ratio of intersections would be affected. To
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FIG. 4:9. Bedford cord.

FIG. 43. Bedford cord Plan. S = Selvedge threads.
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take an example, if the number of picks per inch in B were 48

and in C 96, the two weaves would be in agreement as to

frequency of intersections, a condition which would render the

dissimilarity in weave structure inefficient in varying the tensility

of the fabric.

(27) FABRIC STRUCTURE HARDNESS, ROUGHNESS, SOFTNESS.

That the scheme of intertexture may give prominence to

certain groups of threads and picks in the fabric is suggestive of

the influence it may exercise on the hardness, roughness, and

firmness of the cloth. All ordinary twills and mats, and regular

weaves in which the warp and weft have corresponding and

alternate interlacings, yield woven fabrics of a level surface.

When deviations from this principle are made (1) by varying the

proportion of warp yarns to weft yarns on the face or reverse side

of the cloth
; (2) by the system of grouping the warp and weft

intersections; and (3) by the combination of two or several

schemes of interlacing in one "weave" principle; diversity of

fabric conditions as to suppleness and smoothness, or firmness

and hardness, are obtained. Consider, for instance, the first prin-

ciple, that of either a maximum warp or maximum weft surface

as in doeskin and sateen-woven fabrics. This type of weave pro-
duces a smooth, soft texture for two reasons : (a) the weft inter-

lacings give a minimum interruption of the parallel arrangement
of the warp yarns (Fig. 40) in a warp-face, and of the weft yarns,

(Fig. 41) ,
in a weft-face weave ; and (b) the interlacings are

not consecutive as in an ordinary twill, so that little definite or

distinguishable weave effect is formed. As to the first of these

two characteristics it is also present, but in a lesser degree, in

warp- or weft-surface fabrics of the cord or " corkscrew
"

twill

type. The absence of effects, due to the crossing of the warp and

weft with each other, in which both are distinct and productive
of specific woven features, allows of one of these sets of yarns to

form the surface of the fabric, yielding as smooth and level

a texture as it is feasible to construct by laying the threads of

warp or weft in a line with each other, and by binding them to-

gether in mathematical but not consecutive sequence.
4
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The second characteristic is chiefly of relative importance.
The order of intersections in a sateen weave, if changed to a

twill, mat, or other simple but progressive weave order, would
detract from the quality of textural smoothness. It is this pos-
sible variation, in the method of grouping the warp and weft

interlacings, which accounts for the differences in fabric, as to

clearness and smartness of surface, and as to qualities of roughness
and smoothness. Sections A to D in Fig. 27 are illustrative of

this principle. As already indicated, transversely, the interlacings

in each are 4-and-4, yet in grouping the picks four types of

fabric are formed. In section A a regular and even surface is

developed ;
in B one varied and more knitted in character

;
in D

a texture of intermingled broken composition ;
and in C a texture

of similar quality to A but of a distinct weave pattern. These

magnified specimens emphasize the differences in surface struc-

tures and the nature of the qualities they possess. Only one

weave element 4/4 twill has been utilized, yet the rearrange-

ment of the picks has produced textural results variable as to

handle, flexibility, and surface evenness. Providing two or more

elements are combined as in Figs. 30, 30a, and 30b the scope
for diversity of firmness or suppleness of fabric is increased.

Again, it is purely the weave factor which is under analysis, the

qualities of cloth affected by yarns and setting being constant,

Fig. 30 (Fabric, Fig. 38) is a compound of three weave elements

forming a stripe pattern in the same cloth. The smoothest

part of the fabric is due to the weft cord (Section 2A, Fig. 39),

the finest to the small twill, Section 1A, and the ribbed or fur-

rowed part, to twill 3A. It is an example in which degrees of

hardness, smoothness, and durability of texture are determined

by weave formation.

(28) BEDFORD COED CHAEACTERISTICS.

The Bedford cord (Fig. 42) receives its furrowed surface and

striped character from the type of weave (Fig. 43) necessary in

its construction. It is a fast-woven texture in which prominence
is given to the threads forming lines A and A' as a result, first,

of picks 1 and 4 (Fig. 43) interlacing plain in A' and passing under
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FIG. 44. Honeycomb texture.

FIG. 45. Honeycomb weave.
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the threads in A, and picks 3 and 6 interlacing plain in stripe

A and passing under the threads in A'
; and, second, to threads

B, B', weaving plain with all the picks in the plan, and picks 2

and 5 passing under the threads in both sections A and A'. The
details of manufacture, and technicalities they comprise, are

treated of in Chapter VII. The chief features for attention here

are the prominent and indented lines developed in the cloth, and

its firm, compact surface, caused by the two contrasting schemes

of intertexture obtaining in sections A, A' and B, B' of the fabric,

and also indicated in the design, Fig. 43.

(29) FORMATION OF HONEYCOMB TEXTURES.

The third example is of the honeycomb type and consists

of loose and fast-woven structures as seen in A and B (Figs. 44

and 45). Such weave contrasts give roughness of surface but

flexibility of texture. They are used for specific styles of pattern ,

and for a variety of vesting fabrics in which certain threads and

picks are rendered so prominent as to protrude on the surface

of the cloth producing yarn ridges.

(30) FABRIC SETTING AND QUALITY.

The relative proportion of warp to weft threads, and their

number in a prescribed counts and make of cloth, are also effec-

tive factors in the production of distinctive textile qualities.

Flexibility and wearing strength are modified by these elements-

classed as "setting". The law of diameters and intersections

fixing a possible ratio of threads and picks in certain counts

of yarns and weaves is secondary to the principles of setting
in cloth manufacture, which give the qualities of fabric required.
These are based upon experiment, investigation, and experience,
in manufacturing. Materials, yarn characteristics, and weave

structures, and their influence on the nature of the finished cloth,

have to be taken into account. Setting is a practical branch of

the art of designing and manufacturing not conformable, in

various classes of woollen, worsted, and union cloths, to mathe-
matical formulas, but determinable by experimental knowledge
of weaving and fabric structure. Yarns made of fine wools are
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on the average suitable for firmer setting than yarns made of

coarse-fibred materials, worsted threads than woollen threads,

hard-twisted and twofold yarns than soft-spun and single yarns.

But to these general features must be added the relative pro-

perties of the warp and weft threads, their specific functions in

the cloth in regard to development of weave or pattern details,

clearness of surface, density, compactness, and durability of

texure. Some of these elements are exemplified in the setting

of the whip-cord pattern (Fig. 38, section 1A). Strength and

soundness of fabric are combined with smartness of twill details.

The technical practice is to set
"
closely

"
in the warp and to

weft comparatively "loosely". This is based on the leading

taxtural characteristics developed ; first, definiteness of twill or

weave, with satisfactory tensile strength of fabric in a lineal

section, due to using well-twisted warp yarns ; and, second, soft-

ness and flexibility of handle produced by the weft yarn, which

is single in structure and not too firmly spun. This explains the

manufacturing causes, in fabrics of this order, for more compact

warp than weft setting. Such setting is adapted to the nature

and qualities of the yarns, and their functions in producing

precision of weave character, and tensile soundness, with satis-

factory fibrous density of texture.

As a general rule
"
close

"
setting yields comparative hardness

of fabric, and is practised in the manufacture of cloths with a

clear surface
;
and " loose

"
or

"
open

"
setting yields suppleness

and flexibility of fabric, and is practised in the manufacture of

cloths with a smooth or fibrous surface.

(31) FINISHING PROCESSES AND TEXTURAL FEATURES.

Several varieties of fabrics undergo treatment in finishing

which modifies their characteristics. Flannels, serges, and

ordinary Cheviots are the least affected. These very largely re-

tain the textural features and qualities which distinguish them
on leaving the loom. But other varieties of woollens, unions,

and also milled worsteds, are changed in. density, durability, and

quality of handle by the scheme of finishing practised.

The three principal sources of alteration in the character of
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the fabric, after cleansing, are shrinkage or felting, developing
compactness of structure

; raising, producing fibrousness of sur-

face
;
and cutting and pressing, imparting clearness and bright-

ness of texture.

(32) FELTING DURABILITY AND COMPACTNESS.

Wearing durability in a woven fabric may be produced or

augmented by felting or milling. Examined in the " balk
"

or

woven condition, the cloth may be loose, thready, and flexible
;.

but after shrinkage it is firm and compact, the fibres and yarns

being securely felted together. In the process of change the

fabric deteriorates in softness and elasticity, but improves in

firmness, strength, and durableness. Felting work varies, in its

results on the cloth, with the degree of efficiency with which it

is continued. Soundness of fabric, and augmented wearing

property, are acquired in the felting applied to the ordinary
classes of woollens and milled worsteds the fibrous density and

fullness of the textures also being increased but in friezes, Shet-

lands, meltons, pilots, and other thick overcoating cloths, felting

is practised to such a degree that the fabrics, while developing a

high-breaking strain, become somewhat hard if not lacking

in flexibility of handle.

(33) BAISING SOFTNESS, SMOOTHNESS.

Fineness of material, and suitable methods of yarn construc-

tion, have been shown to be essential in the manufacture of

cloths characterized by softness and smoothness. These quali-

ties are not developable in the fabric apart from their existence

in the raw material. Raising, which forms a " cover" of fibres

on the surface of the cloth, gives suppleness and warmth of

feel
; and, if the fibres are combed and straightened in the pro-

cess, a parallel distribution being effected (Fig. 50), additional

brightness is also obtained. This is the result in
"
face

" costume

cloths and cloths of the doeskin class, but not in rough serges,

blankets, and rugs, in which the function of raising is to impart

increased suppleness of handle and warmth-yielding quality.
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(34) CLEARNESS OF SURFACE BRIGHTNESS OF TEXTURE.

The former of these characteristics is acquired by clearing:

the extraneous fibre from the surface of the fabric. This is

chiefly done in the operation of cutting or cropping. In fine

Saxony cloths, Bedford cords, warp twills, and certain quali-

ties of worsteds, smartness and distinctiveness of textural de-

tails, whether due to weave or colour, are attained by raising or

brushing the extraneous filament on the yarns on to the face of

the fabric, and removing it in the cutting operation . Other techni-

calities of manufacture also produce clearness of surface as ex-

plained in the references to yarns and setting, but it is in the work

of cutting that this characteristic is principally developed. En-
hanced brightness and improved evenness of texture are ob-

tained by applying steam at a high pressure, that is, by "blow-

ing" or "boiling" the pieces when tightly wrapped on a

perforated roller for the former, and on a smooth wooden roller

for the latter process. This brightness of texture is further

emphasized and rendered more permanent in the final operation
of pressing.
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(35) IDENTICAL PRINCIPLES OF MANUFACTURE APPLICABLE TO

ALL CLASSES OF WOVEN FABRICS.

IT must be evident that all woven fabrics are acquired by the

same principles of warp and weft interlacing. Pile textures

would on a primary consideration appear to be an exception.

That these should possess a pile of cut filaments, or of looped

threads, would suggest some other method of production. But

this is not so in the main features of intertexture. Taking the cut

pile for example, as it obtains in the common velvet, the Ax-

minster carpet, and the decorative plush, it results, in the

foundation and in the pile, from the intersection or crossing of

warp and weft yarns. The fact that one series of yarns either

warp or weft should be cut or severed, causing the ends of the

filaments to project on the surface of the texture, does not im-

pose a distinct system of weaving from that common to the

ordinary classes of fabrics. It does, however, necessitate the

employment of special sets of yarns regularly bound into the

foundation cloth, or systematically woven with the picks or

shots of weft. The loop pile is a similar woven composition
with the pile yarn left looped as in terry velvet (veloursfrise)

(56)
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and the Brussels carpet. The principle was known and

practised in ancient Egypt. In weaving in the vertical loom or

frame, the crossing or weft threads, in the operation of interlac-

ing with the warp yarns, were drawn, at suitable intervals in the

width of the fabric, into loops of various lengths. These drawn

threads were severed or left in the looped form. The hand-tufted

carpet of Eastern origin, and also woven in the vertical loom,

does not come within the same category of pile-fabric construc-

tion, the pile tufts being separate and distinct in method of in-

sertion, or application, to the texture, from a pile of fibres due to

cutting threads of warp or weft interlaced together by the

ordinary mechanical changes of the loom. The tufts, or small

bunches of yarn, vary in length and density of filament with the

quality and style of the carpet. They are tied or knotted to

the threads of warp extending vertically, being relatively

secured to the foundation of the carpet by ground picks of weft

yarn fastly interlacing with the warp yarns, and inserted into the

warp following each line or series of pile tufts.

Considering the many varieties of textiles produced for wear-

ing and decorative use, it is significant that the fundamental

principles of intertexture are in all instances invariably followed.

It suggests the latitudinal nature and diverse functions of the

process of weaving. This is as uncircumscribed as the number
of threads and picks in the fabric afford for diversity of cross-

ing. Pictorial or decorative subjects are producible in the loom

with the same simple elements of intertexture as the commonest

twilled weave. The difference is not in the manner of fabric

construction, but in the weave units utilized. The range of

textural possibilities is also extended by the use of several series

of warp and weft yarns, which may interchange in position, or

be located in the fabric, as required in the development of com-

plex design details.

(36) CLOTH VARIETIES.

The cloths to be dealt with in this treatise are chiefly varied

in character by manufacturing routine, and not by design and

colour elements. They comprise four main categories divisible

into the groups of textures indicated in the following Table :
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TABLE I

VARIETIES OF CLOTHS.

Class.

A.

Woollen Fabrics.

B.

Worsted Fabrics.

Group.

(1) Cheviots Simple and compound
in structure including flannels,,

costumes, suitings, serges, rugs,

blankets, and heavy overcoatings.

(2) Saxony Cloths Also simple and

compound in structure and includ-

ing in addition to the textures in

Group (1) the following varieties (a)

Simple-weave fabrics more or less

heavily milled with a clear surface ;

(fe)Face-finished fabrics or cloths

covered with fibre or pile developed
in the operation of raising ;

and (c)

Fabrics with a rough fibrous pile of

the melton type or with a curly

fibrous surface, such as napped
cloths for cloakings and overcoat-

ings.

(1) Crossbreds Simple and com-

pound in structure including

serges in great variety of make and

applicable to flannels, dress, and

costume materials, suitings, and

medium and heavy overcoatings.

Different degrees of milling are

practised in acquiring the qualities

of cloth necessary.

(2) Botany Fabrics In many types of

weave, design construction, and

builds of cloth single, double,,

treble and irregular in structure.

The group includes (a) milled and

(6) unmilled varieties in medium

and the finest qualities of wools, and

in light and other textures cos-

tumes, blouse materials, tennis

flannels, fine trouserings, vestingsr

suitings, and overcoatings.
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C.

Woollen Unions.

(Composed of cotton warp and

woollen weft, or of cotton warp and

a weft yarn made of a wool substi-

tute, e.g. mungo, shoddy, extract,

and flocks.)

(1) Union Fabrics of a Cheviot class-

in which the weft yarn is made of

Crossbred wool or of fibre obtained

from the coarser classes of blankets,

rugs, also Cheviots, serges, etc.

(2) Union Fabrics of a Saxony class

in which the weft yarn is made of

Merino or fine-fibred wools, or of

material obtained from the better

qualities of blankets, rugs, and

cloths of the Saxony and Botany
varieties. N. B. ' ' Woollen unions

' r

are (a) single, and (b) compound in-

structure in the weft. In both

types the weave is constructed to

cover the cotton warp yarns with

the weft yarns. The cloths comprise
thin materials for costumes, flannels,

and inferior qualities of suitings,,

overcoatings, rugs, and blankets.

(1) Worsted Unions in which a

Saxony quality of woollen weft is

used, and comprising costumes, suit-

ing, and coating cloths mixtures

and piece-dyes.

(2) Worsted Unions in which &

Cheviot or Crossbred quality of

woollen weft is used, and which

only comprise a limited range of

fabrics.

It will be seen that woollen, worsted, and union cloths are each

divisible into two main groups suggestive of the qualities of the

materials employed in their manufacture.

(37) COPTIC, CHEVIOT, AND SAXONY FABRICS.

The earliest variety of woollen cloth would be made of

coarse-grown or strong-haired wool. The Coptic specimens, in

Figs. 4 and 4a, form typical examples of the nature of

the fibres applied in the production of these early styles of

woollen textures. They are not unlike certain qualities of

Cheviot fabrics, of modern manufacture, in fibrous composition

D.

Worsted Unions.

(Composed of worsted warp and

woollen weft.)
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and crispness and flexibility of handle. Wools of a similar

diameter of fibre, and strength and openness of lock, to those

employed in the making of
"
homespuns," and the coarser

types of Cheviots, are more readily worked into a weavable

yarn than those of the Merino variety, which are essential in

FIG. 46. Donegal tweed.

the preparation of yarn for all classes of Saxony cloths, and

also for the finer groups of Cheviots. Their natural adaptability

ior manual treatment would cause them to be selected for card-

ing and spinning, prior to the fine-haired wools. Practice, and

advance in the arts of hand-carding, spinning, and weaving,
led to the use of wools of a finer grade. With the era of

machinery, the modern classification of woollen fabrics into

Cheviots and Saxonies was brought about. The distinction

between woollens and worsteds was recognized at an early

period in this country and during the regime of manual

practice in manufacturing. It was, in the first instance, purely

originated by the two principal varieties of English wools,

namely,
"
long" and " short

"
stapled. Combing was a necessary

operation in preparing the former for thread construction, and

carding was adopted for the treatment of the latter. These

original distinctions have been largely eliminated by the em-

ployment of improved mechanical systems of worsted and

woollen yarn manufacture.

(38) CHEVIOTS AND SAXONIES ANALYTICALLY CONSIDEEED.

Cheviot and Saxony fabrics have already been defined and
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their technicalities microscopically compared. They may now
be analytically considered in respect to the following features :

PIG'. 47. Tweed : Saxony warp and Cheviot weft.

(a) Quality and nature of the fibrous materials.

(6) Fibrous composition and characteristics of the yarns.

(c) Fabric structure.

(d) Suppleness, elasticity, and tensile strength.

(e) Wearing efficiency.

(/) Weave distinctiveness and colour tone.

(g) Variety of finish applicable.

For this purpose standard grades of fabrics will be taken,,

e.g. suitings, trouserings, twilled travelling rugs, and union

blankets. The general routine of manufacture is similar, and

need not therefore at this stage enter into consideration. On
an average the wools are 40 to 60 per cent finer in the fibre in

the Saxony than in the Cheviot cloths. The counts of yarns,

plan of weave, and methods of finishing practised in the pro-

duction of these textures are given in Table II.

(39) EXAMPLES IN CHEVIOT AND SAXONY STANDARDS IN

DIFFERENT GRADES OF MANUFACTURE.
TABLE II.

Data for the Manufacture of Typical Cheviot and Saxony Cloths and Union

Rug Fabrics.

CHEVIOTS.

Ex. 1. Rough Donegal tweed (Fig. 46).

Warp yarns : 8 yd. per dram, 20 threads per inch in the loom.

Weft yarns . 8 yd. per dram, 18 picks per inch in the loom.
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Width in reed : 68 in.

Weave : 2/2 twill angled.

Finishing routine : Scoured, tentered, levelled in cutting, weighted or

<5old pressed.

Weight per yard : 20 to 21 oz.

Ex. 2. Tweed suiting : Saxony warp (medium quality) and

Cheviot weft (Fig. 47).

Warp yarns : 20 skeins Saxony, 32 threads per inch in the reed.

Weft yarns : 24 skeins Cheviot, 36 picks per inch in the loom.

Width in reed : 70 in.

Weave : 2/2 twill.

Finishing routine : Scoured, milled 18 to 20 per cent in width and 10

per cent in length, washed off, tentered and dried, brushed, cut moder-

ately clear to develop weave, warm pressed, brushed, and steamed.

Weight per yard: 12| to 13 oz., modified by the percentage of loss in

finishing.

Ex. 3. Cheviot travelling rug, Irish wool (Fig. 48).

Warp yarns : 2/15 skeins white and 10 skeins light and medium shades,

24 threads per in.

Weft yarns : same as warp, 24 picks per in.

Width in reed : 81 in.

Weave : 4/4 twill.

Finishing routine : After scouring, mill to 68 in., wash off, tenter, raise

three times on the face and twice on the reverse side on the card wire or mover

machine.

Weight per rug : 64 x 64 in. = 40 to 41 oz.

Ex. 4. Union Rug blanket, Cheviot quality (Fig. 49).

Warp : 2-fold 20's cotton, 12's reed 2's.

Weft : 1 pick of 7 to 10 skeins medium shade (soft spun 6 turns per inch).

1 ,, ,, 7 to 10 skeins white ,, ,,

44 to 48 picks per inch.

Width in reed : 90 in. for 64 in. finished and 102 in. for 72 in. finished.

Weight per rug : 72 x 72 in. = 60 to 64 oz.

Finishing routine : After preliminary routine and scouring, mill to 68 in.

for 64 in., and 7^ in. for 72 in. finished, wash off, tenter, but not too dry,

raise four times from reverse ends of the piece, re-tenter and dry,
"
top

"
in

cutting if necessary, brush, and steam. If a rougher pile is required than in

the specimen, raise four times on the Moser and twice on the gig.

Ex. 5. Union Rug blanket, lustre quality (Fig. 50).

Similar weaving data and finishing routine as Fig. 49, but raising done

entirely on the teazle gig, and the weft yarns 6 to 7 skeins with 32 to 36
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picks per inch. The long shag of the lustre fibres is the feature to develop
in finishing.

SAXONIES.

Ex. 6. Checked suiting (Fig. 51).

Warp yarns : 22 skeins (fine quality) 48 threads per inch in the reed.

Weft yarns : same as warp, 46 picks per inch in the loom.

Warp and Weft : yarns arranged 5 threads black and 5 threads grey.

Width in reed : 67 in.

Weave : 2/2 twill to the right with the yarns right hand twine.

Length of piece ivoven : 56 yd.

Length of piece finished : 50 to 52 yd.

Finishing routine : Following knotting, scour, mend, mill to 56^ in., wash

off, tenter, raise damp (for soft or fibrous surface), cut to trim fibre, hot press,

brush and steam, cold press if necessary.

Weight per yard : 56 x 36 in. = 17 to 18 oz.

Ex. 7. Fine Saxony trousering (Fig. 52).

Face and backing yarns : 25 skeins face (fine quality, firm spun) and 22

skeins backing.

56 threads per inch in the loom.

Weft yarn : 22 skeins moderately soft spun.
60 picks per in. in the loom.

Width in reed : 68 in.

Weave : warp-backed swansdown, arranged 1 thread face yarn, 1 thread

backing, and 1 thread face.

Length of piece woven : 56 yd.

Length of piece finished : 52-53 yd.

Finishing routine : Knotted, scoured, mended, milled, washed off,

tentered, raised dry to get up the surface filament, cut clear to develop

pattern and twill, hot press, and follow as in Fig. 51.

Approximate weight per yard : 19 to 19 oz.

Ex. 8. Lined overcoating, Saxony yarns for check lining, and Cheviot yarns

for fibrous face (Fig. 53).

Face warp yarns : 12 skeins Cheviot.

Backing warp yarns : (lining) 32 skeins Saxony.

Centre warp yarns : (stitching) 2/40's worsted.

72 threads per in. in the reed.

Face and backing weft yarns : same as warp, but backing weft softer spun
than the backing warp.

60 picks per in. in the loom.

Width in reed : 75 in.

Weave : 2/2 twill face and back, arranged 1 back, 1 face, 2 back, 1 face,

1 centre, woven lining side or back up.

Finishing routine : Preliminary processes as in Fig. 48, milling to 58 in.,
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tenter, cut clear on the back, raise several times on the face with piece^li*

damp condition, brush and steam, hot press, steam after pressing on fac&

side brushing to lay the pile of fibres.

Weight per yard : 56 x 36 in. = approximately 28 to 29 oz.

Ex. 9. Union Rug blanket, Saxony quality (Fig. 54).

Counts of yarns and setting similar to Fig. 49, but Saxony instead of

Cheviot yarns for weft.

Raising is done on the teazle gig and in two operations twice before

and four times in succession after milling, and from reverse ends of the

pieces alternately.

The counts of the weft yarns in such blanket rugs range from 4 to 10

skeins in two-ply weft structures of the type illustrated. The picks per inch

are varied proportionately with the reduction in the counts or diameter of

the weft yarn.

(40) FIBROUS CONTRASTS : CHEVIOT AND SAXONY CLOTHS.

The nature of the physical properties of the wools used in the

manufacture of these cloths is observed in their distinctive char-

acteristics. Effects due to weave are discernible in five of the

fabrics (Figs. 46, 47, and 48, and 52 and 53), but the effects are

clearer defined in the Saxony than in the Cheviot
samj^ss, with

the exception of Fig. 46, where the contrast betweeiRthe white

warp and the dark weft, the thickness of the yarns, and the loose-

ness of the structure, afford distinctiveness to the interlacings.

Contrasting the Cheviot samples (Figs. 46, 47 and 48) their

textural qualities may be defined. In Donegal and Harris tweeds,

it is the aim of manufacture to emphasize the colour elements

and contrasts, produce a clear weave result, and yet leave the

rough fibrousness of the wool a paramount feature of the fabric.

Fig. 46 is typical and illustrative of these characteristics. Other

points in Cheviot manufactures are exemplified in the checked

travelling rug specimen in Fig. 48. It is made from North-

country Crossbred wools of medium quality, composed of standard

yarn counts, and woven in the 4/4 twill. The lines or furrows

of the weave are well developed in the white and grey shades

forming sections A and B, but such is the amount of extraneous

fibre of the warp and weft threads that it effectively conceals

all traces of the twilled pattern in section C.

By changing the quality of the wool for either warp or weft

(Fig. 47), a fabric is produced smoother and closer in texture,



PLATE I, PIG. 48. Cheviot rug.
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and with the twill effect neater and better developed than ob-

tainable in the ordinary class of Cheviot. Saxony yarns, as il-

lustrated in Figs. 51 and 52, also improve the compactness and

density of the texture. Fig. 51 is a fabric with a fibrous surface,

but how different in quality from the Cheviot rug on Plate I !

The fibres in both cloths conceal the weave, but this is the only

common factor. The face of the Saxony consists of a soft, even

and dense pile of filaments, but that of the Cheviot of entangled
masses of hairy fibres.

The utility of Saxony yarns, in fine counts or of smal.1

diameter, for getting clearness of weave and pattern details, is

typified in the trousering texture in Fig. 52. Cloths of this

group, in finishing, are well milled and raised and cut clear

processes which produce firmness of fabric structure in com-

bination with smartness of surface.

Union rug blankets (Figs. 49, 50, and 54) form an important
class of standard fabrics in the heavy woollen trade. Three

typical qualities are illustrated. Similar counts of yarns, set-

ting, and finishing routine have been adopted in their manufac-

ture. The differences in handle, appearance, and textural

features, are caused by the grades of wools used in their produc-
tion. The Cheviot sample (Fig. 49) is made of Crossbred wools

of a strong staple ;
the lustre rug of lustre-wool and mohair

noils
;
and the Saxony rug of Merino wools.

An application of yarns, consisting of wools differing in quality,

obtains in double-cloth lined overcoatings of which Fig. 53 is

an example. The face texture (Section A) of this compound
fabric is made of Cheviot yarns possessing some of the

qualities of the
"
frieze

"
or

" Shetland
"

and the back texture

(Section B) of Saxony yarns, utilized in producing the checked

pattern. As a result of the dissimilarity in the fibrous nature of

the two surfaces, two routines of finish have in the specimen
been practised, one to develop a clear, effective pattern, and the

other to develop a dense and fibrous nap.

(41) CHEVIOT AND SAXONY CONTRASTS : YARN COMPOSITION.

Technical points have been illustrated and analysed which

determine the quality of the yarns. Now it is a question of how
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the fibrous composition of the yarn is capable of modifying the

characteristics of the finished fabric. It is understood that finer

or smaller yarns may be spun from Merino than Crossbred

wools, and employed in the manufacture of Saxony than Cheviot

cloths. The range in the former is from 5 up to 44 yards per
dram and in the latter from 5 up to 24 yards per dram. The
two extremes may ba slightly extended, but not with practical
results of much value. The comparisons to be drawn, however,
are not in relation to fineness of yarn counts, but in relation to

yarn structure and characteristics, the wools being of Cheviot

FIG. 49. Union rug blanket Structure (Cheviot quality).

and Saxony (Merino) varieties. The mechanical methods of

preparing the wools in the production of both yarns being identi-

cal, any points of disagreement in their qualities and struc-

tural features arise from the nature and physical properties of

the classes of wools employed. Crossbred wools of the Cheviot

variety, especially the qualities commonly used in woollen yarn

manufacture, are not so evenly grown as Merino wools that is

to say, there is on the average, bulk for bulk, more diversity in

diameter and length of filament, and also in length of staple,

in wools of the Cheviot than of the Merino class. This accounts

for the greater irregularity in fibrous composition in the Cheviot

as compared with the Saxony yarn. Dissection proves this.
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Untwisting a Cheviot yarn and drafting or drawing out the fibres

in breaking the thread, and comparing them with the fibres ob-

tained in the untwisting and breaking of a Saxony yarn of a

similar diameter and twine, shows their want of uniformity in

length and fineness : features which affect the structure of the

thread, consisting, at various points, of two or more lengths
of fibres. A Cheviot thread in this experiment may be actually

broken and yet the longer fibres may remain in twined con-

tact
;
but a Saxony yarn indicates no corresponding character-

istics, the fibres being shorter and of a more even fineness

and quality. Other features for comparison are the relative

FIG. 50. Union rug Structure (lustre quality).

degrees of cohesiveness of fibres in the two yarns, and their re-

lative properties due to the nature of the extraneous or circum-

ferential fibres. The Saxony is the more compact, the fine fibres

clustering closer together and falling in the line of thread in the

spinning process. This produces evenness of surface in the tex-

ture. The Cheviot yarn is of a looser or more open structure.

Both threads possess a quantity of extraneous fibres roughly

arranged and entangled. It is this fibre which imparts the

hairy characteristic to fabrics of the Cheviot description.

(42) CHEVIOT AND SAXONY CONTRASTS: FABRIC STRUCTURE.

Fabric structure is prescribed by yarn construction and

qualities ; setting or number of threads and picks per inch
; and
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by the weave or plan of warp and weft intersections. The
fibrous nature of the yarns is a modifying factor as regards set-

ting. "Woollen cloths are invariably set or gauged in the loom

to provide for a definite percentage of contraction or shrinkage
in the operations of scouring and milling. Cotton and linen

fabrics are set to allow for the contraction from the reed, or

maximum width, to the normal or unstretched width, which is

proportionate to the counts of the yarns and the frequency of

the warp and weft interlacings a plain woven fabric correctly

set, as determined by the law of diameters and intersections,

offers the minimum degree of contraction. In woollen and

worsted cloths, there is a wide range of shrinkages varying in the

former from 10 to 40 per cent, and in the latter from 5 to 15 or 20

per cent. Such shrinkage producing a difference in the closeness

of the yarns, the woven and finished fabrics are more or less dis-

tinct from each other. A twilled or other style of cloth having
40 threads per inch in the loom and 60 per inch after milling,

has changed in structure and textural elements. Now the

nature of the yarns, and classes of the wools used, account for

the range of possibilities in setting and shrinkage. There is

not, for example, the same lati-

tude in these technicalities in the

use of Cheviot as in the use of

Saxony yarns. Crowded or even

close setting is not to be recom-

mended in Cheviots, and to set

loosely, and exceed a moderate a-

mount of felting, tends to remove

surface brightness and clear open-
ness of fabric structure, or the

distinguishing features of cor-

rectly manufactured Cheviot

cloths.

Saxony textures have differ-

ent properties the yarns admit

of loose or firm setting ;
and also of moderate or full felting.

Yarns regular in circumference, and of equal fibrous density,

FIG. 51. Checked Saxony (fibrous

finish).
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may be set more compactly in the reed than yarns of a more

irregular formation and fibrous composition, and they have also

freer felting propensities. Two cloths may be identical in

weight, counts of yarns, and number of threads per inch in a

definite area, but, in the Cheviot quality, the loom and finished

product will correspond, whereas, in the Saxony quality, they

possess distinctive characteristics. As a general rule, Cheviot

yarns prescribe that the fabric should be set to yield approxi-

mately a similar cloth, but cleaner and brighter and somewhat

firmer in structure in the finished than in the woven condition.

Figs. 16 and 46, for example, are fabrics which, in the loom and

after finishing, have strictly the same structure
;
but Figs. 51

FIG. 52. Fine Saxouy trousering (clear finish).

and 52 are cloths which have acquired smartness, neatness, and

flexibility in finishing and become distinct textures in these

essentials from the loom productions. These features may be

extensively varied in the manufacture of cloths made of Saxony
yarns. Should sound milling and strong raising be practised,

as in blankets and rugs (Figs. 49 and 54), to obtain a raised

pile of filaments, then both types of yarns Cheviot and Saxony
are utilized in weaving cloths which finishing routine com-

pletely changes in character and quality.

(43) SAXONY AND CHEVIOT CONTEASTS : WEAEING
EFFICIENCY.

Each type of texture is of high-wearing efficiency. It is not

so much a question of standard of wear as in the effects of wear
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in which points of disagreement develop. The two cloths do

not behave similarly in this respect. The suppleness of the

Saxony if not too hard milled will result in the Saxony
"
bagging

"
or

"
stretching

"
under strain and friction, but in the

Cheviot manifesting threadiness of surface. Quality for quality

the Cheviot would be the more satisfactory, or it would stand

harder and rougher wear than the Saxony. This is equally

true of serge as of fine-wool flannels, and of Cheviot costume,

suitings, and overcoatings, as of similar cloths of a Saxony

quality. Strong-grown, coarse-fibred wools possess a fuller

wearing efficiency in the manufactured state than fine- fibred,

close-grown wools short and soft in the staple. Quantity and

quality of fibre are in favour of the Saxony, but strength and

length of fibre are in favour of the Cheviot. It follows that

Saxonies are the softer and smoother, and the cloths of the

smarter finish, and that Cheviots are the fabrics more suitable

for garments of a utilitarian character.

When a Cheviot fabric once yields in the wear its life is short

and it becomes quite unsatisfactory. Lacking the elasticity

and flexibility of the Saxony, which by skilful treatment-

damping and pressing will regain some of its original qualities,

it cannot be well restored. The source of this difference is in

the relative quantity of fibre in the respective fabrics, that of

the Saxony, taking cloths made of yarns of 20 yards per dram,

being 25 to 35 per cent higher than the Cheviot. Wear on the

Cheviot first removes the surface fibres, exposing the yarns, and

as these are not so full of fibre as Saxony yarns, they become

thin and the fabric yields. Particularly does this occur if the

normal spinning quality of the wool has been exceeded in the

attempt to acquire a small thread and a fine fabric. Wear
on the Saxony has different results. In the ordinary finished

cloths, it is primarily on the short fibres, forming the outer cir-

cumference of the yarns. These filaments are very numerous,
and are partially embedded in the texture and protect or shield

the actual surface of the threads. Once wear affects the latter,

the texture suffers in a similar way to the Cheviot, but again
the mass of filaments, short and clustered in the warp and weft

threads and intermatted together, preserve the texture intact.
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(44) CHEVIOT AND SAXONY CONTRASTS: SUPPLENESS, ELASTI-

CITY, AND TENSILE STRENGTH.

In these qualities the two types of fabrics distinctly differ.

The suppleness of the Saxony is higher than the Cheviot.

Taking the finest quality of Cheviot made of yarns of approxi-

mately ^th of an inch in diameter it does not agree in this

property with a medium but all-wool Saxony. The true Cheviot

is intended to possess a degree of crispness or sharpness. It

must not be too supple. Firmness and fullness are the desirable

characteristics. Flexibility and softness must, however, be pres-

ent in the Saxony, but sponginess of cloth is detrimental and is

the result of defective manufacture or the use of low materials.

The absence of a full degree of suppleness and elasticity is also

an indication of wool substitutes having been employed. A
disposition to hardness and crispness of feel in Saxonies, may be

taken as suggestive of the wools having been too open in staple

or too coarse in the fibre, as dullness of surface and want of

trueness of handle are indicative of the presence of shoddy in

Cheviots.

Quality of fabric, in either Cheviots or Saxonies, is determined

by textural firmness, elasticity, and fibrous fullness. A pure

Saxony, made of fine wool, possesses a high degree of softness and

flexibility, but an inferior quality of cloth is comparatively hard

and non -elastic. Similarly, a pure Cheviot, made of sound wool,

is crisp, elastic, and strong, but a Cheviot produced from wool

substitutes is hard and harsh, and defective in tensile strength.

Comparing the two cloths further, they may correspond in

breaking strain when the schemes of manufacture are alike
;

but in elasticity or stretch they may be dissimilar, the Saxony

slightly exceeding the Cheviot. This will be understood from

the fibrous nature and structural formation of the two classes

of yarns described. Strength of filament, and the measure of

overlapping of the fibres in the spinning operation, are mainly

responsible for the tensile strength of Cheviot fabrics. The
base of the elasticity of the Saxony cloth is, however, the dense

mass of fibres in the circumference of the yarns, producing
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continuous interfeltings of the texture in certain processes of

finishing.

(45) CHEVIOT AND SAXONY CONTRASTS : WEAVE DISTINCTIVE-

NESS AND COLOUR TONE.

Distinctiveness of weave elements may be better emphasized
in Saxony than in Cheviot cloths. The amount of extraneous

fibre on the surface of the Cheviot yarns has the effect of sub-

duing the intersections in the weave. The more uniform and

level the yarn structure, the clearer the development of the inter-

lacings in the cloth.

Comparing plain woven linen, cotton, worsted, and woollen

fabrics (Figs. 5, 6, 14, and 4), the intersections are the most clearly

defined in the linen, that is, the specimen in which the yarns are

the smoothest in construction and have the fewest marginal
filaments. The straggling fibres, in the circumference of the

cotton thread, modify the clearness of the warp and weft cross-

ings. The worsted yarns are less compact in formation, and

the wool fibres have greater elastic and diffusive properties
than either flax or cotton, so that the weave definition is still

further softened, while in some woollen fabrics of the Cheviot

type sections (A and B, Fig. 48) the mass of entangled fibres

on the surface of the threads partially obliterates the crossings

of the yarns.

These points relative to weave expression apply in a special

way to the contrasts in cloths of Saxony and Cheviot qualities.

The loose structure of the Cheviot yarn and the thicker and

longer fibres of which it is composed, and its rough circum-

ference, obviously render weave patterns indistinct. Saxony
threads, as shown, being more compact and composed of short

fibres small in diameter, have not a corresponding value in les-

sening weave delineation. This is noticeable in the various ex-

amples in standard cloths, e.g. whip-cords (Saxony) and serges

(Cheviot), and ordinary Saxony trouserings and Cheviot suit-

ings. In whip-cord fabrics (Section 1A, Fig. 38) the fine twills

are clearly developed, but in serges they are dimmed or blurred.

In fine Saxony trouserings (Fig. 52), closely set and clearly cut in
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finishing and consisting of yarns small in diameter, the weave

details strongly contrast with the indefinite character they

possess in the Cheviot suiting (Fig. 16). In both these compari-

ys**Ai?"Vr>

s
9 S

sons, the Saxony yarns are higher in counts than can be spun
from Crossbred wools, a feature which accentuates their adapta-

bility for imparting emphasis to elements of the pattern due to

warp and weft intersections. This must not, however, be
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taken to imply that Cheviot yarns are inapplicable to fabrics in

which weave contrasts are developed. With a suitable degree of

difference in the shades of the warp and weft, and correct setting
and finishing routine, twilled, mat, and other simple weaves may
be made a feature of Cheviot styles. Thus the rug specimen

(Fig. 48), though consisting of rough fibrous yarns, has a pro-

nounced weave characteristic
;
and in the Donegal suiting ex-

ample (Fig. 46) the effects of the weave intersections are also well

defined. The fibrous nature of the cloth remains a distinguish-

ing feature, hence the weaves are not so smartly defined as in

the more even and less fibrous surface of the Saxony cloths, but

they are none the less a marked element in the patterns.

(46) QUALITY AND TONE OP CHEVIOT COLOURING.

Colour tone or brightness forms a principal characteristic

of all classes of Cheviot fabrics. Wools of a Crossbred quality

are specifically adapted for diversity of colouring acquired in the

operation of blending. Finer wools are not so suitable for yield-

ing distinctive richness of colour result. Blending for
" mixture

"

shades is largely practised in the production of both woollen

and worsted yarns Cheviot and Saxony, and Crossbred and

Botany ;
but the colour tone lacks freshness in mixture shades

composed of similar colour ingredients in fine-fibred wool as

compared with the colour tone acquired in coarse-fibred wool.

This is particularly apparent in Cheviot and Saxony blends.

The loss of brightness, consequent to the fineness of the wool,

will be better understood by contrasting Lovat and heather

mixtures as produced in Crossbred and Merino wools. Illustra-

tions may be taken in typical blends composed as follows :

Lovat Mixture. Heather Mixture.

8 parts of blue 8 parts of black.

4
,, orange 1 part of scarlet.

1 part of white 1 ,, ,, buff

1 ,, ,, medium green.

Assuming both classes of wools to be dyed, as near as practicable,

identical colours as to depth and brilliancy of hue, and blended

as indicated, the colour quality and positiveness of the Cheviot
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would be quite distinguishable in the carded material, the spun

yarn, and the woven fabric. Each colour ingredient the blue,

orange, and white in the Lovat, and the black, scarlet, buff, and

medium green in the heather compound forms a distinctive

element in these Cheviot blends. Shades of uniform colour tone

result, but no single colour loses its specific hue. Each

coloured fibre tinges the mixture. Uniformity of shade, equally

diversified in tinting, is also obtainable in Saxonies, but in-

dividual colours suffer in distinctiveness of hue, and in the finer

cloths are scarcely traceable as separate colour units. Cheviot

wools, yarns, and fabric structures are peculiarly suitable for the

production of styles of pattern rich and varied in colour com-

FIG. 54. Union rug Structure (Saxony quality).

position ;
and Botany wools, in Saxony yarns, give clear de-

cisive effects in solid shades, but soft and mellow colourings in

mixture shades either bright or sombre in tone.

(47) OVEECOATING SPECIMEN WITH WOVEN LINING CHEVIOT

FACE AND SAXONY BACK.

The characteristic effects due to each class of yarn and also

the specific qualities of the textures resultant are illustrated in

Fig. 53 (see method of manufacture, page 63). The face of this

two-ply or compound cloth (Section A) is made of Cheviot warp
and weft, and the underside (Section B) of Saxony warp and weft.

Both textures are produced from wools of a medium quality the
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grey shade in each is composed of similar proportions of black

and white which links the two surfaces together in colour tone.

Each surface or fabric has been treated differently in the finish-

ing routine the Saxony being a "
clear

"
finish and the Cheviot

a "
raised

"
or "

rough
"
finish. Had the method of finishing been

the same in both specimens, there would still have been an appreci-
able difference in their fibrous nature and other character-

istics.

This specimen illustrates and emphasizes the clearness of

weave and pattern detail producible in Saxony yarns, in con-

trast with the quality and fullness of fibrous surface possible in

fabrics made of Cheviot yarns.

(48) VARIETY OF FINISH APPLICABLE TO CHEVIOT AND
SAXONY FABKICS.

Finishing routine as shown in Paragraph 31 modifies

the character and quality of the fabric. In all classes of Saxony
cloths it is more varied than in Cheviot cloths. It is essential

in Cheviot manufacturing that the natural properties of the

wool should be observed in the finished fabric. Cheviots, more-

over, are 'cloths made of yarns of an open, fibrous staple, and

this is not favourable to diversity of finishing treatment. The
Cheviot finish is of the simplest routine, ordinarily including

scouring, milling, slight raising or brushing, cutting to shorten

but not to remove the surface fibre, and pressing to level and

solidify the fabric
;
or in Donegal and Harris tweeds it may be as

elementary as that applied to the sample given in Fig. 46, and

stated on page 62. But there are exceptions. The routine is

diversified and extended in finishing the finer qualities and classes

of Cheviots, in many varieties of which the surface filament is

removed in cutting to better develop the texture and the colour

style ; but in friezes and thick overcoatings and suiting cloths,

milling is practised to such a degree as to conceal the warp and

weft yarns, and to form a rough pile of fibres on the face of the

fabric
;
and in blankets milling and raising yield a vertical nap

of fibres on both sides of the texture.
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Finishing is a skilful branch of manufacture in the production
of Saxony cloths. Several varieties of fabrics obtain their

distinctive characteristics in the finishing processes. Saxony
cloths of every description undergo important changes in tex-

ture, suppleness, evenness, brightness of surface, and fibrous

characteristics in the several operations comprised in the

finishing routine. Three specific grades of textural variation

are in this work developed relating to, (1) cloths with

a clear surface and in which the pattern due to colour

or weave is distinctly brought out; (2) cloths with a short,

rough pile of fibres, and in which the weave and textural effects

FIG. 55. Crossbred worsted suiting.

seen in the loom are obliterated in the operations of milling and

raising ;
and (3) cloths with a dense, bright pile of fibres and in

which the weave effect is also concealed. Intermediate styles

are obtained in each grade, e.g. (a) the "natural" finish con-

sisting of slight milling and raising to get up the fibre and pre-

pare for cutting, leaving some short fibres on the texture
; (6)

the "
soft

"
or

"
fibrous

"
finish which is obtained by milling

and raising the cloth damp, producing a "draw" or layer of

short filaments evenly spread on the face of the fabric
;
and (c)

the "
velvet

"
finish which gives a vertical pile of short fibres

subduing colour contrasts, and imparting fullness of handle to the

cloth. The compact fibrous density of Saxony yarns threads
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with a sound central core encircled with myriads of short, curly,

filaments is favourable to different systems and degrees of

treatment in the several groups of finishing processes. As the

quality and fineness of the wool approich the Cheviot or Cross-

bred variety, the scope for distinctions in the finish of the cloth

is restricted, because this involves a corresponding diminution

in the quantity of fibre composing the yarn.

(49) BOTANY AND CBOSSBRED WORSTED CONTRASTS (Figs.

55 and 56).

The difference between these two classes of worsted fabrics

are not so varied in character as those obtaining between

Cheviot and Saxony cloths. The comparisons, made as to fibrous

qualities, have a similar significance in both the woollen and

worsted varieties of textures
;
but wools of a longer and more even

length of staple are usually selected for worsted than for woollen

spinning. Distinctions in thread structure have relatively the

same applications. Serges and Botany yarns, like Cheviot and

Saxony yarns, differ from each other chiefly in fibrous composi-

tion, the Botany being made of the finer and shorter wools, and

the Crossbred of the longer and coarser-grown wools
;
with the

result that the spun counts in Botany range from 10's to 120's,

and in Crossbred from 5's to 44's.

As to the comparisons made relative to fabric structure,

suppleness, elasticity, tensile strength, and wearing efficiency of

cloths made of woollen yarns, they are also applicable to serge

and Botany worsteds, but the contrasts in these textures are not

so distinctive or pronounced in character as in Cheviot and

Saxony cloths. The scheme of worsted yarn manufacture, pre-

scribes this. A worsted thread, whether made of Crossbred or

Merino wools, is level and even in structure. A variation in the

quality of the wool does not have the same effect on the

technicalities of the fabric as in woollen manufacturing. The
woollen-thread structure accentuates, to a greater degree than

the worsted-thread structure, the differences between yarns spun
from coarse and fine wools and also the fabrics in which they
are utilized.
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(50) WEAVE DEFINITION AND COLOUR TONE IN THE Two
STANDAED WOESTEDS.

Fine and Crossbred worsteds are as dissimilar in these techni-

calities as Saxony and Cheviot cloths. Many of the points de-

FIG. 56. Botany worsted overcoating. A = Face of fabric.

B = Reverse surface or lining.

fined in Paragraph 36, particularly those concerning the styles

of effects for which each class of fabric is adapted, may be fitly

applied here. But there are fuller facilities for weave design,

and precise or definite colour toning, in both Serges and

Botanies than in Cheviots and Saxonies.

In the manufacture of fabrics of the fine Botany class there
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is scope for extreme fineness of texture, clearness of weave ex-

pression, and distinctiveness of pattern details due to colouring.
The relative characteristics of the Crossbred and Botany
varieties of worsted cloths are illustrated in Figs. 54 and 55, the

former a Crossbred suiting, and the latter a lined overcoating
manufactured as indicated in the subsequent paragraph.

(51) EXAMPLES AND CONTRASTS IN THE MANUFACTURING
DATA AND RESULTS CROSSBRED AND BOTANY TEXTURES.

CROSSBRED WORSTED, MILLED FINISH (Fig. 55).

Warp and weft : 2/28's worsted 44's quality.

12's reed 4's.

Width in the reed : 68 to 70 in.

Picks per inch ' 48.

Weave : 2/2 twill.

Finishing routine: Knot, mend, scour, mill to 57 in., wash off, tenter

cut level, brush and steam, blow with steam, hot press, steam.

Weight per yard
'

56 x 36 in. = 13$ to 14 oz.

BOTANY WORSTED, LINED OVERCOATING (Fig. 56)\.

Face warp yarns : 2/40's, medium grey.

Backing warp yarns : 2/40's, arranged.

Grey mixture . 2
|
For 4 4 4 4 4 \

Black . .2J 44 44-244^84 threads.

Twist. .
- 11 i

Face weft yarns : 2/40's black.

90 threads per in. in the reed.

Backing weft yarns: 2/40's, arranged.

Grey mixture . 2 \ For 44444
Black . .2/52 44- 2 4 4

j
92 picks.

Twist .
- _. i i _

Width in reed : 64 to 66 in.

88 to 90 picks per in. in the loom.

Wezve : 2/2 twill face and plain back, arranged in both warp and weft,
1 thread face, 1 back and 1 face.

Finishing routine : Following careful knotting and mending, scour for
15 minutes with the solution at 4 Twaddle, washing off in clean water at a
temperature of 90' F., next scour with soap for 10 to 15 minutes and re-

wash off, tenter to 56 in., brush and steam, cut four times on the face and
twice on the back, brush, blow with steam for 3 minutes, allow to cool, re-

wind from the opposite end and re-blow, shrink, by being well steamed,
rolled up, and allowed to cool, hot press, steam and cold press.

Weight per yard : 56 x 36 = 18 to 18$ oz.

There are in the Crossbred strong textural and weave effects,
but not smartness of definition in the warp and weft intersec-

6
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tions. It is a type of fabric intermediate between the Saxony
and the Cheviot, having the effective qualities of the latter with

less fibrousness of surface, or combined with a degree of the

clearness of the Saxony. Serge yarns are better adapted for the

development of weave effects than either of the two classes of

woollen yarns, a fact which accounts for the applications to

worsted serge fabrics of several varieties of regular crossings

arranged on sateen and twill bases. Neither the yarns nor the

cloths are, however, well suited for coloured patterns composed
of fancy yarns, but in mixtures, formed of similar colour units as

Cheviots, they possess a special brightness of tone with attractive

textural qualities.

Fig. 56 has been selected to typify the Botany technicalities

and characteristics for two reasons : first, clearness of weave as

seen in Section A
; and, second, distinctiveness of pattern

obtained by the grouping of the coloured yarns in the plain

weave, Section B. Any type of regular weave design, if the

fabric is correctly set and finished, may be developed in Botany

yarns with the precision here illustrated. Yarn quality, even-

ness, smoothness, and brightness, as determined by the use of

sound wools, and accuracy in combing and drawing, to attain

perfect parallelism of fibres, modifies the lustre of the textural

surface acquired, and, as a consequence, weave and pattern

definiteness. Similarly the treatment in finishing thorough

cleansing in scouring; the production of evenness of texture

in
"
crabbing

"
or forcing of steam through the piece ; brushing

of the extraneous fibres of the yarns on to the surface of the

fabric
; correct setting or adjustment of the cutting parts

of the machine in the cutting operation ; and the requisite de-

gree of heated and cool pressing includes technicalities which

have an important influence on the specific qualities of Botany
worsteds.

(52) SCHEMES OF FINISHING APPLIED TO BOTANY AND
CROSSBRED FABRICS.

Finishing routine is less diversified in worsteds than

woollens as to textural classifications, but not as to smartness of

textural effects. Vicuna and " milled
"

worsteds possess some
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of the quality of suppleness and of fibrous density of fine Saxonies,

but they have not the weave clearness of
"
unmilled

"
worsteds.

Felting is applied to impart certain woollen characteristics, but

should not be practised to such an extent as to be destructive

of the true worsted characteristics, namely, brightness of

texture and precise development of weave details. Shrinkage

may be effected in the scouring by employing the Bailey

apparatus, in the milling machine, or in the stocks. On the

former principle, the pieces may be felted from 10 to 15 per cent,

and on the two latter systems from 15 to 20 per cent, but rarely

more. The cloths are set proportionately wide in the loom, and

should not be as firmly woven as fabrics not intended for this

style of finish. As felting, in all classes of cloths, lessens the

value of weave design and colour pattern, it follows that worsted

fabrics thus treated, whilst improving in suppleness and elasticity,

suffer in textural smartness and tone. Increased wearing effici-

ency is also attained in this work, the fabric being rendered less

porous, its density being augmented with the degree of felting

applied.
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STANDARD GRADES OF MANUFACTURE.

(53) Standard Tests for Government, Railway, Corporation, and other

Cloths ; (54) Margin allowed in Standard Tests ; (55) Component Elements

of Textile Analysis ; (56) Quantitative Factors determinable by Calculation ;

(57) Diversity of Manufactured results in Producing to a Standard Sample ;

(58) Dissection for Fibrous Quality of a Fnished Standard
; (59) Govern-

ment Cloths
; (60) Navy Flannel Specification and Analysis ; (61) Blue

Cloth Specification and Analysis ; (62) Causes of Difference in the Breaking
Strain of Cloths

; (63) Scarlet Serges ; (64) Elements in Setting : Shrink-

age and Tensile Strength ; (65) Clear and Fibrous-surfaced Scarlet Serget.

Compared ; (66) Fearnought and Kersey Standards ; (67) Analyses of

Fearnought and Kersey Standards
; (68) Loss in Finishing : Percentage of

Shrinkage ; (69) Khaki Tartan-Drab Mixture
; (70) Analysis of Khaki

Standard; A, Tartan Drab Mixture, and B, Cloth Drab Mixture ; (71) Mix-

ture Shade Dissection ; (72) Variation in Yarn Construction.

(53) STANDARD TESTS FOB GOVERNMENT, RAILWAY, AND COR-

PORATION CLOTHS.

ALL cloths for Government, corporation, railway, and official

contracts are manufactured to specification. Sample or standard

patterns are submitted, and these must be equalled in all points of

manufacture materials, quality, colour, and finish. Standard

tests are specified relative to breaking strain, weight of a pre-

scribed area of the cloth, and colour or dye. Accuracy in manu-
facture is required in regard to :

I. Quality as compared with the sample cloth.

(a) Purity, fineness, and character of the materials.

(6) Colour match as to shade or blend if a mixture fabric, also as

to fastness to milling and light : or fastness to both milling and

light.

(c) Finish surface characteristics, firmness of fabric structure,

nature or suppleness of cloth.

(84)
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II. Structure and quality of the yarns woollen, worsted, or unions,

single or folded.

III. Width within the selvedges.

IV. Length of the piece in yards.

V. Breaking strain or tensile strength in the direction of the warp or

length of the piece.

VI. Breaking strain or tensile strength in the direction of the weft or

width of the piece.

(For measuring these the dead-weight test is applied. In the Govern-

ment Army and Navy Clothing Departments the type of machine

made by Goodbrand and Holland is employed.)

VII. Weight per yard for width of cloth specified.

(54) MARGIN ALLOWED IN STANDARD TESTS.

Some margin may be allowed on the standards indicated, but

only such as may arise from natural causes in the manufacture

of identical cloths in different factories and under varying con-

ditions. Obviously, some latitude must be permissible, but

necessarily it is of a grade which knowledge and practice in

manufacturing is competent of not exceeding. The exact

materials, yarns, setting, and routine of manufacture are not

prescribed. For these the manufacturer must rely upon his own
initiative and capacity. It follows that manufacturing on these

lines, for a specific make and quality of cloth, differentiates in

method and principle from manufacturing to produce to sample

already made in the factory and of which all the data of con-

struction are known.

Success can only be attained in proportion to an exact

analysis being made of the standard sample, and to the practice

of systems of work which will coincide with those adopted in

the production of the original cloth.

(55) COMPONENT ELEMENTS OF TEXTILE ANALYSIS.

The analytical data of any class of woven fabric comprises
the following : Plan of weave or scheme of intertexture :

Quality of the materials or the variety of fibres employed in

its manufacture : Counts or diameters of the yarns in the actual

specimen and, as estimated, when spun, including the turns per

inch, and if a compound or folded thread, the structure or counts
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of each yarn of which it is composed ;
also the breaking strain

and elasticity : In the case of mixture yarns, the shades or

colour units and the quantitative value of each colour used ;

Actual weight per yard finished : Threads and picks per inch in

the standard sample : Degree of shrinkage or felting in width

and length : Working particulars for weaving : and The routine

of finishing.

These component elements of textile analysis may be tabu-

lated as below :

TABLE III.

ANALYTICAL DATA OP WOVEN FABRICS.

I. Plan of weave.

II. Quality and properties of the fibre, wool, or material used.

(a) Fineness and length of fibre ; (6) Softness and elasticity ; (c)

Average evenness of the staple ;
and (d) Felting and lustrous,

characteristics .

III. Yarn structure.

(a) Counts : (b) Character of twine, right or left-hand twist
; (c)

Single or folded
; (d) Turns per inch in the simple or single,

and also turns per inch in the compound or folded yarn.

IV. Mixture yarns.

(a) Colour units or composition ;
and (b) Proportionate quantities of

the several colours in the blend.

V. Weight per yard of a specified width of the finished cloth as calcu-

lated on the standard sample.
VI. Threads and shots or picks per inch in the standard sample.

VII. Percentage of shrinkage.

(a) In length ; (6) In width, indicating how effected in scouring,.

milling, or both these processes.
VIII. Set or gauge of the fabric in the loom.

(a) Width in reed and method of sleying (i.e. number of dents per
inch and threads in each split) ; and (b) threads and picks

per inch.

IX. Style of finish.

(a) Milled or Unmilled ; (b) Clear or fibrous finish
; (c) Rough or

smooth pile, i.e. melton, doeskin, beaver, nap, or velvet pile,,

stating the possible routine of processes.
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(56) QUANTITATIVE FACTORS DETERMINABLE BY CALCULA-
TION.

Quantitative factors in these analyses may be accurately de-

termined by calculation, but the qualitative factors may only
be arrived at by deduction and comparison. The gauge of the

cloth in the loom, the threads per inch, the counts of the yarns,

and the degree of twine are obtained by mathematical rule and

mechanical tests. Degree of shrinkage is estimated by the dif-

ference in the length of the yarns in the sample and when drawn

out to their normal or spun length. The frequency of the warp
and weft interlacings and the diameters of the threads, or the

number of intersections curves or bends in the yarn plus the

shrinkage in scouring and milling, control the length of thread

used in weaving a definite length of fabric. If, for example,
the yarns in a 2 inch square sample, when abstracted and natu-

rally stretched, measure 3|- in. (warp) and 3^ in. (weft), the

shrinkages would be 20 per cent on the warp and 25 per cent

on the weft ;
from which (a) the loom width and length of the

piece, and (b) the ends and picks per inch of the fabric in

weaving may be derived by simple equation :

(a) Shrinkage in width is calculated to be 25 per cent,

therefore the loom width would be greater by this

amount than the width of the finished piece.

.-. 75 : 100 : : 56 in. (finished width of piece)
= 74 to 75 in. in

the reed.

(b) Assuming the standard sample analysed to contain

60 threads and 56 picks per inch, the numbers in the

loom would be less by the percentages of contraction

thus :

25 per cent shrinkage in width = 100 : 75 : : 60 threads per
inch in the fabric = 45 threads per inch in the loom.

20 per cent shrinkage in length = 100 : 80 : : 56 picks per
inch in the fabric = 44 to 45 picks per inch in the loom.
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(57) DIVEESITY OF MANUFACTURED EESULTS IN PRODUCING TO

A STANDARD SAMPLE (S.S.).

It is remarkable with what uncertainty factors relating to

loom setting and counts of yarn, and therefore resultant weights,
are estimated in some instances. An example may be given.

The S.S. for a tramway clothing contract was made to show
the following finished particulars :

Counts of Thread Counts of Picks Weight per

Warp Yarn. per inch. Weft Yarn. per inch. Yard 56 in. x 36 in.

2/48's 112 2/40's 100 24 oz.

Thirteen manufacturers tendered, and with the exceptions of

A, I, and K, were, as seen from the data appended, remarkable

for want of exactitude in calculation.

Sample.
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32's (warp and weft) and 73 threads and 65 picks per inch
;

and, in a second instance (tender D) as 2-fold 24's (warp and

weft) with 54 threads and 51 picks per inch. Other con-

tractors' analyses show the practice of methods of production

equally inaccurate, viz. G, J, and M.
The deductions concerning quality are correspondingly im-

perfect. In specimen L a higher quality of yarn had been

used than necessary, but in specimens B, D, G-, J, and M, 40's

instead of 60's quality had been selected for warp, resulting in

discrepancies in the suppleness of the respective textures and

also in the fineness and appearance of the finished fabrics.

v(58) DISSECTION FOR FIBROUS QUALITY IN A FINISHED

STANDARD.

To determine accurately qualitative characteristics (Factors II

and IV, Table III) is a more subtle problem than to estimate the

quantitative components of the cloth or Factors III, V, VI and

VII. It involves the selection of wools which, with suitable

routine of manufacture, will yield cloths of similar properties to

those of the original sample, of a correct dissection of the fibrous

composition of the yarns, and technical judgment. Unneces-

sary errors arise from incorrectly determining, by yarn analysis,

the actual materials composing the original cloth. For instance,

a contract was accepted for the manufacture of a considerable

quantity of pieces of mohair dress fabrics. The pieces pro-
duced were identical in weight per yard, counts of yarns,

setting, shade, and finishing routine with the standard sample.
There was, however, a manifest difference in the quality of the

manufactured pieces as compared with the specified pattern.

Now a discrepancy of this nature may be proved by fibrous

analysis. In this example microscopic examination and com-

parison of the threads of the respective textures, and also their

dissection for fibrous composition, verified each other, and

proved that the yarns in the sample, though of a similar

diameter to those used in weaving the pieces, contained on an

average 10 to 15 per cent more fibre. That is to say, they were

denser by this difference in percentage of fibre than the yarns
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in the pieces. This implied that the fibres of the material of

the sample were finer or smaller in diameter than the fibres of

the material composing the contract fabrics. Fineness of

fibre in such textures is an indication of quality and lustre or

the features in which these manufactures were demonstrated to-

be deficient.

In mohair and lustre yarns, differences in fineness and

length of fibre are more readily detected than in Saxony and

Botany yarns, but in these threads accurate dissection on the

lines defined will also approximately gauge the quality and

grade of the materials used in the manufacture of the finished

cloth.

(59) GOVERNMENT CLOTHS.

To further illustrate the technical methods of work in

manufacturing to a standard grade of fabric, a few examples in

Army and Navy (Government) cloths will be analysed, namely r

"Flannel," "Blue Serge," "Scarlet Serge," "Fearnought,"

"Kersey" and "Tartan Mixture" or "Khaki," quoting the

specification for each texture.

(60) NAVY FLANNEL SPECIFICATION AND ANALYSIS.

Flannel. Used principally for seamen's vests and cholera

belts.

SPECIFICATION.

1. Quality and Specification. The flannel to be supplied under this contract

shall be answerable in every respect to the following specification,

and in point of quality, fineness, make, strength, finish, colour r

manufacture, and freedom from dark hairs, in every respect equal

to the pattern exhibited at the time of tendering.

The flannel shall be self-white, 30 in. wide within the selvedges, and shall

be delivered in pieces each of which shall measure with the list or

fag ends 42 yd. of 36 in., but a margin of half a yard per piece over

or under will be allowed. Each piece shall be marked with the

actual length contained. The flannel shall be stoved with sulphur,

and any chemical agent used in the process of manufacture or bleach-

ing shall be completely removed ; to be warranted pure finish, not

filled or weighted.

The flannel (ordinary) shall weigh, when properly dried, 16 Ib. per piece of

42 yd. In proving the weight a margin of 2$ per cent either way
will be allowed on each piece.
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Proceeding by technical analysis of the flannel, the follow-

ing data of manufacture are determined according to Table III :

I. Plain weave.

II. Fine Crossbred wool, Southdown quality.

III. Warp yarns = 20 yd. per dram, woollen. Turns per inch, 11 '65 ;

left-hand twine.

Weft yarns = 30 yd. per dram, woollen. Turns per inch, 9 '45 ;.

left-hand twine.

V. 6 oz., 30J in. wide.

VI. 32 threads and 42 picks per inch in the standard sample.
VII. Shrinkage (a) 20 per cent.

,, (6) 15 per cent.

VIII. (a) 38 in. to 40 in. ;
12's reed 2's or 12$'s reed 2's.

(6) 24 threads and 36 picks per inch in the loom.

IX. Natural finish. Routine : scoured, milled to 32 in., washed off,,

tentered, slightly cut and pressed.

X. Loss of weight in finishing 10 to 15 per cent.

This is an elementary fabric to manufacture. A wool must,,

in the first place, be selected which will give the requisite clear-

ness of colour without stoving, and the soft crispness yet firm-

ness of texture which the degree of shrinkage analysis allows.

In the second place the relative turns per inch in the warp and

weft yarns and their relative counts are important. The finer

weft and softer twine, with a larger number of picks per inch

than threads, imparts fibrous cover and suppleness of handle or

the distinctive quality of the flannel. An identical fabric to the

original as to weight per yard, colour, and surface appearance
could be obtained by using weft yarns of the same counts as

the warp yarns and reducing the picks in the ratio of the in-

crease in the diameter of the weft thread, but the texture would

not be the same either in wearing property or in quality. It is-

only in the simpler as in the more complex manufactures that

exact reproduction is feasible by strict adherence to the evidence

of analysis.

(61) BLUE CLOTH SPECIFICATION AND ANALYSIS.

Blue Cloth. Two samples are included in the following

specification differing in quality, weight, tensile strength, and

also in methods of manufacture.
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Cloth No. 1 is used principally for making seamen's caps
and clothing for chief petty officers and men not dressed as

seamen
;
and cloth No. 2 for making seamen's overcoats and

watch coats.

SPECIFICATION.

1. Quality and Specification. The cloth to be supplied under this contract

shall be made of all new pure wool, without any admixture of waste

or shoddy ; shall be answerable in respect of quality and fineness of

material and manufacture to the patterns exhibited at the time of

tendering; and shall be of such strength that pieces cut from de-

liveries, measuring 6| in. square between the points of security, shall

bear the following strain by dead-weight machine, viz. :

The No. 1 cloth, warp 225 lb., weft 190 Ib.

The No. 2 ,, 376 345

A margin not exceeding 5 per cent either way will be allowed in testing for

strength.

The cloth shall be dyed in the wool with natural vat indigo and shall stand

equally and in every way the same test as the respective patterns ;

shall be identical in shade of colour therewith, and shall be properly
cleansed so that the colour does not shed or rub off. None of the

cloths shall be burl-dyed or chromed, and the acid used in the ex-

tracting process shall be thoroughly removed.

The cloths shall be thoroughly shrunk and properly dried, and shall be de-

livered carefully steamed off face and back and cold pressed.
The No. 1 cloth shall be 58 in. wide within the list, and shall be delivered

in pieces, each of which shall measure, within the list or fag ends,

37 yd. of 36 in. A margin of half a yard per piece over or under will

be allowed, but the total delivery must average 37 yd. to the piece.

To be cuttled in 16-in. folds, and each piece to have a ticket affixed

at the head end with the name of the manufacturer and length.

Each piece shall weigh, when properly dried, 52 lb. and 10 oz. per

37 yd. In proving the weight a margin of 2$ per cent either way
will be allowed on each piece.

The No. 2 cloth shall be 58 in. wide within the list, and shall be delivered

in pieces, each of which shall measure, within the list or fag ends,

37 yd. of 36 in. A margin of half a yard per piece over or under will

be allowed, but the total delivery must average 37 yd. to the piece.

To be cuttled in 20-in. folds, and each piece to have a ticket affixed

at the head end with the name of the manufacturer and length.

Each piece shall weigh, when properly dried, 79 lb. and 12 oz. per

37 yd. In proving the weight a margin of 2 per cent either way
will be allowed on each piece.
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The analytical results prove the methods of construction to>

bez-

ClLOTH No. I.

I. Plain weave.

II. Fine quality of Cape wool (clothing).

III. Warp yarns = 18 skeins or yards per dram.

Turns per inch 18 '9
; left-hand twine.

Weft yarns = 20 skeins or yards per dram.

Turns per inch 11 '85
; right-hand twine.

V. 20 to 211 oz. per yard, 58 in. wide.

VI. 48 threads and 48 picks per inch finished.

VII. Shrinkage (a) 33 per cent to 35 per cent.

,, (6) 25 per cent to 30 per cent.

VIII. (a) 90 in. ; 8's reed 4's.

(6) 32 threads and 34 to 36 picks per inch in the loom.

IX. Beaver or face finish. 1

X. Estimated loss in finishing, 15 to 20 per cent.

CLOTH No. II.

I. Prunelle twill (weft face) moving to the right.

II. Fine merino Crossbred (Australian).

III. Warp yarns = 10 to 11 skeins or yards per dram.

Turns per inch 13'6 ; left-hand twine.

Weft yarns = 10 to 11 skeins or yards per dram.

Turns per inch 8'3 ; right-hand twine. \

V. 34$ oz. per yard 58 in. wide.

VI. 38 threads and 36 picks per inch finished.

VII. Shrinkage (a) 33 per cent to 35 per cent.

,, (6) 30 per cent to 33 per cent.

(a) 90 in. ; 10's reed 3's.

(6) 30 threads and 26 to 27 picks psr inch in the loom.

IX. Melton finish. 1

X. Loss of weight in finishing, 20 per cent.

(62) MANUFACTURING CAUSES OF DIFFERENCES IN THE
BREAKING STRAIN OF CLOTHS.

In considering the two cloths together some of the special

points in their manufacture may be contrasted and emphasized.
The same specification applies to both, but the cloths are distinct

as to character of finish, breaking strain, and weight per yard.
1 See "

Finishing of Textile Fabrics "
by the same Author, published by Scott,

Greenwood & Son, London.
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The differences in breaking strain are an important feature, and

suggests elements in manufacturing requiring analysis. Cloth

No. 1 has a variation in tensile strength in the warp and the

weft of 35 Ib. and Cloth No. 2 of 31 Ib. The causes of this

variation, in the respective fabrics, are not identical. In Cloth

No. 1 it is produced, first, by the weft yarn being finer to counts

than the warp yarn ; and, second, by the turns per inch being
lower in the weft than the warp. Both these factors reduce the

strength of the yarn, and of that direction of the fabric to which

it is applied. With a corresponding degree of shrinkage in the

piece warp way as weft way, and with, practically, the same
ratio of threads and picks per inch finished, the cloth necessarily

shows a higher breaking strain on the warp (the thicker and

harder spun yarn) than on the weft the smaller and softer spun

yarn. In Cloth No. 2, the counts of the warp and of the weft

are the same, with, however, a difference of 5 turns per inch in

the two classes of yarns, that of the warp yarn having 13'6 and

that of the weft yarn 8'3 turns per inch. The utility of the

firmer spun yarns is found in the strength and elasticity of the

cloth, and of the looser spun yarns in the development of supple-

ness of handle and fibrousness of surface

In the manufacture of well-milled cloths, attention should

always be given to the relative counts and turns per inch of the

warp and weft yarns, and also to the direction of the twine in

the threads. A dense pile or nap is characteristic of each of

these fabrics. To produce the best quality of raising surface in

a plain woven cloth, the twine of the fibres of the warp yarns
should be the reverse in direction to the twine of the weft yarns.

In twilled fabrics, e.g. Cloth No. 2, another technical element

has to be taken into account, namely, the movement of the twill

and whether warp or weft face. If warp, with the twill to the

right, the twine in the yarn should also be to the right, with the

twine of the weft to the left. This relation of the filaments in

the yarns, results in the production of the fibrous quality of sur-

face favourable to raising. On the other hand, if the twill is weft

face and moves to the right, the twine in the yarns should be

the reverse of that indicated, or to the left in the warp and to
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the right in the weft as in Cloth No. 2. When the twill de-

velops the warp and weft equally on each side of the fabric, the

twine in the warp yarn should correspond with the traverse of

the twill in the cloth, but if the twine of the weft yarn be opposite
to the twill, that is, should the twill run to the right hand, the

twine in the two yarns should be as stated in the analysed par-
ticulars for Cloth No. 1.

Want of correctness in the technical minutiae described,

develops cloths dissimilar from the original samples. A fuller

degree of transverse felting would render the cloths better

balanced in tensile strength, or the use of a thicker and stronger
weft yarn would have the same influence

;
but the fabrics as a

result would be modified in character, in one instance the firm-

ness of handle would be affected, and in the other the quality
of textural fineness.

(63) SCARLET SERGES.

The abbreviated specifications for these two serges Nos. 3

and 4 are as follows :

SPECIFICATION.

Quality and specification. The cloths to be supplied under this contract

shall be made of pure wool and answerable in respect of quality and

material to the standard sample ; and shall be of such strength that

pieces cut from deliveries, measuring 6| in. square between the points
of security, shall bear the following strain by dead-weight machine

tests :

No. 3 scarlet serge, warp 250 lb., weft 430 Ib.

No. 4 scarlet serge, warp 385 lb., weft 310 lb.

The cloths shall be cochineal dyed and equal to pattern in dye and

shade of colour also in finish, and be London shrunk.

The standard samples test :

No. 3 sample : Warp 22 threads and weft 34 threads per in.

No. 4 sample : Warp 27 threads and weft 20 threads per in.

No. 3 sample : Weight per yard, 36 in. x 56 in., 14 to 15 oz.

No. 4 sample : Weight per yard, 36 in. x 56 in., 20 to 20J oz.

The analyses of the respective samples give the following data of manu-

facture :

No. 3 SCARLET SERGE (WORSTED).

I. Cassimere or 2/2 twill.

II. 40's top Crossbred.
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III. Warp yarns = 2-fold 32's worsted.

Turns per inch 2-fold yarn = 10 ; left-hand twine ;

single yarn = 9 '45 ; right-hand twine.

Weft yarn = single 14's worsted.

Turns per inch 5*65
; right-hand twine.

V. 14 oz. per yard, 56 in. wide.

VI. 44 threads and 68 picks per inch finished.

VII. Shrinkage (a) 10 per cent to 12 per cent.

(6) 5 per cent to 7$ per cent.

VIII. (a) 63 in
,
13's reed 3's.

(6) 40 to 41 threads and 64 picks.

IX. Clear worsted finish. Routine : scour, wash off, tenter, brush

and cut, blow with steam, dye, wash off, tentered, re-blow with

steam, brush and cut clear, hot and cold press.

No. 4 SCARLET SERGE (WOOLLEN AND WORSTED UNION).

I. Cassimere or 2/2 twill.

II. Material for warp 40's top Crossbred.

Material for weft medium quality of merino clothing.

III. Warp yarn = 2-fold 24's worsted.

Turns per inch 2-fold yarn = 10.6
; left-hand twine.

Turns per inch single yarn = 7.5 ; right-hand twine.

Weft yarn = 13 skeins or yards per dram., woollen. Turns per
inch 11 '6 ; left-hand twine.

V. 19 oz. per yard, 56 in. wide.

VI. 54 threads and 40 picks per inch finished.

VII. Shrinkage (a) 15 per cent.

(6) 7 per cent.

VIII. (a) 66 in. to 68 in. ;
ll's reed 4's.

(6) 44 threads and 38 to 40 picks per inch.

IX. Semi-rough finish with twill showing faintly. Routine : similar

to No. 3 Cloth, but the pieces only to be topped in cutting and

re-blowing after dyeing not essential.

(The Hospital Blue Serge is of a similar quality and weight but nearly

balanced in threads and picks per inch, testing 250 Ib. and 270 Ib. on the ivarp

and weft respectively.)

(64) ELEMENTS IN SETTING: SHRINKAGE AND TENSILE

STRENGTH.

These serges differ from Cloths 1 and 2 in the character of

the yarns used, methods of setting, and in the degree of shrink-

age, the contraction in the serge pieces in finishing being pro-

duced solely in scouring, and not by felting as a separate process.

The tensile strength in such textures is dependent upon the

normal breaking strain of the yarns and upon the threads and

picks per inch.
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According to the specification, serge No. 3 shows on the warp
a test of 250 Ib. and on the weft of 430 lb., while that on the

warp of serge No. 4 shows 385 lb., and on the weft 310 lb.

The two serges thus differ in transverse and length tests. The
technical points for consideration are how these results have

been acquired. At the outset of manufacturing they must be

determined. The causes of the differences in the tests of the

two cloths are evident on examining the yarn structures. Tak-

ing the warp threads, they are worsted and twofold in both

samples, but that in serge No. 3 is eight counts firier than in

serge No. 4 with 41 against 44 threads per inch. When individual

threads are tested those from the latter are 10 per cent higher
in breaking strain and elasticity than those from the former

;
but

the small disparity between the turns per inch in the single yarns
of the twofold 24's and the twofold 32's does not appreciably

modify the nature and strength of the two fabrics. The high
weft test of serge No. 3 is obtained by having one-third more

picks to the inch than threads, and using a weft yarn three counts

thicker than the warp yarn. For a corresponding technical

reason the satisfactory weft test in sample No. 4 has been de-

veloped, the weft being six counts lower than the warp (13*

skeins equals actually 5f's worsted), with only four picks less to

the inch than threads.

(65) CLEAR AND FIBROUS SURFACED SCARLET SERGE SAMPLES
COMPARED.

The two fabrics are distinct in character, No. 3 being smart

and clear in weave and finish, with the twill moving at an angle
of 35, and No. 4 fibrous and indistinct in surface, with the twill

moving at an angle of 40. The weft yarns are responsible for

these dissimilar results. It will be observed in the data of

analysis that the twine in the weft thread of sample 3 is the re-

verse of the twine of the weft thread of sample 4 ; and it is in such

cloths that the weft characterizes the twilled development, giv-

ing clearness in one instance and indefiniteness in the other.

The relative structures and qualities of the two yarns are also

important factors. Thus the 14's worsted is a smooth, even

thread, but the 13 skeins woollen is a thread of rougher fibrous

7
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formation one adapted for producing a distinct definition of

weave and a bright texture, and the other for improving the

fibrous density of the fabric, and developing a rough quality of

texture with the surface fibre concealing the diagonal lines of

the twill.

In manufacturing to standard sample, the distinctive

features of the cloth having been determined, and the scheme of

construction having been accurately dissected, it is absolutely

essential that the technical elements ascertained and the in-

ferences drawn therefrom should be strictly, and not generally,

interpreted and applied. For example, in the two cloths under

consideration the yarn structures and loom settings are at the

base of the manufactured issues, and hence the scheme of re-

production mapped out.

(66) FEARNOUGHT AND KERSEY CLOTHS.

Both are thick, well-milled fabrics made of strong-fibre Cross-

bred wools ;
the Fearnought being used principally for special

clothing in stokeholds, torpedo and submarine boats, and the

Kersey made in green and red for man "
ropes," laying down

on decks, notice boards, and covering screens. In neither of

these well -milled textures are there traces of the twilled weave,

and both possess some of the fibrous features of felted carded

material.

SPECIFICATION.

1. Quality, Specification, etc.. The Fearnought to be supplied under this

contract shall be answerable in every respect to the following specifica-

tion and to the description given in the schedule, and in point of

quality of material, make, and finish in every respect equal to the

patterns exhibited at the time of tendering.

To be made of all pure wool, without any admixture of waste, shoddy, or

cotton of any description, in bolts of 50 yd. in length and 27 in. in

width, and to be entirely free from dressing, and not to be stoved with

sulphur. Kach bolt to weigh not less than at the rate of 1 Ib. per yard
of length, and not to exceed 1 in. beyond the prescribed width. Pieces

cut from the fabric, 9 in. long in the direction of the weft and 6| in.

wide, to bear a tensile test of 220 Ib. in the direction of their length,

and similar pieces of 9 in. long in the direction of the warp and 6| in.

wide, to bear a tensile test of 270 Ib. in the direction of their length.
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The Kersey shall be answerable in every respect to the following specifica-

tion, and to the description given in the schedule, and in point

of quality of material, make, shade of colour, and finish, in every re-

spect equal to the patterns exhibited at the time of tendering.

To be made of all pure wool, without any admixture of waste, shoddy, or

cotton of any description, in bolts of 45 yd. in length and 50 in. in

width, and to be entirely free from dressing. A latitude of not more

than in. over or under the prescribed width will be allowed. Each

bolt to weigh not less than at the rate of 20 oz. per yard of length.

The colours to be bright and permanent, produced with the following dyes :

Red Kersey ..... Madder and cochineal.

Green Kersey .... Indigo extract and picric acid.

Pieces cut from the fabric, 9 in. long in the direction of the weft and 6| in.

wide, to bear a tensile te^t of 125 Ib. in the direction of their length,

and similar pieces of 9 in. long in the direction of the warp and 6| in.

wide, to bear a t jnsile test of 235 Ib. in the direction of their length.

One bolt in every 10, or less number delivered, to be tested.

Two samples shall be tested from each selected bolt (one for weft and one for

warp) ;
half the samples shall be taken from the ends, and half from

the centre of the bolt.

The results shall be averaged and if the mean does not reach the present
standard test numbers, the whole shall be rejected (subject to the

conditions of Paragraph 5).

2. Inspection and Tests. An inspecting officer and such other person or

persons as the commissioners for executing the office of Lord High
Admiral of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, here-

inafter called the Admiralty, may appoint, shall be permitted to enter

into and inspect the manufactory or works belonging to the contractors

when the material to be supplied, in pursuance of the contract, shall

be in course of manufacture, in order to see that the said material is

made in a proper manner, and is conformable in every respect with

the terms and conditions of the contract. The contractors shall keep

proper testing apparatus at the works, and shall provide at their own

expense the material and labour necessary to carry out such tests as

the said officer may deem necessary. The inspecting officer will also

arrange for the Kersey to be subjected to a chemical test by the

Admiralty chemist. Material that has passed such inspection and
tests shall be marked by the contractors as the inspecting officer may
desire, and being so marked shall not be subject to rejection by the

officers of the respective dockyards. If, however, any damage oc-

curring in transit be discovered by the examining officers at the dock-

yards, the same shall be made good at the cost of the contractors.

The name and address of the inspecting officer will be communicated
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to the firms accepted, and he should be notified by the contractors

when a consignment is ready for survey.

3. Marking. All Fearnought shall have a distinguishing mark consisting of

a blue line running through its entire length ;
such marking, how-

ever, shall only be carried out after the material has been certified for

by the inspectors.

The component parts of the solution for marking shall be :

Indigo . . . . . . . . * 1 Ib.

Turpentine ......... 4 gals.

(67) ANALYSES OF "FEAENOUGHT" AND "KERSEY" STANDAEDS.

The sample cloths supplied under these specifications yielded

the following analyses :

" FEAENOUGHT " SAMPLE.

I. Plain weave.

II. A medium quality of strong-fibred Cheviot wool.

III. Warp yarns : 5 to 6 yards per dram.

Turns per inch, 9 '8
; right-hand twine.

Weft yarns : 5 to 6 yards per dram.

Turns per inch, 6'2
; left-hand twine.

V. 15 to 16 oz. per yard, 27 in. wide (fabric under weight).

VI. 24 threads and 24 picks per inch finished.

VII. Shrinkage (a) 30 per cent.

,, (6) 25 per cent + 5 per cent for take-up of warp in weav-

ing.

VIII. (a) 40 to 41 in. 8's reed 2's.

(6) 16 threads and 16 picks.

(c) Length of piece woven = 66 yd.

(d) Length of warp for 66 yd. of cloth = 72 yd.

IX, Natural Cheviot finish.

X. Estimated loss in weight in finishing, 15 to 20 per cent.

"KERSEY" SAMPLE (GREEN).

I. Cassimere or 2/2 twill weave to the right.

II. Medium quality of strong-fibred Cheviot wool.

III. Warp yarns : 8 to 10 skeins.

Turns per inch (10 skeins), 8'1 ; left-hand twine.

Weft yarns : 8 to 10 skeins.

Turns per inch (10 skeins), 6'15
; left-hand twine.

V. 23 to 24 oz. per yard, 50 in. wide (weight required 20 oz. per

yard).

VI. 32 threads and 30 picks.
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VII. Shrinkage (a) 25 per cent.

(6) 15 per cent + 5 per cent for take-up of warp in weav-

ing.

VEIL (a) 62 to 64 in.
;
8's reed 3's.

(6) 24 or 25 threads and picks per inch in the loom.

IX. Rough Cheviot finish.

X. Estimated loss in weight in finishing 20 per cent.

"KERSEY" SAMPLE (RED).

I. Cassimere or 2/2 twill to the left.

II. Medium Cheviot quality.

III. Warp yarns : 12 to 13 skeins.

Turns per inch, 9 '2
; left-hand twine.

Weft yarns : 10 to 12 skeins.

Turns per inch. 7 '85
;
left-hand twine.

V. 20 to 21 oz. per yard, 50 ins. wide.

VI. 32 threads and 32 picks per inch.

VII. Shrinkage (a) 25 per cent.

(6) 20 per cent + 5 per cent for take-up of warp in

weaving.

VIII. (a) 64 to 66 in. ; 8's reed 3's.

(6) 24 threads and 26 picks per inch in the loom.

IX. Natural Cheviot finish.

X. Estimated loss of weight in finishing, 15 to 20 per cent.

Clearly the Fearnought and Green Kersey do not coincide with

the specifications, being 1 oz. too light and 2 to 3 oz. too heavy

per yard. The Red Kersey is within a fraction of an ounce of

the required standard. Considering that the Red and Green

Kersey are made to the same Specification it is unsatisfactory

there should be such a discrepancy in their weights per yard.

Both, however, are answerable to the tests for breaking strain

on the warp and the weft, and the quality and finish of the

fabrics are similar. In preparing for manufacture under this

contract, modifications in the counts of yarns and settings should

be made as indicated. If this is done, accurate results should be

obtained as proved by the following statements :

"FEARNOUGHT."

A = Counts of yarn in skeins. B = Threads per inch. C = Picks per
inch. D = Width in reed. E = Length of warp. F = Length of piece

woven. G = Total weight of greasy piece. H = Net weight of piece 27 in. x

50yd.
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B 16 x D 40 x F 70
WarP = A 5} x 16 x 16

= 31" lb "

C 16 x D 40 x F 66-~ " 30 lb -

G 61T\ to 62 lb.

G = Piece 40 in. x 66 yd. less 30 per cent weft and 25 per cent warp
shrinkage = 27 to 28 in. x 49 to 50 yd.

.'. 62 lb. less 20 per cent loss in finishing = H, approximately 50 lb. 4- 50*

yd. = 16 oz. per yard.

GREEN KERSEY.

B 25 x D 64 x E 56
WarP =

A 10 x 16 x 16
= 35 lb -

C 25 x D 64 x F 52W'fl
= A 8 x 16 x 16

= 4 i lb'

G 75 lb.

G = Piece 64 in. x 52 yd. less 20 per cent weft and 15 per cent warp
shrinkage = 50 to 51 in. x 44i to 45 yd.

.'. 75 lb. less 20 per cent loss in finishing = H, approximately 60 lb. 4- 45

yd. = 21 oz. per yard.

RED KERSEY.

B 24 x D 66 x E 60W** = A 10 x 16 x 16
= 37* lb'

C 26 x D 66 x F 56

A 10 x 16 x 16
= 37* lb '

G = Practically 75 lb.

G = Piece 66 in. x 56 yd. less 25 per cant weft and 20 per cent warp
shrinkage = 49 to 50 in. x 444 to 45 yd.

. '. 75 lb. less 20 per cent loss in finishing = H, approximately 60 lb. 4- 45

yd. = 2H oz. per yard.

(68) Loss IN FINISHING : PERCENTAGE OF SHRINKAGE.

The loss in finishing should not be arbitrarily fixed. The

approximate known loss in the manufacture of these cloths has

been denoted in each case, but the correct method to adopt is

to determine by experiment the exact amount of this loss, using
the materials and yarns from which the pieces are to be

produced.

Shrinkage is conformable to some adjustment as to length,
but the exact finished width of the cloth must be attained. It

is desirable, however, not to rely upon variations in shrinkage
from the percentages upon which the calculations are based.
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With accuracy in condensing and spinning, producing the

specified counts of yarns, and possessing, as a result of actual

tests, the percentage of loss in weight in the scouring, milling,

and finishing work, it should be feasible to adhere closely to

the scheme of manufacture prepared. This is the correct plan
to practise. It is chiefly where inaccuracies occur in carding
and spinning, excessive contraction in dyeing if dyed in the

piece and not estimating correctly the loss from the greasy to

the clean condition, that adjustment in shrinkage or milling is

relied upon for giving the exact weight per yard of the piece.

(69) "KHAKI" TARTAN-DRAB MIXTURE.

A summary of the specification for this contract is as

follows :

Quality. The tartan to be supplied under this specification

is to be answerable in point of quality of material, make, and

finish to the pattern exhibited at the time of tendering. It

must also be of the same dye and shade of colour. The pieces

must be 56 in. in width and weigh 1 Ib. 7 oz. to 1 Ib. 8 oz. per

yard of 36 x 56 in. and be London shrunk.

Pieces cut from the fabric 9 in. long in the direction of the

weft and 6| in. wide to bear a tensile test of 350 Ib. in the

direction of their length ;
and similar pieces 9 in. long in the

direction of the warp and 6 in. wide, to bear a tensile test of

350 Ib. in the direction of their length.

(70) ANALYSIS OF KHAKI STANDARD.

A. Tartan Drab Mixture.

The sample cloth submitted showed an estimated con-

traction from the loom to the finished width of approximately
15 per cent, and from the greasy to the finished length of

12 per cent. As the breaking strain on the length and the

width of the fabric is identical, the counts of the warp and weft

yarns should be uniform, and the ratio of threads and picks
should correspond.

I. Cassimere or 2/2 twill to the right.

II. Fine Crossbred.
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III. Warp yarns : 2-fold 14's.

Turns per inch 2-fold yarn, 13'8 ; left-hand twine.

,, ,, single yarn 10 '2 ; right-hand twine.

Weft yarns : 2-fold 15's.

Turns per inch 2 fold yarn, 9 '8 ; left-hand twine.

,, ,, single yarn, 6'5 ; right-hand twine.

IV. Warp yarns (a) fawn, white, brown, blue, and red ; (6) 44'5 per

cent, 33 per cent, 14 per cent, 6 per cent, 2 per cent.

Weft yarns (a) fawn, white, and blue ; (b) 60'5 per cent, 31'5

per cent, 8 per cent.

V. 23 oz. per yard, 56 in. wide.

VII. (a) 12 to 15 per cent
; (6) 12 per cent.

VIII. (a) 66 in. to 68 in., 12's reed 3's; (6) 36 threads and 40 picks per
inch.

. IX. Worsted serge milled finish, surface fibrous and concealing weave

effect. Mill to 57 in., scour, and wash off, tenter, blow with

steam on Whiteley's or Bailey's machine, allow to set and cool,

brush and cut to trim surface, press, and steam.
: X. Estimated loss in finishing, 5 per cent.

(A similar fabric is also manufactured of 2-fold 24's Crossbred warp

yarn and single 12's Crossbred weft yarn ; set 69 in. in the reed

and in 11'* reed 4's, and woven with 44 picks per inch.)

B. Cloth Drab Melton (Thin).

Summary of Specification. Width of pieces within lists, 56 in. Weight

per yard, 36 in. x 56 in. 15 to 15 oz. Finish as per pattern which tests

as follows :

Warp : 21 threads per inch.

Weft : 21 threads per inch.

Tensile strength. Elasticity.

Warp: 180 Ib. 2 in.

Weft : 180 Ib. 2} in.

The results of analysis and method of manufacture are given
below :

I. Plain weave.

II. Fine merino.

III. Warp yarns : 22 skeins, left-hand twine, 14 turns per inch.

Weft yarns : 23 skeins, left-hand twine, 12 '25 turns per inch.

IV. Colour analysis of mixture for both warp and weft (a) white,

brown, fawn, and lavender-blue ; (b) 40 per cent, 30 per cent,

20 per cent, and 10 per cent.

V 15 to 15J oz., 56 in. wide.
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VII. (a) 20 per cent ; (6) 15 per cent.

VIII. (a) 70 in., 8J's reed 4's ; (6) 34 threads and 41 to 42 picks per inch.

IX. Melton finish.
1

X. Estimated loss in finishing, 12 to 15 per cent.

(N.B. For Cloth and Drab Mixture heavy cloth, see Chapter X.)

(71) MIXTURE-SHADE DISSECTION.

The colour analysis for "shade" is arrived at by taking a

definite weight of yarn, say one dram, from the sample cloth, un-

twisting the threads and selecting each colour of fibres. These

are weighed separately for ascertaining the proportionate

quantities in the blend. All mixture yarns are treated in this

way in determining their shade components. Before proceed-

ing to fix up piece quantities, experiments should be made with

small lots, mixing and carding and following by felting the

material into a " batch
"

sample which should be scoured and

compared with the original. If found correct, instructions for

dyeing and blending in quantities may be given.

(72) VARIATIONS IN YARN CONSTRUCTION.

This example (A) differs from the preceding cloths in being
made entirely of worsted yarns. A similar strength and shade of

fabric could be manufactured by using woollen weft (Cross-bred

quality) either single 15 skeins or 2-fold 30 skeins. The latter

would give a cloth of almost identical quality to the original
and be more economical in manufacture. The single yarn
would not be so satisfactory. Unless hard or firm twisted,

which would change the handle of the texture, it would not

yield a cloth of the strength specified, and to augment the felt-

ing in the width of the piece, though augmenting the breaking

strain, would develop a cloth wanting in suppleness of structure.

In producing contract fabrics, the first method of yarn modifica-

tion from a two-fold worsted to a two-fold woollen yarn of corre-

sponding counts and quality is permissible and also practicable
if the pieces, as in this instance, are milled finish, but it should

not be attempted in other classes of fabrics, e.g. ordinary un-

1 See "
Finishing of Textile Fabrics ".
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milled serges and worsted cloths with a clear finish. But, as

indicated, variations in yarn structure, counts, degree and direc-

tion of twine, should only in rare instances be made in produc-

ing pieces to be answerable in every respect quality, finish,

weight, and tensile strength to a given standard pattern.
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FIG. 57.

(73) WEAVE LIMITATIONS.

THE compass for "weave" variation, as regards effect or design,

is very restricted in standard cloths. Three of the principal

causes of this restriction may be defined as :

1. Diversity of weave structure produces design character-

istics, and fabric features, so varied in composition as to give

cloths which, though coming within the range of general classi-

fication, are unsuitable for the purposes of standardization. This

(107)
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will be understood from the examples in elementary weave com-

pounds illustrated in Figs. 57, 58, and 59. The textural effects

A, B, C, D, E, F, and G in the respective specimens, are the result

of using specially contrived weaves or crossings to develop

pattern or design elements as distinct from a simple scheme of

cloth structure. The range of such " weave
"

factors is very
extensive. The effects in these styles have been woven in fine

woollen yarns, and therefore are not so clearly denned as if they
had been woven in Botany worsted warp and weft ; but still

they are sufficiently distinct and dissimilar in character as to

show that " weave" is a valuable feature in relation to design

developed in the loom. It is not, however, in that sense in

D E
| | |

E
F G F

E
F G F

FIG. 58. FIG. 59.

which it has now to be considered and is of chief importance.
Weaves here are mainly applicable and useful in the production
of standard cloths, as plans or schemes of interlacing warp and

weft yarns to form soundly constructed and firmly-built fabrics.

Scope for diversity of textural effects is, as a consequence,

narrowed, whereas scope for cloth manufacturing is correspond-

ingly extended.

II. Diversity and quality of texture are obtained in these

cloths by (a) the selection and blending of raw materials
; (Z>)

the systems of yarn construction practised ; (c) scheme of fabric

setting ; (d) methods of finishing ;
and (e) adaptability of the

routine of manufacture to the class of cloth required.

III. Standard cloths are grouped into single, backed, and
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compound structures, the same type of weave being utilized in

each build of fabric. The weaves are changed in structure to

give the requisite weight, substance, and character of cloth, but

not to acquire pattern or design due either to the interlacing of

warp and weft threads, or, with few exceptions, to technical

schemes of colouring.

(74) WEAVE NOMENCLATURE AND CLASSIFICATION.

TABLE IV.

On Plates II, III, and IV the principal series of standard

weaves are illustrated. They comprise the following types :

Plate II. Single structures used in the production of such varieties

of cloth as are composed of one warp and one weft only.

Plate III (Series I, A to M inclusive). Weft-backed structures,

single in the warp and two-fold or two-ply in the weft.

Plate III (Series II, N, O, P). Weft-backed structures, single in

the warp and three-fold or three-ply in the weft.

Plate IV (Series I, A to G inclusive). Warp-backed structures,

two-fold or two-ply in the warp, and single in the weft.

Plate IV (Series II, H and I). Warp-backed structures, three-fold

or three-ply in the warp and single in the weft.

Plate IV (Series III, J to Q inclusive). Double-cloth structures,

being composed of two sets of warp and weft yarns, one set being used

in the construction of an upper or face fabric, and the other set in the

construction of a lower or back fabric. The respective fabrics are

regularly stitched or bound to each other in the weaving process.

Plate IV (Series IV, B and S). Treble or three-fold structures,

being composed of three sets of warp and weft yarns, the first set being
used in the construction of the face fabric ;

the second set, the centre

fabric ; and the third set, the underneath or backed fabric. As in

double-weave structures, the three distinct textures are systematically
stitched together in weaving.

The terminology applicable to the several types of weaves with

descriptive data are tabulated below.

(75) SINGLE-WEAVE STRUCTURES.

TABLE V. PLATE II.

Weave A Plain make.

B 2/2 warp cord or rep.

,, C 2/2 weft cord or rep. (These weaves BandC are made with

cords of either warp or weft in different forms, e.g. 3/3, 4/4,

etc., or irregularly, e.g. 2/4, 2/6, 3/1, 1/3, etc.)
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Weave D Prunelle or 2/1 warp-face twill.

E Prunelle or 1/2 weft-face twill.

,, F 2/2 mat, hopsack, or Celtic. (See note relative to weaves B
andC.)

,, G 2/2 or cassimere twill.

,, H 2/2 twill woven two picks in one shed.

,, I 2/2 twill, cutting 2's in the warp.

,, J 2/2 twill, cutting 2's in the weft.

,, K 2/2 twill, four-and-four "angle" or "herring-bone".

,, L 2/2 twill, four-and-four check.

,,
M 3/1 or swansdown twill, warp face.

.,,
N 1/3 or swansdown twill, weft face.

,, O 3/1 twill, two picks in a shed.

,,
P 3/1 irregular swansdown, warp face.

.,, Q 1/3 irregular swansdown, weft face.

,, R Four-shaft twill, composed of 2/2 and 3/1 twills arranged pick

and pick.

S Five-shaft doeskin or sateen, warp face.

,,
T Five-shaft doeskin or sateen, weft face.

.,,
U Venetian twill.

,,
V Six-shaft sateen.

W 3/3 twill.

,, X 3/3 twill, cutting 2's in the warp.

,,
Y Seven-shaft sateen, warp face.

_,,
Z Seven-shaft sateen, weft face.

,,
A1 Seven-shaft whip-cord twill.

,, B1 Seven-shaft fine twill.

,, C 1

Eight-shaft doeskin, warp face.

,,
D 1

Eight-shaft doeskin, weft face.

,,
E 1 Buckskin twill.

,, F 1

Eight-shaft irregular sateen.

,, G1 Reverse check.

,, H 1 Modification of the eight-shaft buckskin.

,, I1

Eight-shaft twilled mat (also constructed on ten, eleven, and

thirteen shafts).

J 1

Mayo.

,, K1
Eight-shaft crape effect, weft face.

L 1 Broken twilled mat.

,, M 1 Four-and-four double-plain check, cutting.

N 1 Four-and-four double-plain ; uncutting.

,, O 1 Four-and-four double-plain stripe, cutting.

P1 Satarra.

.,, Q1

Open texture, or mock gauze effect.
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Weave R 1 Cord check.

S 1 Plain rib.

,, T1 Four-and-four plain rib and weft cord stripe.

U 1 and V1

Whip-cord twills.

,, W l Nine-shaft fine warp twill.

,, X1 Nine-shaft whip-cord.

,, Y1 Nine-shaft twilled warp cord warp face. (Also made on seven,

eleven, and thirteen shafts with weft face or warp-face twill.)

(76) WEFT-BACKED STRUCTURES.

TABLE VI. PLATE III SERIES I.

Weave A Cassimere backed with the 3/1 twill, arranged 1 pick face and

1 pick backing.

,, B Cassimere backed with the eight-shaft sateen, arranged 1 pick
face and 1 pick backing.

,, C Reversible weft swansdown, arranged 1 pick face and 1 pick

backing.

,, D Reversible weft broken swansdown, arranged 1 pick face and 1

pick backing.

,, E Reversible weft broken swansdown, arranged 2 picks face and 2

picks backing.

,, F Weft swansdown face and eight-end sateen back, arranged 2 picks
face and 1 pick backing.

,, G Weft swansdown face and eight-end sateen back, arranged 3 picks
face and 1 pick backing.

.,, H Reversible five-shaft weft doeskin, arranged 1 pick face and 1

pick backing.

.,, I Reversible five-shaft weft doeskin, arranged 2 picks face and 2

picks backing.

,, J Reversible weft six-shaft sateen, arranged 4 picks face and 2 picks
backin

jf.

.
K Prunelle twill (warp face) backed with nine-shaft sateen, arranged

1 pick face and 1 pick backing.

,, L Swansdown twill (warp face) backed with twelve-shaft sateen,

arranged 1 pick face and 1 pick backing.

,, M 2/2 warp cord backed with 3/1 twill, arranged 2 picks face and 1

pick backing.

PLATE III SERIES II.

.,, N Reversible 1/3 twill with plain centre, arranged 1 pick face
,

1 pick centre, and 1 pick backing.
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Weave O Reversible weft doeskin with prunelle twill centre, arranged 1

pick face, 1 pick backing, and 1 pick centre.

,, P Reversible eight-shaft weft doeskins with 2/2 twill centre, ar-

ranged 1 pick face, 1 pick centre, and 1 pick backing.

(77) WAEP-BACKED AND COMPOUND STRUCTUEES.

TABLE VII. PLATE IV SERIES I.

Weave A Reversible warp prunelle twill, arranged 1 thread face and 1

thread backing.

,, B Reversible (irregular) warp swansdown, arranged 1 thread face

and 1 thread backing.

,, C Cassimere twill face 1/3 twill back, arranged 1 thread face and

1 thread backing.

,, D Cassimere twill face, sateen back, arranged 1 thread face and

1 thread backing.

,, E Reversible warp prunelle twill, arranged 2 threads face and 1

thread backing.

,,
F Cassimere twill face 1/3 twill back, arranged 2 threads face and

1 thread backing.

,, G Reversible warp doeskin, arranged 2 threads face and 1 thread

backing.

PLATE IV SERIES II.

Weave H Reversible warp swansdown with plain centre, arranged 1 thread

face, 1 thread centre, and 1 thread backing.

,, I Reversible eight-shaft warp doeskin with 2/2 twill centre, ar-

ranged 1 thread face, 1 thread centre, and 1 thread backing.

PLATE IV SERIES III.

Weave J Double plain, arranged 1 thread face and 1 thread backing in

both warp and weft.

,, K ,, prunelle, arranged 1 thread face and 1 thread backing in

both warp and weft.

,, L ,, swansdown (warp surface), arranged 1 thread face and 1

thread backing in both warp and weft.

,, M ,, cassimere, arranged 1 thread face and 1 thread backing
in both warp and weft.

,, N ,, five-shaft doeskin (warp surface), arranged 1 thread face

and 1 thread backing in both warp and weft.

,, O ,, prunelle, arranged 2 threads face and 1 thread backing
in both warp and weft.

,, P Cassimere face and plain back, arranged 2 threads face and 1

thread backing in both warp and weft.

,, Q Double doeskin, arranged 2 threads face and 1 thread backing in

both warp and weft.



Pr.ATK IT. Standard weaves. Single structures. (For description and names of
the weaves, see Table V.)
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PLATE IV. SERIES IV.

Weave S Cassimere twill face and back and plain centre, arranged 1 thread

face, 1 thread backing, 1 thread face, 1 thread backing, and 1

thread centre.

,, R Three-fold cassimere, arranged 1 thread face, 1 thread centre, and
1 thread backing.

(78) SOUNDNESS OF FABRIC STRUCTURE.

The simplest weaves, of which the plain and 2/2 twill (A and

G, Plate II) are most commonly used, give the firmest, soundest,

and most satisfactorily-balanced woven structures. The warp
and weft yarns are equally useful in forming the face and re-

verse sides of cloths in which they are the schemes of intertex-

ture. It follows that, should the same yarns as to materials,

methods of construction, and counts, be employed for both warp
and weft, the fabric produced would, when tested, register the

same results as to tensile strength and elasticity in length and

width. This rule is also common to all fabrics made from

weaves identical in interlacings in both the warp and weft threads

such as Plans F, G, and W and other ordinary twills and mats.

Cloth variation is obtainable in weaves of this class by the

following methods :

A. By modifications in the relative qualities of the materials

used for warp and weft.

B. By modifications in the relative counts of the warp and

weft yarns.

C. By modifications in the relative numbers of threads and

picks in the fabric in the loom.

D. By modifications in the relative degrees of shrinkage on

the width and length of the piece in milling.

E. By modifications in the relative degrees of raising on the

width and length of the piece.

Considering each group of modifications briefly, under sys-

tem A, the warp yarns may be of a different quality to the

weft to produce a cloth of some specific character, or the weft

may be reduced in quality to obtain a cloth of a definite weight

at a fixed price; under B, for the latter reason, a thicker counts

of weft may be used than warp; under C, the picks may be less
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than the threads per inch, effecting economy in weaving. Each
of these methods may be thus practised to alter the substance

or diminish the cost of production ; but, in the first place, with-

out so far varying the style of cloth made as to change its

standard of classification ; and, in the second place, to produce
different groups of standards beavers, meltons, and costume

cloths being developed in both plans A and G according to the

manufacturing data utilized under these several systems of

fabric modification.

In regard to practice D, it may be applied to yield substance

or thickness by felting on either the warp or the weft
;
or to

produce such thickness by equal shrinkage on both the length
and width of the piece ; and, in a third instance, it may be so

adjusted that the ratio of threads to picks per inch will differ

from those in the loom production. Assuming, for example,
that weave A were used in making a texture with 32 threads

and 28 picks per inch, then by felting ith more in the warp
than the weft, the finished cloth would test practically the same

number of ends and picks on the square. This method of fabric

modification is also adopted for increasing the tensile strength
on the warp or weft line of the piece, and for developing a warp
surface by securing a higher degree of weft than warp shrinkage,

bringing the warp threads into closer or more compact relation.

Alluding, lastly, to system E, it is somewhat limited in ap-

plication, but it is of utility in the manufacture of "face
"
cloths.

Thus, when a fibrous surface with a "draw" of fibres in the

direction of the warp threads has to be developed, it is the

practice to raise with increased keenness on the warp and lesser

keenness on the weft line ; but if, as in meltons, no "draw "
of

fibres is required, then " cross
"
or weft raising may be done to a

similar degree as warp or length raising. There are many de-

grees of raising between these two extremes which are efficient

in imparting quality and character to the cloth.

(79) CHANGES IN WEAVE STRUCTURE TO IMPROVE THE TENSILE
STRENGTH OF THE FABRIC (Plate II).

In standard cloths, in which it is required to develop tensile

strength in either the warp or weft, without any change in the
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yarns or routine of manufacture, the number of interlacings

may be increased on certain threads or picks of the standard

weave. For instance, Weaves I and J (Plate II) are both used in

the construction of melton cloths and of the same weight and

quality as obtainable in the 2/2 twill, Weave G. These results

are, necessarily, only feasible when the surface of the cloths are

covered with filament concealing the interlacings of the weaves.

Comparing the three plans, the intersections on the threads in

G are the same as in I but different in the picks ; similarly the

intersections on the picks in G are the same as in H, with a

difference on the threads. Alternate picks, 2, 4, etc., in I, have

double the number of interlacings as corresponding picks in

G
;
and alternate threads 1, 3, etc., in H, have double the inter-

lacings as identical threads in G. Applying the rule, the more

frequent the intersections the firmer the build of the fabric-

providing the setting and picks per inch of the weaves compared
are alike then the relative firmness of structure of the cloths

resulting from Weaves G, I, and J would differ as follows :

Weave G would yield a fabric of corresponding firmness of

structure in both warp and weft
;

Weave I would yield a fabric of similar structure to G in the

warp, but of a firmer structure in the weft ; and

Weave J would yield a fabric of similar structure to G in the

weft, but of a firmer structure in the warp.
It should be noted that the adjustment of the relative

shrinkages on the length and width of the piece, to secure in-

creased firmness in either one or the other line of the fabric,

would not give corresponding results in degrees of breaking
strain to those obtainable by the technical changes determined

by weave structure. .

(80) WARP AND WEFT-FACE WEAVES (Plate II).

These form an important class of weaves. In the simple
makes D and E, M and N, P and Q, S and T, Y and Z, and C 1

and D 1
, there is only one thread depressed, or one thread lifted,

on each pick of the weave
;
hence plans D, M, P, S, Y, and C 1

produce warp-face fabrics (i.e. a preponderance of warp on the



PLATE. III. Standard compound weaves. Weft-backed structures. (For

descriptions, see Table VI.)

Sign equivalents :

Solid squares = Pace weave.

Circles = Backing weave and stitches or binding places on the backing picks.

Diagonal marks Centre weave in Plans N, 0, and P.
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surface of the cloth) ;
and plans E, N, Q, T, Z, and D 1

weft-face
fabrics (i.e. a preponderance of weft on the surface of the cloth) .

The former are used in the manufacture of standard woollen

fabrics. With the exception of Plan D applied to light costume

textures they are used in the construction of face cloths in

which the lustrous pile of filament is developed by raising on the

warp and not on the weft yarns. Plans S, Y, and C 1 are the

standard weaves for doeskin and beaver cloths single in struc-

ture. The irregular sateens on six and eight shafts, V and F 1

,

each yield a surface of cloth well adapted for this style of finish.

In applying weaves of this description, seeing the weft

appears in a lesser degree on the face than on the reverse

side of the fabric, this yarn may, without detriment to the

appearance of the texture, be of a lower quality and somewhat
thicker in counts than the warp yarn. The weft in such manu-
factures should be a soft spun thread to give fullness of handle

to the cloth, and also expand the felting property of the piece.

In a second type of warp-face weaves the proportion of warp
to weft is increased, but not to such an extent as to cause the

weft to be a feature of the face of the cloth. Weaves used in

the production of woollen and worsted whip-cords, Venetians,

fine twills and buckskins (Plans O, U, A1
,
E 1

,
andW 1

) are of this

class.

Weaves E, B 1
,
and X 1 are also applicable to whip-cord

textures, but they are constructed to afford some prominence to

the weft as well as the warp in the fabric.

(81) ANGLED AND CHECKED TWILLS : MATS (Plate II) .

Angled-twilled stripes and checks are not utilized in the

manufacture of any particular class of standard cloth, but occur

in such a variety of forms in different makes of woollens,

worsteds, and unions, as to be comprised in the category of

standard weaves. The two examples given (Plans K and L)
are the most elementary types. By systems of drafting or

extension of each section of the weaves, that is, by increasing
the number of threads in each stripe of weave K, and both the

threads and picks in the four sections of L, enlarged and
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diversified effects are producible. The twills so treated being

equal, or balanced, in warp and weft intersections, the cloths

woven are correctly constructed. They are developed in

Saxonies, Cheviots, Botanys, and Crossbreds in suiting and

costume textures.

Twilled mats and weaves of a similar structure, such as the

Mayo, have, like angled- twilled compounds, numerous applica-

tions, but, as in the preceding examples, they are not applied

to any specific type of cloth which is definable as a
" standard ".

Chiefly suitable for worsted warp and weft fabrics, they are

developed in a wide range of piece-dye and mixture coatings,

suitings, and costumes. In the latter by employing a fine

Saxony yarn for weft and two-fold Botany worsted for warp,

provision is made for some degree of felting and damp raising

in finishing, but not of such a nature as to cause the weave

effect to be too subdued to form a characteristic feature of the

face of the texture.

(82) DOUBLE PLAINS (M
1 - O 1

,
Plate II).

Double plain makes are extensively employed in woollen

cloth manufacture. They are applied to different qualities and

counts of yarns and settings in (1) the production of face cloths,

light, medium, and heavy in weight ; (2) clear-finished cloths

in similar grades ; (3) rough fibrous cloths of the melton and

overcoating class ;
and (4), in the worsted trade, in the making

of Vicuna coatings and suitings in which no weave effect is

traceable but a soft, short pile of filaments raised on the face of

the fabric.

Features common to all cloths acquired in these weaves are

firmness of structure and fineness of surface. When modified,

or combined in stripe sections, e.g. Plan O 1
,
the weaves are

applicable to the several groups of standard hair-line cloths,

which are manufactured in both woollen and worsted yarns in

various grades and qualities.

Weave O 1
is used in producing in worsted yarns top or

piece-dye fabrics small line effects resembling the stocking-

ette pattern, and weave P 1 which is O 1 inverted is one of the

standard makes for the Satarra, a fine woollen cloth.
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(83) EEPS OR CORDS AND CORD TWILLS (Plate II).

The former, as observed from the Bedford cord (Fig. 42),

comprise a group of standard woollen cloths. Other weaves of

a more elementary type than Fig. 43 are employed in the con-

struction of this class of fabric, such as Plans S 1 and T 1
, but the

cord feature does not possess that clearness of definition which

characterizes Fig. 42, and which is due to the interlacing

threads B, B 1 in Fig. 43.

T I v v
A A AB ft B I I I ,B

FIG. 60. Composed of plain rib, warp twill, and weft cord.

The ordinary types of these weaves are classified into plain

ribs (Plan S 1

,) rib and weft cord (Plan T 1

),
and rib and twill.

These standard effects are combined in Fig. 60 design Fig. 61

parts A being plain rib, parts B, weft cord, and parts C
buckskin twill.

i i v^vc _
I _ sx*.

I Hi" - i wvx *

FIG. 61. Sectional plan for fig. 60. A = plain rib; B = warp twill, repeated to

give dimensions of stripe required ; C = weft cord.

Ordinary rep or cord weaves are extensions c-f the plain

make, as, for example (a) in the picks, and (b) in the threads,

giving the simplest form of cords, or plans B and C. When
the base or fundamental weaves are enlarged to floats of 3, 4,

etc., in either warp or weft, and arranged in twill order, they

constitute twilled cords. Plan Y 1
is a 9-shaft

"
warp

"
twilled

cord, derived from the warp cord four picks in a shed. If in-
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verted, and warp threads substituted for weft picks, it becomes

a twilled " weft
"

cord. The weft does not show on the face of

the fabric in the former, nor the warp in the latter ;
a feature

FiG. 62. Fine twist-warp whip-cord.

in which such twills resemble the original or base weaves

utilized in their construction.

Whip-cord twills, to which allusion has been made, vary in

Li

FIG. 63. Nine-shaft whip-cord twill.

clearness and definition of effect and also in ribbed character-

istics.

Three typical fabrics of this class, woven in 7 and 9

shaft weaves are illustrated in Figs. 6*2, 63, and 64. They have

been produced in the Plans A 1

,
X1

,
and U 1 on Plate II. Fig. 62
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is also producible in weaves of the B 1

type constructed on 7"

or 9 threads and picks, and, in a simpler texture, in the 4-shaft

twill, Plan E. For finer cord twill effects, in which the warp-
threads conceal the weft threads, such weaves as E 1 and W 1 are

suitable.

Small diagonal patterns are classed in the dress trade as-

whip-cords. These are developed in various styles on 8,

9, 10, and 11 shafts. One typical example is given in Plan

V 1
. It consists of three distinct twills composed of warp,

weft, and of a warp-and-weft twill in which the two yarns inter-

mingle. If, for example, this plan should be woven in a light-

FIG. 64. Whip-cord twill with pronounced warp and weft effects.

grey warp, and black weft, the twills marked in blank squares-

would be formed in light grey ;
the twills in circles in black

;
and'

the twills in solid squares in the two shades interlacing plain.

(84) COMPOUND STRUCTURES (Plate III).

Compound textile structures result from the use of a combina-

tion of two or more single-weave elements, each forming a specific

method of interlacing warp and weft yarns, and producing a

distinct texture or woven surface. Such structures consist of

two or several (as a rule not exceeding three) layers of threads-

composing separate fabrics and bound or stitched uniformly to

each other. 1

The elementary weaves are convertible into these fabric

structures by three methods, viz. :

1 See Chap. XIII in " Woollen and Worsted," by the same Author.



PLATE IV. Standard weaves. Warp-backed and compound structures.

(For description of the weaves, see Table VII.)

Sign equivalents : Solid squares = Face weave in all plans. Dots = Backing weave in
Plans J to S. (1) Diagonal marks to the right = Backing warp threads depressed, forming the

backing weave in Plans A to I. (2) Diagonal marks to the right = Backing warp threads de-

pressed on the face picks in Plans J to S. Diagonal marks to the left = Backing warp threads

depressed on the centre picks of Plans R and S. Circles = Centre weave in Plans H, I, R, and
S. Crosses = Centre warp threads depressed on face picks in Plans R and S. (1) A = Backing
warp threads raised over face picks for tying in Plans J to Q. (2) A = Centre warp threads
raised over face picks for tying the centre texture to the face fabric in Plans R and S. C =
Backing warp threads raised over centre picks for tying the backing texture to the centre fabrie
in Plans R and S.
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1. They may be rendered compound in the weft, consisting
of one series or group of warp threads interlacing with two or

more groups of weft threads, and yielding face, intermediate, and

hack textures.

2. They may be rendered compound in the warp, consisting
of two or more series or groups of warp threads interlacing with

one group of weft threads, and forming face, intermediate, and

backing textures.

These two schemes of compound structures are the reverse

of each other in the arrangement of warp and weft yarns, but

correspond in principle of construction.

3. They may be rendered compound in both warp and weft,

consisting of two or more series or groups of warp and weft

threads, each separate weft interlacing with a separate warp,
and producing a distinct fabric, namely face, intermediate, and

back textures, which, in weaving, are united into one and the

same compound structure.

Each scheme is utilized in cloth manufacturing. First,

facilities are thus afforded for acquiring novelty in weave design
and pattern work of a colour description ;

1
and, second, for

variations in fabric build. In standard manufactures, compound
weave structures are mainly applied for the latter purpose.

Here they are employed (a) for modifying the weight per yard of

a fabric or for converting a thin, light, single texture into a cloth

of the same or similar surface features, but heavier in construc-

tion
; (6) in producing reversible cloths or fabrics with the same

weave element on both sides, and composed of the same or dis-

similar counts and qualities of yarns ;
and (c) in reducing the cost

of manufacture by applying yarns of an inferior quality, to the

intermediate and back textures in the compound structure, to

those employed in the production of the face fabric.

Examples in each of these applications will emphasize the

technicalities defined.

(a) Taking a typical problem, a solid twill worsted (Fig. 105),

made of 2-fold 30's warp and weft with 56 threads and 52

picks per inch, indicates 14 oz. per yard. It is required to be

changed into a 21 oz. fabric without altering its structure or the

1 See " Colour in Woven Design," by the same Author.
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threads and picks per inch. This could be effected in a com-

pound plan, weft, warp, or double in arrangement. Adopting
the first method and applying Fig. 105b, if set as follows the

required cloth would be obtained :

Warp : 2-fold 30's worsted.

14's reed 4's.

Weft : 2 picks of 2/30's worsted.

1 pick of 15 skeins woollen.

78 to 80 picks per inch.

Here some 7 oz. per yard are added to the original worsted

texture by the supplementary series of 26 picks per inch of

15 skeins backing yarn.

Should Plan F, Plate IV, be utilized the supplementary yarns
would be introduced into the warp, changing the set from 56

threads and 78picks per inch to 78 threads and 56 picks per inch.

(b) In converting
"
single-weaves

"
into

"
reversible

"
fabrics,

three schemes of construction may be analysed, namely :

I. Single in the warp and 2-fold in the weft, woven 1 pick

face and 1 pick backing yarn.

II. 2-fold in the warp and single in the weft arranged in

the warp 1 thread face, 1 thread backing, and 1 thread face

yarn.

III. 2-fold in both warp and weft, arranged 1 thread face,

and 1 thread backing yarn.

I. The first of these principles (Plan D, Plate III) admits

of the use of a cotton warp and yet of the formation of a woollen

face and backing (see also Figs. 49, 50, and 54), the wefts effec-

tively concealing the warp yarns. A thick union overcoating

may be woven in this plan to the following particulars :

Warp : 2-fold 22's cotton.

12's reed 2's, 80 in. in the reed.

\ Or all white weft.

Weft: 1 pick of 20 skeins dark-grey mixture
[

Different qualities

1 pick of 20 skeins medium-gray mixture | { y
arns areals

/^
~"

* ployed tor each

; of the texture.

76 to 80 picks per inch.
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For a lower quality of cloth of a .different weight the counts of

the yarns would be reduced and also the picks per inch, effecting

economy in both spinning and weaving.

II. By the second method a fabric of the same features as

the above may be obtained but suitable for a cloaking. Using

Plan B, Plate IV, a method of manufacture for a heavy fabric

is:

Warp : 1 thread of 14 skeins white

1 thread of 14 skeins colour.

12's reed 5's.

Weft : 2-fold 20's worsted.

30 picks per inch.

Milling and raising are essential operations in finishing this

structure of fabric when woven as here indicated ; but this type

of weave is also developed in fine cloths with worsted face and

backing warps, and woollen weft centre
;
and manufactured on

the following lines :

20's reed 5's.

Weft : 22 skeins grey woollen intermediate in shade between the face and

backing warp yarns.

44 to 48 picks per inch.

A "
clear

"
finishing routine is practised to give definition to

the twill of the weave. The Venetian is used in some cloths, in

preference to the sateen, making a smarter weave effect.

III. The third variety of reversibles comprises such weaves

as double-plain, double-swansdown, double-cassimere, double-

five-end doeskin (Plans J, L, M, and N, Plate IV) and other

schemes of intertexture. Whereas, in the two preceding struc-

tures, the single weaves must necessarily be of a warp or weft

face description, in double-cloth reversibles other varieties of

weave are applicable, e.g. warp and weft equally interchanging
on both sides of the texture

;
weft face

; warp face
;
or irregular

in arrangement as in Plans E, B l

,
H 1

,
K l L 1 and X 1

, Plate II.

(c) Compound structures for the reduction of the cost of

manufacture, resulting in weaving from a combination of yarns
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<of diiferent qualities, are either two- or three-fold. By means

of the latter, technical practices are feasible which effect economy
in production, with a minimum amount of interference with the

face and back of the compound cloth. Weight and strength

Are in this way obtainable by the centre yarns which neither

appear on one side of the fabric or the other. It follows that

these yarns may be of an inferior material to the rest of the

yarns in the composition of the fabric, and still not be detri-

mental to either the face or backing textures, as the following

example, producible in Plan S, Plate IV, demonstrates :

Warp : 4 threads of 2/44' s worsted.

1 thread of 20 skeins woollen.

20's reed sleyed 7's and 8's, 66 in. in the reed.

Weft : 4 threads of 20's worsted.

1 thread of 18 skeins wool.

144 picks per inch.

This setting results in a fabric with worsted yarn on the face

=and back interlacing 2/2 twill, and with a woollen centre texture

interlacing plain. Other typical combinations practised comprise

(a) worsted face and back with cotton warp and woollen weft

centre yarns ; (b) woollen yarns face and back, and cotton yarns
lor centre

;
and (c) worsted yarns for face, woollen yarns for

frack, and cotton yarns for centre.

<85) RATIO OF FACE AND BACKING YARNS IN TWO-FOLD STRUC-

TURES AND OF FACE, CENTRE, AND BACKING YARNS IN

THREE-FOLD STRUCTURE.

Several schemes of grouping the threads and picks of the

face and backing, or of the face, centre, and backing textures,

in each of these systems of constructing compound woven fabrics,

are illustrated on Plates III and IV, and are stated in detail in

the following Table :
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TABLE VIII.

SCHEMES OF ARRANGING COMPOUND FABRICS.

A. Two-fold Structures.

Applicable to warp-backed,

weft-backed, and double-

cloth structures.

Grouping 1 = 1 thread of face yarn.

1 ,, backing yarn.

Grouping 2 = 2 threads of face yarn.

2 ,, ,, backing yarn..

Grouping 3 = 2 threads of face yarn.

1 thread of backing yarn.

Grouping 4 = 3 threads of face yarn.

1 thread of backing yarn..

Grouping 5 = 4 threads of face yarn.

2 threads of backing yarn-

B. Three-fold Structures.

Applicable to warp-backed,

weft-backed, and two-

and three-fold structures.

Adapted mainly to two-

and three-fold structures.

Grouping 1 = 1 thread of face yarn.

1 ,, ,, centre yarn.

1 ,, ,, backing yarn.

Grouping 2 = 1 thread of face yarn.

1 ,, ,, centre yarn.

1 ,, ,, face yarn.

1 ,, ,, backing yarn-

Grouping 3 = 2 threads of face yarn.

1 thread of centre yarn
2 threads of face yarn.

1 thread of backing yarn.

Grouping 4 = 1 thread of face yarn.

1 ,, ,, backing yarn.

1 ,, ,, face yarn.

1 ,, backing yarn.
1 centre yarn.

The applications of these standard yarn groupings to the-

compound weaves on Plates III and IV comprise :

A. TWO-FOLD STRUCTURES.

Weft Eeversibles. Plate III, Grouping 1, Plans C, D, ana

H
; Grouping 2, Plans E and I

; Grouping 3, Plan F
; Group-

ing 4, Plan G
;
and Grouping 5, Plan J.

Warp reversibles. Plate IV, Grouping 1, Plans 4, A, and B ;

and Grouping 3, Plans E and G.
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Double-doth Structures. Plate IV, Grouping 1, Plans J, L,

M and N
;
and Grouping 3, Plans O and P.

B. THREE-FOLD STRUCTURES.

Weft Principle. Plate III, Grouping 1, Plans N, 0, and P.

Warp Principle. Plate IV, Grouping 1, Plans H and I.

FACE.

BACK.

FIG. 65. Sign equivalents : solid squares = face weave
; dots = backing weave

;

circles = centre weave ; crosses = centre threads depressed on the face picks ;

diagonal marks to the right and left = backing threads depressed on the face

and centre picks respectively ; A = centre threads raised over face picks

for stitching the centre to the face fabric ; C = backing threads raised over

centre picks for stitching the backing to the centre fabric. N.B. Like signs

have the same eqtiivalents in Figs. 66, 67, 68, and 69.

BACK.

FIG. 66.

Three-fold Fabrics. Plate IV, Grouping 1, Plan K; and

Grouping 4, Plan S.

Further analysing the yarn groupings tabulated, more par-

ticularly in relation to the weaves combined and not to the

9
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counts of yarns usable, groupings 1 and 2 (two-fold structures)

are the standardized orders of face and backing yarns, and are

applied to warp or weft weaves. Groupings 3, 4, and 5 in the

same series are utilized in the production of cloths woven with

a finer face than under surface, and, as seen above, developed

chiefly in weaves reversible in the weft (Plans F, G, and J,

Plate III), and which are applicable to the inferior qualities of

union overcoatings. Neither groupings 2 or 5 are adapted to

warp-backed and double structures.

In cloths three-fold in the warp or weft, the centre yarns
are faster woven than either the face or backing yarns (Plans

BACK.

FIG. 67.

N, O, and P, Plate III, and H and I, Plate IV) but in three-

fold cloths, the weaves combined must coincide in frequency of

interlacings with the proportionate quantities of the three sets

of warp and weft yarns, that is, the intersections in the weaves

combined should agree with the ratio of the diameter of the

yarns composing the face, centre, and backing textures.

Thus in Grouping No. 1 (three-fold fabrics) the weaves

should be the same for each of the three cloths, e.g. three

plain makes
;
three prunelle twills, namely 2/1 for face, and

1/2 for centre and back
;
or three cassimere twills

; but in Group-

ing No. 2 the face yarns being equal in number to the centre

and backing yarns combined a more open weave structure
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should be used for the face than the centre and backing

textures, e.g. 2/2 twill face and plain weave for centre and

back, or 3/3 twill face and 1/2 twill for centre and backing.

Grouping No. 3 consists of four threads of face to one thread

backing and one thread centre ; and Grouping No. 4 of two

threads of face and two threads of backing to one thread of

centre yarn, so that weaves of the ratio of intersections stated

below are accurate for these Groupings :

No. 3 = 4/4 twill face, and plain weave for centre and backing.

No. 4 = 3/3 twill face and backing and prunelle twill for centre.

FIG. 68.

Other weaves than those enumerated may be employed in

the foregoing examples. The law of intersections should be

observed in their selection though, in practice, some latitude is

allowed in its application.

(86) YARN GROUPINGS FOR IRREGULAR THREE-FOLD FABRICS.

The three-fold fabrics analysed have, as observed from the

groupings of yarns, been of a regular construction, that is, the

order of the sets of threads for face, centre, and backing has

been uniform throughout the repeat of the compound plan.

Certain types of three-ply textures do not admit of this. Being

developed from double-make fabrics irregular in construction,

they are also irregular in the arrangement of the yarns. For

instance, in a double-weave on 21 threads and picks with a
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12-shaft weave on the face and a 9-shaft weave on the back the

grouping of face and backing yarns would be :

Face and Backing F. B. F. B. F. B. F. B. F. B. F. B. F. B. F. B. F. B.

Number of Threads 211 111211111211111
Applying, to this arrangement of double cloth, a 5-shaft

centre-weave, the complete order of yarns for the 3-fold

structure would be :

Face, Back-

ing, Centre F. B. F. C. B. F. B. F. C. F. B. F. B. F. C. B. F. B. C. F. B. F. B. C.

Number of

Threads 211111111111111121111111
Stated in 'another way the order is :

-n 1 ^ j ( ^ threads of the double weave.
For 10 threads i ,

^ 1 thread ,, ,, centre

5 threads ,, ,, double ,,

1 thread ,, ,, centre ,,

(
4 threads ,, ., double r ,

For 10 threads J .

(
1 thread ,, centre ,,

The face yarns are grouped in two's and singles and the

centre yarns are placed between face and backing threads and

two face threads successively.

Figs. 65 to 69 are examples in this type of three-fold

structure which is used in the manufacture of woollen and

worsted overcoatings and cloakings. They are derived from

two-ply weaves constructed as below :

a. 3/3 twill face, and 2/2 twill back, double weave complete on 10 threads

and picks.

b. 7-shaft twill face, and 5-shaft twill back, double weave complete on 12

threads and picks.

c. 11-shaft twill face, and 9-shaft twill back, double weave complete on

20 threads and picks .
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TABLE IX.

SCHEMES OF CONSTRUCTION 4PpLICABLE TO IRREGULAR THREE-FOLD FABRICS.

Taking each structure separately there are alternative yarn

groupings and centre weaves applicable, namely :

Structure a, Arrangement 1 = 5 threads of the double weave. >

1 thread of the centre weave. ! Fig. 65.

Centre Plan = Plain.

Arrangement 2 = 3 threads of the double

weave.

1 thread of the centre

weave.

Re-

peat.

4 threads of the double weave.

1 thread of the centre weave.

Centre Plan = Prunelle twill.

Structure b, Arrangement 1 = 3 threads of the double weave.

Fig. 66.

1 thread of the centre weave.
j-Fig.

67.

Centre Plan = 2/2 twill.

Arrangement 2 = 4 threads of the double weave. -,

1 thread of the centre weave. [Fig. 68.

Centre Plan = 1/2 twill.

Structure c, Arrangement 1 = 4 threads of the 'double weave, -v

1 thread of the centre weave.
[Fig. 69.

Centre Plan = 3/2 twill. J

Arrangement 2 = 5 threads of the double weave.

1 thread of the centre weave.

Centre Plan = 2/2 twill or 2/2 mat.

A problem in setting to be taken into account here is the
" counts" of yarns to use for the centre weave. This is de-

termined by the ratio of face and backing to the centre threads

in the compound weave, and also by the intersections in a re-

peat of the centre weave. The double-weave structure in such

plans is of a character and arrangement that the face and back-

ing yarns should be alike in diameter, but the yarns of the

centre fabric must be changed in quality and size according to

the weight and strength of cloth to be manufactured.

(87) YABN COUNTS IN COMPOUND WEAVES.

As the counts of yarns and setting of weave structures are

mainly determined by the nature of the cloth to be produced, or
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by the scheme of manufacture practised, they have only entered

into the analysis of compound weaves in relation to such ex-

amples for which detailed weaving particulars have been

supplied for giving a specific style of cloth. Relatively, in two-

and three-fold fabrics, the diameters of the yarns vary with the

ratio of the intersections in each weave, and the proportionate
number of threads in each texture per inch. For this reason, in

reversibles arranged one face and one backing, identical yarn
counts may be used in the composition of each surface of the

fabric; and for a like reason, in reversibles in which the ratio

of face and backing yarns is dissimilar, the diameters of the

yarns for the respective surfaces is different. Analysing two

typical examples, Plan J, Plate III, and Plan G, Plate IV, the

face yarns for which may be taken as 20 skeins and 30 skeins

respectively, then, from an examination of the plans, it will be

clear the backing yarn for each should be half the diameter of

the face yarn. This is essential to correctness of fabric manu-

facture, if the face and backing surfaces are to be of a similar

compactness of threads
;
for in Plan J two picks of backing yarn

should cover the same fraction of an inch in the fabric, and be

in equal degree of contact with each other as four picks of face

yarn ; similarly with the warp yarns face and backing in Plan

G. It will be noted that the relative diameters and not relative

count numbers of the yarns are calculated. Based on the latter

two picks of 10 skeins yarn are the same in weight, though half

the length, of four picks of 20 skeins yarn (Plan J) ;
and one

thread of 15 skeins to two threads of 30 skeins yarn (Plan G).

Hence if it were a problem of providing the same proportionate

weight in the fabric with the face as the backing yarns, these

counts would be accurate. But based on the law of diameters

these results are not satisfactory. Thus the actual working
diameters (15 per cent deducted for the extraneous fibre) of 20

skeins and 30 skeins are eVm - an^ rV m - so that the diameters

of the backing yarns should be -$ in. and JT m - or equal, ap-

proximately, to 5 and 7 skeins yarns. For the weft-backed

weave, Plan J this counts of yarn is practicable, but for the

warp-backed weave (Plan G) 10 or 12 skeins yarns would be
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selected as affording better results in weaving. Necessarily
the exigencies of manufacture, weave structure, and the

method of applying the backing yarns in the warp or weft,

modify in some degree the actual counts arrived at by cal-

culation.

(88) VALUE OF INTERSECTIONS IN COMPOUND WEAVES.

A general rule applicable is, the more frequent the inter-

lacings on the backing threads or picks the less their number
in a given fabric setting per inch. Hence, though the face

weave in both Plans A and B, Plate III, is 2/2 twill, yet if the

same backing yarn were applied to A as B, weave A would be

produced in 25 to 30 per cent less picks per inch than B
;
or a

proportionately thicker backing yarn used for B than A. A
corresponding rule is followed in the weaving of warp-backed

textures, e.g. Plans C and D, Plate IV.

In the backing of some varieties of weaves the relative counts

of the face and backing yarns are not fixed by intersection rules

but by the build of the fabric. Plans K and L, Plate III, are

warp face twills of this order arranged one pick of face yarn and

one pick of backing yarn. Both plans have six intersections on

each face pick and two intersections on each backing pick, al-

lowing for the use of a thicker yarn for the under than the face

surface. Such is the disparity between the diameters of the

two yarns combined in this type of cloth the face four to five

diameters finer than the backing that should ordinary warp

setting be practised the face texture would be defective. The

backing picks would show, in this arrangement, on the face of

the fabric. By adopting a setting in which the warp threads

are above the average per inch (e.g. 2/50's worsted, 16's reed 6's

and woven 1 pick of 2/60's cotton and 1 pick of 6 or 8 skeins

woollen yarn, with 90 picks per inch), the warp yarns would con-

ceal the backing picks constituting the greater proportion of the

weight per yard of the cloth.

In centre warp and weft cloths (Plans N, O, and P, Plate

III, and H and I, Plate IV) the threads or picks marked in

circles interlace more frequently than the face and backing
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threads. Being utilized for forming the centre of the compound
and for giving additional firmness of structure, they have no

function in the production of either the face or backing surface

of the fabric, and should therefore invariably be yarns small in

diameter.

Various other elements not coming within prescribed
theories and data have to be taken into account in cloth setting.

These relate to the quality and structure of the yarns, the

measure of felting in the width and length of the piece, and to

the properties of firmness of construction, flexibility, and tensile

strength to be developed in the finished fabric, and form features

in woven design which will be more fully defined in treating

of the manufacture of specific cloths.
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FABRICS LIGHT IN WEIGHT AND STRUCTURE.

(89) Fabric Weight per Yard
; (90) Yarn Preparation for Fine-grade

Fabrics ; (91) Uses of Fine and Loose-twisted Yarns in Flannels ; (92)

Makes of Flannels ; (93) Angola Flannels ; (94) Flannel Suitings and

Costume Cloths ; (95) Saxony Group of Light Fabrics ; (96) Qualities of

Saxony Costume Fabrics
; (97)

" Habit "
or Face Costume Cloths

; (98)

Worsted Warp and Woollen Weft Costume Cloths
; (99) Cheviot Group of

Light Fabrics ; (100) Fourteen- to Eighteen-ounce Suiting Fabrics ; (101) Ex-

amples in Saxony Suiting Cloths of Light and Medium Structures
; (102)

Examples in Cheviot Suiting Cloths of Light and Medium Structures
; (103)

Worsted Group of Costume and Suiting Cloths ; (104) Methods of Setting

Worsted-yarn Textures ; (105) Examples in Standard Systems of Setting ;

(106) Worsted Serges ; (107) Surface Characteristics of Botany and Cross-

bred Fabrics.

WOVEN fabrics light in build, substance, and weight, range
from 4 to 10 or 12 oz. per yd., 56 or 58 in. wide. Flannels,

and certain varieties of costume cloths, are manufactured in

different widths. The former are set in the reed to finish 28 in.,

30 in., and 32 in., and the latter 36 in., 44 in., and 46 in. For

the purposes of comparison the standard double width in the

trade of 56 in., including lists, or 54 in. within the lists, will be

taken as the basis of calculation.

(89) FABRIC WEIGHT PER YARD.

Weight per yard is a controlling factor in the production
of all classes of woollen, worsted, and union fabrics, and the

margin allowed in merchanting either above or below the pre-

scribed number of ounces per yard is small. This accounts for
"
weight

"
being made a primary consideration in textile manu-

facturing. Inaccuracy has to be guarded against for two reasons,

first if the fabrics are too light the pieces are liable to be rejected ;

(138)
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and, second, if too heavy, though accepted, the maker is the

loser by the value of the materials and yarns used in excess of

the actual requirements. Either consequence may, by skilful

practice, be avoided. All fabrics vary in weight with the counts

of yarns and setting applied in their construction
;
in other words,

the weight per yard is fixed by the diameter and thickness of

the yarns, and their number in a given area of the cloth. Shrink-

age, or contraction of the piece in milling, also modifies the

weight, and in light as in medium and heavy fabrics cannot be

regarded as a negligible quantity. Flannels,
" habit

"
cloths, and

dress-face costume textures are in some degree felted, and this

results in the pieces being narrower and shorter in the finished

than in the scoured condition. The counts of the yarns remain

in this process unaltered, but the threads and picks per inch are

increased by the ratio of shrinkage. To take a costume cloth,

counting 40 threads and picks per inch scoured, and made of 30

skeins yarns ; then, a 25 per cent shrinkage would increase the

threads and picks to 54 per inch, and the weight proportionately
with the decrease in the length of the piece.

(90) YARN PREPARATION FOR FINE-GRADE FABRICS.

To produce a fine woollen texture only weighing 5 to 7 oz.

per yd. (56 in. wide) necessitates the manufacture of yarns small

in diameter. Considering that in the ordinary plain-woven

flannel, the twilled flannel suiting, and, in a lesser degree, the

coarser wool grades of flannel, the warp and weft threads are

clearly distinguishable, it is essential the yarns should be uni-

formly spun, even in circumference, and free from neppmess.

Any defect in carding, or irregularity in spinning, is immediately
traceable in the finished fabric.

Wools of suitable fineness of fibre and spinning property

having been selected, they are thoroughly opened and intermixed

by an adequate amount of treatment in carding. Successful

manufacture in the various groups of fine woollen textures is

dependent upon the efficiency with which this work is done.

Usually, in flannel yarn making, which may be taken as typical

of the essential conditions required in preparing for fine spining,
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a set of carding machines comprises a Scribbler or Breaker with

breast cylinder and two swifts, an Intermediate with one swift,

and a Carder and Condenser with a breast cylinder and one

swift. 1 This measure of carding surface ensures the production
of a sheet of carded fibres effectively intermingled, and free from

clusters of unseparated filaments, and which may be readily

divided, in the operation of condensing, into slivers of uniform

fibrous consistency and weights.

Textures of the flannel group differ in fineness, flexibility,

softness, and fibrousness. Wool characteristics and finishing

methods affect these qualities, but in manufacturing they are

mainly formed in the carding and spinning operations. These

determine the structure and regularity of the counts of the

yarns, and therefore the fineness and evenness of the fabric, and

also its property of softness of handle.

(91) USES OF FlEM AND LOOSE-TWISTED YAENS IN FLANNELS.

In spinning, apart from the actual thickness or size of the

yarn, the relative degrees of twine in the warp and weft threads

have to be considered. The number of turns per inch in the

yarn is a technicality which modifies the quality of the texture

produced. Harshness of feel, and lack of fibrous fullness, may
be caused by the yarns being too firmly twisted

; and, on the

other hand, sponginess and excessive flexibility are liable to be

produced by combining yarns too loosely twisted. Yet, a warp
thread must be provided of sufficient tensile strength and

elasticity to sustain the tension and friction in weaving ; and,

in spinning fine woollen counts, this necessitates the construc-

tion of comparatively a hard-twisted yarn. Now, if the weft

yarn should be of a similar structure, the plain texture of the

flannel would be clearly developed, but the deficiency of ex-

traneous fibre on the circumference of the threads would render

raising unsatisfactory. Hence the practice in flannel and

cognate manufactures of combining well-twisted with loosely-

twisted weft yarns. The utility and necessity of this arrange-

1 See "Woollen and Worsted," Chapter III.
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raent will be more clearly understood by taking an example.
The following are the particulars of the yarn and setting of

a medium quality of Welsh flannel :

Warp : 21 skeins yarns liJ-5 turns per inch, left-hand twine.

12's reed 2's.

Weft : 25 skeins yarns 10 '4 turns per inch, left-hand twine.

30 picks per inch.

The warp though some 16 per cent thicker than the weft

yarn contains three additional turns per inch, which implies re-

latively, hard and soft spun threads. The breaking strain and

elasticity of the two yarns further exemplify these differences.

in twine. On an average of tests the results are :

Warp : Breaking strain, 9 '5 oz., elasticity, 2'5 in.

Weft : Breaking strain, 2*4 oz., Elasticity 1*5 in.

These- relative yarn characteristics and values are the

general rule in practice the warp yarns impart firmness of

fabric structure, and the weft yarns impart softness of texture

and raising quality. Deviations from these practices are made '

in manufacturing with a view of minimizing the shrim^ge oi

the flannel in the made-up garment, and of obtaining textura)^
clearness by utilizing well-twisted weft in combination with

hard-twisted warp yarns, but the result is a variety of flannel

of comparative hardness though durable and clear in the weave.

The direction of the twine in the yarns also affects distinc-

tiveness of weave intersections. When both warp and weft yarns
are of a corresponding spin, the fibres of the former are arranged
in the woven fabric in the reverse direction to the latter. This,

providing the degrees of twine are similar in the two yarns,,

causes the twist of the warp yarn to oppose the twist of the weft

yarn, and result in the weave interlacings being well defined.

A better raising surface is, however, the resultant of combin-

ing yarns of like twine both as to direction of twist, and number
of turns per inch. In thin fabrics, and also cloths of a heavier

construction, it is advantageous to give prominence in the woven

structure to the yarns of the better raising quality, or, in this

example, to the weft. This is usually effected by an excess of
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picks over threads per inch. Thus the additional six shots per
inch in this setting gives a weft "

cover
" which develops in

scouring and milling, raising filament, so that in this operation

the circumference of the warp threads is barely affected by the

action of the points of the teazles.

(92) MAKES OF FLANNELS.

Welsh, Shetland, Lancashire, Yorkshire, and Scotch are the

chief varieties of flannels, the better qualities being termed

"Fine Mediums,"
"
Saxonies," and "Printers" (textures on

which the pattern is printed and not woven).

Formerly, Welsh wool was the staple material used in the

manufacture of this class of flannel, but now English Downs
and Crossbred wools are freely employed. The pure Welsh
flannel made largely in Newtown, Welshpool, and Llangollen

5 y ,' m
I

FIG. 70. Angola flannel stripe, weave and colour effect.

is sound in texture and of excellent wearing strength but not

generally of a fine quality.
" Shetlands

"
form one of the coarser textures being made

of wools of inferior fineness and wanting in elasticity and soft-

ness of staple or lock. The counts of yarns in this flannel

rarely exceed 20 to 22 yd. per dram.

Yorkshire and Lancashire productions cover a wide range of

flannel manufacturing in the plain, uncoloured, and fancy
branches. Accordingly, the wools are diverse in quality, such

as English and New Zealand and other colonial Crossbreds

for the ordinary varieties, and Australian, Cape, and South

American Merinos for the " Saxonies ".

"
Blending

"
for fabric quality is an important work in
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flannel manufacturing. The selection of the correct sorts of

wool including fineness of fibre, strength of staple, and spinning
and milling characteristics and the blending of these in suitable

proportions for producing a flannel of a definite structure and

quality, are technical work in which proficiency is only attained

by practice, observation, and experience.

(93) ANGOLA FLANNELS.

Union or Angola flannels are made of yarns acquired by

blending wool and cotton in different ratios, e.g. :

50 per cent of wool and 50 per cent of cotton.

60 40

75 25

S

FIG. 71. Checked flannelette.

In all
"
Angola

"
mixtures of this kind the warmth-yielding

property of the flannel diminishes with the increase in the pro-

portion of cotton to wool fibre. The texture also suffers in a

like gradation in softness and flexibility. Still, such flannels

are largely manufactured, and are considered for blouses and

other garments to be satisfactory on account of being compara-

tively unshrinkable.

The following are the manufacturing data for the weave-

effect Angola stripe in Fig. 70 and the clear-finished checked

flannelette in Fig. 71.
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FIG. 70. ANGOLA FLANNEL.

Warp / 32 skeins Angola yarn.

8's reed 4's.

Weft : 40 skeins Angola (soft twine).

42 picks per inch.

FIG. 71. FLANNELETTE.

Warp : 20's single cotton (2 threads counted as one in looming).

12's reed 4's = 24 double threads per inch.

Weft : 12's single cotton (soft spun).

38 picks per inch.

Order of Colouring.

Dark shade 4
Medium shade 4 4

Light shade 12 8
4
12

The weft yarn in both examples should be quite loosely

twisted to impart fibrousness of texture.

72a

FIGS. 72 and 72a. Saxony suiting or costume cloths. (Compound check patterns.)

(94) FLANNEL SUITINGS AND COSTUME CLOTHS.

Greater variety of texture and range of manufacture are

obtainable in these fabrics than in the ordinary flannel. Yarns

more diversified in counts and materials are employed, and, in

addition, weave compounds in simple forms are applied.

The two cloths are classed together, but on the average the

costume textures are1

lighter in structure and weight than the

suitings. Differences also obtain in the settings of the fabrics,
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and to a degree in the finishing methods practised. Both
varieties are divisible into Saxonies and Cheviots, and have

similar contrasting features to those described relative to these

distinctive types of all-wool fabrics in Chapter III.

(95) SAXONY GROUP OF LIGHT FABRICS.

Both the costume and suiting fabrics are of two classes,

clear and soft-finish. Dress textures also comprise two other

varieties, namely, the "habit" cloth and a quality of "face"

cloth made partially of worsted and partially of woollen yarn,
such as worsted yarns for warp and woollen yarns for weft.

Weave pattern or effect is distinguishable in the clear and also

the soft-finish textures (Figs. 72 and 73), but in both the
" habit

"
and "

face
"
cloths it is concealed by the face filament

acquired in the operation of raising.

Considering, in the first order, the Saxony types of costume

fabrics, the following are methods of setting to produce
structures of 11 to 13 oz. per yard.

TABLE X.

METHODS OP MANUFACTURING LIGHT AND MEDIUM WEIGHT COSTUME FABRICS.

Saxonies.

EXAMPLES A AND A1
,
CLEAR-FINISHED CLOTHS (Figs. 72 and 72a).

Example A = Warp ; 3 threads of 24 skeins black")
i,;i.Q J-For 54 threads.

3 ,, ,, whitej
2 ,, ,, blacks

1 thread ,, white
, , , fFor 36 threads.

1 ,, ,, black

2 threads ,, white/

Weft : 3 picks of 20 skeins black.

3 white.

Example A' (Fig. 72a) = Warp : Same as in example I.

Weft : 2 picks of 24 skeins black.

1 pidk of 24 white.

1 24 black.

2 picks of 24 ,, white.

9's reed 4's, 66 in. wide in the reed, 32 picks per inch.

Weave : 2/2 twill.

Approximate weight per yd.: 12 oz.

10
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EXAMPLES B AND C, SOFT-FINISH COSTUME CLOTHS.

Example B (Fig. 73) = Warp: 1 thread of 36 skeins light shade \ __

2 threads of 36 .. dark shade V

i iu j c oc v ui u j threads.
1 thread of 36 light shade-1

1 thread of 36 skeins dark shade \ For 72
1 ,, ,, ,, light /threads.

Weft : 1 pick of 32 skeins light shade (loosely

spun).

2 picks of 32 skeins dark shade (loosely

spun).

1 pick of 32 skeins light shade (loosely

spun),

ll's reed 4's, 72 to 76 in. in the reed. (The wider in the reed the

more fibrous cover developed and the heavier the texture.)

42 picks per inch.

Weave : Angled twill in proportions to fit the order of warping.

Approximate Weight per yd. : 11 to 12 oz.

Example C = Warp : 30 skeins, 17 '5 turns per inch, left-hand twine.

Weft: SO 13

ll's reed 4's, 75 in. wide in the reed, 44 picks per inch.

Weave : Angled 2/2 twill or stripe of 24 threads of 2/2 twill and 8 threads

of 2/2 mats, and similar elementary stripe and check combination designs.

Approximate Weight per yd. : 12 to 12$ oz.

EXAMPLE D AND D 1 "BAULK" FINISH COSTUME CLOTHS.

Example D = Warp : 30 skeins woollen, 15 '5 turns per inch, left-hand

twiue.

Weft : 30 skeins woollen, 12 turns per inch, left-hand twine.

12's reed 4's, 66 in. wide in the reed, 44 to 48 picks per inch.

Weave : 2/2 twill and simple weave compounds.

Approximate Weight per yd. : 12 to 12 J oz.

Example D1
(Fig. 74) = Warp : 44 skeins black and 44 skeins light gray

twist.

Weft : 22 skeins black, loosely twisted.

ll's reed 4's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 28 to 30 picks per inch.

Weave : Fig. 74a, Plate V.

Approximate Weight per yd, : 13 oz.

EXAMPLE E, HABIT OB FACE COSTUME CLOTH.

Example E = Warp : 32 skeins woollen, 18 turns per inch, right-hand twine.

Weft : 28 12 left

10's reed 4's, 75 to 80 in. wide in the reed, 34 picks per inch.

Weave : 5-end sateen (woven face downwards).

Approximate Weight per yd. : 12 to 13 oz.
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EXAMPLE F, FACE COSTUME CLOTH WORSTED WARP AND WOOLLEN WEFT.

Example F = Warp : Two-fold 40's worsted, 60's quality.

Two-fold = 17 '5 turns per inch left-hand twine.

Single = 16-5 right

Weft : 30 skeins woollen, 16 turns per inch left-hand

twine.

17's reed 4's, 68 in. wide in the reed, 48 to 50 picks per inch.

Weave : T, or U. Plate II.

Approximate Weight per yd. : 13 oz.

A B C B A

FIG.
73.

FIG.
74.

ABA
Pros. 73 and 74.

(96) QUALITIES OF SAXONY COSTUME FABRICS.

These examples are illustrative of the standard makes and

qualities of Saxony costume fabrics. The counts of yarns, set-

ting, shrinkage, and weaving data are typical of this class of

woven manufactures, but are necessarily variable with the quality,

fineness, and substance of the texture required.

It is of course understood that the orders of warping and

wefting in examples A, A 1

,
and B are only given as suggestive

of the styles developed in such cloths and not as standard

patterns. Style and schemes of colouring are not standardized,

and are largely diversified in this variety of fabrics. In each

specimen, however, the standard weave or make employed is

indicated, and is rarely changed or modified.
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The technicalities in finishing are different in the treatment

of each type of cloth and afford features for analysis and com-

parison. Each system of manufacture may be separately ex-

amined.

To produce the clear-face variety, both the warp and weft

yarns should be firmly spun, so that the shrinkage on the width

is not more than 15 per cent and on the warp 10 per cent, and

the cloth, following slight raising, cut quite clear. The result

of this setting and combination of yarns is seen in the precise

pattern details in Figs. 72 and 72a.

Usually
"
soft

"
or fibrous face costume Saxonies are made

of finer counts of yarns than type A, and are necessarily set wider

in the reed, not less than 72 in. to 76 in. as compared with 66

in. in the reed in the former. The warp yarns should be fine

in counts and closely twisted to give weaving property ;
on the

other hand, the weft should be somewhat thicker in diameter

than the warp and slackly spun. It is the weft thread which

develops the soft fibrous face, giving a mellow tone to the

pattern as seen in Fig. 73, and the warp yarn which imparts
firmness of fabric structure. The scheme of manufacture

practised is given in the particulars for example B. Pro-

vision is. made in the setting for a shrinkage of 25 per cent in

the width. A satisfactory practice is to regulate the "length
"

shrinkage by the loss in weight in the cloths in scouring and

other finishing operations. If the latter should be 10 per

cent, then the contraction in felting would be between 8 per
cent and 12 per cent to acquire a cloth of the correct weight

per yard.

The counts of the warp and weft yarns, and also of the

number of threads and picks per inch, in this make of cloth, are

dissimilar, but this is not an invariable rule. Thus example
C is woven on the square and manufactured of the same counts

of yarns 30 yd. per dram in both warp and weft. A dif-

ference is made, however, in the turns per inch, the weft thread

containing 4- less turns than the warp. This method of cloth

construction produces, when the ratios of width and length con-

traction are similar in felting, a fabric more correctly balanced
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in regard to breaking strain and elasticity than the scheme of

manufacture illustrated by example B.

Example D is not strictly the setting for a
"
face

"
cloth, but

it forms a useful variety of fabric. The surface is fibrous, but

the pile of filaments produced in the milling operation remains

undressed, laid, or combed by the action of the teazles of the gig

or card wire of the Moser machine. Hence the terms

"natural," "milled," or "baulk," finish, defining the condition

of the face of the cloth after treatment in the process of felting.

The method of manufacture given is for the finer quality of

fabric. If thicker yarns are employed, e.g. 24 skeins warp and

22 skeins weft, and the ends and picks per inch reduced pro-

portionately, the cost of production is lowered. A defect in

this style of texture is the tendency to develop roughness in the

wear due to the surface fibres being unraised, for the raising

operation both lays and spreads the fibres and also combs off

the texture some amount of loose, extraneous, filament. The
thicker and lower the quality of the yarns the more does this

unsatisfactory feature become apparent. It should, however,

be noted that the "felt-like" fibrous characteristic distinction

of this cloth is not so well acquired by any other practice than

that described.

Setting example D 1

(Fig. 74) results in a distinct type of
"
natural-finish

"
texture. The clearness of twill definition

combined with a degree of fibrousness is the characteristic

quality. It is due to the employment of hard twisted two-fold

warp yarns which give effect to the weave structure (74a, Plate

V) without the operations of finishing causing the surface of

the yarns to be affected.

The routines of finishing for examples C, D, and D 1 are as

follows :

Example C : Knot and mend before scouring ;
scour

;
mill to

58 in.
; wash off; tenter

; raise four times from each end of the

piece alternately and with the cloth in a wet condition ; steam

and dry beat on the gig ; cut
;
warm press ;

blow with steam
;

brush and steam
; warm press and steam.

Examples D and D 1
: Same routine as C up to the operation
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of tentering, then cut level but not close
;
blow with steam ;

brush and steam
; warm press twice to fix the fibre and set the

cloth.

Clearly, it is the omission of the raising process from the

latter routine which makes the chief feature of distinction

between these fabrics.

(97) "HABIT" OB FACE COSTUME CLOTHS.

The "
habit

"
costume cloth is the " face

"
fabric, light in

structure, which in quality of finish lustre and density of pile

most closely resembles a fine woollen doeskin. The pieces are

set 75 to 84 in. in the reed to develop a sufficient quantity of

FIG. 75. Cheviot tweed costume. FIG. 76. Weave stripe Cheviot costume.

" baulk
"

fibre in milling for effective raising. Milling is some-

times done at two periods, after scouring, and after first raising.

In the preliminary work preferably done in the stocks the

shrinkage is some 10 per cent to 15 per cent on both warp and

weft of the piece. Raising after washing off follows, then final

milling to the requisite length and width in the milling machine.

The effect of this compound felting is to develop a full, fibrous

foundation in the cloth, affording good raising property, the

fibres not being disposed to leave the surface of the yarns in

the operation.

In highly-finished
" habit

"
cloths the process of boiling is

practised, and, in -any case, the pieces are blown with steam, de-

veloping lustre and rendering smoothness of surface more per-
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manent. Subsequent to this treatment the cloths are dyed,

washed off, raised damp, dried, cut, pressed, and steamed. As

pointed out the quality of softness of texture is affected by the

warp and weft yarn structures, that is, the turns per inch relative

to the counts, and the respective functions of the yarns in the

construction of the fabric. Kaising work is done mainly on

the firmly twisted warp yarns which give, in the standard weave,
or five-shaft sateen, ^ of these threads on the face of the cloth.

The loosely-spun weft is useful in imparting milling property
and in producing fibrousness of texture.

'

FIG. 77. Cheviot tweed costume (weave effect),

(98) WOESTED WAEP AND WOOLLEN WEFT COSTUME CLOTHS.

This class of costume fabric is of a fine quality and "face"
finished. Weaves of the whip-cord type (Plans U, A1

,
and E 1

/
Plate II) are applied in order to develop, underneath the fibrous

cover, a fine twill effect on the surface of the cloth.

Combining the properties of both fine woollen and worsted

yarns, the fabrics are of sound wearing strength the two-fold

worsted yarn adds to the breaking strain, and the fibrous char-

acter of the single woollen weft induces felting. If weaves of the

2/2 or 3/3 twill type were used the lustre and smoothness of the

face of the cloth would suffer. Such weaves as cause five-

sevenths, three-fourths, or seven-ninths of the warp yarns to

be on the upper surface, and of a like proportion of weft yarns on
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the lower surface, are employed ; or, in other words, weaves are

selected which cause the face of the texture to be composed of

worsted and the back of the texture of woollen yarns. A stratum

of closely woven picks of woollen yarn is thus secured to a stratum

of closely woven threads of worsted yarn. Practically the char-

acteristics of a compound structure, e.g. Plans K and L, Plate

III, are acquired. Clearness and brightness of surface are, on

this system of manufacture, combined with softness and elasticity

of texture. The cloth is also firmly constructed, and possesses a

high degree of warmth-yielding property considering its lightness

of structure.

To retain the qualities due to each kind of yarn, in the pro-

cess of felting, "weft
"
contraction is mechanically induced, but

"warp
"
contraction as far as feasible prevented.

(99) CHEVIOT GROUPS OF LIGHT FABRICS.

Cheviot costume textures are less varied in character than

Saxonies. Range of technicalities in fabric structure is pre-

scribed by the thicknesses of yarns available and also by the pos-
sible methods of setting to acquire cloths of the requisite lightness

of construction. Ordinarily Cheviot yarns do not exceed in

counts 24 yd. per dram, whereas Saxony yarns are spun up to

36 or 40 yd. per dram, and in all the intermediate counts

producible in wools of a Crossbred or Cheviot variety. Yarn
counts and weave as indicated, necessarily limit the setting or

the number of threads and picks per inch in the fabric, which, as

understood, are also determinable by the weight per yard of the

cloth to be produced. These factors when combined with the

limitations in finishing applicable to all classes of Cheviot

costumes and suitings materially restrict the scope of manu-
facture.

Three typical examples in these cloths are illustrated in

Figs. 75, 76, 77. They are constructed as follows :
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TABLE XI.

METHODS OF MANUFACTURING LIGHT- AND MEDIUM-WEIGHT COSTUMES (Cheviots).

EXAMPLES G, H, AND I, CHEVIOT COSTUME CLOTHS (Fios. 75, 76, AND 77).

Example G (Fig. 75) =

Warp : 8 threads of 18 skeins Cheviot dark shade (mixture

yarn).

4 threads of 18 skeins Cheviot medium shade (mixture

yarn).

8 threads of 18 skeins Cheviot light shade (mixture

yarn).

4 threads of 18 skeins Cheviot medium shade (mixture

yarn).

4 threads of 18 skeins Cheviot light shade (mixture

yarn).

4 threads of 18 skeins Cheviot medium shade (mixture

yarn).

8 threads of 18 skeins Cheviot light shade (mixture

yarn).

4 threads of 18 skeins Cheviot medium shade (mixture

yarn).

Weft : 16 skeins Cheviot light shade (mixture).

8's reedS's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 24 picks per inch.

Weave = 2/2 twill and similar crossings.

Approximate weight per yard : 11 to 12 oz.

Example H (Fig. 76) =

Warp : 8 threads of 15 skeins Cheviot light shade (mixture

yarn).

4 threads of 15 skeins Cheviot medium shade (mixture

yarn).

4 threads of 15 skeins Cheviot light shade (mixture

yarn).

4 threads of 15 skeins Cheviot medium shade (mixture
yarn).

Weft : 12 skeins dark shade (mixture yarn).
8's reed 3's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 20 picks per inch.

Weave : 2/2 twill and 2/2 mat stripe, and similar weave compounds.
Approximate weight per yard": 12 to 12 oz.

Example I (Fig. 77) = Warp : 18 skeins Cheviot mixture.

Weft. : 16 skeins Cheviot mixture, darker in

shade than the warp yarns.
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7's reed 4's, 64 to 66 in. wide in the reed, 24 picks per inch.

Weave : Plan I, Plate II.

Approximate weight per yard : 12 to 12J oz.

Plain, twill, and mat weaves are ordinarily used in the weav-

ing of these cloths. Example I is an exception. Here every

FIG. 78. Fine Saxony suiting (milled).

other pick interlacing plain results in a firmer fabric being pro-

duced than in the common twill. For more open or porous
effects and " oatmeal

"
textures

weaves of the formation of

Plans L, G', and Q', Plate II,

are employed. The methods of

setting given in this example are

also adapted for these makes,
but the ends and picks per inch

FIG. 78a. Saxony flannel suiting.
should be slightly increased.

The yarns are firmly twisted in

both warp and weft, hence only a minimum degree of contrac-

tion is allowed from the loom width to the finished width.

(100) FOUETEEN TO ElGHTEEN-OUNCE SUITING FABEICS.

Saxony and Cheviot suiting cloths, of 14, 16, and 18 oz.

per yard, differ, from the costume fabrics considered, in warp
and weft setting, and degree of milling. The yarns in some

of the textures are the same, but in other specimens they are

thicker in counts than is feasible in the manufacture of 11

to 12 oz. woollen fabrics. Saxony suitings may be either clear

or soft finish but rarely dress face. Cheviots are invariably

rough or natural finish.
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Typical settings are schemes of manufacture for 13 to 14 oz.,

16 oz., and 18 oz. Saxonies ; and 14 to 18 oz. Cheviot cloths are

tabulated in Paragraphs 101 and 102 :

(101) EXAMPLES IN SAXONY SUITING CLOTHS LIGHT IN

STEUCTDBE.

TABLE XII.

Example J (Fig. 78) = Warp : 32 skeins medium grey.

Weft : 30 skeins dark grey.

12's reed 4's, 75 in. wide in the reed, 44 picks per inch.

Weave : Angled 2/2 twill.

Approximate weight per yard : 13 to 13J oz.

Example K (Fig. 79) = Warp : 2 threads of 22 skeins white or light

shade.

1 thread of 22 skeins medium shade.

1 ,, ,, white or light

shade.

2 threads of 22 skeins medium shade.

1 thread ,, ,, white or light

shade.

1 thread of 22 skeins medium shade.

Weft : same as warp.
10's reed 4's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 40 picks per inch.

Weave : Angled 2/2 twill.

Approximate weight per yard : 15$ to 16 oz.

Example L (Fig. 80) = Warp : 20 skeins dark shade yarn twisted with

40 skeins light shade yarn.

Weft : 10 skeins very dark shade yarn.

7's reed 4'e, 66 in. wide in the reed, 24 to 26 picks per in.

Weave : Fig. 80a, Plate V.

Approximate weight per yard : 18 to 18 oz.

Three standard weights of Saxony cloths, light in structure,

are typified in these examples. The counts of the yarns and

the methods of setting are different in each case, namely, 32

yards per dram and 48 threads per inch in J; 22 yards per
dram and 40 threads per inch in K

;
and 13| yards (average) per

dram and 28 threads per inch in L. The weight per yard
of the fabrics increases with the decrease in the number of

threads, being controlled by the thickness of the yarns. The
relative shrinkages from the loom to the finished width should
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be noted some 25 per cent in J, 15 per cent in K, and 12 per
cent in L. Textural characteristics vary accordingly ;

the fabric

in Fig. 78 is fine'in the twill and of fibrous softness, in Fig. 79

the threads and pattern are clearly defined, and in Fig. 80 the

comparative thickness of the yarns produces a roughness of

surface and openness of twill in marked contrast with Fig. 78.

The gradation in the fineness of the twills in the two cloths is

particularly noticeable, due to the smallness of the yarns in

Fig. 78 as compared with those used in Fig. 80, and the relative

numbers of threads per inch and degrees of shrinkage, develop-

ing some sixteen repeats of the twilled weave per inch in the

FIG. 79. Saxony suiting (colour effect). FIG. 80. Saxony suiting (weave effect).

fine-set texture, and only eight repeats per inch of the same
twill in the coarser-set texture.

Yarn compactness, caused by felting, is different, in quality
and effect in the cloth, to a corresponding compactness caused

by close setting in the loom. This distinction is apparent in

the surface conditions and character of the fabrics in Fig. 78
and Fig. 78a, yet both cloths are made of the same class of

wool and counts of yarns, and test, finished, a similar number of

threads and picks per inch. An excess contraction of 10 per
cent to 12 per cent in the felting of the pieces in the former
over the latter fabric is the cause of the two distinct qualities of

these cloths. To produce soft textural effects, as in Fig. 78,
loose setting in the reed should be practised, followed by some
25 per cent of milling contraction, but to produce fabrics with
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the weave and threads clear and distinct, as in Fig. 78a, closer

loom setting is the rule with a lesser degree of shrinkage.
As in the costume patterns illustrated, the styles in the suit-

ings are types only, the counts of yarns, settings, reed widths,

and picks per inch, forming reliable bases on which to manufac-

ture cloths of the materials and weights indicated.

(102) EXAMPLES IN CHEVIOT SUITINGS, LIGHT IN STRUCTURE.

TABLE Xm.

Example M (Fig. 81) = Warp :

2 threads of 20 skeins Cheviot white

2 ,, ,, twist yarn composed of 2/30's medium shade!- For 88 threads..

and 2/40's light shade Crossbred worsted.

1 thread of 20 skeins Cheviot white

1 ,, ,, twist yarn

Weft : Same as warp.
18's reed 2's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 36 picks per inch.

Weave : 2/2 twill or mat.

Approximate weight per yard : 14 to 15 oz.

Example N (Fig. 82)
= Warp yarns :

Order of Warping.
24 sks. grey and 24 sks. white Cheviot twist 111111 31 1

8

2/24 skeins Cheviot white 1 lllllj 1

24 sks. black and 24 sks. grey Cheviot twist 3

24 sks. black and 24 sks. white Cheviot twist - 11
2 threads (counted as one) of 24 sks. Cheviot

white 1 1

|
For 8 threads.

24 threads

Weft : 1 pick of 12 sks. Cheviot black

1 ,, ,,24 sks. black and 24 sks. grey Cheviot twist.

7's reed 4's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 24 to 26 picks per inch.

Weave : 2/2 twill.

Approximate weight per yard : 17 oz.

Example O (Fig. 83) = Warp : 8 threads of 16 sks. dark shade (Cheviot).
8 24 sks. Cheviot (dark shade)
twisted with 44's Crossbred worsted (light

shade).

Weft : same as warp as to yarns but woven 12 and 8.

10's reed sleyed 4's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 36 picks per inch.

Weave: 2/2 twill.

Approximate weight per yard : 18 to 19 oz.
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It is only necessary to compare briefly Figs. 81, 82, and 83

(Cheviots), with Figs. 78, 79, and 80 (Saxonies) to distinguish

the essential technical features and differences between these

cloths when manufactured in medium structures. With Cheviot

yarns it is not practicable to weave a fabric of the fineness and

quality of Fig. 78
; and, in a like relation, it is not feasible with

Saxony yarns to manufacture a fabric of the precise fibrous

features of Fig. 82. Fig. 83 is illustrative of the nearest to the

Saxony style of texture obtainable in Cheviot suitings the wools

usable, and the yarn structure and methods of setting combined,

render the somewhat broader effects and rougher fibrous charac-

teristics, seen in Figs. 76 and 82, paramount features in fabrics

made of the coarse as of the finer counts of yarns spun from

Crossbred wools.

FIG. 81. Light Cheviot costume.

From the distinctive qualities of these specimens (Examples
M, N, and 0) it is obvious there is, in their manufacture, scope
for grades in textural construction or make, Fig. 81 being com-

paratively loose in structure, Fig. 83 fine in the twill, and Fig.
82 fastly woven but more pronounced in surface details. The
cloths weigh approximately 15, 17, and 18 oz. per yard, the

smaller yarn being used in Fig. 81 and the thicker yarn in Fig.
83. Two-fold 24 skeins (

= 12 yards per dram) yarns compose the

warp and part of the weft of Example N. This is a practice in

Cheviot manufacturing when the single yarns are small in dia-
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meter in relation to the spinning qualities of the wools from

which they are produced. Doubling or twisting results in a strong

compound yarn, and one which is useful in imparting freshness

of effect. For "folding" purposes Crossbred worsted yarns are

combined with Cheviot yarns, or the twist, as in example N,

may be a composition of one thread of Cheviot and one thread

of Crossbred worsted. In either combination the twist yarn lends

brightness of tone to the texture.

FIG. 82. Cheviot suiting, medium weight, from fine counts of yarns.

FIG. 83. Fine Cheviot suiting.

Again it should be understood as in foregoing illustrations,

these specimens are to be considered as suggestive of standard

weights of cloth and methods of manufacture rather than of

pattern composition and style.

(103) WORSTED GROUP OF COSTUME AND SUITING CLOTHS.

This group of textures is divisible into three distinctive

grades :

I. Fine or Botany grade of fabrics made of Botany worsted

yarns ranging from 2-fold 20's to 2-fold 60's counts.
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II. Medium or Crossbred grade of fabrics made of Crossbred

worsted yarns ranging from 2-fold 18's to 2-fold 44's counts.

IIL Serge fabrics made of the lower counts of Crossbred

worsted yarns in 2-fold 12's, 2-fold 16's, 2-fold 18's and 2-fold

22's and similar counts.

Neither the first nor the second grade of fabrics undergo,
from the loom width to the finished width, on an average a

shrinkage contraction exceeding 8 to 12 per cent, but textures

of the third grade vary, in costumes, from 10 to 15 per cent,

and, in suitings, from 15 to 20 per cent.

The worsted scheme of manufacture particularly in Botany
yarns admits of diversity of weave compatible with the con-

struction of a sound fabric. This obtains in light textures, but

not to the same extent as in cloths of 18, 20, 22, and 24 oz. per

yard. Two examples adapted primarily to costumes, but

which, if set firmer 84 threads and 80 picks, and 64 threads

and 60 picks per inch respectively are equally applicable to

suiting cloths, have been manufactured to the data given under

Examples P and Q, the patterns being sketched in Figs. 84 and

85. The former is woven in a ten-shaft weave angled (Fig.

84a) and the latter in the simple weave compound in Fig. 85a,

the sections 1, 2, and 3 being grouped to coincide with the

pattern.

Order of Warping.

Example P (Fig. 84) = Warp :

2-fold 50's black 131 11 1 3111
2-fold 50's white 111 1

60's/2 silk (doubled) white 1111
2/50's black and 60V2 silk twist - 11

8 30 28

Weft : 2-fold 50's black 1 1

2-fold 50's white 2

19's reed 4's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 72 to 74 picks per inch.

Weave f Fig. 84a, Plate V. Angled to coincide with the order of warping
and the pattern, Fig. 84.

Approximate weight per yard : 11 to 12 oz.
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Example Q (Fig. 85) = Warp :

2-fold 60's dark shade l\For requisite number of threads to conform
2-fold 60's light shade 1 j with sections B and D in plan.
2-fold 40's dark shade

l"j
For requisite number of threads to conform

30's/2 white silk
Ij with sections A and C in plan.

Weft : 1 pick of 24's dark shade.

1 light

20's reed 4's, 62 to 64 in. wide in the reed, 76 to 80 picks per inch.

Weave : Fig. 85a, Plate V.

Approximate weight per yard : 10J to 11 oz.

Though in example P three varieties of yarns are combined
in the warp and two varieties in example Q, yet for practical
calculations and piece making, the former may be averaged as

2/50's and the latter as 2/64's. The settings are, therefore,

typical of fabrics made in 2-fold 50's yarns (warp and weft), and
in 2-fold 64's warp crossed with 24's weft.

(104) METHODS OF SETTING WOESTED-AEN TEXTUEES.

Two objects have to be attained in the loom setting of

standard worsted suiting and coating cloths in both Botany
and Crossbred yarns, namely, the construction of a fabric of

corresponding breaking strain on the warp and weft line com-

bined with firmness of structure, and also clearness of weave

effect with a suitable degree of flexibility of handle. Close,

full setting develops twill or weave distinctiveness, but produces
hardness of fabric

;
and open or loose setting develops the

quality of softness, but yields a texture defective in wearing and

tensile properties. Medium setting, in single-make fabrics,

based on the diameter and intersection theory, gives the most

satisfactory cloths. Allowances are made, on the calculated re-

sults, for the adaptation of the settings to the nature of the yarns

(a higher percentage is deducted from the theoretical diameters

of Crossbred than Botany yarns) and to the measure of contrac-

tion in the pieces in the finishing processes.
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Three standard systems of setting are practised :

I. Setting on the square or with the same number of threads

and picks per inch.

II. Setting closer or more compact in the warp than in the

weft of the fabric.

III. Setting with a smaller number of warp threads than

picks of weft per inch, or closer wefting than reeding.
The superior class of wearing fabric is obtained in System I,

which is generally applied to standard makes of piece-dye and

mixture-yarn suitings and coatings.

Two-fold yarns are essential, in both warp and weft, if the

fabrics manufactured are to indicate a similar breaking strain

in width and length. Single-weft yarns, though of the same
circumference as the 2-fold yarns in the warp, do not produce
cloths of a corresponding degree of elasticity and firmness and

durability as 2-fold weft yarns. Should, for example, the warp
of the fabric be 2-fold 30's and the weft 15's or 14's, and the

ends and picks be equal, the result would be a cloth inferior

in quality, fineness of texture, clearness of twill, and wearing

strength to one woven with 2-fold warp and weft.

System II is utilized in the construction of fabrics made

(a) of the same counts of warp and weft yarns; and (6) of

thicker weft than warp yarns. The latter combination is ap-

plied to balance the deficiency in strength on the warp, as com-

pared with the strength on the weft of the fabric, due to the

higher ratio of threads to picks in the setting.

System III has only a limited application, but typical

examples will be illustrated.

(105) EXAMPLES IN STANDARD SYSTEMS OF SETTING.

The analysis of fabrics manufactured in accordance with

these systems of setting will be rendered feasible by taking a

series of types in cloths consisting of different counts of yarns,

ends and picks per inch, and ounces per yard.

Manufacturing data of these typical cloths are indicated in

the following table :
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TABLE XIV.

I. SYSTEM OF SETTING-FABRICS WOVEN ON THE SQUARE.

Example R = Warp and weft : 2-fold 24's worsted.

lO.J's reed 4's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 40 picks per inch.

Weave : 2/2 twill.

Approximate weight per yard : 13 oz.

Example S = Warp and weft : 2-fold 30's worsted.

14's reed 4's, 63 in. wide in the reed, 54 picks per inch.

Weave : 2/2 twill.

Approximate weight per yard : 14 oz.

Example T = Warp and weft : 2-fold 36's worsted.

16's reed 4's, 66 in. wide in the reed, 64 picks per inch.

Weave : 2/2 twill.

Approximate weight per yard : 13 to 14 oz.

Example U = Waiy and weft : 2-fold 40's worsted.

18's reed 4's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 70 picks per inch.

Weave : 3/3 twill.

Approximate weight per yard : 14 oz.

Example V = Warp and weft : 2-fold 50's.

15's reed 6's, 63 in. wide in the reed, 90 picks per inch.

Weave : 3/3 twill.

Approximate weight per yard : 13J to 14 oz.

II. SYSTEM OF SETTING CLOSER IN THE WARP THAN IN THE WEFT.

Example W = Warp and weft : 2-fold 42's worsted.

17's reed 4's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 60 picks per inch.

Weave 2/2 twill.

Approximate weight per yard : 12 oz.

Example X (Fig. 86, Pattern A) = Warp : 2-fold 48's worsted.

Weft : 24's worsted.

20's reed 4's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 72 picks per inch.

Weave : 86a, Plate V.

Approximate weight per yard : 11 oz.

Example Y =' Warp : 2/40's worsted.

Weft : 18's worsted.

20's reed 4's, 68 in. wide in the reed, 54 picks per inch.

Weave : Fig. 87, Plate V.

Approximate weight per yard : 13 oz.

Example Y * = Warp : 2-fold 50's worsted.

Weft : 22's worsted.

20'sreed 4'*, 64 in. wide in the reed, 80 picks per inch.

Weave : Fig. 87a, Plate V.

Approximate weight per yard : 12 to 12 oz.
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Example Y3 = Warp : 2-fold 50's worsted.

Weft : 24's worsted.

20's reed 4's, 64 ins. wide in the reed, 96 picks per inch.

Weave : Fig. 87b, Plate V.

Approximate weight per yard : 13 to 13J oz.

Example Z = Warp : 2/44's worsted.

Weft : 20's worsted.

14's reed 6's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 70 picks per inch.

Weave : Fig. 88, Plate V.

Approximate weight per yard : 13J oz.

Example A1 = Warp : 2/56's worsted.

Weft : 48's worsted.

18-i's reed 6's, 66 in. wide in the reed, 90 picks per inch.

Weave : Fig. 89, Plate V.

Approximate weight per yard : 11 to 12 oz.

Example B1 = Warp : 2-fold 56's worsted.

Weft : 2-fold 48's worsted.

17^'s reed 6's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 68 picks per inch.

Weave : Fig. 90, Plate V.

Approximate weight per yard : 12 oz.

Til. SYSTEM OF SETTING FABRICS CLOSER WEFTING THAN SLEYING.

H.' n tuple C 1 = Warp: 2/40's worsted.

Weft : 20's worsted.

17's reed 4's, 66 in. wide in the reed, 84 picks per inch.

Weave : Plans T 1 and V1

, Plate II.

Approximate weight per yard : 14-14 oz.

Example Dl = Warp : 2/56's worsted.

Weft : 60's worsted.

19's reed 6's, 64 in. wide in the reed, 140 picks per inch.

Weave : Fig. 91, Plate V.

Approximate weight per yard : 12 oz.

From these examples in fabric manufacture it is evident that

similar weights of texture are producible in different counts of

yarns and settings, which denotes that cloths may be of the

same substance and have similar wearing characteristics, though
distinct from each other in fineness of structure. Analysing the

first series, Example R is typical of the coarser type of fabric

and is made of 2-fold 24's yarns. As a texture it contrasts in

smallness of twill, compactness of threads, and quality with

Example T consisting of 2-fold 36's yarns, the diameter of which

is jfV in. as compared with ?5 m -> the diameter of the 2-fold
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24's. The breaking strain of the thicker-yarn specimen is

the higher of the two cloths, and it is obviously the cheaper

fabric to construct as to yarns and looming, over one-third extra

labour being required in the weaving of pieces with 64 picks per

inch (Setting T) than of pieces with 40 picks per inch (Setting

R). The commercial features in the favour of specimen T are

fineness, quality, and neatness, combined with better wearing
characteristics.

Examples U and V are adapted for more open weave

structures than Examples K, S, and T. They are too compactly
set for the 2/2 twill, but yield standard cloths in the 3/3 twill

and such schemes of intersections. Finer counts of yarns are

FIG. 84. Worstel costume texture. A" Y
' C

|
C

|

C^ 'A
Weave 84a, Plate V. B D D B

PIG. 85. Worsted costume. Stripe

pattern composed of double plain,

corkscrew twill, and warp cord.

Weave 85a, Plate V.

used 2-fold 40's and 2/50's, which, to give better-class fabrics,

should be spun from 60's top. Both form firm structures, smart

and clear in the twill, and of sound wearing property.
The second system of setting does not produce fabrics so well

balanced in tensile strength as setting on the square. It may, how-

ever, be utilized in the construction of cloths finer in the warp
than in the weft. If the counts of both these yarns are the

same the angle of the twill is changed, being made more upright

in character. Thus as the ratios of the threads to picks in Ex-

amples W and X are as 68 : 60 and 80 : 72, the angle of the

twill would vary from 45 to 50.

In addition to applying weaves of equal warp and weft

interlacings, important groups of plans in which the warp pre-

dominates on the face of the cloth (Figs. 90 and 91, Plate V)
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are also woven in these settings. Imitation warp-backed fabrics

(Example Y, Fig. 87) are, moreover, manufactured on this prin-

ciple. The extent to which, in practice, the number of threads

to picks per inch may vary is stated in Examples Y and B 1

,

namely as 80 : 54 and as 105 : 68
;
but the average proportions

are as 6 : 5
;
5 : 4

;
and 4 : 3.

For single-weave structures the third system of setting is

adapted to special builds of fabric such as weft cords (Example C 1
,

Plans T 1 a stripe, and V 1 a cord twill, Plate II), imitation

weft-backed fabrics, and fine warp twill effects (Example D J

) ;

or textures closely set in the warp, and yet in which there are

more picks than threads per inch. In this latter type of cloth,

the weft is finer spun than the warp yarn.

Examples Y 1 and YJ form settings for imitation weft-backed

fabrics, produced in plans 87a and 87b, Plate V, or 1/2 and 2/2

twill face effects but the weaves constructed on 3 picks linked

together and 1 pick omitted
;
or 2 picks linked together and

1 pick omitted in the arrangement of the plans. The latter is

the same plan as Fig. 87, but turned round, and the marks,
instead of the blanks, lifted. The ratio of picks to threads in

example Y is as 3 : 2
;
but in Y 1 the two sets of yarns are

equally combined with the weft though thicker in counts than

the warp. Both are useful types of coating structures.

(106) WORSTED SERGES.

Crossbred yarns are employed in the production of this group
of fabrics. The costume cloths are as a rule more loosely set

and lighter in construction than the suitings as illustrated in the

following tables :

TABLE XV.

CO-TUME-FABRIC SETTINGS.

Counts of Warp
and Weft
Yarns.
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SUITING-FABRIC SETTINGS.

Counts oOVarp
and Weft
Yarns.
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$6 C ordinary Crossbred and milled serges differ from each other

in structural character.

<107) SURFACE CHARACTERISTICS OF BOTANY AND CROSSBRED

FABRICS.

Figs. 86 A, B, and C (Plans 86 A1
,
B 1

,
and C 1

,
Plate V) are

typical of the three standard fabrics of a light structure produc-
ible in Botany and Crossbred yarns. Pattern 86 A possesses a

smooth, clear surface with well delineated textural effects, being

composed of fine counts of Botany yarns (Example X) . Pattern

'86 B consists of coarser yarns and is woven on the square and in

the particulars stated in Example R. The effects due to the

weave are distinctly developed, lacking, however, the smoothness

of fabric surface characteristic of Fig. 86 A. The milled serge

{Pattern 86 C) is made of Crossbred yarns, 2/20's icounts with

36 threads and picks per inch and resembles, in fibrousness, a

Cheviot fabric in which two-fold warp yarns are used. The

settings and weave structures accentuate the differences in the

yarns. Those in Fig. 86 A and B have a smooth regular cir-

cumference free from extraneous filament. Such surface fibre

in the milled serge develops felting property and, as a result,

strength and compactness of fabric, but it also produces the

rough fibrous features observed in the illustration.

In unmilled serges there is an absence of this fibre. The
twill or weave elements are clearly distinguishable and pro-

nounced. A finishing routine is followed to acquire these re-

sults. The differences between such textures and those of the

Botany class exist in fineness, smoothness, and suppleness which

obtain to a superlative degree in the latter.
" Crossbred s

"
like

Cheviots possess crispness of handle as distinct from the full-

ness and softness peculiar to both Botany and Saxony cloths of

a, fine quality.
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(108) TECHNICAL DIFFERENTIATIONS IN CLOTH MANUFACTURE.

THE general principles and routine of manufacture are applicable

to each grade of woollen cloth production, but there are several

technicalities involved in which light, medium, and heavy
structures differentiate. Setting, or proximity of warp and weft

yarns, and .the finishing treatment the fabrics undergo after

weaving, are two important characteristics in which a light

woven texture is dissimilar from one of a heavier composition.

Density or compactness of cloth is not to be estimated purely

by the quantity of material employed in the construction of the

yarns combined. Fabric weight per yard is one significant of

warmth-yielding property, but there are others, particularly the

constructive gauge of the fabric in the loom, felting contraction ,

and raising property. A cloth loosely built, though consisting

'(170)
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of thick yarns denoting weight or substance, may be inferior in

warmth in the wear to a thinner and lighter structure more

densely woven. The minuteness of the interstices, caused by the

yarn interlacings, are diminished in the ratio of the fineness of the

yarn counts, and the compactness of setting. This textile char-

acteristic is emphasized in the technical features of flannel, and

light suiting fabrics, in which the degree of shrinkage due to

milling is small, yet textural soundness, density, and closeness

are obtained.

Fine-spun yarns are also utilized in the construction of

medium and heavy cloths with other characteristic results.

Thin textures made of yarns of 30 to 36 yd. per dram are

supple and flexible. Heavy textures composed of similar yarns
are firm, less elastic, and of higher tensile strength and wearing

property. When thick-yarn textures light and heavy in make
are compared the differences are equally accentuated, and at-

tributable to like technical causes relative settings and milling

shrinkages. Cheviot costume cloths, made of yarns ^ in. dia-

meter, loosely set in the reed, and woven with a minimum
number of picks per inch, are open, porous, and loose in con-

struction. Cloths of a heavier character (Saxonies) are producible
in yarns ranging in counts from 5 to 44 yd. per dram. 7V in- to

;rV in. in diameter yet possess firmness and density of structure.

These features denote differentiations in manufacture as pro-

duced in loom setting, and in milling machine contraction.

(109) THREAD DISTINCTIVENESS.

Evenness of yarn construction, and absolute regularity in the

motions of the loom, are essentials in the manufacture of thin

fabrics in which the warp and weft threads are clearly distinguish-
able. In the weaving operation, the warp yarns require to be

equally tensioned throughout the production of the piece ;
also to

be uniformly and automatically delivered, and correctly sleyed to

give a level texture. Sleying in 2's should, as a rule, be the

practice when the set does not exceed 28 to 32 ends per inch.

A texture of an evener surface is thus obtained, if the yarns are

well spun or of suitable weaving strength and quality, than by
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sleying in 3's or 4's. Wefting, or the number of picks per inch,

is needed to be of corresponding regularity as warp tensioning
and delivery. It implies accurate and uniform take up of the

fabric, proportionate to the length of warp let off, minus the con-

traction in warp length due to the frequency of the interlacings

of the threads and picks, and the thickness of the weft yarns.

Variations in yarn construction, and in the technicalities in

weaving, result in shady or streaky pieces. Inequalities in

either one or the other develop defects which are rendered in-

creasingly discernible by the distinctiveness of the yarns in the

fabric. It might be considered that defects due to these causes

would not be so noticeable in thick cloths, milled and raised
;

r
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FIG. 92. Milled Saxony, mat weave. FIG. 93. Heavily-milled Saxony.

and that is partially correct. They are less visible in the thread

form, but none the less detract from the true standard of manu-

facture, being developed in the operations of milling and raising,

which are supposed to suppress, or assist in concealing, their

presence in the cloth. Possibly, in low and medium class fancies,

minor irregularities in manufacture are less apparent. Slight un-

evenness in yarn preparation may be concealed by the nature of

the materials employed, but not unevenness in weaving. Heavy
cloths require to be as accurately manufactured as to carding,

spinning, and weaving, as fabrics light in structure. In some

grades of fabrics, e.g. clear-finished Saxonies (Figs. 52, 100, and

101), the yarns are seen on the face of the cloth distinctly, each

thread retaining its separatedness of character. They are not

milled into a condition of fibrous unity, and can be removed, by
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dissection, from the textures without disturbing their surface

features and formation. Such

yarns have identical textural

functions as the yarns in fine,

thin-woven fabrics, and require

to be of like accuracy of con-

struction. If milled and raised

cloths are considered, e.g. plain

superfines or billiard cloths, or

cloths in which yarn distinc-

tiveness is changed into a
-, -,

. FIG. 94. Slightly milled Saxonv.
fibrous-covered surface, defects

in spinning and weaving are evident in the nature of the pile

produced, namely in the qualities of density, smoothness, and

evenness.

(110) GRADES OF MEDIUM AND HEAVY CLOTHS.

Medium and heavy cloths are divisible into the following

groups :

I. Fabrics composed of Saxony or Cheviot yarns, single in

structure, and elementary in weave construction.

II. Warp-backed or double-weave fabrics firmly woven or

made in the loom, closely milled, and cut clear in finishing.

III. Two-fold warp-yarn, or firmly-spun warp-yarn, cloths

such as whip-cords and Bedford cords.

IV. Fibrous-finished and " face" cloths.
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GROUP I. SINGLE CLOTH STRUCTURES.
TABLE XVI.

(Ill) EXAMPLES IN MEDIUM AND HEAVY SUITINGS SAXONIES,
AND CHEVIOTS.

The following are examples in methods of producing these
fabrics :

Example I (Saxony (18 oz.) Fig. 92).
32 32

Warp: 2-fold 30 skeins black 22 11222112221122 2Tv\
2-fold 36 skeins and I = 96

20 skeins twist 22 2112221122-1122211
j
threads.

2-fold 30 sks. colour 2 2
j

Weft : 15's skeins black.

Example II (Saxony (19 oz.) Fig. 93).

Warp : 2-fold 30 skeins medium shade or twist yarn.

Weft : 24 skeins dark shade.

Example III (Saxony (19 to 20 oz.) Fig. 94).

Warp : 2 threads of 28 skeins black and 28 skeins white twist.

2 ,, ,, 14 ,, medium shade.

Weft as Warp.

Example IV (Cheviot (20 to 21 oz.) Fig. 95).

Warp : 6| skeins white natural colour.

Weft : 6J medium shade.

Example V (Cheviot (23 to 24 oz.) Fig. 95).

Warp : 10 skeins medium shade twisted with 14 skeins light shade.

Weft : 10 skeins dark shade twisted with 14 skeins medium shade.

Example VI (Donegal Tweed (24 oz.) Fig. 97).

Warp : Fancy spot yarn medium grey, 62 '5 yd. per oz.

Weft : Fancy spot yarn dark shade, 62'5 yd. per oz.

Example VII (Donegal Tweed (28 oz.) Fig. 98).

Warp : Spot yarn natural colour, 62-5 yd. per oz.

Weft : ,, ,, dark shade, 62'5 yd. per oz.

Example VIII (Milled Cheviot Tweed (22 oz.) Fig. 99).

Warp : 14 skeins natural colour 11 1 1 34 21

white and 2/2/30's worsted 72

threads.colour twist yarn 1 1 -

Fancy 3-fold twist - 1 - - 1 ,

Weft : 14 skeins dark shade.

Example IX (Yorkshire Cheviot (21 oz.) per yard).

Warp : 13 skeins woollen.

Weft : Same as warp.

The following are the data (Table XVII) of manufacture, to the counts

of yarns and methods of warping and wefting given for the several examples,

showing the weight of the yarns used, length of piece out of the loom and

finished, approximate loss in finishing, and weight per yard.
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(112) SAXONY TYPES.

Analysing these settings and data of manufacture, it will be-

observed that the Saxony examples differ in principle of con-

FIG. 95. Plain woven Cheviot (unmilled).

struction. The counts of the warp yarns are practically the same
in both fabrics, but in No. 1 the weft yarn is 15 skeins and in No. 2,

FIG. 96. Plain woven Cheviot (slightly milled).

24 skeins. Moreover, in the first setting, there are 26 threads

and 28 picks per inch, and in the second setting 42 threads and 48

picks, that is the cloths differ in compactness of structure. Each
of the textures is wefted a degree closer than warped. Ordinary

setting is practised in No. 1, but in No. 2 the setting is adjusted
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to the counts of yarns combined, and also to the production of

a special grade of fabric one closer in density and softer in

quality than obtainable in the first scheme of manufacture.

The warp and weft yarns are equally effective in Type 1, but

in Type 2 a degree more prominence is afforded to the 2-fold

FIG. 97. Plain- woven Donegal (loose structure).

warp than the single weft threads. Another point of distinc-

tion is the loom or reed widths, allowing for 5 per cent more

contraction in milling on Cloth No. 2 than on Cloth No. 1. This,

combined with the finer weft yarns and increased number of

picks per inch, develops suppleness of texture favourable to the

FIG. 98. Open-make Donegal.

second example, which also results in the fabric of the higher

breaking strain and warmth-yielding property.

The third example is for a medium quality of cloth in which

single and folded or two-ply yarns are combined, averaging 14

skeins. It is a description of tweed manufactured, in this and
12
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lower grades, in the West Biding of Yorkshire. Botany noils,

medium sorts of Merino clothing, wools, mungo, and pulled
waste form the staple materials of manufacture. They are

blended in proportionate lots to produce yarns at a definite price
determined by. the cost per yard of the fabric. The methods of

construction in the loom are fairly standardized in cloths rang-

ing from 18 to 22 oz. per yard. It will be understood that the

percentage of loss in weight in scouring and finishing fluctuates

with the nature and condition of the raw materials
;
15 per cent

to 20 per cent may on the average be estimated. Heed setting

is calculated to allow from 16 per cent to 22 per cent in con-

traction from the loom to the finished width. The shrinkage

r

FIG. 99. Fine Cheviot tweed.

in length is lower 10 per cent to 15 per cent but some

margin should be allowed for milling in the length of the piece

for the acquirement of a cloth of a fixed weight per yard.

Taking a piece of 55 yd. length to weigh 60 Ib. requiring to

scale 20 oz. per yard finished, then 60 x 16 -=- 20 = 48 yd. or a

shrinkage of 12 to 13 per cent ; or a piece of 56 yd. of 54 Ib., and

requiring to weigh 18 oz. per yard, then 56 x 16 4- 18 = 49| yd.

or a shrinkage of 11 to 12 per cent. This ratio of length

shrinkage is, however, a factor taken into account in the setting

calculations. The standard is determined in such calculations

to produce a cloth of a prescribed quality and character, but in

milling practice some measure of length adjustment in the

felted piece is permissible.
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(113) SETTING IN EELATION TO CHEVIOT TYPES.

In the Cheviot examples five grades of setting are given,

contrasting in yarn counts, degree of yarn compactness, and

in fabric weight per yard. Three of the examples (Fig. 95,

96, and 97) are plain woven, but in manufacture and methods

of construction they are dissimilar. The weights are 20-21,

23-24, and 24 oz. Pattern 97 (Example 6) is the heavier

cloth, but pattern 96 (Example 5) is the evener texture

and the more compactly woven. The lightest texture of

the three, and Example 5, are similar in make, though
the counts of yarn are finer in the former than the latter,

the threads per D" being 33 in Fig. 96, and 32 in Fig. 95.

Both Figs. 95 and 97 are set below the number of diameters, but

Fig. 96 is practically set on this base. Contraction in finishing

is the same in each fabric and results in Figs. 95 and 96 having
37 and 40 threads per D", and Fig. 97 exactly the same as ob-

tained by calculation based on the intersection formula. The
firmest of these specimens (Fig. 96) is made of 2-fold or twist

yarns in both warp and weft, and is set to exceed, plus finish-

ing contraction, by 7 threads per D" the law of diameters and

interlacings ; whereas the loosest structure (Fig. 97) ,
with

contraction added, is 3 threads per D" less than the number of

diameters

In making a typical Donegal, a technical feature to observe

is the number of ends and picks per inch feasible to be in actual,

but not in compressed contact, with each other. When strength
and openness of fabric are desiderata, the principle of setting
illustrated in Figs. 97 and 98 should be practised, and when
firmness of cloth is required that illustrated in Fig. 96. Pattern

95 is a fabric intermediate between these two types.

Fig. 98 is typical of the heavy tweeds producible in thick

counts of yarn loosely set and woven. It should be contrasted

with Fig. 46, a similar style and build of cloth, but 21 to 22 o/.

instead of 28 oz. per yard as in Example 7.

Examples 8 and 9 are illustrative of the medium weight
tweed suiting. No. 8 (Fig. 99) is a typical fabric made of Cross-
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bred wools ; and No. 9 is the scheme of manufacture for a typical

fabric made of shoddy and pulled waste, representing the pure
wool and the Yorkshire grades of Cheviots. In producing
cloths similar to No. 8, wools of the Cheviot class are largely

used, and also in the better grades in which smaller yarns

may be employed medium Crossbred, Colonial, and South

American wools. The qualities of the materials utilized in the

production of these two groups of fabrics, necessarily modify the

principles of loom setting, and in some measure, the system
of finishing adopted. The examples are made of similar counts

of yarn, and yield fabrics of approximately the same weight per

yard. They differ, however, in loom setting, the Yorkshire

Cheviot having the larger number of threads per inch, namely,
35 threads and 33 picks as compared with 30 threads and 30

picks in the all-wool Cheviot, or in the proportion of 68 to 60

threads per D". This establishes an important difference in

the schemes of manufacture
;
the two cloths have a similar

number of threads per inch finished, arising from a 25 per cent

shrinkage on the pure Cheviot with only 15 per cent on the

Yorkshire fabric. It follows that one piece is set 75 in. and the

other piece 66 in. in the reed. This results in distinctive

qualities in the finished textures. Compactness of yarns, ac-

quired in shrinkage or felting, develops a different fabric quality

from compactness of yarns acquired in weaving. It produces
a softer, warmer structure, possessing a higher degree of

fibrous fullness than is characteristic of cloths in which close-

ness of yarn contact has been obtained, to a greater extent, in

the loom.

The wearing strength of the two textures is also different,

being in favour of the better felted production. The quality of

the materials is, moreover, evident in the brightness of texture

and the purity of colour tone in the Cheviot made of new wool.

To raise the percentage of shrinkage in Cheviots, made of shoddy
and similar materials, would improve the density and strength

of the manufactured fabric, but tend to detract further from

clearness and freshness of colour quality.
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GROUP II WARP-BACKED AND DOUBLE WEAVE
FABRICS.

(114) APPLICATION OF ELEMENTARY COMPOUND WEAVES.

Weave structures applied to these cloths, as in Group I of

medium-weight fabrics, are elementary in type, but the cloths

are either 2-fold in the warp or 2-fold in both warp and weft.

Warp-backed prunelle, 3/1 twill, and swansdown, and the

double plain are the types of weaves employed; and, in closely

set cloths made of high counts of yarns, warp-backed 5-end

Venetian and sateen. The twilled weaves may be angled in

stripe combinations, but the invariable rule is to utilize a weave

element producing a fine, firm, texture, and not showing too

distinctly on the surface. The plans indicated are suggestive

of the style of effect necessary. Each is adapted for giving
clearness and definition to the warp yarns, and also for develop-

ing simple line patterns due to warp colourings (Figs. 100 and

101).

(115) METHODS OF MANUFACTURE FOR CLEAR-FINISHED

SAXONIES OF COMPOUND WEAVE CONSTRUCTION.

Ordinarily, the structures are arranged in weaving two

threads of face to one thread of backing yarn, resulting in the

face of the texture being more compactly woven than the back,

and in the practicability of using a thicker backing than face

yarn. Weight is thus obtained, on the underside of the cloth,

by a method not detrimental to the fineness of the face effect.

The following are examples in these manufactures :

COUNTS OF YARNS AND WARPINGS AND WEPTINGS.

Example I (Hairline or Eton Trousering, Fig. 100).

Warp : 22 skeins black left-hand twine 331
44 ,, ,, and 44 skeins grey twist 311

Weft: 1 pick of 44 skeins/44 skeins twist yarn.
1 pick of 22 skeins black.

Plan : Weave E, Plate IV.
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Example II (Worsted face Warp and Woollen backing Warp and Weft).

Warp : Face yarns = 2-fold 3 Ts worsted.

Backing yarns = 18 skeins woollen.

Weft : 26 skeins woollen.

Plan : Fig. lOOa to give a similar type of cloth to Fig. 100.

Example III (Double-plain Hairlins, Fig. 101).

Warp : 2 threads of 24 skeins black.

2 28 ,, light shade.

Weft : 1 pick of 28 skeins black.

2 picks of 32 skeins light shade.

1 pick of 28 skeins black.

Plan : Weave B, Plate IV. ; or Double-plain, angled and wefted 2-and-2.

The typical settings supplied (Table XVIII) are illustrative

of the schemes of manufacture applicable to the production of

FIG. 100. Saxony hairline. FIG. 101. Fine Saxony hairline.

the standard Eton line trousering, the double-plain hairline, and

to cloths in which worsted warp yarns are used for the face

(Example II), with woollen warp yarns for the back, and fine-

spun yarns for the weft.

These fabrics constitute a special class of woollen manu-

facture, the object of which is to produce firmness and strength
of cloth, combined with clearness of textural surface, by using

yarns small in diameter, compactly set in the reed, and fibrously

compressed and united together in felting. The cloths are

soundly constructed in the loom, but milling or shrinkage, which

develops the apparent excessive degree of fibrous closeness,

renders the removal of all loose fibres feasible from the face

of the fabric. To effect this the pieces are raised in a dry con-
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dition, first disturbing the extraneous fibre on the circumference

of the yarns, and second getting up all loose or detachable fila-

ment from the foundation of the cloth. When in this condition

the fabric may undergo severe treatment in the cutting opera-

tion and yet threadiness of texture is not developed. Milling

contraction is not high, however, as compared with that

practised in some classes of woollen cloths. It does not on an

average exceed more than 20 per cent to 25 per cent. But the

efficiency and value of this amount of shrinkage are evident,

when considered in conjunction with the compactness of the

loom settings. These may be analysed in relation to the Eton

line pattern. The diameter of the warp and weft yarns is

CD BCD D

PIG. lOOa. FIG. 103a.

/y in., allowing of 64 threads being placed in parallel contact in

a lineal inch. Calculated on the base of the weave structure

/64 dia. x 9 ends in weave
this would give 45 threads -

.

and 42 picks
64

+ 4 intersections

, = 42 .4) per inch. But
ions

,
,

4 pks. + 2 intersections

the weave is 2-ply in the warp, so that 60 threads may be

taken as the maximum in the warp, making 102 threads (60

threads + 42 picks) per D" of fabric. The cloth is set in a 19's

reed and sleyed 3's and woven with 48 picks per inch so that it

contains in the loom 105 threads per D". Shrinkage re-

sults in a, finished fabric of 64 threads and 52 picks per inch or

116 threads per D". This is only 17 threads less than the

actual number possible in yarns of this diameter minus inter-

lacings.
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(116) STANDARD DOUBLE-PLAIN CLOTHS.

These data determine the principles of manufacture involved,

that of setting to produce as firm a fabric in the loom as

possible, and of adding to the tensile strength, weaving, and

other properties by milling. Standard makes of double-plain
hairlines (Example III, Figs. 18 and 101) are constructed on

the same system, which renders them so impervious to the

weather and of a character which resists friction and strain in

the wear, retaining in the process a high degree of finished
" condition ". It should be observed that the weave structure

is a factor which contributes to the strength of the cloth, more
so than the weave structure in warp-backed fabrics. The inter-

lacings in the warp and weft being balanced, it implies, in

weaves of alternate intersections as in the double-plain, the

construction of a fabric of corresponding elasticity and tensile

quality in whatever direction the strain is applied. Cloths two-

ply in the warp but single in the weft, develop a high resistance

test warp way with a lower resistance test weft way. This is

corrected in some methods of manufacture by using a two-fold

weft yarn and inserting into the fabric the maximum number
of picks per inch. Still the cloths are not in all points, as

to wearing quality, comparable with cloths of the double-plain

type in which the warp and weft interlacings are balanced.

In the warp-backed prunelle and 3/1 twill, one set of warp
threads is and -J on the face, and the second set and f on the

back of the texture, with the same series of weft yarns interlacing

with both groups of warp yarns, and only appearing ^ and | of

a degree on each side of the fabric. The warp yarns thus sus-

tain the principal measure of the friction and strain applied to

the cloth. This is not the condition obtaining in double-plain

structures, which, if woven on the square, afford equal functions

and prominence to both sets of warps and wefts. To this

technicality, the superior firmness of fabric, evenness of surface,

and wearing quality of the standard West of England hairline

cloths are chiefly attributable they are regular and accurate in

weave construction. Supplementing this by felting some 25
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per cent to 30 per cent, results in a type of cloth unsurpassed in

the properties named.

Check, spotted, and small styles of varied composition, are

also obtained in these weaves, when the order of warping and

wefting should be thread-and-thread in contrasting shades.

Fig. 102 is a small example woven in Plan 36a. It has been

manufactured in 32 skeins yarns, with 60 threads and picks

per inch, and set 75 in. in the reed, but the fabrics are also

made in different grades and weights, from a medium costume

cloth to a heavy suiting, with either a clear or fibrous finish.
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FIG. 102. Double-plain pattern (Saxony).

GEOUP III. TWO-FOLD WAEP-YAKN, OK FIEMLY-
SPUN WAEP-YARN FABEICS.

(117) COED CLOTHS.

In the manufacture of woollen cloths in which considerable

felting is practised and yet a clear surface effect developed,

firmly-spun single or two-fold warp yarns, hard in twine and

well twisted together, are employed. The object of this pro-

cedure is to construct a twill, rib, or other effect, in such yarns
on the face of the fabric, and not give more than a minimum

degree of character to the weft yarns.

The standard woollen whip-cord and ribbed Bedford cord

are two of the oldest types of two-fold or twist-warp fabrics.

The Bedford cord resembles in construction the corduroy, for the

making and setting of which inventions were patented at an
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early date. It appears to have been originally a modification of

the pile-woven cord with a view of producing a strongly de-

veloped ribbed or repped pattern, minus the employment of a

pile warp or weft the twist-warp threads being applied to this

purpose. Both the rib and twilled cord (woollen cloths) are well

milled with the weave characteristics distinctly developed (Figs.

103 and 104). This arises from two causes, first, to the weave

effect being formed in the warp yarns; and, second, to remov-

ing by severe raising and cutting the loose filament from the

surface of the texture.

Yarn structure is an important feature in these manufactures.

To use ordinary spun woollen warp andfweft in the plans ap-

FIG. 103. Woollen cord. FIG. 104. Woollen whip-cord.

plied to these fabrics, would result in fabrics possessing indefinite

cord or rib characteristics. The warp yarns, as stated, are two-

ply and the weft yarns single and loosely spun. In other words,

the warp threads are even and level in formation and yield firm-

ness and compactness of fabric, combined with clearness of

weave development, whereas the function of the weft threads is

to impart softness and suppleness on cloth of satisfactory milling

facility. This compound of yarn structures is utilized in the

production of Venetian and similar fabrics; and also milled

worsted warp whip-cords or fine twills made of two-fold worsted

yarns woven with single worsted weft or soft spun woollen

yarn. These methods of manufacture are derived from those

applicable to the standard structures of woollen cords illustrated

below.
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<118) EXAMPLE SETTINGS FOR BEDFORD AND WHIP-CORD
CLOTHS.

TABLE XVIII A.

WOOLLEN OR BEDFORD CORD (Fig. 42).

Warp : 1 thread of 3-fold 36's cotton.

6 threads of 22 skeins woollen, firmly spun, left-hand twine.

1 thread of 3-fold 36's cotton.

Width in reed 33 in. for 27$ in. finished.

10's reed sleyed 2's and 6's or threads A, A' and B, B' in the

Plan, Fig. 43, sleyed in separate dents.

Weft : 18 skeins woollen, soft spun, right-hand twine.

60 picks per inch.

Weight per yard (narrow width) 15 to 15$ oz.

Plan : Fig. 43.

BEDFORD CORD- WARP BACKED (Fig. 103).

Warp : 21 skeins black . 1

2/44 skeins black and white twist . .121
2/24 skeins ,, ,, ,, ..11-

Width in reed 38 in. for 28 in. finished.

7's reed 7's.

Weft : 2/34 skeins black and white twist . . . .11
19 skeins black . . . . . . .1
48 picks per inch.

Weight per yard (narrow width) 12 to 12$ oz.

Plan : Fig. 103a.

WOOLLEN WHIP-CORD (Fig. 104).

Warp : 2-fold 30 skeins, single yarn = left-hand twine, 17 turns per inch.

2-fold yarn =
right-hand twine, 11$ ,, ,,

Width in reed 38 in. for 28 in. finished.

14's reed 4's.

Weft : 30 skeins = left-hand twine, 12 turns per inch.

60 picks per inch.

Weight per yard : 13 oz. to 13$ oz.

Plan : Fig. IP, Plate II.

(119) BEDFORD CORD STRUCTURES.

These settings and plans (Figs. 42, 43, 103, and 103a) illus-

trate the structure of Bedford and woollen ribbed fabrics.

Strictly, the standard type of Bedford cord is plain rib woven

on the face, though a make of cloth is also produced with a

prunelle or 3/1 twill surface, but in each class of fabric threads

A, A' when separated from threads B, B' (Fig. 43) form a weft
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cord texture, and give, without the addition of the plain threads,

a ribbed or cord stripe. The effect of threads A is accentuated in

the development of the cord in Fig. 42 by being made of three-

fold cotton . They become embedded between the ribs or ridges

woven in the woollen yarns, and thus impart clearness and de-

finition to the furrows or " races
"
in the cloth. Such yarns re-

quire to be wound on to a separate beam from the woollen warp,

making it feasible to tension the two warps differently, which

are also healded on to individual sets of shafts in looming.

Fig. 103 (plan, Fig. 103a) is not the standard make of Bed-

ford cord, but it is generally classed as such, being a well-con-

structed fabric of a lesser pronounced corded character than

Fig. 42. The face warp yarns, as in the latter, are interlaced

plain rib, but each stripe is composed of four instead of six.

threads. Moreover, in place of using cotton warp yarns for the

furrows, special woollen threads lettered C in the plan are

applied. The backing warp, threads D, forms a similar type of

woven effect to the face warp, though looser in construction.

Every third pick in the plan is single yarn and interweaves one

and three with the backing threads. The dimensions of the cords-

in both Figs. 42 and 103 are variable in manufacturing practice.

(120) WOOLLEN WHIP-CORD STRUCTURES.

Whip-cord twills have been denned in Paragraph 83, but

mainly in relation to worsted warp fabrics light in construction.

The woollen whip-cord is a cloth of medium or heavy weight,
and producible in fine or bold twills, and set in the loom to

provide for 30 to 35 per cent shrinkage in the width of the piece.

Fine Australian wools, such as Sydney, of useful milling quality,

are utilized in these manufactures. The warp yarns are fine

spun and two-fold, but the weft yarns single, soft, or medium

spun, and, relative to the warp, small in diameter. By using, as-

in the example (Fig. 104), a higher counts of weft than warp, a

compactly-woven texture is produced in which the warp twills are

distinct and clearly defined. This is the textural characteristic

to develop. Should the weft yarn be of the same or a thicker

counts than the warp, and close weaving be practised, it detracts.
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from the whip-cord feature, subduing the warp twills. The

picks of weft, like the cotton interlacing threads in the Bedford

cord, should give precision to the cord effects. This is assisted

by making the cloths with a larger number of picks than threads

per inch, reducing the shrinkage requirements on the length of

the piece. Fibrous cover on the under surface should be

rendered possible chiefly by width shrinkage, as warp shrinkage
tends to deteriorate the twilled characteristics.

Correct methods of manufacture consists in (a) using evenly-

spun two-fold warp yarns ; (6) setting wide in the reed to provide
for a full degree of width contraction in milling ; (c) the use of

a smaller diameter of weft than warp yarn and wefting closely ;

and (d) a minimum degree of shrinkage on the length of piece.

Other twills and settings to those indicated are also employed
in these productions.

GKOUP IV. CLOTHS OF A FIBEOUS FINISH AND
MEDIUM WEIGHT.

The term "
fibrous

"
is used in this connection to define (1)

cloths possessing a dress or face finish
;
and (2) cloths of the

melton character in which the pile of fibres is not spread or

laid, lustred, and dressed. The lighter group of these fabrics

will now be examined, those of a heavier substance and con-

struction being treated of under "
overcoatings ". Four standard

cloths are selected for analysis, the plain super, the Satarra, the

billiard cloth, and the 20 to 22 oz. melton. With the exception
of the Satarra they are plain woven, affording manufacturing
details in which they may be contrasted with each other. The
Satarra is acquired by using, as will be shown, a type of double

plain weave. In each instance the fundamental purpose is to

produce a fabric of sound, level structure, allowing in looming
for a moderate percentage of felting, and, as a consequence, of the

manufacture of a cloth possessing considerable surface or
" balk

"

fibre. This is essential to the nature of the finish to be applied.

(121) THE PLAIN "SUPER".

Plain supers may be classed with the oldest types of face-

finished woollens. Originally the principal wools utilized were
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the merinos of Saxony and Silesia which still form, along with

fine New Zealand, Tasmanian, and Australian "clothing
"
wools,

the staple materials employed in these manufactures. Small

or fine-spun yarns having to be employed, of good felting pro-

perty and fibrous consistency, such close-grown, short-stapled

wools are necessary.
"
Supers

"
are wool or piece-dye cloths with a smooth

lustrous surface and suppleness of texture. They should be

firmly constructed in the loom to prevent the process of fulling

yielding a fabric of unsatisfactory handle. As the counts of the

warp yarns range from 20 to 36 yd. per dram, a sufficient

degree of twine must be inserted, in spinning, to make them

bear the strain in weaving without breakage, but the weft yarns

may be more loosely twisted. The following are typical of the

manufacturing data for a 16 to an 16 oz. cloth :

Warp : 28 skeins cross-band twine, firm spun.

Weft : 26 skeins open-band twine, loose spun.

90 in. wide in the reed, 8's reed 4's, 48 picks per inch, to finish

56 in. with 50 or 52 threads and 54 or 56 picks per inch.

(122) LOOM SETTING AND MILLING CONTRACTION.

Examining the particulars it will be observed that the warp
and weft yarns are practically of the same thickness, but differing

in direction and degree of twine. It is a correct practice to have

more threads than picks per inch in the loom, the weft yarn,

being the looser spun, should develop in the felting operation
fibrous cover for raising. A smaller ratio of picks does not af-

ford the same raising facility. It results in the warp yarns, or

the threads of the reduced raising property, on account of being

firmly spun being acted upon to a fuller extent than the weft

yarns the threads of good raising property, by the pliable

points of the teazles of the raising machine. Such a condition

is unsatisfactory.

Felting is adjusted, however, to give a finished piece of a

similar number of each group of yarns per inch. Thus, in the

example, the ratio in the loom is as 32 : 48 but in the finished

cloth as 52 : 56. It might be assumed that this would diminish
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the raising contact of the weft and augment the raising con-

tact of the warp yarns with the active points of the teazles, but

such is not the result. On the contrary, this felting develops the

pile-raising filament of the weft yarn ;
and has also the effect

of equalizing the breaking strain on the length and width of the

fabric, and of compressing the two groups of threads into fibrous

affinity with each other.

This principle of setting and shrinkage is applicable when the

counts of the warp and the weft yarns are identical. If a distinc-

tion is made, using for example a 30 skeins warp and a 20 skeins

weft, then the picks per inch should be reduced to correspond
with the ratio of diameters of the two yarns, and the relative pro-

portion of picks to threads based upon the yarns being of similar

diameters. Though this system of manufacture is practised with

a view of effecting economies in spinning and weaving, yet it is

not calculated to yield the same quality of fabric in respect to

fineness of structure, suppleness, and fibrous density of pile sur-

face, as the system described.

A second scheme of construction on the base of the above

example may be indicated :

Warp : 24 skeins cross-band twine.

Weft : 26 skeins open-band twine.

92 in. wide in the reed, ll's reed 3's, 43 picks per inch, yielding

a cloth 17 to 18 oz. per yard, 54 in. within the selvedges, and

with 52 threads and picks per inch.

The balance of structure in the loom and in the finished

fabrics is similar in both settings. The reduction in this in-

stance of the counts of the warp yarn by 4 yd. per dram
is compensated for by a reduction of 5 picks per inch and by

sleying ll's reed 3's instead of 8's reed 4's. This second scheme

of manufacture is the more economical in practice, providing
for the use of a lower counts of warp yarn but of satisfactory

weaving quality. The small diminution in the picks in ratio to

the threads, as compared with the first setting, does not affect

the relative value of the warp and weft yarns in the fabric

structure, the weft so far preponderating as to secure the

raising characteristics defined above.
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(123) BILLIABD CLOTH MANUFACTUBE.

The production of billiard cloths is a skilful 'branch of wool-
len manufacture. "Picklock," "'super," and the first sorts

from the fleeces of the truest-grown Merino wools, possessing
soundness of staple, fineness of fibre, and superior milling and

raising qualities, form the staple materials employed. Purity of

colour is indispensable. After scouring, the fibres should be

snow-white as in Western Cape^ Port Philip, and Van clothing
wools. Fleeces discoloured in growth, though satisfactory in

other characteristics, should be discarded as unsuitable. If the

tips of the staple be yellow tinged or stained, and the locks of

the wool run with filaments partially impervious to dye sub-

stances, the production of level and clear shades is rendered

difficult if not impracticable. Fineness of growth affects mill-

ing and raising, but milling may be satisfactory, and yet the

pile due to raising be defective. Density or fullness of pile, and

also lustre and smoothness of surface, are dependent upon the

fineness of the wool, and this determines the multiplicity of

filaments in the diameter of the yarns of a prescribed counts.

These technical qualities and physical features of the raw wool

are, in this class of cloth, at the base of successful work or

practice.

The fabrics differ in manufacturing minutiae from the plain
"
supers," though in counts of yarn, and looming, the two cloths

have features in common. The warp settings and the wefting

correspond, namely, the maximum in the warp, based upon the

yarn diameters, and higher than the maximum in the weft.

Both makes of cloth are "heavy
" wefted

;
but in the plain

super, felting, as demonstrated, is utilized to bring the two sets

of threads warp and weft into approximate ratio, the shrink-

age on the length being 20 per cent higher than on the width of

the piece, so that the proportion of 33 warp threads to 43 weft-

threads (see the second example in beaver cloths) in the loorm

is altered to approximately the one quantity of 52 threads and

picks per inch. This rule does not apply in the felting of billiard,

cloths. Here the excess of contraction is on the width, being
13
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^5 higher than on the warp, or changing the loom ratio of 32

threads to 42 picks to a finished cloth ratio of 45 threads to 52

picks per inch. To understand how this technicality affects the

quality of the cloth the actual scheme of construction, given

below, requires to be analysed and explained.

BILLIARD CLOTH : DATA OF CONSTRUCTION.

Warp : 24 skeins woollen, cross-band twine, 16 to 18 turns per inch.

Weft : 24 skeins woollen, open-band twine, 10 to 12 turns per inch, 108

in. wide in the reed, 16's reed 2's, 42 picks per inch, for yielding a finished

cloth 72 in. wide with 44 or 45 threads and 54 to 56 picks per inch, 19 oz.

per yard.

Eighteen turns per inch produces a firmly-spun yarn in 24

skeins, a " counts
"
of comparative high-breaking strain and weav-

ing property. The felting of yarns of this structure, with more

loosely-twisted yarns, imparts soundness of construction to the

fabric. A billiard cloth is required to be equally firm and

durable in length and width, the stretch on the texture being
uniform in both directions. Tensile strain on the length of the

piece has chiefly to be sustained by the warp. Yet the warp
threads are the less numerous, though of the same diameter as

the weft yarns. Hence the breaking strain and firmness in the

length of the fabric have to be derived from the compact con-

sistency and formation of the warp yarns. Tensile strength in

the width of such a fabric, woven with soft-spun yarns, is obtain-

able in two ways : (1) by using a thick counts of weft thread
;

and (2) by inserting an excess of picks to threads per inch.

Balance of fabric structure as regards tensile property is thus

producible. Thick weft yarns necessarily diminish the fineness

of the cloth woven, and should not therefore be utilized in this

instance. On the other hand, by employing small weft yarn and

increasing the ratio of picks to threads, fineness of texture is re-

tained, and, at the same time, the felting and raising qualities of

the piece are improved. This is, therefore, the correct principle
of construction to apply to the manufacture of cloths of this

nature, and as detailed in the loom setting given.

The example is typical of the system of manufacture applic-

able to cloths with a dense, lustrous pile surface in which (a)

the same counts of warp and weft yarns are combined but of
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different degrees of twine, the harder spun yarn giving tenacity
and soundness of construction to the length of the piece, and the

softer spun yarn developing felting and raising quality ; (&)

balance of structure is obtained by having an excess of threads

per inch of the more loosely spun yarn ; (c) a fuller degree of

raised filament is acquired from the weft than the warp yarn,

raising principally across this yarn but in a line with the length
of the warp yarn ;

and (cT) fineness of texture, in combination

with equality of length and width tensile property, are produced

by the ratio of warp and weft setting, and the ratio of warp and

weft contraction in milling.

(125) THE SATAERA.

For the purpose of explaining this standard and old type of

woollen manufacture, a cloth of 27 to 28 oz. per yard will be ana-

lysed. Fabrics of like quality and construction are. of course,

made in lighter and heavier weights, but the setting practised

in this production suitably illustrates the more salient points of

manufacture. As already stated the weave (Plan P l
,
Plate II) is

a derivative of the double-plain, the stitching or binding of the

upper and lower textures to each other being effected by revers-

ing the positions of the yarns in each group of four picks. If,

for instance, this plan were warped and woven one thread of

dark grey and one thread of light grey, the first section would

form a transverse line of the dark shade, and the second section a

transverse line of the light shade in the cloth, proving that the

weave construction changes the two textures, of which the

compound fabric consists, from face to back, and from back to

face, each successive four picks.

The "Satarra" is, however, a piece-dyed cloth having a

fibrous or semi-dress-face finish, but the fibrous pile is neither

so dense, smooth, nor lustrous as in either the plain
"
super" or

the doeskin. The distinctive feature of the cloth is the clean-

cut lines traversing the piece from selvedge to selvedge, and due

to the technicality defined in the weave. To operate upon the

piece to the same degree, in raising, as in finishing a doeskin,

would tend to subdue and partially erase the cutting lines;
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and these are required to be, in the finished texture, clear and

distinct.

The method of loom setting differs from either the "
super

"

or the hilliard cloth.

SATARRA WEAVING DATA.

Warp : 21 skeins, cross-band twine.

Weft : 18 skeins, open-band twine.

76 to 80 in. wide in the reed, 14's reed 4's, 56 picks per inch, finishing 56

in. wide and 28 oz. per yard. Loss in finishing 18 per cent.

Like the plain
"
super

"
the cloth has approximately the

same number of threads as picks per inch finished, but it differs

as indicated in loom setting, being woven on the square.

Structurally, the cloth is determined in the loom and not by

felting the piece differently in length and width, for the shrink-

age should result in the same ratio of threads to picks in the

finished as in the unfinished fabric. From the principles of

manufacture defined, it will be understood that this is an

accurate scheme of setting to practise in the production of

cloths in which the warp and weft yarns are of similar counts,

and required to develop corresponding qualities in the finished

fabric.

(126) MEDIUM-WEIGHT MELTONS.

Melton cloths are fully considered in Chapter IX., but it is

useful to contrast briefly, at this stage, the construction and

technical features of this firmly-made and heavily-milled woven

structure, with the dress-face finished fabrics described. Meltons

are produced from medium and fine but strong-grown wools,

and in the lower varieties from wool substitutes such as pulled

waste, mungo; and similar materials, used separately or blended

with wools of a sound staple to improve the strength and

fullness of handle of the cloth. The fabrics are plain or broken

2/2 twill woven (I, Plate II.). Compound weaves are seldom

used excepting in
" union

"
manufactures. Substance and

weight of texture are obtained by variations in yarn counts,

setting, and milling, and not by variations in weave con-

struction.
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A standard setting for a 22 oz. cloth is as follows :

Warp : 13 skeins, cross-band twine.

Weft : 12 skeins, open-band twine.

90 in. wide in the reed, 12J's reed 2's, 25 picks per inch, yielding a 24

oz. cloth 54 in. wide within the selvedges. Estimated loss in finishing, 15

per cent to 20 per cent according to the quality of the material used, and

percentage of oil applied for blending and carding.

As a result of the contraction in length and width in mill-

ing, a quantity of "baulk" fibre or entangled filaments cover

the surface of the cloth. This is not spread and developed into

a smooth, bright fibrous condition as in "face" cloths, but

levelled to form a short, dense pile or nap.
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(127) ACQUIREMENT OF WEIGHT PER YARD IN WORSTEDS.

DISTINCTIONS in principles of fabric structure and methods of

woven manufacture are involved in the acquirement of weight per

yard in woollen and worsted cloths. In both types of fabrics,

the counts of the yarns, and the number of warp and weft

threads per square inch in the texture in weaving, constitute

the base on which calculations are formulated. Woollen-cloth

manufacture provides a degree of latitude in loom setting, and

also in contraction, not available in the manufacture of worsted

cloths. Analytical standards have been stated and defined,

indicating how varied is the relation in woollen fabrics of the

woven or loom length and width to the finished length and

width. Pieces 66 in., 70 in., or over 90 in. of 52 yd. or 56 yd.

from 60 yd. of warp may measure finished 56 in. of 40 yd. or

48 yd. This contraction is a controlling factor in the acquire-

ment of weight per yard in woollen cloths, resulting in the

(198)
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compression of the threads of warp and weft into a reduced

fabric area. As the yarns retain their original diameters and

length, remaining unaffected in counts, the ratio of weight
added is proportionate to the compression applied, that is to

say, providing 40 threads and picks per inch yield a 16 oz. cloth

from the loom, and that shrinkage results in the same cloth

possessing 60 threads and picks per inch, the finished result is,

theoretically, a heavier fabric losses in scouring and milling
not being estimated.

Many varieties of worsted fabrics e.g. costumes, coatings,
and suitings in piece dyes and fancies have identically the

same textural characteristics in the finished and loom con-

ditions, denoting (1) a corresponding number of threads per
inch in the fabric woven and the fabric finished ; (2) no ap-

preciable alteration in the loom and finished weight per yard ;

and (3) that the qualities designed and developed in weaving
form the qualities and technical features of the fabric finished.

It is understood that in certain classes of tweeds and Saxony
costume fabrics, the modifications produced in finishing, and

affecting the weight and quality of the cloth, are not pro-
nounced in degree, but, in other classes of woollens, milling and

raising develop new qualities and may duplicate the weight per

yard.

Worsteds with the exception of a limited variety of milled

fabrics are not manufactured on these lines. The pieces are

loom set approximately corresponding to the finished set, there-

fore the chief factors on which weight is obtained are the counts

of the yarns, and the multiplicity of the threads per inch in

weaving. On an average, worsted pieces do not lose more than

7- to 10 per cent in the finishing routine, further approximat-

ing the weight per yard of the finished fabric to the weight per

yard of the fabric calculated on the looming data.

Summarizing these points in woollens, the weight per yard is

calculated on the loom setting yarn counts and threads per Q"

plus the changes produced in the cloth by felting which

renders the fabric more compact and closer in structure, of im-

proved wearing strength and increased weight ;
whereas in the
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ordinary classes of worsteds, weight per yard is determined al-

most solely by the yarn counts and the ends and picks per G"
in weaving. Scouring produces some contraction in the piece,

and develops suppleness of fabric, clearness of textural character-

istics, and also improved wearing quality, but it is not a process
which appreciably modifies the weight. Milled worsteds, such

.as khaki serges, khaki tartans, Vicunas, and several varieties of

Crossbred overcoatings and suitings are differently constructed,

;and come under another category of worsted manufactures.

Ordinary worsteds are designed and produced without fulling or

milling, hence the method of loom setting fixes the weight per

yard of the cloth.

FIG. 105. Ten-shaft FIG. 106. Twilled mat, FIG. 107. Checked weave,

weave. or eleven-shaft Barathea.

(128) THREADS PER SQUARE INCH AND WEAVE STRUCTURE.

The weight of the fabric in worsted manufacture is change-

able in two ways : (1) by altering the number of threads per D",

and (2) by altering the counts of the yarns utilized. Either

method varies the character of the texture. If the threads per

inch are increased to give a heavier cloth without any change in

the weave, the fabric, if correctly set as originally woven, will

be hard in the handle and unsatisfactory in structure. Should

thicker yarns be used, and the same weave and number of threads

per inch be employed, a heavier fabric is obtained, but one de-

fective in fineness. Assuming the weave to be 2/2 twill and the

yarns 2-fold 40's in the sample cloth, set in a 16's reed 4's

with 64 picks per inch, then by adopting the first method and

weaving with 72 threads and picks per inch, the weight per yard

would be increased in the ratio of 128 : 144 or as 8 : 9. By the
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second method, reducing the counts to say 2-fold 30's, and re-

taining the same number of threads and picks per inch in the

loom, the weight per yard may be increased in the inverse pro-

portion of the lengths of 20 x 560 and 15 x 560, denoting the

use of an additional weight of the thicker yarn, to produce the

FIG. 105a = FIG. 105. Backed with

weft, pick and pick.

FIG. 105b = FIG. 105. Backed with

weft, 2 picks face and 1 pick backing.

same width and length of piece, than required in employing the

finer yarn, and in exact ratio of the two counts. Two distinct

cloths are thus acquired, both overcrowded in the setting, though
made of yarns of dissimilar diameters. Neither cloth would be

satisfactory. It would be necessary to change the weave to 3/3

FIG. 105c = FIG. 105. Backed with

warp, thread and thread.

FIG. 105d = FIG. 105. Backed with

warp, 2 threads face and 1 thread

backing.

twill, and this would result in a fabric improved in quality of

handle, but more open in the make, and of a different twilled

appearance to the original pattern. Certain variations of the

standard setting are feasible in these two examples which would

closely resemble the "type" fabric selected, and give an in-

crease of 1 to 2 oz. per yard, such as using the same counts of

warp and 18's weft, woven with 68 threads and 64 picks per
inch, or 2/36's warp and 18's weft and practising the same set-
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ting. Moreover, other fabrics of satisfactory structure having
some of the characteristics of the original cloth, and of 2 and

3 oz. per yard heavier, could be obtained thus :
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either correspond in scheme of interfacings and yarns, or be dis-

similar, in both technicalities, to those applied in the construction

of the face fabric. Fineness of cloth structure, and the twilled or

weave characteristics of the original sample, remain unaltered.

On the underside of this structure a "back" or "cover" of

yarns is woven. The principles of fabric setting and manufac-

ture will be better understood by examining types in each class

of production.

Figs. 105, 106, and 107 are three weave bases which, when
made in the settings given below, produce 14, 13, and 16 oz.

cloths respectively :

Fig. 105= Warp : 2-fold 40's. Weft : same aa warp. Ends and picks per in. 70.

Fig. 106= 2-fold 48's. 80.

Fig. 107= 2-fold 30's.. 60.

It is required to increase the weight per yard in Fig. 105,

first, by a supplementary set of weft yarns, and, second, by a

supplementary set of warp yarns ;
in Fig. 106 by a supple-

mentary set of warp and weft yarns of the same counts and

setting as in the face cloth ; and in Fig. 107 also by additional

warp and weft yarns but of different counts, setting, and

materials, from those employed in making the standard texture.

Then the types of fabric structures illustrated in Figs. 105a r

105b, 105c, and 105d, and in Figs. 106a and 107a, would pro-

vide for the application of the supplementary yarns on these

principles.

The weft system of construction is shown in two forms in

Figs. 105a and 105b, the former being arranged 1 pick face and

one pick backing yarn, and the latter 2 picks face and 1 pick

backing yarn. The face fabric is identical in fineness and

structure in both plans, but the thickness of the supplementary

yarn is varied, that for Fig. 105a being 20 skeins or ^ inch in

diameter, and that for Fig. 105b 10 skeins or ?V inch in diameter.

This produces a difference in weaving, and also in the backing
material of the two fabrics. Should, however, the finishing

routine result in the fibre of the yarns being raised on the under

surface, it would minimize the distinctiveness of quality due to

the backing yarns being of dissimilar counts.
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Analysing these examples in which the warp and face weft

yarns, and the set 14's reed 5's are the same as in Fig. 105,

two typical methods of wefting may be considered :

FIG. I05a.

Warp : 2/40's worsted.

14's reed 5's.

Weft : 1 pick of 2/40's worsted for face.

1 ,, ,, 20 to 22 skeins woollen for back.

120 to 130 picks per inch.

FIG. 105b.

Warp : 2/40's worsteds.

14's reed 5's.

Weft : 1 pick of 2/40's worsted for face.

1 ,, 10 to 12 skeins woollen for back.

1 2/40's worsted for face.

93 to 105 picks per inch.

(130) EEDUCTION OF PICKS AND BACKING YAEN DIAMETEBS.

To reduce the number of picks per inch, though the counts

of the face weft may not be changed, modifies the weave effect,

making the fabric more open in structure. Within certain

limits, variations in the backing-yarn counts, and in the picks

per inch, are practicable ; and, for a similar reason, 110 picks in

Fig. 105a or 90 picks in Fig. 105b would, in the warp setting

stated, yield satisfactory cloths. When the picks are diminished

to this degree, or in a like proportion, then the counts of the back-

ing weft should be similarly reduced if a heavy cloth is required,

say to 15 skeins in the first instance, and to 8 skeins in the

second instance. It is, moreover, essential that the backing

yarn should " cover" or give a compact texture, and that the

fineness and closeness of the weave formation of the single-

make fabric should be obtained. The employment of a yarn for

the under surface too small in diameter, in proportion to the

picks of weft inserted, is detrimental to firmness of fabric

structure, and if the yarn is too thick in counts it shows through
on to the face and develops a faulty cloth. From a like cause, if

the picks are not sufficiently compacted in . weaving, the face

fabric is too thin, and the compound cloth proves unsatisfactory
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in the wear. Experiments are necessary, but the elements on

which correct structures are formulated are the diameters of the

yarns, the frequency of the interfacings in the weave, and the

relative density or proportion of the face to the backing weft

picks. Taking these illustrations, the face warp and weft yarn
is

y

1
-, and the backing weft yarns 7V> and A f an mcn m dia-

meter, with 60 or 65 face and backing picks per inch in Fig.

105a ; and 62 or 70 face picks, and 31 and 35 backing picks per
inch in Fig. 105b. For the number of the face picks in each

example, plus the number of the warp threads, the fabrics are cor-

rectly constructed ; and, obviously, the number of backing picks

applied of these diameters, combined with the warp interfacings,

Zlhl

2I/I/IZI

FIG. 106a = FIG. 106. Double structure

Barathea.

FIG. 107a = FIG. 107. Double

structure with plain back.

would cause the backing weft threads to be in contact with each

other, thus complying with the accurate scheme of manufacture.

Fabric weight per yard is also a fundamental factor for con-

sideration. Here the resultant cloths are 23 to 24 oz. and 25 to

26 oz. per yard, illustrating the utility of the backing yarn in

imparting weight in these types of fabric this yarn yielding in

both Figs. 105a and 105b some 50 per cent of the weight of the

cloth. By decreasing, within the practical wefting limits, the

picks per inch, or by using a smaller backing weft yarn, the

weight per yard may be diminished, but the correct and

economic principle of construction in this class of worsted manu-

facture, is to acquire, with the backing yarn, as large a proportion

of the weight of the fabric as possible to be in agreement with

the formation of the fineness and quality of the face texture.
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(131) FACTOES AFFECTING WEAVING ECONOMY.

In regard to weaving economy, the second system of apply-

ing the supplementary or weight-producing yarns to a single-
weave fabric, is more appropriate and useful than the first

system, for the application of additional yarns in the warp does

not increase the amount of weaving. Fig. 105a having 130

picks per inch would be nearly double the cost per piece for

weaving of Fig. 105 having 70 picks per inch
;

l or contrasting
the time taken in the production of pieces in Figs. 105b and 105c,

in which the picks per inch are 105 and 60 respectively, and

weaving in looms running at 100 picks per minute, and allowing
20 per cent for stoppages to produce a 60 yd. piece, in the former

would occupy 47 hours, but only 27 hours in the latter
;
thus

105 pks. per in. x 36 in. x 60 yd. x 100 per cent _ .
r. 1

100 pks. per min. x 60 x 80

60 pks. per in. x 36 in. x 60 yd. x 100 per cent _
100 pks. per min. x 60 x 80

Therefore, obtaining weight per yard by increasing the

threads and not the picks per inch is, as regards weaving, dis-

tinctly the more economic principle of manufacture. Counter-

balancing this there are in favour of the weft system, (1), the

feasibility of using a thicker and less costly yarn for backing
weft than warp ; and, (2), its adaptability to the production of

cloths of a heavy structure. The warp system or these grounds
is employed in the construction of the better qualities of fabrics,

and in which, on an average, the weight of the single cloth is

increased in weight by the backing warp from 15 per cent to 30

per cent
;
but the weft principle is utilized in the weaving of the

lower and heavier makes of cloth, and in which the weight may
be increased by the addition of the backing weft yarns 50 to

60 per cent.

(132) TWO-PLY WAEP AND TWO-PLY WEFT METHODS OF

CONSTEUCTION COMPAEED.

Examining the weaves Figs. 105c and 105d and comparing
them with Figs. 105a and 105b, it will be observed that the two

1 This is exclusive of the extra price paid for box-loom weaving as compared
with plain shuttling.
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types are related in plan of construction, though differing in the

use of the kind of yarn warp or weft for backing purposes. The
face weaves are identical in formation, and the face and backing
surfaces also correspond in scheme of interlacing, but are de-

veloped in threads of weft and warp respectively. Taking, for

example, the supplementary picks 1, 2, 3, etc., in Fig. 105a, they

correspond in order of intersections with the supplementary
threads 9, 8, 7, etc., in Fig. 105c as follows :

SP 1

(Fig. 105a) = on the back five weft, one warp, two weft

and one warp : and ST9
(Fig. 105c) = on the back five warp, one

weft, two warp and one weft.

SP2
(Fig. 105a) = on the back two weft, one warp, two weft

and four warp : and ST8
(Fig. 105c) = on the back two warp,

one weft, two warp, one weft and four warp.
SP3

(Fig. 105a) = on the back two weft, one warp, six weft,

and one warp : and ST7

(Fig. 105c) = on the back two warp,
one weft, six warp and one weft.

That is to say, the under surface in both textures is precisely the

same in weave character. This is not an invariable rule, but it

is generally the case in the standard makes of these cloths.

Developing the weaves in the same counts of yarns and setting,

but with the supplementary threads applied as indicated in the

illustrations, would give compound fabrics of a like structure,

weight, and quality with, however, the extra oz. per yard and

tensile strength developed by the picks, SP, in Fig. 105a, and

by the threads, ST, in Fig. 105c. From these comparisons it

will be understood that the data determining the selection of the

counts of the yarns adapted to weft-backed structures, as also to

the relative diameters and compactness of the face and supple-

mentary threads, control the setting of warp-backed cloths.

Two schemes of manufacture applicable to Figs. 105c and

105d, retaining the same face warp and weft yarns as in Fig.

105, are as follows :

FIG. I05c.

Warp : 1 thread of 2/40's worsted for face.

1 2/40's back.

26's reed 5's.

Weft : 2/40's worsted, 65 picks per inch
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FIG. 105d.

Warp : 1 thread of 2/40's worsted for face.

1 ,, ,,15 skeins woollen for back.

1 ,, ,, 2/40's worsted for face.

21's reed 5's.

Weft : 2/40's worsted, 70 picks per inch.

The first of these backing arrangements adds 5 oz. per yard
to the single cloth and the second 9 oz., as compared with the

system practised in Fig. 105a adding 9 to 10 oz., and in Fig.

105b, 10 to 11 oz. per yard. No marked alteration occurs in the

face effect or fabric, which possesses the same textural character-

istics in Figs. 105a, b, c, and d. This feature, in conjunction with

the comparative weights per yard of the four cloths, suggests the

advantage of the weft over the warp system of backing in produc-

ing weight in the fabric. As already explained, warp backing is

ordinarily of a finer quality of yarn than weft backing, and is fre-

quently composed of worsted yarn like those forming the face of

the fabric ; but, on the other hand, the several grades of standard

worsted cloths made on this principle are manufactured with a

woollen weft for backing.

(133) PRINCIPLES APPLICABLE TO DOUBLE-WEAVE STRUC-
TURES.

According to the third system of construction (Fig. 106a)

a similar weave (usually that applied to the face texture) is de-

veloped on the back of the fabric to that employed in making
the single cloth. Here the yarns on the underside may be either

of the same, or different counts, to those used for the face side.

If the structures are arranged on the base of Fig. 106a, which

gives the same number of face and backing threads per Q" in

the fabric, the weave on both surfaces of the cloth should be of

a similar construction ;
but in instances where the proportion

of the face to the backing threads is dissimilar as in Fig. 107a,

distinct weaves counts and qualities of yarns are applicable to

each side of the compound cloth.

The first principle produces a "
reversible

"
fabric, and is

commercially designated
"
double-make," such as double-make

cassimere, double-make Mayo, and double-make mat. The term
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is descriptive of a compound texture 2-fold in weave and in

warp and weft yarns. Many of the best qualities of winter-

weight worsteds are made on this principle, which is a type of

textural construction that gives a cloth of high tensile strength
and wearing property. If the pieces consist of fancy styles it

is the correct practice to develop the same colour effect or

pattern on both the face and under surfaces. The cloths are

cheapened in manufacture by using 2-fold warp yarns and single

weft yarns, or by having the backing yarns a few degrees coarser

in counts than the face yarns. Irregular types of double weaves

FIG. 107b. Double structure 2-and-2 twill

face and plain back, equal to 5 threads

of face to 2 threads of backing.

FIG. 107c. Double structure 2-

and-2 twill face and back,

equal to 6 threads of face

to 3 threads of backing yarn.

are useful for this practice. Eliminating the centre twill of

Fig. 67, the two-fold structure'might be woven in 2-fold 48's

face and 2/34's backing yarns with 132 threads and picks per

inch, producing a texture of a similar character and handle as a

double-make seven-shaft worsted whip-cord. Strictly, it is this

weave on the face, and the 5-shaft Venetian on the back, but the

ratio of the threads per D" 77 : 55 of the two sets of yarns, and

the corresponding ratio of interlacings between the weaves of

the face and backing textures, produce a compound cloth closely

resembling, in technical features, a reversible two-ply fabric.

Each texture, however face and backing should corres-

pond in this type of double-make in weight per yard as well
14
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as in weave effect and other technical features. Producing Fig.
]06a in 2/48's yarns and in 80 ends and picks per inch yields a

12/i to 13 oz. cloth. Therefore if Fig. 106a (the double make) were

woven in the same warp and weft with 160 ends and picks a 25

oz. cloth would result. To alter either the weave or the counts

of the yarns for the back fabric, would change the structure and

also the ratio of weights of the two textures. By the use of

irregularly arranged double weaves these factors are, to some

degree, adjustable. If the correct weave is used, it admits of the

employment of such yarn counts, and setting, as will ensure the

weaving of a compound cloth in which the face texture will

correspond in weave characteristics, strength, and weight per

yard, with the back texture. Figs. 107b and 107c are examples
in twilled weaves of the correct construction for this class of

double-make worsted. Knowing, either from experiment, or

calculation, the yarns to use for the face cloth, it is a question
of proportion as to the counts of the yarns to apply to the

backing, when the ends and picks per inch and the number of

intersections in the weave are fixed factors.

Taking Fig. 67 reduced to a double weave as an illustration,

suitable face yarns would be 2-fold 48's with 77 ends per inch,

then first ascertain the weight of the warp yarns per yard

of the fabric 65 in. in the reed. Thus set, it would be

77 x 65 4- 24's x 35 (yd. per oz. in hank of worsted) = 6 oz.

Now the ends per inch in the face cloth being 77, and the

double weave containing 12 threads in a repeat with a 7-shaft

twill face and 5-shaft twill back, there must be 55 ends per

inch on the back, for 77 ends 4- 7 threads, in the face weave,

gives 11 repeats of the double weave per inch. It therefore

follows that 55 ends x 65 in. (reed width) 4- 6 oz. x 35 (yd.

per oz. in worsted hank) will equal the counts of the backing

yarn required, namely, 17's or 2-fold 34's.

The type of double cloth structure, illustrated in Fig. 107a,

is adapted to the production of heavy fabrics of a winter suiting

and overcoating character. Setting the single weave (Fig. 107)

in 2-fold 30's yarns in a 15's reed 4's, and with 56 picks per inch,

yields a 14| oz. cloth, but if warped and woven, as follows :
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1 thread of 2-fold 30's worsted for face,

1 ,, 20 skeins woollen for back,

1 ,, 2-fold 30's worsted for face,

and set in a 15's reed 6's, with 90 picks per in., a 26 oz. overcoat-

ing cloth is produced. This heavier cloth would have precisely

the same weave structure on the face as Fig. 107, but be twilled

woven, and composed of woollen yarn, on the back.

Fabrics of this description are constructed in a variety of

ways. As an example, Fig. 107a, which is a standard type of

weave structure, may be taken. The plan may be woven in the

following settings in addition to that considered :

A.

Warp : 1 thread of 2-fold 40's worsted for face.

1 ,, ,, 2-fold 28's back.

1 ,, ,, 2-fold 40's face.

18's reed 6's.

Weft : 1 pick of 2/48's worsted for face.

1 ,, ,,30 skeins woollen for back

1 ,, 2/48's worsted for face.

104 to 108 picks per inch.

B.

Warp : 1 thread of 2-fold 48's worsted for face.

1 ,, 2-fold 28's ,, back.

1 ,, ,, 2-fold 48's ,, face.

21's reed 6's.

Weft : same as warp, 124 picks per inch.

The object, in setting A, of using a woollen backing weft, is

to obtain additional weight, and improve the flexibility and

fullness of the handle of the cloth. This weft yarn should be

loosely spun and of good fibrous quality, so that in a piece-dye

production the under surface of the fabric may be treated to a

slight degree in the raising operation. "When woollen yarns are

combined for backing in both warp and weft, the pieces are

set 68 in., 70 in., and 72 in. in the reed, providing for 12 per
cent to 15 per cent shrinkage in width, but the milling process
is not practised with a view of felting the face yarns, as this

would be detrimental to the brightness and weave character of

the face texture. The use of worsted yarns for backing, as in

setting B, is preferable to applying woollen yarns in the manu-
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facture of fancy suiting fabrics, where the pattern on the back

of the cloth should resemble in style, or colouring, the pattern

developed on the face. Woollen yarns, if used in this class of

fabric, impart a duller tone to the pattern details on the under-

side of the texture than the worsted yarns utilized in the weav-

ing of the face effects.

(134) WEIGHT MODIFICATION OF DOUBLE FABRICS.

It should be observed that a general rule, in converting a

single into a double-weave fabric, is to reduce the original setting

of the single texture, from 5 per cent to 10 per cent. Fig. 106a

has been referred to as set with double the number of threads per

square inch in the compound as in the single structure (Fig. 106) .

Considering the latter is not set over the normal, this would give

a double-make cloth firm in construction
; but, if in the heavier

build of fabric, increased softness and suppleness are essentials,

then instead of setting Fig. 106a with twice the number of the

ends and picks as Fig. 106, it would be a sounder practice to

deduct 5 per cent or 10 per cent from the setting of the single

cloth and duplicate this result for the manufacture of the double

cloth : that is 100 : 95 : 80 (ends per inch in the single-make set-

ting)
= 76 ends

; or, in the double make, 152 ends per inch = 19's

reed 8's with 144 to 148 picks per inch
;
or 100 : 90 : 80 = 72

giving 144 ends in the double structure = 18's reed 8's with 136

to 140 picks per inch.

The percentage of reduction, in thus changing from the

single-weave to the double-weave standard, is determined, first,

by the compactness of the setting in the former
; second, by the

frequency of the "ties" or
"
stitchings

"
; and, third, by the

quality and counts of the backing yarns. The last factor does

not enter into calculation in the treatment of double structures of

the type of Fig. 106a, but is important in cloths constructed on

the base of Fig. 107a. Closeness of weave structure, and the

thickness of the backing yarns as compared with the face weave

structure and face yarns, affect the adjustment of the setting of

the double cloth. The rules defined, in reference to warp and

weft-backed fabrics, should be applied. It is the exception to
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approved practice to set higher than the threads per square
inch calculated on the yarn diameters. Providing these do not

conform with the weight of cloth required, and the setting of

the face fabric is accurate, irregular types of double-weave

structures should be utilized, which render it feasible to vary
the ratio of the face to the backing yarns without changing the

number of the former, or modifying the counts of the yarns
used in either the face or backing texture.

The problem is given the setting of a worsted-face double

cloth, also the counts of the yarns for the backing fabric with

the ends and picks per inch to increase or decrease the weight
of the compound cloth by increasing or decreasing the number
of backing yarns per D", the number of the face threads and

picks, and face and backing yarn counts, being fixed factors. To
take an example : It is required, first, to reduce by i, and,

second, to increase by J the weight per yard of Fig. 107a.

On this system the ratio of the face and backing yarns must be

adjusted to agree with the weights required. The original

setting of this fabric is stated as 90 threads and picks per inch

or 60 face and 30 backing. Therefore, to reduce the backing

weight would give 60 face and 24 back, or, in the double

weave structure, 5 face to 2 backing threads, grouped 3 face

1 back, 2 face, and 1 back, as in Fig. 107b. Adopting the same

rule to increase the backing weight by I would give 60 face and

40 backing threads per inch, or 3 face to 2 backing threads,

grouped, in the double weave (Fig. 107c), 2 face, 1 back, 1 face,

and 1 back. Forty threads per inch of 20 skeins yarn is too

close setting, but by changing the backing weave to 2/2 twill

(Fig. 107c), the difficulty would be solved. Changes in the yarn

proportions may require the backing weave to be varied when
the alteration in the weight of the backing cloth is a consider-

able percentage of the whole
;
or which involve, as in this latter

example, the addition of 20 threads per D" of the fabric in the

loom of yarns ^ of an inch in diameter.

A second method of altering the weight of a double-make

fabric, and of retaining the original face structure, consists in

varying the counts of the backing yarns. The weave construction
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in this instance remains unaltered. It is a simple calculation,

being based upon the number of threads in the width and

length of the fabric divided by the weight in drams such yarns
are to impart to the compound cloth

;
the result is the counts of

the yarn necessary in skeins. Both methods are practised. By
the yarn method, the proportionate weights obtained may be

better and more readily graduated than by the "weave"
method

;
but the latter is suitable for giving qualities and

structures of cloth for which changes in the yarn counts are

not adapted.

Weight per yard, as in single fabrics, is also variable to some

degree by the width of the pieces set in the reed, and the measure

of shrinkage in length in the scouring and finishing processes ;

but this principle is utilized in the manufacture of double and

other compound worsted cloths more as a modifying than as a

controlling factor in weight production.

(135) GROUP CLASSES OF UNION WORSTEDS.

The preceding examples demonstrate that in worsted manu-

facturing, in order to obtain a medium or heavy fabric in the

standard weaves, compound schemes of intertexture are essential.

These afford technical facilities for the combination of yarns

varying in counts, materials, and structure, such as worsted,

woollen, and cotton
;
the modification of the relative compact-

ness of yarns forming the face and backing textures
; the de-

velopment of corresponding or dissimilar schemes of colouring

and pattern style on the respective sides of the cloth, and the

production of a face texture of fine, close structure with a simi-

lar or thicker texture, made of a stronger fibrous material, on

the back, possessing either a clear or a raised-pile surface.

"Union" worsteds comprise the following principal varie-

ties :

TABLE XVIII B.

UNION WORSTED FABRICS.

A. Two-fold Weft Fabrics.

(1) Warp : Worsted. Weft : Worsted face and woollen back.

Arranged in the weft, 1 pick face, 1 pick backing ;
2 picks face and

1 pick backing ; or 3 picks face and 1 pick backing.

(2) Warp : Worsted. Weft : Cotton and woollen.
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Arranged 1 pick face (cotton) and 1 pick backing (woollen).

(3) Warp : Cotton. Weft : Worsted face and woollen back.

Arranged 2 picks worsted and 1 pick woollen.

B. TWO-FOLD WARP FABRICS.

Face Warp : Worsted or woollen. Weft : Usually worsted.

Backing Warp : Worsted or woollen.

Arranged in the warp 1 thread face, 1 thread backing ; 2 threads face,

1 thread backing ;
and 3 threads face and 1 thread backing.

C. TWO-FOLD OR DOUBLE-MAKE FABRICS.

(1) Warp : Worsted and woollen. Weft : Worsted and woollen or

co tton.

Arranged 1 face and 1 backing, or 2 face, 1 backing in both warp and

weft.

(2) Face Warp : Worsted. Face Weft : Worsted.

Backing Warp: Worsted or woollen. Backing Weft : Worsted or woollen.

Arranged 2 face and 1 backing, or 3 face and 1 backing in both warp and

weft.

D. COMPOUND FABRICS, IRREGULAR STRUCTURES.

Composed of several groups and counts of yarns and variously arranged
in the face and backing textures : e.g. ordinary double cloth types into which

centre or wadding threads or picks are introduced : double weaves with the

face and backing yarns differently arranged in the warps and wefts, such as

face and 1 backing in the warp, and 1 face, 1 backing in the weft, etc.

(136) SETTING EXAMPLES IN COMPOUND WORSTEDS.

Examples illustrative of the principles of manufacture of the

several types of these manufactures are given in the following

weaving data :

TABLE XIX.

EXAMPLES IN THE SETTING AND MANUFACTURE OF COMPOUND WORSTED
FABRICS.

A. Weft-backed Fabrics.

No. 1. Plan, Fig. 108, Plate VI.

Warp : 2/40's worsted.

16's reed 4's, 68 in. in the reed.

Weft : 1 pick of 2/48's worsted for face.

1 ,, ,,14 skeins woollen for back.

99 picks per inch in the loom.
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No. 2. Plau, Fig. 109, Plate VI.

Warp : 2/48's worsted.

20's reed 4's, 64 to 66 in. in the reed.

Weft : 1 pick of 2/48's worsted for face.

1 ,, ,,20 skeins woollen for back.

144 picks per inch in the loom .

No. 3. Plan, Fig. 110, Plate VI.

Warp : 2/40's worsted.

15's reed 4's, 68 in. in the reed.

Weft : 1 pick of 2/40's worsted for face.

1 ,, 12 skeins woollen for back.

1 ,, ,, 2/40's worsted for face.

96 picks per inch in the loom.

No. 4. Plan, Fig. Ill, Plate VI.

Warp : 2/40's worsted.

Iti's reed 4's, 68 in. in the reed.

Weft : 1 pick of 20's worsted for face.

1 ,, ,,12 skeins woollen for back.

1 ,, ,, 20's worsted for face.

91 picks per inch in the loom.

No. 5. Plan, Fig. L, Plate III.

Warp : 2-fold 48's worsted.

16's reed 6's, 64 in. in the reed.

Weft : 1 pick of 2/40's cotton (face yarn).

1 ,,10 skeins woollen (back yarn)
96 picks per inch in the loom.

No. 6. Plan, Fig. 112, Plate VI.

Warp : 2-fold 40's cotton.

24's reed 2's, 72 in. in the reed.

Weft : 2 picks of 2-fold 24's worsted for face.

1 pick of 10 skeins woollen for back.

72 picks per inch in the loom.

B. Warp-backed Fabrics.

No. 7. Plan, Fig. D, Plate IV.

Warp : 2-fold 32's worsted.

16's reed 8's, 61 in. in the reed.

Weft : 2-fold 40's worsted.

59 picks per inch in the loom.

No. 8. Plan, Fig. C, Plate IV.

Warp : 2-fold 32's worsted.

24's reed 4's, 64 in. in the reed.

Weft : 2-fold 32's worsted.

52 picks per inch in the loom.
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No. 9. Plan, Fig. 113, Plate VI. Fabric, Fig. 113a.

Warp : 2-fold 36's face and backing.
2-fold 48's light striping shade on face and back.

60/2 silk for the threads marked in the plan.

2/2/48's worsted for light shade on the back.

Order of Warping to folloiv the Construction of the Design.

15's reed 8's, 65 in. in the reed.

Weft : 2-fold 24's worsted.

61 picks per inch in the loom.

No. 10. Plan, Fig. 114, Plate VI.

Face warp : 2-fold 36's worsted.

Backing warp : 2-fold 28's worsted.

17 's reed 6's, 64 in. in the reed.

Weft : 2-fold 36's or 2-fold 28's worsted.

68 picks per inch.

C. Two-fold or Double-make Fabrics.

No. 11. Plan, Double Cassimere, Fig. M, Plate IV.

Face and backing warps : 2-fold 50's worsted.

18's reed 8's, 64 in. in the reed.

Face and backing wefts : Single 30's worsted.

148 picks per inch.

No. 12. Plan, Double Cassimere, Fig. M, Plate IV.

Face and backing warps and wefts : 2-fold 40's worsted.

15's reed 8's, 65 in. in the reed, 96 picks per inch.

No. 13. Plan, Double Cassimere, Fig. M, Plate IV.

Face and backing warps and wefts : 2-fold 40's worsted.

14's reed 8's, 66 in. in the reed, 112-118 picks per inch.

No. 14. Plan, Fig. 115, Plate VI. Pattern, Fig. 115a.

Face warp : 2-fold 48's worsted (dark shade).

Backing wa'rp :

2-fold 32's twist yarn 1 1 1--1 1 -- 1 1 - - 1
"j

" darkshade 1111 1-1 -
122 threads.

light
- 1 1 1 1 -- 1 1 -|

60/2 white silk 1 1 -

18's reed 4's, 66 in. -68 in. in the reed.

Face weft : 2-fold 26's cotton (dark shade).

Backing weft : 13 skeins woollen.

72 picks per inch.

No. 15. Plan, Fig. 116, Plate VI.

Face and backing warps and wefts : 2-fold 36's worsted.

16's reed 8's, 63 in. in the reed, 68 picks per inch.
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No. 16. Plan, Fig. 117, Plate VI.

Face and backing warp : 2-fold 48's worsted.

15's reed 8's, 68 in. in the reed.

Face weft : 2-fold 48's worsted.

Backing weft : 19 skeins woollen.

75 picks per inch.

No. 17. Plan, Fig. P, Plate IV. Pattern, Fig. 118.

Face wai-p : 2-fold 50's black 1 1 - - 1 1 3 >

twist 1 1 - 1 1 3 100 threads.

2/60's/60's/2 white silk - 2 -

For For For

14. 14. 30.

Backing warp : 2-fold 40's black worsted "1 Arranged
50's and white worsted twist

j
1 and 1.

16's reed 6's, 65 in. in the reed.

Face weft : 2-fold 50's worsted 1

Backing weft : 2-fold 40's worsted
j
ArranSed l face

'
l back '

1 face "

96 picks per inch.

No. 18. Plan, Fig. 119, Plate VI. Pattern, 119a.

Warp :

2-fold 60's white mer-
cerised cotton 11-

2-fold 32's black
worsted 1-111-11111--11-11-11 96

2-fold 32's worsted I threads
twist -122-11221-122-11-2211 in the

2-fold 30's white
worsted _1_1__11_ _l_l_

2-fold 48's worsted

(colour) 1

pattern.

36 threads. 36 threads.

15's reed 4's, 68 in. in the reed.

Weft: 2-fold 44's grey worsted 1 - \

,, ,, black 1222 L 138 picks in the pattern.
10 skeins black woollen 1 1 1 1

|

135 picks.

72 picks per inch.

(137) LOOMING AND FINISHED DATA OF EXAMPLES IN COM-
POUND WORSTED CLOTHS.

The following are the looming and finished data for the

above examples :
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(138) ANALYTICAL CONTEASTS IN SETTING AND FABEIC COM-

POSITIONS.

Fundamentally it is clear that the setting and manufacture

of medium-weight worsted fabrics differ in principle from the

setting and manufacture of medium-weight woollen fabrics.

Weave structure has, in the former, a more varied function than

in the latter. Compound weaves are essential to the production
of fine-face textures in which the measure of width and length

contraction is reduced to a minimum, providing for the applica-

tion of comparatively thick and heavy yarns to the underside of

the cloth : Examples Nos. 1 to 18 illustrate standard schemes

of construction. A feature common to each with the ex-

ception of No. 6 is the average reed width, 62 in. to 68 in.

Example 6 is, on account of its yarn composition cotton warp,
worsted face, and woollen backing weft set in accordance with

the ordinary class of woollen fabric. Two-thirds of the weight
in this specimen are produced in the woollen weft. Felting is

therefore practised to develop soundness of cloth with improved
softness of handle, and a fibrous cohesion which conceals the

cotton yarn. The measure of shrinkage, applied in this in-

stance, would be detrimental to the worsted qualities of the

general types of worsted unions, in which the face texture, or

surface, should, as closely as possible, correspond with that of a
"

solid
"
worsted production.

Briefly analysing these examples in the order in which they
are stated, it will be noted that in the weft-backed structures,

Types 1 and 2 differ in wefting from Types 3 and 4, though the

cloths are similar in warp setting. Thus the counts of the

yarns for the face warp and weft are identical in both groups of

specimens ; but, whereas 3 and 4 have the smaller number of

picks per inch, they are better balanced as to warp and weft

threads than 1 and 2. Fabrics made on the principle of the first

two examples should contain or more picks than threads per
D". This adds to the cost of weaving as seen from Example 2,

woven with 144 picks per inch, resulting in the face texture

containing 80 threads of warp and 72 picks of weft per inch.

Nos. 3 and 4, being wefted 2 picks of face to 1 pick of backing
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yarn, yield more satisfactory face structures, the proportion of

warp to weft being approximately the same on the face in each

cloth, and yet with a reduced number of picks per inch in

weaving. Both principles of fabric construction are useful and

have distinctive applications. The one-and-one scheme (Figs.

108 and 109) give, when the ratio of face threads in the warp
and weft is similar, a finer make or quality of cloth than ob-

tainable by the methods of. manufacture applied to the two-and-

one scheme of construction exemplified in Figs. 110 and 111.

As a rule, the closer the relation of the counts of the face to the

counts of the backing yarn in this group of fabrics, the finer

and firmer both surfaces of the texture. For attaining this

condition, the one-and-one system of backing either in the

weft or the warp is preferable to the two-and-one system.

Backing on the first principle involves the two surfaces of the

texture though made of different yarns containing the same
number of picks ;

but backing on the second principle, and also

3 picks face and 1 pick backing, necessitates the use of a weft

yarn several counts thicker for the under than the face side of

the cloth. Unless this is done, the number of backing picks

possible is insufficient to produce a compact surface, and a

fabric of correct wearing strength.

(139) UNION WORSTEDS PARTIALLY CONSISTING OF COTTON
TARNS.

Examples 5 and 6 are typical of "union" worsteds having
a "cover" of worsted face yarns in which cotton and woollen

yarns are also used. They are illustrative of the lower grades
of these fabrics, only a small proportion of the number of threads

per square inch of the texture being worsted. Scheme No. 5

is the more commonly adopted. The face of the cloth is a fine

twill or similar effect, and in appearance resembles a pure
worsted manufacture ;

the back of the cloth is a thick woollen

yarn usually of a low quality mungo or shoddy forming the

principal material. A characteristic of both types of texture is the

acquirement of weight per yard, and cloth-like substance, with

the backing weft. Structurally they are differently arranged.
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The worsted warp in Type 5 binds the cotton and woollen

wefts together, but in Type 6 the cotton warp is utilized in

stitching the worsted and woollen wefts to each other. By the

first of these methods of weaving, the worsted warp yarns fine in

counts are compactly set, so as to conceal the cotton face weft

and also to cover the woollen backing weft. Special weave

structures are employed, namely, warp-face twills (e.g. Figs. K
and L, Plate III), giving or f of warp floats to weft floats

on the face of the fabric. The closeness of the warp threads,

and their relative density or number, as compared with the two

kinds of weft yarn, further emphasizes and distinguishes the

effect of the worsted yarns to the concealment of the stitchings

of the cotton yarns. To obtain a compact under surface of

woollen yarn, the backing weave is of the sateen construction,

in Fig. K the 9-shaft and in Fig. L, Plate III, the 12-shaft make.

This build of fabric is interesting as forming the most eco-

nomical class of worsted " union ".

Example 6 is less satisfactory in the weave formation and

also in the method of combining the three groups of threads.

It is chiefly applied to the inferior classes of serge overcoating
cloths. Elementary twills and weaves are employed not floating

the warp over more than 1 face pick, or of the type given in

Fig. 112. The backing weave must accord with the face plan
and produce a compact, firm structure. Pieces of this character

are set fairly wide in the loom which makes it practicable, by

felting, to obtain a full cover of pile or fibre on the back, and to

impart to the face a /rise quality. When the face yarn is of a

fine Crossbred nature the milling is reduced, and the cloths are

made firmer in the loom. This results in the weave pattern

developed in the worsted weft being clearly defined in the

finishing routine.

(140) MANUFACTURE AND SETTING OF WARP-BACKED TEX-
TURES (Table XIX).

Worsted structures of the class comprised in Group B are the

reverse in arrangement and methods of manufacture from those

typed in Group A. Increased weight is here obtained by sup-

plementary warp yarns. A primary effect of this is a lower
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ratio of picks than threads, and a secondary effect the construc-

tion of a finer grade of cloths, and in which, if required, the

back of the fabric may be striped with colour (Example 9) as

well as the face. Weight being acquired by the employment of

an extra warp, implies the use for the underside of the cloth of

a sound quality of comparatively fine counts of yarn. It

would be contrary to practice and correct principles of manu-
facture to utilize in Group A the same or similar yarn counts

for the reverse as the right side of the texture. As observed in

Examples 1 to 6, the backing yarn in these weaves is of a thicker

diameter and of different structure to the yarn applied to the

face. Moreover, in Examples 1 and 2 the woollen backing corn-

Pio. 113a.- -Stripe effect in warp-backed

angled 3/3 twill.

FIG. 115a. Double-cassimere effect

with backing warp showing over

face twills.

poses nearly two-thirds of the material used, and in Example 5

the proportion of face to backing yarns is, in weight, as 76 is to

45. On the system of fabric construction exemplified in Group
B, these relative weights of face and backing yarns would not

be satisfactory the cloths would be defective in fineness and

strength of construction. The two essential advantages of this

scheme of manufacture are the acquirement of one-third, or

thereabouts, additional weight to that in the single-make fabric,

combined with like qualities of material, yarns, and pattern
features on both sides of the cloth. A further point to be noted

is the relative number of threads and picks in the respective

builds of these two groups of
" unions ". Compare, for instance,

the weaving particulars for Examples 3 and 9. Both fabrics are

15
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of corresponding weight per yard, but No. 9 is woven with 61

and No. 3 with 96 picks per inch. This technical detail in

favour of warp-backed compounds applies in a greater or lesser

degree to all classes of these fabrics.

(141) EXAMPLES IN DOUBLE-MAKE MANUFACTUEES

(Table XIX).

The third principle of construction combines the elements

of the two systems of manufacture included in groups A and B.

By this compound method of weaving exactly the same charac-

teristics in texture, effect, and colour pattern may be developed
on the face and on the reverse side of the cloth. The number
of the threads per D" of the back fabric may be reduced as in

the first and second schemes of construction, by the plan of

grouping the two sets of yarns. To do this, however, necessarily

alters the fineness of the backing surface. Thus, employing the

principles of weave structure applied to Examples 11 (Plan M,
Plate IV), 12, and 13, or the 1 thread face and 1 thread backing

arrangement, produces a fabric of the same character on the face

and on the back, but by using weaves arranged 2 threads face and

1 thread back, as in Example 17 (Plan P, Plate IV), the effect on

the right side of the cloth is finer in quality than the effect on the

underside. In both types the face and backing yarns form dis-

tinct textures, but in the first instance the two textures combined

are identical in yarns and setting, and in the second instance

they are in all points dissimilar. The 2/2 twill forms the re-

spective textures (face and backing) in Examples 11, 12, and 13
;

the prunelle warp twill in Example 15, and the 2/2 twill face texture

in Fig. 118 possesses a plain woven fabric on the back. Another

type is illustrated in Fig. 117. This weave is arranged one-and-

one in the warp and two-and-one in the weft with the 2/1 twill

forming the face and backing structures. The arrangement
admits of (a) the number of picks per inch being reduced with-

out modifying the closeness of the face fabric
;
and (6) the use

of a thicker backing yarn for increasing the weight per yard of

the compound cloth. Obviously, the principle of manufacture

illustrated in Examples 16 and 17 (weaves, Figs. 116 and O, Plate

IV) is the more practicable in the production of cloths economical
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in yarn cost. Moreover, heavier fabrics are producible in these

weave types than in weaves derived from the one-and-one

method of formation acquiring a corresponding fineness of sur-

face with a smaller proportion of backing threads and picks per
inch (compare the settings of Examples 12 and 13 with those

of Examples 16 and 17). On this latter system the wefting and

number of the threads in the cloth are reduced, and yet the

ounces psr yard increased by the thicker backing warp and weft

employed.

Fro. 118. Stripe pattern produced in

a double weave, 2/2 twill face and

plain back.

FIG. 119a. Pattern obtained in an

irregular compound weave,

Fig. 119.

(142) SETTING COMPARISONS.

It will be understood that the examples analysed are sug-

gestive of the principal standard methods of setting and weav-

ing compound worsted fabrics, but are not illustrative of the

numerous variations to which each type is subjected in practical

manufacturing. They are indicative of the diversity of scope
available in the production of these cloths by the yarn counts

combined, and by the degrees of compactness of the warp and

weft threads. An object to be attained in each group of fabrics

is the construction of a face texture of the requisite fineness

combined with a backing texture sound and firm in construction.

The grade or style of the cloth has primarily to be taken into

account. Having determined this, and also the weave con-

struction, the systems of settings defined should be compared
with the weights of cloth they severally yield, adapting the one

applicable to the nature and cost of the fabric required.
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From these examples it is apparent that cloths of ap-

proximately the same ounces per yard and also composed of

yarns of similar diameters on the face, may be obtained by
distinct schemes of looming. This is a fundamental element in

these classes of worsted manufacture, as the following examples
selected for comparison indicate :

TABLE XXI.

SETTING COMPARISONS : COMPOUND WORSTED FABRICS.

Example.
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direction of the fabric in the second instance. Cloth 10 is

much the cheaper to construct not allowing for the difference in

the qualities of the yarns used, only having 64 picks as com-

pared with 148 picks per inch in Cloth 11. Lastly contrast

Examples 12 and 13, two interesting structures composed of

2-fold 40's yarns. The latter is the more correctly made, being
balanced in the threads and picks, while the former is maximum
set in the warp and minimum set in the weft. It is the less

costly to manufacture, and would compare favourably with

Example 13 in weave or twill definition and clearness. Per

square inch it contains 216 threads as contrasted with 224 in

the more correctly woven fabrics. Tested as to tensile property
No. 13 would be uniform on both warp and weft, but No. 12

would be slightly higher on the warp than on the weft.

(143) PRACTICAL KEQUIREMENTS AND CLOTH COMPOUNDS.

These examples make it clear that practical requirements
determine the scheme of manufacture to utilize in the pro-

duction of any particular style of cloth. Setting, as shown,

may vary in corresponding or different counts of yarns in the

warp or weft, and may be adjusted to yield medium or heavy
cloths in each type of compound-weave structure. The latter

is not necessarily a weight determinate. Backed and double

weaves are, to a limited degree, applicable to fabrics light in

substance and construction in addition to the groups of textures

described. This, for example, is the case in the suiting cloth

Fig. 118 (Plan, Fig. P, Plate IV), produced in a double-make,

2/2 twill face and plain woven back
;
and also in the simple

striped vesting textures (Figs. 120a and 120b) and woven in

a two-fold warp and weft plan (Fig. 120), the following being
the orders of colouring :

FIG. 120a (Design, Fig. 120, Plate VI, repeating the first 8 threads for 72).

Face warp : 2-fold 40's white worsted 2 22
2-fold 40's black 2222
40's/2 white silk - 2 -

^72"
Threads.
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Backing warp : 2 threids of 2-fold 40's white.

2 2-fold 40's black.

Face weft : All 2-fold 40's white.

Backing weft : All 2-fold 40's black.

FIG. 120b (Design, Fig. 120, Plate VI, repeating the first 8 threads for 72).

Face warp : 2-fold 40's white 222-
2-fold 40's black 2 2 -

2-fold 40's purple
- - 2 2

40's/2 white silk - 2 -

72
Threads.

Backing warp : 2-fold 40's white 222
2-fold 40's black 2 2 -

2-fold 40's purple
- - 6

^2"
Threads.

Face weft : 2 picks of 2-fold 40's white.

2 ,. 2-fold 40's black.

Backing weft : All 2-fold 40's black.

96 threads and 96 picks per inch in both examples.

Neither of these two types of fabric (Figs. 118 and 120a) pro-
duce what may be termed standard cloths, being too loosely set,

and 15 and 17 oz. per yard respectively. They are useful as

showing how in practice, to obtain special effects, double weaves

are employed. By the methods of weaving adopted a texture is

formed in Fig. 118 (Example 17, Table XX), with a 2/2 twill

face and plain back, light in construction ;
and in Figs. 120a

and 120b a double or compound plan is utilized, in reversing the

positions of the face and backing yarns in the mat and twilled

sections of the design, to develop the lines of colour, or in obtain-

ing textural features not feasible in single-make structures.

(144) STEUCTURAL CONTEASTS.

Contrasts in fabric structure are as diversified as those ap-

plicable to setting, but have a different relation to the type of

cloth produced. Setting defines the fineness of the texture and

the compactness of the yarns. Structure, or build, defines the

scheme of yarn interlacing, and therefore affects the firmness
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and tensile strength of the fabric in different forms from fast

or open setting. It modifies the frequency with which the warp
and weft intersect and bind with each other, and, in compound
weaves, the relative closeness of the face and backing fabrics.

As explained, in the third group of compound cloths (Paragraph

84), a distinct weave is usable for each side of the piece, so

that fabrics of different fineness, structure, and substance may
be developed on the respective surfaces of double cloths.

Modifications in compound weave structures are made for

the purpose of applying to the face and back of the fabric, yarns

varying in materials and counts, and of appropriating each de-

scription of threads in the formation of a specific textural charac-

teristic. Certain modifications practised would, in ordinary

***
**

*
*

?***t***t .

* **M A******
*< *** **** tt***t*f

FIG. 120a. FIG. 120b.

Vesting striped patterns, developed in reversible double-weave compounds.

yarns and methods of construction, result in unsatisfactory

manufactures. Design in these cloths has a two-fold relation,

first, to the weave structure, and, second, to the yarn composi-
tion of the fabric. Two examples may be considered, Figs. 115

and 119, Plate VI. They are both irregular in arrangement, and

contrary to the rules of backed and double-weave construction.

Fig. 115 is a variation of the double-make cassimere in which the

relation of the face to the backing weave should be that illustrated

in Fig. M, Plate IV. The warp stitchings should, according to

the rules of tieing, be inserted in such positions in the plan as face

warp threads are lifted on the picks on which they occur. Both
these principles are transgressed in the construction of Fig. 115

the backing weft twill is inserted under the face warp twill, and

the stitches in each instance between face threads depressed.
Such a double-make twill is clearly not applicable to the regular
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methods of double-cloth manufacture. On examining the weav-

ing data (Table XIX) supplied, it will be seen that the face warp
and weft consist of one shade of yarn but of different materials,

which in the ordinary type of weave would conceal the effects

due to the backing yarns, but in this illustration (Fig. 115a) a

striped pattern obtains. In other words, the backing yarn

colourings, by this change in the weave structure, are caused to

appear on the face, and form in combination with the face yarns
a definite style of design, and yet the backing warp interweaves

2/2 twill with the backing weft retaining the construction of a

double-make cloth.

Fig. 119, Plate VI, is a further example. It is a compound

plan in which the backing weft picks 1 and 4 interlace 2/2

weft cord, and give no visible effect on the face of the fabric. The

twist and white warp yarns (see Example 18, Table XIX)
^marked in solid squares in the plan, develop a stripe feature on

both sides of the cloth, the black worsted warp and weft forming

:
the dark portions of the pattern, Fig. 119a. This, and the

'preceding illustration, suggest the principles of modifying

compound weaves in the production of definite pattern cha-

racteristics, and also of applying yarns of different counts,

shades, and qualities in such a way as to compose a dis-

tinctive type of woven fabric.



CHAPTEE IX.

OVERCOATING GROUP OF FABRICS.

(145) Varieties of Overcoating Cloths ; (146) Venetian Group ; (147)

Worsted Twill and Whip-cord Overcoatings ; (148) Warp-backed and Double-

cloth Vicuna Overcoatings : (149) Milled Worsteds
; (150) Felted Crossbreds ;

(151) Manufacturing Data for Heavy Serges ; (152) Botany Worsted Face and

Saxony Woollen Back Overcoatings ; (153) Stockingette Cloths with Woollen

or Worsted Face and Woollen Backing ; (154) Ribbed Worsted Face and

Woollen Back Fabrics ; (155) Worsted Lambskin Textures ; (156) Crossbred

Qualities of Heavy Tweeds ; (157) Technicalities of Manufacture of Friezes,

Shetlands, Fleeces, Curled Serges, and Nap Cloths ; (158) Blanket-finished

and Napped Friezes ; (159) Heavily Milled Saxony Tweeds ; (160) Union

Face Cloths. "Presidents" and "Moscows"; (161) Heavy Fabrics with

Woven Linings ; (162) Golf Cloaking Woollen-yarn Structure ; (163) Golf

Cloaking Cheviot and Saxony Yarn Compound ; (164) Lined Cloaking

Woollen and Worsted Yarn Structure.

(145) VAKIETIES OF OVERCOATING CLOTHS.

SEVERAL of the ordinary classes of woollen and worsted fabrics

are grouped as overcoating cloths. Cheviot and Saxony tweeds

of medium and heavy weight are thus utilized. Strictly, how-

ever, the overcoating cloth is a distinct grade of manufacture.

It should, with few exceptions, in both thin and substantial

structures, be firm and strong in the make, and sound and dur-

able in construction. Open or loose-woven fabrics, porous and

flexible in nature, are not generally adapted for the purposes to

which these cloths are applied. As now understood, it is prac-

tical to produce 26 to 36 oz. cloths i.e. cloths of suitable over-

coating substances in thick yarns, open in structure. Eough-
woven materials of this description are unique in hardness of

wear, and in offering favourable resistance to atmospheric con-

ditions. They have, therefore, some of the essentials of one

group of overcoating manufactures, and are employed as such,

and also for sporting suits and costumes, for which they are

(233)
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peculiarly adapted, their porousness of texture, combined with

good thermal properties, rendering them unequalled as hard

wearing materials. But the ordinary class of "overcoating"
must be characterized by other qualities. Whether 16 or 40 oz.

per yard, the fabric should retain in use the even, smooth, and

bright surface imparted in the processes of construction and

finishing.

These manufactures for the purpose of analysis, may be

grouped into the following classes and types :

(a) Thin cloths of light substance and texture such as Venetians and

worsted twills.

(6) Medium-weight fabrics : Vicunas and milled worsteds.

(c) Heavy makes of fabrics : milled woollens : friezes, Shetlands, and naps.

(d) Heavily milled and raised fabrics : meltons and boxcloths, beavers, doe-

skins, and p lots
;
and unions such as presidents and " Moscows ".

(146) VENETIAN GROUP.

Venetians are fine-twilled fabrics. They usually range from

15 to 20 oz. per yard. The warp yarns are twist or two-fold

threads if the weave characteristic is clearly defined, and single

threads, but firmly spun, if the twill effect is indistinct and the

face of the texture is of a fibrous nature. The cloths are well

made in the loom or fastly woven, and vary in reed width from

64 in. to 72 in. to agree with the finish to be applied.

Three standard methods of manufacture may be considered,

comprising the systems of warp and weft combinations practised

and proved by experimental investigation and actual work, to be

in accord with the production of three distinctive grades and

qualities of texture. These are tabulated below under the

headings of Venetian cloths A, B, and C.

TABLE XXlA.

STANDARD VENETIAN FABRICS.

A. Twist-warp Venetian (Weave, Fig. 121, Plate VII).

Warp : 2-fold 36's worsted twist composed of 1 thread of 36's olive and

white marl, and 1 thread of olive.

18's reed 4's, 66 in. wide in the reed.

Weft : 27 or 28 skeins woollen olive shade, to match the solid or self shade

in the warp yarn.
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50 picks per inch.

Length of warp woven : tiO yd.

,, ,, piece woven : 56 to 57 yd.

,, ,, piece finished : 51 to 52 yd.

Weight of warp yarns : 28 Ib. 4 oz.

,, ,, weft yarns : 25 Ib. 12 oz.

Loss in finishing on woollen weft : 10 per cent.

,, ,, ,, worsted yarns : 5 ,, ,,

Weight per yard finished : 15 to 15J oz.

B. DRAB MIXTURE "COVERT" VENETIAN (Weave, Fig. 121, Plate VII,

Threads L = lists).

Warp : 21 skeins drab mixture right-hand twine.

13's reed 4's', 72 in. wide in the loom.

Weft : 14 skeins drab mixture right-hand twine.

33 picks per inch.

Length of warp woven : 60 yd.

,, ,, piece woven : 55 ,,

,, ,, piece finished : 50 yd.

Weight of warp yarns : 41 Ib. 12 oz.

,, ,, weft yarns : 36 Ib. 7 oz.

Loss in finishing : 12 per cent.

Weight per yard finished : 22 oz.

C. INDIGO BLUE PIECE-DYE VENETIAN (Weave, Fig. 122, Plate VII T

Threads L =
lists).

Warp : 23 skeins, right-hand twine.

14J's reed 4's, 72 in. wide in the loom.

Weft : 16 skeins, right-hand twine.

34 picks per inch.

Length of warp woven : 60 yd.

,, ,, piece woven : 55 ,,

,, ,, piece finished : 49 yd.

Weight of warp yarns : 42 Ib. 8 oz.

Weight of weft yarns : 32 Ib. 13 oz.

Loss in finishing : 12 per cent.

Weight per yard finished : 21J oz.

Fabric A is a typical twist warp production woven in the

Venetian twill (Fig. 121). In such manufactures 15 percent to

18 per cent may be allowed for width contraction on the loom

width. Worsted yarns are used for warp crossed with a fine

woollen weft. Drab, medium-brown, grey, and greenish-grey
are the common shades in which the cloths are produced. The
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ratio of the diameters of the warp and weft yarns should be ap-

proximately that suggested in the illustration, namely as V m -

(worsted) is to -V^in. (woollen). To alter the counts of the

worsted, without a corresponding change in the counts of the

woollen, and also in the setting, is not a sound practice. The

worsted warp jshould, in all cases, effectually cover the woollen

weft. For this reason, on an average, the pieces are woven with

one-third more threads than picks per inch, or, as in this cloth,

with 72 threads of warp to 48 to 50 picks of weft per inch in

the loom.

It is essential in each type of Venetian that the weft yarn
should be loosely spun in order to impart milling property,

fibrous density, and softness of texture.

Patterns B and C, though made of woollen warp and weft,

are manufactured on similar principles as Pattern A. The warp

yarns are again the finer in counts, and are more compactly

grouped both in the loom and in the finished fabric than the

picks, namely, as 52 threads are to 33 picks in B, and as 58

threads are to 34 picks in C
;
or as 65 : 37 and as 73 : 40, re-

spectively, in the finished cloths. Thus, whereas in these

manufactures the warp forms the face of the fabric, the weft

constitutes a fair proportion of the weight per yard.

Comparing B and C in further detail, they are both set the

same width in the loom and are composed of similar though not

identical counts of yarns. They differ in threads per D", speci-

men C being firmer woven than specimen B. The shrinkages

on length and width also correspond, so that the textures mainly
differentiate in loom construction and also in the weave, the

Venetian twill used in fabric C producing a firmer woven
structure than the five-end sateen, the plan of fabric B. At-

tached to each of these weaves (Figs. 121 and 122) are the plans
marked L of the lists or selvedges. To protect fabrics of

this and the doeskin class in the operations of milling, tentering,

raising, and cutting, special listing weaves and yarns are em-

ployed. They should be of strong, sound yarns, and be at least

in part of a different material and colour from the ground warp,
to constitute a fast selvedge, as, for example, in fabrics of the



PLATE VII. Examples in overcoating weaves of special structure. - p~
FIGS. 121, 122. Venetian cloth weaves, L=

selvedge.
FIQ. 123. Worsted whip-cord twill.

FIG. 124. Venetian twill face, ten-shaft
sateen back.

FIGS. 125-128. Milled serge weaves.
FIG. 129. Stripe design 4/4 twill and 4/4

warp cord face, backed with plain make.

FIG. 130. Stockingette weave face, backed
with plain make arranged 2 threads face,
1 thread backing and 2 threads face, in

both the warp and wtft.

FIG. 131. Ribbed stripe on the face with

cutting threads [o], and backed with the

plain weave ^.
[Toface page 236. J
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C type, taking the left side of the piece: 2 threads of 2/30's

cotton, 24 threads of ground warp, and 16 threads of 2/30's

cotton.

In each variety of Venetian illustrated, the finishing routine

is similar in character up to raising, in which process fabrics A
are raised slightly in a damp condition, then cut sufficiently

close to develop the fine twill effects consisting of the twist warp

yarns. Textures C and D are raised in a more moist condition

to leave a short fibrous cover on the surface of the cloth
; yet

so treated in the cutting operation, as to leave the twill a visible

feature of the fabric.

(147) AVORSTED TWILL AND WHIP-CORD OVERCOATINGS

(Fig. 123, Plate VII).

Worsted twills and whip-cords form another light build of

overcoating cloths. They are made of worsted warp yarns and

of worsted or woollen weft yarns. The fabrics are firmer ia

manufacture and a grade heavier than the typical worsted-warp
Venetian. Usually they are piece dyed, a solid shade or colour

giving better prominence to the twilled details than mixture or

twist yarns.

Two methods of manufacture are practised : (1) that of

making the fabric so closely woven as to reduce piece contrac-

tion in scouring and dyeing to a minimum
;
and (2) that of

setting the pieces 70 or 72 in. in the reed and shrinking in the

milling machine in the direction of the weft, but as little as

practicable in the line of the warp yarns. Similar types of

weave, such as Fig. 123, are employed in the construction of

both classes of fabric. One standard system of manufacture

applied to the unmilled variety of these fabrics is as follows :

Warp : 2-fold 32's white worsted.

14's reed 8's, 63 in. or 64 in. in the loom.

Weft : Also 2-fold 32's white worsted.

74 picks per inch.

Weight per yard finished : 24i oz.

Plan of iveave : Fig. 123 with selvedge weaviug 4/4 warp cord, and

warped same as the piece with 4 threads of 2-fold 30's blue cotton yarns
woven twill, dividing the listing from the piece proper.
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Such fabrics, as in the example, are maximum set in the

warp to develop a clear, full twill. Single weft yarns are also

employed which improve, in some degree, the quality of handle,

but have the effect of slightly reducing the transverse tensile

strength of the piece. The same type of fabric produced by the

second method of manufacture would be set 72 in. in the loom

and in a 16's reed 6's, and woven with 30 skeins weft and

68 or 70 picks per inch. A somewhat heavier cloth is thus ob-

tained in consequence of increasing the diameter of the weft

yarn by the equivalent of three worsted counts. It will be ob-

served that in weaving, the picks are only reduced by four, but

the threads by thirteen per inch. As the two finished cloths cor-

respond in these yarn particulars, the ratio of difference in the

loom is rectified by the degree of warp and weft contraction

in milling. Width and not length shrinkage is practised

mechanical compression of the piece being adjusted to relate

principally to the weft, the normal or woven length of the

warp yarns is not affected. On this principle the woollen weff

which interlaces ten and one or floats on the back of the fabric

is rendered the felting factor. Two objects are attained by this

species of milling treatment. (1) Additional substance and

density of cloth by weft contraction mainly ;
and (2) shrinkage

to the degree necessary to produce the correct compression, or

compactness of the warp yarns, to agree with the unmilled fabric,

the face warp twills not being thereby detrimentally affected.

(148) WARP-BACKED AND DOUBLE-CLOTH VICUNA OVER-

COATINGS (Fig. 124, Plate VII, and E, Plate IV).

As in the preceding variety of cloths, this group of fine over-

coatings are manufactured of worsted or of worsted and woollen

yarns, the latter being applied in the weft. Two standards

may be analysed, the first a 2-ply warp fabric woven 5-

end Venetian on the face and 10-end sateen on the back (Fig.

124), and the second a 2-fold fabric plain woven on the back

and 2/2 twill on the face. This is the sounder and better

wearing cloth. Taking the first example, the warp yarns are

2-fold 48's worsted, 19's reed 8's, 72 in. wide in the loom
;
and

the weft yarns single 32's worsted with 80 picks per inch, giving
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a 19 to 19^ oz. cloth. An important point in the construction of

this fabric is the use of a single weft yarn somewhat smaller in

diameter than the 2-fold warp yarn, and with slightly more picks

than face threads per inch. Milling is practised, the pieces, as

in the foregoing illustration, being felted chiefly in the width to

retain some distinctness of the twilled effect. This feature is,

however, varied by the finishing routine. If a woollen yarn is

employed in the weft, the weave is not left so clearly pronounced,

and 5 to 10 per cent in length, and 11 to 20 per cent contraction

in width are allowed.

Two-fold weft yarns do not give the same quality of texture,

lessening the softness and suppleness of handle, and also no

contributing in a sufficient degree to the smooth surface ob-

tained by the method of binding the face and backing warps
to each other. To acquire a clear twill, the amount of shrinkage
is decreased and the pieces are set 66 in. or 68 in. in the reed.

One method of producing the second type of this variety of

compound weave Vicuna is thus :

Warp : 2-fold 48's worsted for face and backing (6 yd. of face warp to

equal 7 yd. of backing warp) .

Weft : 34 skeins woollen for face and backing.

15's reed 6's, 70 in. wide in the reed, 78 picks per inch.

Weight per yard : 19 to 19 oz.

Plan of Weave : Fig. R, Plate IV.

It is a correctly balanced fabric, well-made in the loom, and

simple in yarn composition. The picks per inch are in agree-
ment with the yarn diameters and the threads per inch.

Analysing the face structure, there are 52 picks of woollen yarn

^ in. diameter, and 60 threads of worsted yarn yj^ in. diameter.

The minute inequality in density is adjustable in the felting.

The satisfactory scheme of production practised, is evident in

the firmness and soundness of the fabric combined with supple-
ness of handle, and also in the permanent nature, in the wear,
of the qualities imparted in finishing. A heavier cloth of similar

characteristics is manufactured by applying a 30 skeins woollen

backing warp. Tensile strength is not in this way improved
a 2-fold 48's worsted being a thread of higher breaking strain

than a single 30 skein woollen thread, but a fuller degree of
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fibrous density is developed on the under surface of the fabric,

and neither the face nor back of the texture are thereby changed
in appearance.

To obtain the true Vicuna handle, the finishing technicalities

are varied to accord with the qualities of yarns used, the weave

structure, and relative compactness of the warp and weft threads

in looming. The first of these examples is, on these grounds,

chiefly felted in the weft
;
whereas the second cloth is felted

equally in both length and width. Eaising treatment is

similarly regulated. The utilization of a weft yarn, as in the

latter method of manufacture, of suitable fibrous structure and

property, facilitates work of this nature on the piece. A general
routine is to impart the finished qualities to the cloth prior to

dyeing. After scouring and milling to 60 in. or 62 in. adapted
to agree with the amount of raising to be practised the pieces

are raised damp, run in the milling machine or worked in the

fulling stocks for a short time, washed off, tentered, blown with

steam or decatted, dyed, then washed off, re-tentered, raised

(when thoroughly moist), followed by brief fulling treatment (to

soften the fabric and secure the surface filament), dried and cut.

The degree of closeness in cutting is adjusted to give the character

of face or weave effect required. Subsequent to cropping the

pieces are hot pressed, steamed and brushed
; and, if necessary,

cold pressed to further level and straighten the surface of the

cloth. One paramount element to be obtained in this detailed

routine of finishing work, is the production of a full quality of

softness of texture, which is mainly developed in the operations
of milling and raising.

(149) MILLED WORSTEDS.

Botany as well as Crossbred worsteds are milled or felted

in the manufacture of overcoating cloths. They differ, however,
in character from the Vicuna fabrics just considered, not having
the same suppleness of handle, but possessing either a clearer

weave development, or the close fibrous compactness of a felted

woollen but of a smarter and brighter character. Milling im-

parts textural solidity, tensile strength, and wearing property.
16
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Examples in the methods of manufacture applicable to fabrics

made of Crossbred and Botany yarns are as follows :

MILLED CROSSBRED OVERCOATING (SINGLE WEAVE, 4/4 TWILL).

Warp : 2-fold 24's Crossbred, 36's quality.

15's reed 4's, 80 in. in the loom.

Weft : Same as warp.
60 picks per inch, 23 to 23 oz. per yard.

MILLED BOTANY OVERCOATING (DOUBLE-CASSIMERE WEAVE).

Warp : 2-fold 40's Botany, 60's quality.

Single yarn = right-hand twine, 14'G turns per inch.

Double ,,
= left-hand twine, 12'3

Warp : 15's reed 8's, 70 in. in the loom.

Weft : Same as warp.
108 picks per inch, 24 to 24J oz. per yard.

Both are good wearing fabrics. The strong staple and fibre

of the wool, used in the manufacture of the Crossbred, yield a

cloth simple in construction, and well adapted, by its firm and

compact texture, for overcoating wear. In finishing, all surface

fibre is removed, and the make or twill rendered clear and dis-

tinct. Stripe and other colour patterns, in plain and mixture

yarns, are also applied in the making of this class of fabric.

The weave details in the Botany are more or less indistinct,

the surface of the texture being fibrous, with no resemblance,

however, to the pile in a doeskin or beaver. It is a fine quality

of worsted overcoating made of 60's quality of
"
top," and

a wool of good milling property. The finishing routine is of a

similar character to that described as practised in relation to

the double-make Vicuna, with the acquirement of a cloth less

supple but firmer in make and of greater wearing strength.
>

(150) FELTED CROSSBEED SEEGES (Figs. 125, 126, 127, and 128,

Plate VII).

The felted Crossbred serge overcoating is typical of a different

group of fabrics from the medium quality of milled Crossbred

cloths just considered. The two classes of fabrics differ in

textural properties, weave construction, and surface charac-

teristics. The finer Crossbred, as pointed out, is treated in
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finishing to develop the twill effect. In the felted serge, weave
structure is varied see Figs. 125 to 128 but the processes of

finishing subdue rather than develop pattern due to the methods

of warp and weft interlacing. After milling, the pieces are

tentered, trimmed in cutting, pressed, and steamed. Yarn

qualities are not emphasized the rough fibrous natu're of the

wool being one of the distinguishing features of the cloth. Diver-

sity of weave is rendered practicable by the 'comparative coarse

counts of worsted yarns used and the pronounced structure of the

plans. Ordinary twills, and their derivatives, do not result in

the production of such effective textures as those obtained by
weaves of the types illustrated.

Four methods of manufacture adapted to the application
of these distinctive weave bases are given in Table XXII :

(151) MANUFACTURING DATA FOR HEAVY SERGES.

TABLE XXII.

Weave
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phasize the value of shrinkage as a controlling factor in the

acquirement of weight per yard in this class of fabrics.

(152) BOTANY WORSTED FACE AND SAXONY WOOLLEN BACK
OVERCOATINGS.

There are several varieties of these manufactures in piece-

dyes, mixtures, and simple weave and colour patterns. Fig.

FIG. 129a.

129a (Weave, Fig. 129) is a typical fabric of this character. It

is striped in colour on the face and plain woven on the back,

FIG. 132. Warp and weft cord check.

the backing threads floating with the face warp on the right
side of the texture. A wool of good raising quality is used in

making the woollen backing weft so that, in finishing, the under
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side of the cloth may be covered with fibre imparting suppleness
of handle and causing the compound fabric to be warm in the

wear. If necessary, such is the degree to which the backing

yarns
" cover

" when raised, the reverse surface may be woven
a different colour, as in the example, from the ground shade yarns

composing the face pattern. The distinctiveness of the face

from the backing texture in yarn characteristics, counts, and

setting, renders it feasible to apply a variety of elementary weave

designs, and schemes of colouring, of the type of that illustrated,

a combination of 4/4 twill and 4/4 warp cord. In any case,

the backing structure should be plain, twill, or sateen. The
face of the fabric should, in the finishing routine, be treated

as a fine Botany worsted, and the back of the fabric as a

raised Saxony woollen ; hence in looming 10 per cent to 15 per
cent is allowed for contraction in scouring and milling, the

latter operation being preferably performed in the fulling

stocks.

WEAVING DATA (Figs. 129 Plate VII. and 129a).

66 12 66 666
Warp : 2-fold 18's medium ^ --. > \ / N ,^ . ^~-.^-~>, ^

shade worsted 1 1 - - 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1--111-1 1

2-fold 48's dark shade

worsted (backing yarn
to match the shade of

the backing weft) 1__11 i - - 1 1 11 _ 1 1 1 , -11
2-fold 18's dark shade

worsted - 1 1 _ 1 1 - - 1 1 1 211-1 1 -

25's wor&ted and 60's/2

silk twist 1 -1-1
13i's reed 4's, 70 in. wide in the reed.

Weft : 1 pick of 2-fold 18's dark shade worsted.

1 12 skeins woollen doubled for backing.

1
,, 2-fold 18's dark shade worsted.

54 picks per inch.

Pattern 129a is woven in the section marked in grey in the

plan, Fig. 129, Plate VII, but the same scheme of warping is

also applicable to the design as illustrated.

L
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(153) STOCKINGETTE CLOTH WITH WOOLLEN OR WORSTED
FACE AND WOOLLEN BACKING (Fig. 130, Plate VII).

As this term denotes the face effect of this fabric resembles

a knitted or fine ribbed texture. The double-plain weave

striped four-and-four (Fig. O 1
, Plate II) is used in the production

of both medium and heavy cloths. It is used in this example

(Fig. 130) in conjunction with a centre or binding warp and a

backing warp and weft interlacing plain. The sections in grey
and solid squares form the stockingette effect in the fabric.

Warp : (Fig. 130) 28 skeins woollen.

17's reed 4's, 75 in. in the loom.

Weft : 2 picks of 28 skeins woollen and organzine silk (20,000 yd. per

oz.) twist.

1 pick .of 10.J skeins woollen.

2 picks of woollen and silk twist.

63 picks per inch.

Thus woven, about a 30 oz. cloth (clear finish) is produced.
A worsted-face stockingette is obtainable, in the same weave,

by warping with 2/40's worsted, and wefting 2 picks of 2/40's

worsted and 40's mercerized cotton twist, 1 pick of 15 to 20

skeins woollen, and 2 picks of worsted and cotton twist ; and set-

ting in a 16 's reed 6's, with 96 picks per inch. By using fine

mercerized cotton in place of silk in the twist, piece dyeing is

practicable without colouring the effects due to this yarn.

(154) KIBBED WORSTED-FACE AND WOOLLEN-BACKED
FABRICS (Fig. 131, Plate VII).

Certain weft-cord weaves, when backed, give fabrics which

closely resemble in texture the stockingette cloth, but they are

less firm in structure and less serviceable in wear. More satis-

factory textures are acquired by combining, as in Fig. 131 ,

small lines of warp and weft effects. The character of the

pattern resulting, from using in the same weaving plan, both

types of cord, is illustrated in Fig. 132, a checked vesting style

produced in 4/4 warp and 4/4 weft cords, combined 16 and

16, and woven in 2-fold 30's warp and weft yarns with 64
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threads and picks per inch. It illustrates the style of pattern
details which develop in worsted fabrics consisting, in the

plan, of the two types of this weave. For worsted over-

coatings, and other medium cloths, compactly set and consisting
on the face of small counts of worsted yarns, the simplest weave
contrasts in line stripes are woven. They form a neat style of

worsted face and woollen piece-dye backed structures. Fig. 131

is a typical plan and yields a 20 to 21 oz. cloth when produced
thus :

Warp : 6 threads of 2-fold 60's worsted.

1 thread of 2-fold 30's

6 threads of 2-fold 60's

1 thread of 2-fold 30's

2 threads of 2-fold 60's

24's reed 4's, 66 in. in the loom.

Weft : 1 pick of single 30's worsted.

1 ,, ,,12 skeins woollen (backing).

2 picks of single 30's worsted.

96 picks per inch.

Analysed, the weave is a compound of 3/3 warp cord, marked
in grey, weft effect in M's, warp prunelle in E3 on the face,

and weft twill in ^'s on the back. The yarn counts are ad-

justed to agree with the weave formation, the face effects being
woven in the 2/60's yarns, the cutting or indentation threads, 7,

interlacing plain, in 2-fold 30's ;
and the 12 skeins woollen

weft, making the back of the cloth, interweaving with the

stronger thick counts of warp yarn.

Compound cloths of this nature are illustrative of weaving

technique. Accuracy of construction is attained in the ar-

rangement of the weaves, and in the application of yarn
diameters to the sections they each form of the fabric. To
combine satisfactorily three weaves, so dissimilar in effect and

structure, as warp cord, small weft cord, and 2/1 twill, neces-

sitates the development of each plan in correct counts of yarns
and setting, and also their adjustment in relation to each other,

on such a principle that the binding points will not detract

from but accentuate their different characteristics. A special

feature of this example consists in the use of the plain interlacing
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threads, 7's. These are not distinguishable in the fabric, but

functionally connect the three weave elements together and

prevent irregularities in the junction of one weave with an-

other. A further technicality observed, is the effective com-

bination of the face and backing textures, and the production,

with the cheaper and thicker backing yarn, of 60 per cent of

the weight of the whole fabric, and this without detriment to

the fineness and evenness of the compound weave pattern
utilized in the face structure.

(155) WORSTED LAMBSKIN TEXTURES (Fig. 133, Plate VII).

" Lambskins "
are not a heavy variety of fabric being usually

made in weights of 20 to 24 oz. per yard. The knitted texture

woven on the stockingette loom is softer and loftier in the

handle than the ordinary warp and weft production, but both

textures possess a fleecy fibrous surface and a neatly interlaced

backing. Worsted yarns are chiefly employed. The weft, in

the woven or loom structure, is a loosely spun and doubled four-

fold yarn, made of fine stapled wool, clean or snow white in

colour the fabrics being manufactured in the white as well as

in bright, pure shades. The cloth is suitable for cloakings, wraps,

mantles, and loose-fitting coatings. The weave (Fig. 133) is de-

signed to float the folded wett yarn freely on the face of texture,

and to intersect plain with several threads in succession. Each

pick, for example, in the illustration, weaves plain with five

threads, and then covers a group of eleven threads. The ar-

rangement of the plain intersections follows the scheme of the

sateen base
; hence, after shrinkage, and prior to raising, the

fabric appears to be sateen woven on the upper and plain woven
on the under surface. A typical scheme of manufacture consists

in using 2-fold 48's worsted warp, set in a 13's reed 4's, 80 in.

wide in the loom, and 4-fold 14's Botany worsted with 20

to 24 picks per inch. Setting is loose or open to induce and ac-

celerate free shrinkage of the yarns. Prolonged felting would

yield some solidity and firmness of fabric, and is not prac-
tised in this class of cloth in which a soft, supple quality is

essential.
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(156) CROSSBRED QUALITIES OF HEAVY TWEEDS.

Friezes, Shetlands, fleeces, curled serges and "
naps," form

the principal varieties of these textures. Range of manufacture,

weight per yard, finish and quality, are diversified in actual

practice.

First, as to the materials employed : Wools are selected vary-

ing from coarse to fine Crossbred British and Colonial grown,
and from 3 in. to 7 in. in length of staple. In the production

of certain of the qualities of
"
fleecy

"
overcoatings, demi-lustre

wools are also combined to obtain a pile of similar brightness
of tone to that developed in the lustre rugs described in Para-

graph 40. Moreover, in the generality of these fabrics a bright-

stapled wool is valuable in acquiring the pile surface which

composes the characteristic feature of the cloth. Neither in

friezes nor Shetlands is this lustrous property an essential, but

rather strength and durability of structure.

Second, the yarns are thick in counts, the wools thoroughly
blended and carded, developing a true, even thread in spinning.

Usually both warp and weft are single, but in some manufactures,
made of the higher grades of yarns, twist or two-fold warp
threads are used. This practice may be applied in the produc-
tion of the finer makes of

"
fleeces," in which classes of cloth the

percentage of milling is moderate, followed by a full amount of

raising to give density and fullness of pile.

For obtaining the blankety quality of handle requisite in these

cloths, the pieces should not be too firmly woven nor too heavily
milled. In the frieze, Shetland, and curled serge it is different.

These fabrics are hard and strong in construction, durable, and

of exceptional wearing property. The pile of filament, char-

acteristic of the fleece texture, is that of the velvet-pile finished

cloth, being combed, straightened or " dressed
"

;
in the frieze

the pile possesses the rough appearance and features developed
in felting, the weave and colour pattern being to some degree

visible; and, in the Shetland and "nap" frieze, the raised fila-

ment is formed into small neppy curls or beads, but not fully

covering the surface of the fabric. Finishing work applied to

the latter cloths, particularly in raising and cutting, determines
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the nature of the nap characteristic. Primarily this varies with

the fineness and length of the wool fibres, but it also varies in

character with the degree of raising, producing a pile, of lesser or

fuller composition, by the extent to which the filaments are

shortened in the operation of cutting.

The particulars of manufacture in Table XXIII of these dis-

tinctive varieties of heavy tweed cloths, made of Cheviot and

Crossbred wools, indicate the features of construction in which

they differentiate from each other.

(157) TECHNICALITIES OF MANUFACTURE OF FRIEZES, SHET-

LANDS, FLEECES, CURLED SERGES, AND NAP CLOTHS.

TABLE XXIII.

Style
of

Fabric.



PLATE VIII

Blanket finished and Napped Friezes

Pattern A Fig. 134 Pattern B Fig. 135

[Standard Cloths. To face page 250
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ing and finishing is variable, but it can be readily ascertained by

testing the yarns available for manufacture. Firmness of setting

is also a changeable factor, as it should be made to agree with

the nature of the yarns soft or medium-spun and composed
of coarse or medium qualities of wool and the character and

nature of cloths required.

(158) BLANKET-FINISHED AND "NAPPED" FRIEZES.

Patterns A and B (Figs. 134 and 135), Plate VIII, are speci-

mens of the blanket-finished heather mixture frieze, and the nap-
finished or Shetland Lovat mixture. Both fabrics are woven in

the same weaving particulars, namely, 2-fold 20-cut Cheviot yarns
for warp and weft in 9's reed 3's, and 22 picks per inch. The

FIG. 136. Striped beaver-finished overcoating.

weave is cassimere twill cutting two's in the threads. Sample
A resembles the fleece pile texture already referred to, though
the cloth is sounder and faster in construction. To facilitate

felting, and the production of "baulk
"

fibre, the pieces are set

80 in. or 84 in. wide in the loom. The " cover" of filament in

the frieze may be entirely the result of teazle raising, the

pieces in the process being saturated with moisture. It is,

however, a good practice to treat the cloths, in the first place,

on the card-raising machine, which disentangles the felted

fibres and also effectually draws them from the foundation of

the texture. Final raising should be performed on the teazle

machine. Here the process is less drastic, and the combing, and

spreading of the fibres, more in keeping with the straight, even

character of the pile result required.
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Moser or card-wire raising should also be practised in finishing

the napped frieze (Pattern B). The filaments should not, in

this instance, be laid or spread laterally, but have a vertical dis-

position, which may be effected by passing the pieces through
the beating frame face down, and operating on the back or

reverse side. This loosens the fibres and forces them into a

suitable relation for the rubbing action of the napping machine.

Cutting or cropping is only performed in each style of cloth to

level and not to shorten perceptibly the pile of filament.

These specimens are suggestive of the effect of a variation

in finishing methods on the character and appearance of a raised

pile fabric, resulting, in the blanket frieze A, in the production
of a straight vertical cover of fibres possessing fresh brightness
of colour tone

; and, in the napped frieze B, in the formation on

the surface of the cloth of clustered or beaded neps of fibres de-

tracting, in some degree, from the natural lustre of the wool but

imparting a rough curly characteristic to the cloth.

(159) HEAVILY MILLED SAXONY TWEEDS.

No class of overcoating or heavy cloth is warmer in the

wear, firmer in construction, and of better qualities of manu-

facture than this class of tweed. Fine spun yarns, composed of

short-s'apled clothing wools of high spinning, felting, and rais-

ing properties, are utilized in the production of both the single

and compound fabrics. These fine qualities of wools obtain in

varieties of cloths suitable for either a clear or fibrous routine of

finishing. One standard structure, of the beaver-finish class, is

woven swansdown on the face and plain on the back. The

build of the fabric is shown in Fig. 137, Plate X, producing in

a correct order of warping and wefting the pattern sketched in

Fig. 136. Hairline patterns, varying in stripe formation, are

developed on both sides of the texture, or fancy mixture yarns

are used, giving in either scheme a soft, fibrous, heavy overcoating

cloth of dense, compact composition. Simple line effects are

weavable by colouring the face plan 2-and-2 and the backing

plan 1-and-l. Assuming the warp yarns to be 20 or 21 skeins

and the weft yarns (face and back) 16 or 18 skeins, and the
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pieces 72 in. to 75 in. in the loom in a 14's reed 4's, and woven
with 56 or 58 picks per inch, a 28 to a 30 oz. cloth is produced.

Applying this method of manufacture to clear-finished fabrics

the compound weave is changed to Fig. 138, Plate X, which is

strictly a 3-fold plain structure, consisting of the double-plain

FIG. 139. Saxony overcoating, 6/6 twill.

make, checked, on the face and of single-plain make on the back.

As understood, the double weave is usable in the formation of

stripe, check, and other species of pattern, by arranging the

plans to agree with the orders of warp and weft colourings.

Taking the example, by colouring as below, a small check in dark

FIG. 140a. Heavily-milled Saxony overcoating.

and light shades is developed on the face with the back in

medium grey mixture yarns.

Warp: 21 skeins dark grey mixture 1 1 11
21 skeins light grey ,, 1 21-
21 skeins medium grey ,, 1 111

14's reed 4's, 72 in. in the loom.

Weft : As warp.
58 picks per inch .
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The application of single weaves of the 4/4 or 6/6 twill group
to the manufacture of pronounced twill cloths, varied in colour

composition in the warp, of some 29 to 30 oz. per yard, is illus-

trated in Fig. 139. Diversity of pattern detail is acquired, as

seen from the warping and wefting appended, by combining 2,

3, and 4-fold twist yarns, and weaving with either a mixture or

:2-ply weft thread.

Yarns : A = 4-fold 40 skeins twist dark, medium, and light shades. =

9 or 10 skeins.

B = Fancy flock twist yarn.

C = 3-fold 30 skeins twist, two dark and one light shade.

D = 2-fold 20 skeins dark and light shade.

E = 9 skeins dark shade or 2-fold 18 skeins twist.

15

Warp : A 1 - -1 2 2

B 18 3:1111.1
C- - 1 -

D- - 3 -

Weft : All shade E.

12's reed 2's, 70 in. in the loom, 24 picks per inch.

A third variety of these fine heavy Saxonies is woven in plans

composed of warp and weft corkscrew twills (Fig. 140, Plate X)

produced in the warping, wefting, and setting, stated below

and also yielding a fabric of 28 to 30 oz. per yard.

Yarns : A =21 skeins dark mixture shade.

B = 21 skeins medium mixture shade.

= 2-fold 42 skeins dark mixture and light mixture twist.

D = 2-fold 42 skeins medium mixture and bright colour twist.4664 4

Warp : A- -llllTllll-llll
B- 2314141413323151511-5133-
C- 111-1-1-11-
Dl - - 2 - - 1

Weft : 1 pick of yarn C.

1 A* ? J> "

17's reed 4's 70 in. wide in the loom, 62 picks per inch.

This and the preceding example are illustrative of heavy

Saxony tweeds, clear-finished to give definition to weave and
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colour characteristics
;
but the same classes of manufactures are

also finished with a fibrous surface, subduing or toning the

effects in the pattern.

(160) UNION FACE CLOTHS " PRESIDENTS " AND
" Moscows "

(Figs. 141 and 142, Plate X).

Heavy meltons, box cloths, doeskins, pilots, and beavers belong
to the same category as certain makes of military, navy, and

livery cloths, and are included in these groups of fabrics, but
" union

"
face cloths form a special variety and may therefore be

treated of separately. Two examples are given, the "
Presi-

dent" and the "Moscow beaver". Cotton warps are used in

the production of both fabrics, the weaves being 2-ply in con-

struction in the weft. The methods of finishing practised are

of a similar nature to those applied to all-wool beaver cloths.

The weft yarns conceal the warp on both the face and back of the

fabric. Being made of mungo, it does not, when milled and

raised, give a texture of the fibrous density and softness like

woollen yarns of a Saxony quality, nor that obtainable when the

warp and the weft threads are equally utilized in forming the

face of the cloth. Details of construction for 23 to 24 and 29 to

30 oz. fabrics, are comprised in the following looming par-

ticulars :

Moscow BEAVER (Weave, Fig. 141).

Warp : Single 22's black cotton.

13's reed 4's, 84 in. wide in the loom.

Weft : 1 pick of 17 skeins mungo.
1 ,, ,,13 skeins mungo.

68 picks per inch.

Sixty yards of warp should yield some 54 yards of woven

piece, and 50 to 52 yards of finished cloth.

PRESIDENT (Weave, Fig. 142).

Warp : 2-fold 32's or 36's cotton.

21's reed 4's, 72 in. wide in the loom.

Weft : 2 picks of 14 skeins mungo.
1 pick of 6 skeins mungo.

58 picks per inch.



Fig. 141.

Fig. 137.

Fig. 140.

Fig. 145.

Fig. 138.

Fig. 142.

Fig. 144.

3 KHSHB E rm*
Q i5i BBCiIMB ^

PLATE X. Weave Structures for Heavily-milled Saxonies.

FIG. 137. Double weave for striped beaver- FIG. 141. Moscow (union)! beaver weave.
finished overcoating. FIG. 142. Backed "President" (union)

FIG. 138. Three-ply plain weave for heavy weave.

Saxony cloth. FIGS. 143 and 144. Double weave for golf
FIG. 140. Diagonal twill for heavily-milled coatings, centre-warp stitched.

Saxony, clear finish. FIG. 145. Double-make 4/4 twill.

17 [To face page 256.
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The plain picks in the Moscow weave (Fig. 141) add to the

firmness of the fabric structure. This weave, and also the type
of plan used for the "

President," may be arranged variously, in

the picks, as indicated in the definitions given relative to the

manufacture of two-ply weft reversibles in Chap. V. Fine

"President" cloths are constructed, in which the face weave

is 8-shaft weft sateen, 2 picks of face to 1 pick of backing yarn ;

and also in the 6-end sateen, wefted 4 picks face and 2 picks

backing.

(161) HEAVY FABRICS WITH WOVEN LININGS.

Three principles of manufacture applicable to these cloths

produced for golf and lined cloakings and overcoatings com-

prise :

I. The application of similar yarns, Saxony or Cheviot, to

the face and backing textures.

IT. The application of Saxony yarns to the face, and Cheviot

yarns to the back, or vice versd, of the cloth.

III. The application of worsted yarns, Botany or Crossbred,

to the face, and Saxony or Cheviot yarns to the back of the

fabric.

Reference has been made in Paragraph 47 to a class- of

worsted overcoating with a twilled pattern on the face and a

checked pattern woven on the back as lining. This illustration

(Fig. 56) is typical of the weave and textural construction of

this group of heavy cloths. As a rule, they are two-fold warp
and weft structures with or without centre or stitching yarns.

Overcoating cloths thus constructed are more firmly woven than

golf cloakings. In the latter there is considerable scope in

methods of setting, schemes of colouring, and counts and

qualities of yarns. Pronounced check styles, tartan plaids, and

other bright colour compositions, are used in the lining texture,

but the face of the cloth is ordinarily made of a solid shade of

yarn (wool-dyed for a woollen texture and top-dyed for a

worsted) or consists of a simple weave and colour compound.



BC
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(162) GOLF CLOAKING, WOOLLEN YARN STRUCTURE.

Fig. 143a, Plate IX (Weave, Fig. 143), is an example
woven 2/2 twill on both the face and back with centre warp
stitching; the counts of the yarns being 24 skeins Saxony

throughout and 2-fold 40's cotton for the binding threads. The
fabric has a raised or

"
fleece

"
finish having, however, the twill

slightly visible on the face side. The setting applied makes,

approximately, a 19 to a 20 oz. cloth. Actual weaving par-
ticulars for this compound structure are as follows :

Face Warp and Weft.

24 skeins drab. Warp yarn = 13'5 turns per inch right-hand twine.

Weft yarn = 10 ,, ,, ,, ,,

Backing Warp.

Light brown 12 8 48 4 6 - - 6

White 4 - -22-
Medium brown - 2 2 - - 4 4

Drab or fawn - 20 40 -

Backing Weft.

Similar to the Pattern of Warp but yarns looser spun.

13's reed 5's, 66 in. or 68 in. wide in the loom, 46 picks per inch.

(163) GOLF CLOAKING CHEVIOT AND SAXONY YARN COM-
POUND (Fig. 144a, Plate XI, Weave, Fig. 144, Plate X).

The second scheme of manufacture is illustrated in Fig. 144a>

Saxony and Cheviot yarns being used for the back and face of

the cloth respectively.

The weave (Fig. 144) in this example is arranged 2-and-l

in both warp and weft. The Saxony-yarn surface has a fib-

rous finish, and the Cheviot-yarn surface a rough appearance.
Produced in the following data the cloth; is 23 to 24 oz. per

yard :

Saxony Warp.

20 skeins blue 4 24 24 4 4 2 2 4 \

20 black 2 2 2 20 20 2
loo

of) white 6 - r
threads.

20 green 20 20-
2-fold 40 skeins black and yellow twist 6 -
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Saxony Weft.

20 skeins green 20 20
]

20 blue 2 2 58 58 1

2-fold 40 skeins black and red twist 4 - i8 Picks '

20 skeins white 4 -

Cheviot Warp.

10 skeins grey 16 2 2 16 2 2 2
]

10 black 16 16 1

T>I i j 11 r L .L f 84 threads.
Black and yellow fancy twist 2

2-fold 20 skeins black and red twist -2222)
Cheviot Weft.

10 skeins grey - 2 2 16 2 2 2
16]

10 black 16 16 -

2-fold 20 skeins black and yellow twist 2 -

,, ,, ,, ,, red twist - 2 2 2 2 J

Centre warp : 2-fold 40's brown cotton.

13's reed 4's, 70 in. or 72 in. wide in the loom, 35 picks per inch.

Fig. 145a illustrates the principle of constructing the face

side of the cloth in worsted yarns, and lining in woollen yarns.
A three-fold contrast of effects is obtained in this grade of manu-
facture formed first in the qualities of the materials combined,

second in the yarn structures, and third in the textural features.

(164) LINED CLOAKING, WOOLLEN AND WT
ORSTED YARN

STRUCTURE (Fig. 145a, Plate XII, Weave, Fig. 145, Plate X).

Face Warp and Weft : 2-fold 16's Crossbred black worsted.

Backing Warp.
10 skeins black 46 8

^
12 skeins grey 36 -

j-

98 threads.

2-fold 16's white worsted for over checking 44 J

Backing Weft.

10 skeins black 40 6 -v

10 skeins grey 32 - I 86 picks.

2-fold 16's white worsted 44 J

14's reed 4's, 68 in. in the loom, 48 or 50 picks per inch.

This cloth about 29 oz. per yard is equally balanced as to-

compactness of face and backing yarns. It is three and three
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twill woven on both sides, and stitched by depressing face warp
threads on backing picks.

When this group of fabrics is compared with other com-

pound structures they manifest distinctive features. Stitching
is done by the use of special yarns (marked in E3 's in Figs. 143

and 144). Such yarns have no effect either on the face or back-

ing texture, their only function being to bind them to each other.

Small cotton or worsted threads are used for this purpose.
Should these centre yarns not be employed, the double-cloth may
be stitched by the ordinary method, as in Fig. 145, which is

practicable when, as in this instance, the warp and weft shades

in the two textures are alike in tone.

Structurally the cloths are loosely formed, but in all varieties

of these manufactures the distinct fabrics face and back

should be as perfect in colour and weave characteristics as a

single-make texture, and each so compactly woven that neither

construction modifies in the smallest degree the effects de-

veloped in the other.



CHAPTEE X.

ARMY AND NAVY CLOTHS : FIBROUS-FACED FABRICS.

(165) Groups of Army Clothing Fabrics
; (166) Manufacturing Methods :

Woollen and Worsted ; (167) Army Clothing Nomenclature ; (168)
" Tartan

' :

Cloth; (169) "Serges," "Tartans," "Tweeds" and "Khaki"; (170)
"
Serge

" and " Tartan" Cloths ; (171) "Tweed "
Cloths ; (172) "Khaki "

;

(173) Khaki Mixtures ; (174) Blends for Khaki and French Grey Mixtures
;

(175) The "Barathea"; (176) Highland Plaids; (177) Data of Manu-

facture for "Staff,"
"
Sergeant," and " Rank and File" Highland Tartans ;

(178) Tartan or Plaid Technicalities ; (179) Face-finished Fabrics ; (180)

Analysis and Weaving Particulars for Heavy Box and Melton Cloths
;

(181) Constructive Particulars for Doeskin and Beaver Cloths.

(165) GBOUPS OF ARMY CLOTHING CLOTHS.

CONTRACT cloths for the Eoyal Army and Navy Clothing

Department comprise various grades of woollen, worsted, and

woollen and worsted union fabrics, such as textures light in con-

struction and weight, and of medium substance and firmness of

manufacture ; heavily-felted cloths for overcoatings ;
and blankets

and rugs. These several classes of woven production are

composed of different materials, and made in fine, intermediate,

and coarse qualities, according to the uses and purposes to which

they are applicable. Pure wools are given, in the official state-

ment, as the staple fibre, though mungo and shoddy are also em-

ployed. Standard samples are submitted and accompany the

specifications. A similar system, as stated in Chap. IV, is in

force in contract work offered by city corporations, railway com-

panies, and other official boards. This practice enables manu-
facturers to determine accurately the nature and class of raw
material to utilize, and also the quality, structure, and finish of

the cloth. A verbal description of a fabric is not in such trans-

actions adequate. It is liable to unsatisfactory interpretation

and ought not to be accepted in lieu of the approved or authorized

(264)
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standard sample. This system might be extended with advantage
to other branches of manufacturing, as an effective means of cor-

recting misunderstandings if not of obviating controversible

litigation.

The cloths requisitioned for both Army and Navy clothing

are divisible into these principal groups : woollens (Cheviot

and Saxony qualities) ;
worsteds (Crossbreds and Botanies) :

and unions composed of woollen and worsted yarns. Each

group comprises the following varieties of manufactures :

(a) Unmilled but "shrunk" fabrics, chiefly of light weight from 4 to 6

oz. per yard, 27 to 31 or 32 in. wide.

(b) Milled fabrics, with a clear surface and from which the extraneous

filament, developed in scouring and milling, is removed in the operations of

finishing.

(c) Milled fabrics, with a rough fibrous surface of the melton and serge

class.

(d) Heavily felted fabrics, with a smooth and even fibrous surface, or

dress-face finish, such as doeskin, beaver, pilot and box cloths.

Types (b), (c) and (d) include fabrics ranging from 16 to

40 oz. per yard of 36 in. x 56 in. or 57 in. within the selvedges
or lists.

Large proportions of these cloths are made of woollen-spun

yarns. The worsted cloths selected are principally of a medium
and fine Crossbred quality, but some of the better grades, the

Barathea for example, are made of Botany wools. The weave
in most instances is single in construction and of a simple or

elementary type plain and the prunelle and cassimere twills

predominating, and, in the manufacture of fine face cloths,

sateens, on five and seven shafts, may be admissible. Pattern

or design, as understood in the fancy section of the industry, is

not applied if exception is made of the Highland plaids or tartans.

The introduction of khaki during the South African war, as a

standard shade, has afforded some facility for the blending, in

varying percentages, of dyed materials in the production of both
woollen and worsted yarns for Army Clothing fabrics.

Accuracy of shade reproduction is defined in the specifica-
tions as an absolute essential, whether acquired by a simple or

compound process of dyeing, or the result in the cloth of using
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solid or mixture shades of yarns. The latter possess a subtle,

fresh tone of colouring, being obtained in the routine of manu-

facturing work by intermingling two or more lots of dyed wools,
of the same or dissimilar qualities. The scheme of colouring
offers advantages and should have fuller recognition by the

Government Army Clothing authorities. Khaki is practically
the only cloth to which it has been applied, yet the system is

feasible in the production of other standardized shades
;
and is

commendable as the practice to be adopted in the manufacture

of new varieties of cloths applicable to military clothing. It

must, however, be recognized that, whatever the nature of the

method of colour acquirement approved, no relaxation should be

made in the stringency of the tests imposed for evenness and

uniformity of shade, and fastness to scouring, milling, and light.

(166) MANUFACTURING METHODS : WOOLLEN AND WORSTED.

The groups of cloths enumerated provide a copious range for

diversity in manufacturing routine, in the raw materials available,

and in the number of qualities and standards feasible and required
in corresponding makes of cloth. Technically, the elements

in which the woollen and worsted industries differentiate in

practice are clearly emphasized in the production of these fabrics.

As a rule, worsted manufacturers are not actually concerned in

the manipulation of the material up to the yarn, nor yet in the

finishing of the pieces, though, in tendering for Government and

Official contracts, it is an adjunct to successful work to control

directly the finishing operations in addition to the setting out

and weaving of the fabric. The amount and method of shrink-

age in the width and length of the piece, and the nature of the

finish applied, not infrequently influence the success or other-

wise of the scheme of manufacture. But the worsted industry

is essentially departmental. Yarn construction is effected on a

standardized base, and specialization obtains in dyeing and finish-

ing. These conditions, while favourable to the ordinary branches

of the piece-dye and fancy trades, are not so well adapted
to the manufacture of cloths to a definite standard in which

modifications in methods and practice are desiderata ;
and which,
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moreover, are an integral and natural part of the system of

woollen manufacturing in attaining specific technical results.

Where the worsted producer is restricted by industrial exigencies,

the woollen producer may apply technical knowledge and ex-

perience in initiative and performance.
In the woollen industry, the producer is responsible for the

selection and grouping or classification of the raw materials,

the manufacture of the yarns, the looming and weaving, and

also for the routine of finishing. He is therefore in a different

and freer position from the average maker of worsted fabrics.

Within the compass of the same mill every process of work is

conducted. Similar departmental phases prevail in yarn and

fabric construction, and in dyeing and finishing, as in worsted

cloth manufacture, with the inherent difference that the woollen

manufacturer determines and organizes the precise nature of

the work from the sorting and blending of the raw materials to

the finished product, whereas the worsted manufacturer may be

limited in the field of correlative operations to the conversion

of the spun yarn into a woven piece. Woollen cloth production,
when thus viewed, affords more complex elements under one

scheme of control than are involved in the purchase of yarns of

the accurate counts, shade and quality, and in weaving them
into cloth of a prescribed structure, strength and substance.

On these grounds it is a sine qud mm that the woollen manu-
facturer have an expert and experimental knowledge of the

physical and clothing properties, and spinning qualities, of the

various grades and classes of wools. It is imperative that he

should be acquainted with the behaviour of different wools in

the combination of chemical and mechanical processes of manu-

facture, and also be competent to initiate, group, and co-ordinate

methods calculated to ensure economic and accurate results.

The nature and scope of the varied work comprised is more

fully apprehended when viewed in relation to the range, and

characteristics of cloths to be produced. At the outset, the

construction, adaptability, and running efficiency of the

machinery accessible has to be taken into account. Serges and

the rougher classes of fabrics, for example, being made of the

coarser-grown wools, are producible economically in factories-
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equipped for the Cheviot grades of manufacturing ; and, for a

like reason, the finer makes of cloths, composed of yarns small

in diameter and spun from short-stapled Merino wools, neces-

sitate the use of carding, spinning, and finishing machinery em-

ployed in the production of Saxony cloths. Economy and

efficiency in manufacture are only attainable on these lines.

Neither issue is practicable by the utilization of machinery not'

specially designed and adapted for the treatment of the classes

of wools applicable to the makes and qualities of cloth to be

manufactured.

The setting out of the machinery plant and running of the

mill are all-important. Each department should be subjective
to separate supervision, and be equipped proportionably in

productive power with correlative departments. The maximum
output of each section, on the systems of work for which it is

usable, should be tested and recorded. This facilitates initial

and general control, and acts as a correction or preventative of

leakage in individual groups of operations. These factors may
not be more fully investigated here but they lie at the basis of

successful production.
The scope of the worsted manufacturer, whose concern is

the making of the pieces from yarns obtained from the spinner,
relates chiefly to accuracy and economy in woven results. The

grouping of the looms in types, and speeding them according to

the class of fabric on which they are utilized, are essentials.

Looms on which the speed is alterable by the use of change
wheels, are the more satisfactory for maintaining a maximum
efficiency of output, when changing from one grade of cloth to

another. On elementary fabrics, especially simple in weave

structure and shuttling arrangement, a higher speed is attainable

than in weaving some classes of double-make textures in which

the order of wefting, as to yarn counts and shades, is more or

less .complex.

(167) ARMY CLOTHING NOMENCLATURE.

References with analyses have been made in Chapter IV to

flannels (Group (a) Page 265) ; serges clear finished (Group (&));

kerseys, khaki, and tartan drab mixtures (Group (c)).
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Taking the official nomenclature the cloths for Army and

Navy clothing are designated flannels (white and scarlet) :

serges, thin and thick (white, red, blue, and black) : tweeds

(blue) : tartans (blue, black and khaki) :

"
fearnoughts

"
and

Kerseys (white, red and green) : and cloths (red, green, blue and

black). Each term defines some characteristic feature of the

fabric. The differences in texture and other qualities of flannels,

and light or thin serges, as suggested by this terminology have

already been indicated. Fabrics of the serge group vary in

yarn structure, material and finish, as will be explained. They
are harder in texture than the tweeds, which are made of either

single or two-fold woollen yarns, yet both makes of fabrics con-

sist of Crossbred wools of a fine or medium but not of a coarse

quality. Tartans are intermediate in grade and fineness of

texture between the tweed and the cloth. This latter is a well-

milled, face-finished fabric. "Fearnoughts" and Kerseys are

made of thick strong-haired wools, and to the particulars

stated in Paragraph 66.
"
Kersey

" French cariset is descriptive of a coarse woollen

cloth, hand-loom woven, and said to have been formerly made
in Devonshire and Kent. "

Serge," French serge croisee

(twilled), serge drapee (milled) and serge fine (fine, unmilled)
is applied to a woollen or worsted fabric with an undressed

fibrous surface produced in the natural colour of the wool, and in

one shade of yarns, or piece dyed.
"
Tartan," as employed in

the above designations, is somewhat misleading. The term is

variously interpreted, but if of Gaelic origin, it would appear,

according to Logan, to be suggestive of the intermingling and

crossing of colours characteristic of the Highland plaid. Cer-

tainly the term was understood to have this significance in the

fourteenth century in such records as the purchase of "
half an

elle of doble tartane to lyne the collars to our good Lady
Quene," 1471

;
and later 1538 a " Heland tartane to hose to

the King's grace ;
as also in a banner of yellow tartane," and in

*' ane elle and ane halve to lyne the gown of gold
"

of James

III. Other terms were also used by the Highlanders to describe

their national fabric, namely,
"
Cath-dath," which Logan renders
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as
" the strife of colours," and Pianche as

" War colour
"

;
and

*'
Breacon-feile," literally checked striped colouring. Buchanan,

however, writing in 1582 on the customs of the Highlanders,

chiefly particularizes the material and colour, stating
"
they

delight in marled clothes, especially that have any long stripes

of sundry colours," and adds "their predecessors wore short

plaids of divers colours"; and here he is followed by a later

historian who observes "
Every isle differs from each other in

their fancy of making plaids as to stripes in breadths and

colours". "Plaid" and not "tartan" is the term used by
both these authors and is suggestive of its early employment
and application.

(168) "TARTAN" CLOTH.

That " tartan
"

is a corruption of the French word tire-taine,

meaning linsey-woolsey, a coarse hand-woven fabric of linen

warp and woollen weft is not probable. Whatever the origin

and true rendering of the term, which is applied in French and

English to checked plaid fabrics, in Army Clothing
" tartan

"
is

descriptive of the material and texture and not of the composite

colouring peculiar to the Highland plaids.

(169)
"
SERGES," "TARTANS," "TWEEDS" AND "KHAKI".

In Tables XXIV to XXVI the specification particulars and

looming technicalities, based on analytical data, are supplied of

the official standard patterns of
"
Serges," "Tartans,"

"
Tweeds,"

"
Cloths," and " Khaki "

fabrics. Several of the Navy Clothing

materials, including "Flannels," "Blue Cloths," "Tartans,"
"
Kerseys," and "

Fearnoughts," have been treated of in some
detail in the analysis of the principles and theory of fabric

structure and production in the Chapter on the " Standard

Grades of Woven Manufactures ".

It will be understood that, in the following Tables of Army
and Navy Clothing Fabrics, the looming data given are variable,

in some degree, in such particulars as the Counts of Yarns, the

Threads per inch in the Loom, and the Measure of Shrinkage.
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(170)
" SERGE " AND " TARTAN "

CLOTHS.

(Tables XXIV. and XXV.)

Analysing these technical data, as they relate primarily to
"
Serges," and "Tartans," it should be noted that elasticity, or

fabric stretch, under breaking strain, is a property dependent

upon the quality of the fibre used, the diameter of the yarns,
and the turns per inch. These points are apparent on com-

paring Patterns B and C, both similar makes of serge, though

specified as
"
thin

"
and " thick

"
respectively. The term "

thick,"

as applied here, may be taken as synonymous with fibrous

cover, Pattern C being more clothy in the handle than

Pattern B ; a characteristic due to the use of a 13- skeins

woollen yarn for weft as contrasted with the 18 skeins used in

the weaving of Pattern B. That is to say, the approximate
relative diameters of the warp and weft threads in B are as

17 : 11, and in C as 17 : 19. Theoretically this would indicate

a similar test for breaking strain and elasticity for both cloths ;

but, as specified, the fabric woven with the smaller spun weft

thread tests 2^ in. against 2 in. of the fabric woven with the

thicker spun weft. Yarn dissection shows the same warp yarn
structure in each cloth, and 9 '4 turns per inch in the 13^ skeins

and 10'4 turns in the 18 skeins, which points to the disparity

seen in the tests of the two cloths being caused by a difference

in the quality of the wools used, and in the favour of Cloth B as

to fineness of fibre, strength of staple, and felting property.

Blue serge No. 1 is a distinct make of fabric from Types B
and C being woven prunelle twill, and consisting of single

woollen yarns spun to 28 skeins in the warp (16*6 turns per

inch) and 25 skeins in the weft (14'2 turns per inch). The
methods of manufacture, and finishing result, in a fabric of soft,

fibrous handle on the face, but firm and clear on the under surface,

due to the well-spun weft thread. The degree of milling contrac-

tion, from 46 threads and picks in the loom to 56 threads and 52

picks per inch in the finished cloth, accounts, partially, for the

elasticity test of 2 in. in the warp and 2 in. in the weft.

Scarlet serges Nos. 1 and 2 Patterns D and E have been

described and contrasted in manufacturing technicalities in

Chapter IV.
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The differences, in the structure and character of the
"
Serge

"
and the " Tartan

"
cloths, are readily understood when

the qualities of the yarns employed in the production of each class

of fabric is analysed. The " Tartan
"

is a woollen cloth two-

fold yarns in both warp and weft made of fine Saxony or
41

clothing" wools, spun to 28 skeins; whereas, the serge is a
41 Union

"
(worsted warp and woollen weft, Patterns B and C)

a pure Crossbred worsted (Pattern D) or a fine Saxony
woollen composed of single yarns Pattern A.

The "Tartan" fabric is fibrous finished, but not faced or

dressed. The strength test necessitates, in this grade of cloth,

the use of 2-ply yarns. Single 14 skeins warp and weft would,
in the looming particulars stated in Table XXV, give the re-

quisite weight per yard, but the cloths thus obtained would be

unsatisfactory in fineness and quality if not in strength and

elasticity ;
and would, moreover, be liable to suffer in durability

or wearing property.

(171) "TWEED" CLOTHS.

The " Tweeds
"

Blue Fabrics 1. and 2 are of a Saxony
class, medium-fibred wools of the Merino variety being utilized

in their manufacture. Both patterns are characterized by
softness of texture and suppleness of handle. To acquire
standards agreeing with the tests specified, two-fold warp

yarns are employed. Assuming
"
quality "to be an essential

in the purpose to which these cloths are applicable, it is

correct, theoretically and practically, to spin the yarns to a

moderately small counts blending true-grown
"
clothing

"

wools and doubling for weaving, a practice which yields

yarn strength, and a cloth dense in fibre and firm in con-

struction. Felting is also fairly high to produce some firmness

of texture and add to the wearing character. Similar grades of

fabrics might be more economically manufactured by reducing
the fineness of the wool and the yarn counts. Such cloths

would be of improved soundness and strength, but have a

tendency to be deficient in flexibility and softness.
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(172) KHAKI.

The " Khaki "
fabric is a special manufacture for Army cloth-

ing produced in
"
Serge,"

"
Tartan," "Cloth" and "Melton"

qualities. Detailed analyses have been compared and explained
in Paragraphs 69, 70, and 71 so that the present exposition of

these groups of fabrics will mainly relate to colour characteristics

and composition. Some features of the cloths tabulated under

this heading may, however, be noted, as they are typical and

illustrative of specific principles and systems of manufacture.

Eeferring to the data given in Table XXVII the tartan drab

mixture Pattern N is a solid Crossbred worsted of ordinary

construction, in the finishing of which some degree of milling is

practised to improve the elasticity test. The 16-17 oz. and the

20-21 oz. fabrics of this class L and M are composed of

worsted warp yarns, fine Crossbred two-fold 28's and two-

fold 24's respectively, woven with 16| and 12 skeins weft. The
woollen yarn develops milling property and fibrous density.

These two serges are rendered more serviceable for cloth-

ing purposes by the woollen structure of the weft yarn, and are

closer in the make, and more satisfactorily resist atmospheric
conditions for being milled. Melton cloths and P are

plain woven, heavily milled, with the weave concealed or

covered by the surface or " baulk
"

fibre produced in felting.

In construction they are of the usual Melton type of cloth

treated of in Paragraph 126. Sample Q cloth drab mix-

ture is the most interesting fabric of the series in manu-

facturing data. It is prunelle twill woven, compactly set in

the reed, and, for the counts of the yarns employed, maximum
wefted. Eighty inches is an approximate loom width, but

the pieces may be, with advantage, set wider, adjusting the

threads per inch and counts of the yarns to agree with the al-

teration. Felting on the length, or warp, is essential to the

production of the strength test indicated. Warp felting is suc-

cessfully effected by compound milling, the action of the auto-

matic stocks accelerating and supplementing the action on the

pieces between the flanged and the upper pressure rollers and in

the cuttling box or trough of the machine.
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(173) KHAKT MIXTUEES.

" Khaki "
is a Persian term signifying

"
like the earth ". It

is a well-known mineral dye extensively used in India
;
but the

" khaki " made for army clothing is not a simple but a compound
shade or blend of several colour units.

Blending, for mixture shades, may be performed on two dis-

tinct bases : first, by employing a minimum number of simple
colours to adequately match the standard shade

; and, second, by

combining a number of colour ingredients which, in addition to

yielding a dorrect match, produce colour strength and value.

The latter method may appear the less economical, but it has

features in its favour. The mixture or compound shade result-

ant, is enhanced in tone and freshness of tinting. The first

base simply attains the necessary shade with the smallest

diversity of colour units and is correspondingly of weaker

colour value.

A practical advantage obtains in the second system, in the

facility it affords for grading or toning mixture shades. Ob-

viously, for example, more colours are given on Plate XIII than

absolutely necessary to produce the khaki shade in the woven
texture (Specimen G). The brown could be eliminated, and a

shade intermediate between the buff and the drab could be dyed
to take the place of both, thus reducing the colour units to five

instead of seven. Theoretically this. is sound. An advantage,

however, in practice, in using the larger number, is the base it

provides for keeping the resultant blend to standard. If the

blend shows too yellow less drab and more buff may be added
;

if not red enough, more brown
;

if too red an increase of sage

green ; and if deficient in
"
body

"
a higher percentage of brown. 1

Moreover, the khaki mixtures vary in tone, but the "serge,"

"tartan," "melton" or "
overcoating" are all producible from

this series of colours. The composition of these mixtures is

stated in Table XXVIII.

1 An alternative method would be to employ four colours, namely, the brown,
the lavender, and two intermediate shades obtained, (a) betwixt the drab and the

fawn, and (b) betwixt the bronze and the green. This would form an economic

scheme of dyeings.



PLATE XIII

Specimens of Khaki Blend and Fabric
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(174) BLENDS FOR KHAKI AND FRENCH GREY MIXTURES. 1

TABLE XXVIII.

Colour Uuits.
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fine-fibred wools possessing the property of scouring a pure
white.

(175) THE BARATHEA.

It will be observed in the descriptions given of the cloths

supplied for Army and Navy clothing that they are fabrics chiefly

made of woollen yarns. With the exception of some makes of

scarlet and blue serge, woollen yarns are used in all cases for

weft, and in many of the cloths for both warp and weft. As

ordinarily manufactured, a woollen fabric is close and compact
in structure. The relative qualities of woollen and worsted

textures doubtless form the base on which a preference has been

established in favour of woollen materials for military and navy

clothing. The " Barathea
"

is one of the few cloths (double

weave in formation) used for this purpose composed throughout
of worsted yarns. It is a vat indigo dyed fabric of fine quality,

correct in principle of looming, counting 68 threads and 53 picks

per half inch finished. The weight per yard is 28 oz., the

specified tests being Strength: Warp, 590 Ib.
; weft, 480 Ib.

;

and Elasticity : 4 in. in warp and weft. As regards breaking
strain and elasticity tests, the fabric is equal in standard to that

of the milled varieties of woollen cloths
;
but these are features

in which worsted fabrics as a rule compare favourably with

woollen fabrics of the same weight per yard, and composed of

materials of similar qualities. Two-fold yarns manufactured on

the worsted system indicate a high breaking test. Counts for

counts they are in this property superior to woollen yarns.

One cause of this is the removal of the "
neppy

"
fibre in the

process of combing, and a second cause in the successive level-

ling, drawing out, and doubling of the slivers of combed wool,

performed in the production of this type of thread structure.

Fabrics made of worsted yarns should therefore test satisfac-

torily both in regard to strength and elasticity. Such makes of

cloth as the " Barathea
"

are also closely constructed or woven,
and characterized by suppleness and softness of handle. This

compound structure is woven twilled mat on the face and plain

weave on the back, and arranged 2i threads of face to 1 thread



PLATB XIV

French Grey Blend and Fabric; Blue Grey Army Oloth
;

and Wool Samples for Khaki
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of backing yarn in both warp and weft, the loom setting being
as follows :

Warp : 2-fold 40'a worsted face and back.

18's reed 6's, 72 in. wide in the loom.

Weft : 1 pick of 2-fold 40's worsted for face.

1 ,, 2-fold 20's ,, ,, back.

1 2-fold 40's ,, face.

104-108 picks per inch.

Weave: Fig. 106.

In setting out the pieces approximately 5 per cent should be

allowed for extra take up of the backing warp.

(176) HIGHLAND PLAIDS.

This group of fabrics is manufactured for army clothing in

three grades, designated
" Tartan

"
or

"
Staff,"

"
Serjeant," and

" Bank and File
"
according to quality and make of texture. The

" Tartan
"

is a fine woollen Saxony cloth, slightly milled, with a

natural fibrous finish. The "
Serjeant

"
is made of thicker yarns,

the fabric being more open in the setting or threads per inch,

and the "Rank and File" is a strong Cheviot cloth with the

plaid colourings distinct and clearly pronounced.
Three qualities of texture are manufactured specified

"Tartan Highland, No. 4, Staff"; "Tartan Highland, Serjeant

Piper, Scots Guards and Royal Highlanders
"

;
and " Tartan

Highland, No. 2, Rank and File ". Weaving data for the respec-

tive fabrics are detailed in Table XXIX.

(177) DATA OF MANUFACTURE FOR "
STAFF,"

" SERGEANT."

AND " RANK-AND-FILE " HIGHLAND PLAIDS.

TABLE XXIX.

I. TARTAN HIGHLAND, No. 4, "STAFF" .

Warp and Weft : 22J to 23 skeins Saxony.
12's reed 4's, 73 or 74 in. wide in the loom.

44 picks per inch.

Finished width : 56 in. with 64 threads and 56 picks per inch.

Weight per yard : 18 to 18| oz.

Tests. Strength Warp : '230 Ib. Elasticity Warp : 2 in.

.- 180 Ib. Weft : 2 in.
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Scheme of Colouring.

Warp: Blue - 66 62 22 22 62 66 -

Green 22 6 64 - - 64 6 22

Red 6 14 6 14 14 6 14 6 -

Yellow - - 6 -

Weft : Blue - 54 52 20 20 52 54 -

Green 38 6 54 - - 54 6

Bed 6 12 6 12 12 6 12 6

Yellow - 6 -

Weave : 2/2 twill.

570 threads.

488 picks.

II. TARTAN HIGHLAND,
" SERGEANT PIPER,"

" SCOTS GUARDS " AND " ROYAL.

HIGHLANDERS ".

Warp and Weft : 16 skeins fine Cheviot.

32 threads and 32 picks per inch, 70 to 72 in. wide in the loom.

Finished width : 56 in. with 40 threads and 40 picks per inch.

Weight per yard : 16 to 17 oz.

Tests. Strength Warp : 195 Ib. Elasticity Not specified.

Weft : 175 Ib.

Scheme of Colouring.

Warp . Red - 75 - - 22 6 6 22 - - 75

Black -22 4 4 4 - - 4 - - 4 4 22 -

Green - 24 - - 24 -

Blue - 14 - - 14 -

White - 6 - - 4 - - 6 -

Yellow - 4 - - 4

Weft : Red - 81 - - 24 7 7 24 - - 81

Black - 2o 5 5 4--4--5 5 26 -

Green - 24 - - 24 -

Blue - 14 - - 14 -

White - 6 - - 4 - - 6 ,
-

Yellow - 4 - - 4 -

Weave: 2/2 twill.

374 threads.

404 picks.

III. TARTAN HIGHLAND, No. 2, "RANK AND FILE
: '

(Plate XV.).

Warp : 2-fold 22 skeins Cheviot.

Weft : 12 or 12.J skeins Cheviot.

30 threads and 32 picks per inch, 68 in. in the loom.

Finished width : 56 in. with 36 threads and picks per inch.

Weight per yard : 19| to 20J oz.

Tests. Strength Warp : 330 Ib. Elasticity Warp : 2 in.

Weft : 250 Ib. Weft : 2 in.
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Scheme of Colouring.

Warp: Black 6 6 28 4 4 28 4 4 28 4 4 28 6 6

Green - 26 26 - - 26 26 -

Blue - - 13 6 6 - - 28 28 - - 6 6 13

White 10 - - 10 -

Red - 10 -

Weft : Black - -66 26 44 26 44 26 44 26 66
Green - 24 24 - - 24 24 -

Blue -- 11 6 6 - - 26 26 - - 6 6 11

White - 10 - - 10 -

Red 10
Weave: 2/2 twill.

400

threads.

376

picks.

The three styles of these textures will be understood from

the distinct materials used and schemes of production practised.

(178) TARTAN OR PLAID TECHNICALITIES.

Plaids or tartans form a grade of woollen manufacture neces-

sitating technical accuracy in every detail. In the first place,

purity and fastness of colour are essentials. Definition of line

and beauty of pattern are accentuated by distinctiveness of

colouring. In no process of finishing scouring, shrinking, and

steaming must there be the slightest indication of the colour

being modified in hue or of running one into the other. For
the black, blue, and green shades, woaded vat indigo dyeing is

practised ;
for the reds, cochineal

; and for the yellows, weld.

Secondly, the setting out of the textures in the loom, to pro-
duce the exact width of fabric, developing each plaid in the

correct dimensions in the finished cloth, is another essential.

The tartans must be "woven to pattern with which the size of

the check must be in exact conformity ". This, in such com-

pound colourings, is only attainable by the motions of the loom

tensioning of the warp and weft, shuttling, and take up of the

fabric being absolutely uniform throughout the weaving of the

pieces. Finishing is a routine of cleansing, shrinkage, tentering,

dressing of the surface of the cloth in cutting, levelling and

straightening in pressing, and of improving the quality of handle

in the final process of steaming.
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(179) FACE-FINISHED FABRICS.

Several varieties of these cloths have been analysed but

chiefly of a light or medium substance ;
the principles, however,

underlying their construction are also applicable to cloths of a

thicker and heavier character. Army clothing fabrics of this

description range from 23 to 30 oz. per yard. They are wool-

dyed manufactures varying in strength on the warp from 240

to 300 lb., and on the weft from 180 Ib. in the 23 oz. cloth,

to 300 lb. in the 30 oz. cloth. Elasticity tests show on the

warp a stretch of If to 3 in. and on the weft from 2 to

3 in. All the fabrics are plain woven, securing firmness

of structure. Yarn counts, in the warp, vary from 13 to 22

yards per dram
; and, in the weft, from 10-^ to 20 yards per

dram. Loom setting, with the exception of scarlet cloth No.

1, is in agreement with the normal standards. This fabric

(Pattern V, Table XXX), consisting of 18 skeins yarns and

plain in the weave, is woven with the maximum number of

picks. One useful element, in this method of looming, is that a

weft surface is developed, in a plain woven texture, composed
of the same counts of warp and weft yarn ;

and if soft-spun, as

in this manufacture (the dissection of the warp threads in the

standard shows the yarn to be right-hand twine with 16'3 turns

per inch, and the weft yarn left-hand twine with 5 turns per inch) ,

it yields a full amount of felting and raising properties.

Faced cloths, produced for ordinary commercial purposes,

have technical points in common with these fabrics, but sateen

twill, broken twill, and double-warp and double-weft doeskin

weaves, are employed in addition to the plain weave. They

comprise medium and heavy meltons, box cloths, doeskins,

pilots and beavers.

Melton and box cloths are similarly manufactured but differ

in surface or fibrous characteristics, the box cloth having a dress-

face finish, and the melton a fibrous finish without laying or

drawing the fibres in a line in the process of raising. Methods of

manufacture for each of these fabrics are outlined in the follow-

ing Table.
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TABLE XXXI.

(180) ANALYSIS AND WEAVING PARTICULARS FOR HEAVY
Box AND MELTON CLOTHS.

I. Box CLOTH (30 oz. per yard).

Warp : 10'J to 11 skeins drab woollen.

Weft : 12 to 13 ,,

14's reed 2's, 90 in. wide in the loom, 36 or 37 picks per inch.

Finished width : 56 in. with 45 threads and 44 picks per inch.

Weight per yard : 30 to 31 oz.

Weave : 2/2 twill cutting two's in the threads.

II. Box CLOTH (39 to 40 oz. per yard).

Warp : 14 to 15 skeins drab woollen.

Weft: 17 to 18

8's reed 4's, 99 or 100 in. wide in the loom, 76 to 78 picks per inch.

Weave : 3-ply in the weft, arranged, 1 pick weft swansdown foi- face, 1

pick plain (centre) and 1 pick warp swansdown for back.

III. MELTON (22 oz. per yard).

Warp : 15 skeins woollen.

Weft : 14 or 14 skeins woollen.

13's reed 2's, 90 or 92 in. in the loom, 34 picks per inch.

Finished width : 56 in. with 43 threads and 42 picks per inch.

Weave : 2/2 twill cutting two's in the picks.

IV. MELTON (24 oz. per yard).

Warp : 10J or 11 skeins woollen.

Weft : same as warp, but looser spun.

12's reed 2's, 90 in. in the loom, 22 to 24 picks per inch.

Finished width : 56 in. with 40 threads and 34 picks per inch.

Pilots are usually twill woven and made of moderately heavy
counts of yarns. The cloths have a beaver finish. The fol-

lowing setting data give a 35 to 36 oz. cloth :

V. PILOT.

Warp : 10 skeins left-hc.nd twine firmly spun.

Weft : 6 or 7 skeins right-hand twine loosely spun.

7j's reed 4's, 90 or 92 in. wide in the loom, 24 picks per inch.

Finished width : 56 in. with 48 threads and 30 picks per inch.

Beavers and doeskins are cloths of a similar characteristic,

but the doeskin of the finer construction. Table XXXII contains

particulars of several grades of manufacture applicable to these

fabrics.
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TABLE XXXII.

(181) CONSTRUCTIVE PARTICULARS FOR DOESKIN AND BEAVER
CLOTHS.

I. PBUNKLLE DOESKIN (12 oz. cloth (narrow width)).

Warp : 24 skeins fine woollen.

Weft : 13$ or 14 skeins ,,

16's reed 4's, 35 in. in the loom for each narrow piece, with 40 to 42

picks per inch.

Finished width : 28 in. narrow with 80 threads and 48 picks per inch.

Weave : 5-end sateen.

II. DOESKIN (14 to 14$ oz. cloth, 28 in. wide).

Warp : 22 to 23 skeins Saxony left-hand twine.

Weft : 10$ to 11$ skeins Saxony right-hand twine loose spun.

12$'s reed 4's, 38 to 40 in. in the loom, 36 to 38 picks per inch.

Weave : 5-end sateen.

Routine of finishing : Knot and mend. Scour with solution at 8.
Twaddle. Mill to 28 in. Wash off. Tenter. Raise damp, 5 sides. Allow

to dry. Beat on the raising gig. Cut. Warm press. Boil 3 to 4 hours

160 F. Allow to cool. Re-wind from opposite end of piece and reboil.

Cool. Re-boil, reversing order of winding. Cool. Dye. Raise in a satur-

ated condition to straighten and comb out and spread the surface fibre. Dry
beat and steam on the gig. Brush. Cut or crop. Hot press with high tem-

perature and pressure. Steam and brush lightly in the direction of the fibrous

pile.

III. BEAVER (24 oz. cloth).

Warp and Weft : 10$ to 11 skeins Saxony left-hand twine 8 '4 turns per
inch.

6$'s reed 4's, 90 to 92 in. wide in the loom, 26 picks per inch.

Weave : 2/2 twill cutting 2's in the warp.

IV. BEAVER (24 to 25 oz. cloth).

Warp : 14 skeins, right-hand twine.

Weft : 16 skeins, left-hand twine.

16's reed 2's, 90 in. wide in the loom, 40 picks per inch.

Finished : 51 threads and 47 picks.

Weave : 5-end sateen.

V. BEAVER (34 oz. cloth).

Warp : 26 skeins Saxony, right-hand twine.

Weft : 14 ,, ,, left-hand twine.

12$'s reed 4's, 82 to 84 in. wide in the loom, 64 to 68 picks per inch.

Weave : Weft-backed 5-end sateen, Fig. H, Plate III .
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VI. WARP-BACKED BEAVER (24 oz. cloth).

Warp : 18 skeins, left-hand twine for face and right-hand twine for back-

ing yarns.

Weft : 22 skeins, right-hand twine.

16's reed 4's, 70 in. wide in the loom, 54 picks per inch.

Finished : 80 threads and 62 picks.

Weave : Fig. B, Plate IV.

VII. DEVON PILOT (35 to 36 oz. cloth).

Warp : 12 skeins, left-hand twine, firmly spun.

Weft : 6i skeins, right-hand twine, loosely spun.

7's reed 4's, 90 in. wide in the loom, 24 picks per inch.

Finished : 49 threads and 30 picks.

Weave : 2-and-2 twill to the left.

(N.B. In the foregoing Examples, the percentage of waste varies with the

quality of material used. The length shrinkage or milling in each case isf

in practice, adjusted to agree with the required weight per yard.)

Various classes of doeskin and beaver cloths are constructed

in compound weaves as indicated in Examples V and VI. The
reversible weft principle (Figs. D and H, Plate III) is also ap-

plied to union cloths in which the warp is cotton and the weft

spun from reclaimed or re-manufactured materials. The 2-fold

warp structure (Fig. G, Plate IV) admits of the use of a lower

quality of weft than warp yarn, without any perceptible detri-

ment to the quality of the face or back of the texture
;
and the

double-make construction (Fig. N, Plate IV) is utilized in the

manufacture of heavy cloths of 40 or more oz. per yard.

Beaver, doeskin, pilot, and other face-finished cloths, exem-

plify the diversified and extensive field of manufacture available

in this branch of the woollen industry. In attaining, approxi-

mately, the same weight per yard, the counts of yarns, setting,

weave structure, and all other technicalities may be dissimilar.

Technological data, formulated on the results of experimental

research, and established by practical observation and ex-

perience, are, in the application of such manufacturing methods,
the factors which determine and ensure success.
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FELTS have already been defined (Chapter I) as cloths made

direct, that is without the routine of yarn construction and the

aid of the loom, from animal fibres by a process of fulling.

Neither spinning nor weaving, and the subsidiary operations they

involve, are essential in their production. They form, as a con-

sequence, the most elementary grade of textile manufacture.

(182) HISTORICAL DATA.

Historically, felts are likely to have been the earliest variety

of hand made covering, or material, obtained from wool and

hair. Prior to the discovery of the manual arts of carding,

spinning, and weaving, the fibrous skins of domesticated and wild

animals were used as clothing. This application, in the course

of time, suggested the feasibility of manipulating the fibre, hair,

or fur into a matted or felted texture of some degree of uni-

formity of substance, shape, and thickness. The continued use

of these fibrous materials, in the natural or unprepared state,

would result in the filaments, locks, or staples, assuming, at

first, an entangled but irregular consistency of composition.
Whatever the exact order of occurrence, the inventive faculty

(289) 19
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of the wearer would be arrested by the adhesive clustering of

the filaments into a felted stuff of some degree of firmness, to be

imperceptibly exercised in devising means, and crude appliances,

for the systematic separation and opening of the fleece of

wool. The step to re-blending the fibres thus manipulated, and

of felting, was easy of attainment. It would be the immediate

precursor of converting the material into layers of matted fibres

of regulated evenness and density.
Felts were originally an Eastern manufacture. They have

been produced from early times in various parts of Asia, but

more especially in Persia, Turkey, Russia, and India. Several

grades of felts were utilized by the Romans, who are stated to

have " embroidered one style of cloth in a different manner from

the Parthians and the Ancient Gauls ". Pliny records in detail

that " wool is compressed for making felt, which, if saturated

in vinegar, is capable of resisting iron
; and, what is still more,

after having gone through the last process, will even resist fire
;

the refuse, too, when taken out of the vat of the scourer, is used

for making mattresses ". Proceeding, he refers to the gausapa
or gausapum a thick texture made of fine wool and dyed purple,

and " used particularly for covering tables, beds, and for thick

coats to keep out the wet," and which were "
brought into use

in his father's memory". He also alludes to the amphimalla
a cloth napped on both sides and to the shaggy apron of

the artisan.

(183) MECHANICAL PRACTICES.

Until the invention of machinery, felted stuffs had only a

limited application. The scheme of production was restricted

in scope, and inadequate in principle, and did not facilitate or

provide for industrial development. The substitution of me-

chanical systems of carding, invented in the latter part of the

eighteenth century, led to the practical formation of sheets of

prepared fibres continuous in length, uniform in breadth, and

of like equality and compactness throughout. Basing experi-
ments on the results of the manual methods, it was early discov-

tered that layer upon layer of carded material could be densified
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and hardened, and treated in the fulling stocks, in such a way
as to give a cloth of a known length, width, and substance.

These discoveries, and improvements in routine of work resulted

in felt production developing into a considerable branch of tex-

tile manufacture; so that felts are now made in thin, medium
and heavy materials applicable to blankets, mats, carpets,

saddle padding, table covers, and a large variety of cloths suitable

for clothing and decorative purposes.

(184) DISTINCTIVE FELT TYPES.

There are two distinctive types of these manufactures, namely,
those acquired by felting laps or sheets of carded wools and other

animal fibres, and felts produced by the ordinary operations of

spinning and weaving, and following with excessive fulling. The
two types differ structurally, in tensility, and in behaviour under

stretch and friction. The woven felts, in the common varieties,

register the higher breaking strain. Providing identical ma-

terials are employed, and the cloths are of corresponding weight

per yard, the woven structure also possesses the superior wearing

property. A loom-constructed felt does not fray nor tear in the

same way as carded felt, each strand of yarn offering a measure

of resistance. The scheme of interlacing, or binding of the

threads with each other, further adds to the elasticity and firm-

ness of the cloth. Umvoven felted structures possess excellent

warmth-yielding properties. On this account, they are selected

as the most effective material as foot-wear for durability, and

for resisting icy coldness, by the natives of Siberia. As blankets,

mattresses, and wrappings for use in sleeping in the open, they
are unequalled, being more supple, closer in texture, and denser

in fibrous composition, than similar materials spun into yarns,

and knitted or woven to make a fabric.

Strength, hardness, and solidity are developed, in the heavier

styles of carded felts, by prolonged fulling or milling. By this

process, and by blending fine-fibred wools of uniform growth
and soundness of staple, and of superior felting characteristics,

cloths are produced of the toughness of newly-cut wood. Such

solidified felts are applied to piano-hammers, and to mechanical
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tools and instruments for deadening sound due to heavy and

frequent concussions.

Summarizing these comparisons, it is clear that unwoven felts

acquire strength and cohesiveness by compressing, under con-

ditions favourable to fulling, the filament units, forming the

carded lap, into close and unific contact
;
whereas woven felts

derive similar qualities by compelling, into the closest affinity

with each other, the interlaced threads or yarns of which they
consist. Fibril units are finer and therefore more multitudinous

than yarn units, and, as such, give a cloth of the higher homo-

geneity and density. On the other hand, the extraneous or

circumferential fibres of the yarns have specific linking and

binding or interlocking functions. Under the repeated com-

pressions and raised temperature, produced in the mechanical

work of milling, and whilst the cloth is in a saturated alkaline

state, in which the yarns have a tendency to expand or swell,

the wool filaments, or hair of the raw material, are compacted
into one common solidified piece. By chemical and mechanical

action a clothy material is thus made in which all traces are

obliterated of single or distinctive threads whether intercrossed

by knitting or weaving as separate and spun strands of fibres.

(185) PRELIMINARY PROCESSES EAW MATERIALS.

The preliminary work of manufacture, in making any

species of cloth from fibrous materials, comprises three phases
or schemes of treatment. First, it consists in cleansing the raw

product; second, in opening the staple and separating filament

from filament, disintegrating the order of growth ; and, third,

in re-mingling and re-grouping the fibres with systematic de-

finiteness, forming thereby a fleece or "lap" of material of

uniform consistency and fibrous arrangement. Cotton prepara-
tion is done by ginning, opening, and carding, or by carding and

combing ; flax, by heckling and straightening ; jute, by carding
for "tow" spinning and heckling for "line" spinning; silk
"
waste," by dressing (corresponding in method and technical

results to the operation of heckling) ; and wool, first, for felt

cloths, by
"
teazing

"
and carding, making a

"
batt

"
or piece of
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fleecy material ; second, for woollen woven cloths, by teazing,

carding, and condensing, producing soft, thick
"
slivers

"
of a

thread-like character but unspun ; third, for worsted fabrics, by

(a) carding, back-washing, and drawing, making a "roving"
from which a spun thread may be formed ; (b) by carding,

back-washing, and combing, giving a "
top

"
or ribbon of

levelled, straightened fibres
; and (c) by gilling straightening

and levelling and combing. A common mechanical principle

obtains in each of these systems of preparation, which may
be defined . as a compound procedure, involving the opening,

separating, and re-combination of the filaments in the raw

material, bringing them into such relations as to give a fleece,

lap, ribbon, or thread grouping of straightened or combed fila-

ments uniformly commingled. This agreement, in principle,

of the several methods of work, facilitates the admixture of

two or more varieties of materials in the production of the

cloth whether a derivative of felting or of spinning, weaving,
and fulling.

(186) FIBRE AND COLOUR BLENDING.

For unwoven felts the operations which prepare the sub-

stance or foundation of the piece are "
carding

"
and "

batting ".

Prior to this treatment, as explained, the fibrous materials are

opened on the teazer, or, in the case of strong, matted wools on

the fearnought.

Blending. Blending or mixing of wools and hair, etc., of

different qualities, or natural and dyed colours, is effected at

this stage. It is accomplished for two principal functions :

(1) the combination of materials of dissimilar characteristics

and values to acquire a definite quality of carded lap, i.e. fine,

rough, or coarse in fibrous composition ;
and (2) to obtain fancy

or mixture shades diversified in tone, tint, and colour hue.

(1) It will be understood that the latitude in the first scheme

of blending is only measured by the diversity and cost of the

materials available. Their respective properties have, however,
to be considered. Materials differentiating too widely in lengths
of staple will not card satisfactorily together or yield a level,
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regular fleece or
" batt

"
; and, similarly, wools too distinctive in

felting property, though of corresponding carding features,

cannot be blended with favourable practical results. In il-

lustration of these points fine "clothing" wools vary from a

fraction of an inch to two or three inches in length, whereas

wools of a coarser growth vary from five to twelve inches.

Now closeness and fibrous density of staple are the highest in

the shorter- and the finer-fibred wools, and these elements

denote felting power. Merino lamb's wool, as regards fulling

duration, exceeds that of coarse " black-face
"
wool by some 50

per cent. Wools, differing in felting degree, are utilized for the

production of special technical effects in the manufacture of

woven felts, but, in carded felts, it is the ordinary practice to

restrict the scope, in blending, to the use of wools of approxi-

mately the same fulling strength, or which, at any rate, in the

work of milling will give an even cloth. That this is essential

to successful felt production is apparent on considering the

differences in felting quality and behaviour of the two varieties

of wool forming respectively the surfaces of the compound over-

coating fabric, Specimens A and B, Fig. 146. Composing one

and the same cloth, they have been treated identically in the

fulling machine. Surface A, however, is made of Lincoln lustre

wool, and surface B of Sydney clothing wool. In the process

of milling, both wools, in the first or preliminary period, felt

uniformly ; but, as the operation proceeds, the Merino wools

gain the ascendancy and finally control the activity and ac-

celeration of the shrinkage. As seen in the cloths, the aug-

mented fulling facility of the finer, as compared with the coarser

wool, causes the yarns of the latter to loop or bend and form

the irregular, wavy surface A. By the same routine, a smooth,

compact, level texture is produced in B.

Whereas such wools may, by allocating them to different

functions in a compound woven cloth, be effectively combined,

yielding results of technical and commercial value, yet it is not

feasible to induce like combinations in pure or carded felts in

which each class of fibres constitutes a part of a composite
whole. Distinctiveness of position is not practicable in the
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latter instance. Carding, the fundamental and productive

process of this species of felt manufacture, blends the fibrous

materials promiscuously. It is not a mechanical routine de-

signed to S3lect and appropriate groups of fibres, applying them
to specific sections of the cloth, but a compound work in which
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all lengths and sorts of fibres are systematically and uniformly

intermingled and conglomerated. For the better classes of felts,

short-stapled and fine-fibred wools are combined ;
for medium

varieties, Crossbreds, Cheviots, and wool substitutes ;
and for

thick, heavy felts, such as carpets and saddle cloths, coarse wool

East India, Shetland, etc. and hair. In hat manufacture

the fur of the rabbit and hare are mainly employed, the finer

felts being made of Vicuna and Camel's hair, and the fur of the

beaver and musk-rat. Different classes of wools are also em-

ployed, especially in the production of
"

soft felts
"

in which

many tones of mixture shades obtain.

(2) Blending for the production of fancy shades is a branch

of the science and technology of textile colouring. It is the

same, in theory and principle of application, in felt as in woven

manufactures, being accomplished by the admixture of coloured

wools and other fibres previous to carding which completes the

process of colour assimilation and the formation of the blend.

Two systems of treatment may be followed, namely, the com-

position of "
mixtures," graduating, in mathematical ratio, from

a light tint to a dark tone
; and, second, the acquirement of

mixture shades of a corresponding depth of tone but differing in

quality of hue. Specimens a, b, and c, Fig. 147, are examples
in a simple scheme of greys obtained by blending dark blue and

white in the proportions of (a) three of white and one of dark

blue
; (6) two of white and two of dark blue

;
and (c) one of

white and three of dark blue. The gradation of toning
and tinting may, in practice, be extended to six, nine, or

twelve degrees. Moreover, any two contrasting colours e.g.

light and dark or a dark colour with white, and a light colour

with black, may be combined. A third or tinting colour, of a

bright hue, may also be introduced into this group of
" mix-

tures," to impart tone to the shades formed. Thus, by this

method, if green or warm brown were added to the French

grey compound on Plate XIV, the resultant shade would be a

greenish or brownish blue grey.
Mixtures diversified in hue, but of a like depth of tone, in-

clude a varied assortment of colour compositions. The khaki
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a,

specimen Plate XIII has been analysed.

in relation to the woven fabric, it
,

is equally suggestive as an ex-

ample in "mixtures" for felts, the

shade resultant being identical in

tone and tinting in both the carded
"
batt

"
and the finished cloth.

Theoretically, and practically, the

colour elements, and method of

technical work, are of the same

character in each of these manu-
factures. What is involved is, the

admixture, by mechanical treat-

ment, of two or more dyed wools to

produce a definite compound mix-

ture shade. The whole gamut of

natural as well as artificial tints,

tones, and hues of colour are in the

process available to the colourist.

Though given

FIG. 147. Woven felts,

graduated in shade.

(187) COLOUR STANDARDS AND MIXTURE SHADES FOR FELTS.

Accuracy and proficiency of manufacture in the production
of fancy mixture shades in felt cloths, render it desirable, both

in experimental research and in commercial practice, to follow

a scheme of colour standardization. Such a scheme is formulated

by the selection of series of initial or standard colour units, to

which should be added the primary and secondary hues and

their derivative tones and tints. The " standards
" must be of

correlative qualities, that is to say, adjacent colours, in the series

or scale compiled, must have one hue in common. This colour
"

link
"
obviates a break or interruption of hue in the chromatic

circle. On this principle in a scheme based on experimental
research commencing with grey the colour tones comprise blue,

blue-green, green -blue, green, yellow-green, yellow - brown,

brown, red-brown, purple, and warm blue assimilating with the

initial shade, neutral grey. These hues form a practical scheme

of standardization as regards specific colour units. Each hue
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is toned and tinted, in uniform ratio, to ten degrees, by the

admixture in the light shades with white, and in the dark

shades with black. The net result is 110 "
standards," all

obtainable by "process" dyeing. To complete the scale and

render, when essential, the influence of fibrous mixing prac-

tically imperceptible in the carded lap in producing new
shades, and without resorting to additional dyeings, the chro-

matic relation of the colour hues is more closely established

by the formation of intermediate groups of shades obtained by

blending equal parts of two adjacent colours. For example,
the grey shades are blended with the blue shades, forming in-

termediate shades of blue-grey ;
the blue shades with those of

blue-green, for intermediate blue shades tinged with green; the

red-brown with pure brown or with purple, forming respectively

intermediate shades of warm and purple-brown.
Provision is made in the application of this system of colour

standardization for two technical essentialities, namely, (1)

latitude for variation in the quality of the standards utilized,

as to degree of sombreness and mellowness or brightness and

pungency of hue
;
and (2) facility for reducing or increasing the

series of the standards : factors which enable the colourist to

select the tone and number of shades in agreement with the

colour phenomena obtaining in any specific branch of manu-

facturing.

These fundamental features, so vital to the utility of the

scheme, need further explanation. First as to colour quality,

tone, and kue it is imperative that these should accord with

the nature and diversity of the composite colouring practised in

each section of the industry to which they relate. Thus it will

be at once apparent that the colour standards in coincidence with

the " colour scheme
"
applicable to clothing felts, are not of the

most useful in character to agree with the "colour scheme
"
de-

veloped in felt carpets. For the former more sombre shades

are appropriate and requisite than for the latter. Decorative

felts command, in addition, a full range of bright, clear, and dis-

tinctive hues and tones possessing depth, mellowness, and bloom.

Overlapping necessarily exists, but it is not so inclusive as to
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obviate the desirability of an independent group of standards

for each style of manufacture, if colour excellence and freshness

are to be available. But no deviation in degree from the chro-

matic base already described is permissible in the compilation

of such standards. This element is not variable with a modifi-

cation of the brilliancy or otherwise of the standards selected.

The principle of hue gradation or toning is a fixed factor deter-

mined by the colour scale of the colorific circle. As demonstrated,

if the "linking" hue in the formation of the circle is weakened

or interrupted, the combination of the standards in the processes

of manufacture, instead of resulting in solid colours, would pro-

duce shades presenting the " hue
"

ingredients of their blended

composition. On the other hand, the prevalence of the "link-

ing" hue, throughout the series of shades standardized, ef-

fectively neutralizes the formation of these characteristics and

secures solidity of shade resultant.

Second, as to the number and diversity of the standards :

Industrial and technical facilities for colour practice and appli-

cation are the controlling conditions here. In some branches

of felt production each standard need not, as in this scheme, be

toned to eleven degrees. Six, for practical purposes, would

probably be found ample, and the intermediate shades due to

the admixture of two adjacent shades in the scale, might,

moreover, be dispensed with, which would have the effect of re-

ducing the number of
" stock

"
shades from 110 to 66. In other

sections of the industry, as for instance the decorative branches,

in order to facilitate colour range and novelty, the complete
number of standards indicated and described would be desirable.

The leading objects ensured by this system in the manu-
facture of coloured felts are :

"
(1) Economy of colour produc-

tion, a limited set of colours yielding an unlimited set of distinct

shades
; (2) the substitution of uncertainty of colour or shade

formation due to independent dyeings by certainty of result due

to mixing ;
and (3) the manufacture of yarns by blending from a

series of fixed colours which may be stocked, producing new
shades as varied and solid in appearance as those obtainable in

dyeing. In the ordinary method of acquiring new shades by
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blending, there is an absence of a scale of fixed or standard

colours ;
neither in the blending is there a base of proportions,

nor in the colours combined a standard scheme of colour

gradation." Thus it will be seen that, in addition to degrees

and grades of colour toning, with positive matching, being af-

forded in the production of solid shades, the prolific and useful

art of colour blending, in fibrous materials, for ordinary varieties

of mixture shades is established on a scientific and technical

base.

(188) CAEDING AND BATT FOEMATION.

Following the preparatory routine of cleansing and blend-

ing, the materials are carded, hardened, and fulled. These are

the principal processes in carded felt manufacture, which is a

limited scheme of textile work as compared with the simple and

compound operations, practised in the construction of ordinary
fabrics in the loom.

Carding, the process which yields the basis of the felt, re-

sembles, in nature and object, the mechanical treatment of the

wool in scribbling and carding in yarn production, but "
batt

"

formation takes the place of condensing. One or two machines

single- or double-cylinder in arrangement are employed.
Loose and open wools, and materials, may be prepared on the

single type of machine, but for the closer-grown and matted-

staple wools, or materials necessitating considerable opening and

blending, it is advantageous to combine a double-swift scribbler

with a single- or two-swift carder. The scribbled lap, in this

instance, is conveyed from the first to the second machine by
Blamire's Lap Former, or by the Scotch Overhead Feed. In

either case, a fleece of scribbled wool is laid, in the reverse di-

rection, on the lattice sheet of the carder, to that in which it is

delivered by the doffing cylinder of the scribbler.

It is all-important to the making of an even lap, free from

neppiness and irregularities, that the number of carding sur-

faces in the machines employed should be adequate to the work
of complete separation, re-blending, and re-arrangement of the

fibres of the raw material. The carded sheet or batt see
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PLATE XVI. Specimens illustrative of felt-cloth manufacture. A, A 1 = Merino

and Crossbred wools; B, B1 = Carded batts from A, A 1
; C, C 1 = Hardened

compound batts from B, B1
.
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specimens B, B 1

,
Plate XVI requires to be of one fibrous

cohesiveness and consistency throughout its width and length.

Failing this, the subsequent processes of hardening and fulling,

instead of lessening or removing such defects and inequalities,

fix and accentuate them : the condition of the material when
carded permanently determines the level and uniform char-

acteristics of the hardened product.
The "batting" frame or machine is attached to the carder.

The flimsy, fibrous sheet of material stripped from the
"
doffer,"

by the doffing comb, travels with an endless linen texture

some fifty yards in length or a measure equivalent to the length
of piece prepared for hardening over a series of pairs of

rollers, placed one above the other and in an enclosed frame or

chamber. This linen piece or carrier is maintained at an even

tension, being bound at the edges with leather, and arranged to

run within suitable grooves of the batt frame. The thickness

and weight per yard of the hardened felt are regulated, in this

operation, by the number of layers of carded material laid in

succession one over the other on this endless sheet. When the

required number has been combined, and conveyed into the

batt frame, the lap is broken off and run on to a smooth surface

roller, and forms a
"
batt

"
ready for hardening.

It should be observed that a piece of felt cloth, like a spun

yarn, is primarily and substantially formed by a continuation of

the mechanical action which, in the first place, separates the

filaments of the wool or hair, and, in the second place, works

the material into a condition to be adaptive and conducive to

re-combination after a prescribed method. If a spun yarn is

required, the carded fleece is divided into lengths of equal
ribbon-like dimensions and rubbed into fluffy untwisted threads

;

if a piece of felt is the object of manufacture, lap upon lap is

united until a "
batt

"
of suitable length and substance has been

produced.

Carding results coincide in both instances : the differences

exist in the method of preparation for subsequent processes
and technical routine.
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(189) BATT HARDENING : BYWATER'S SYSTEM.

Specimens of batt material are shown at B and B 1 on Plate

XVI. They result from the Sydney and Crossbred wools illus-

trated at A and A 1
. Wools of this quality and fineness are

applicable to felts for clothing purposes.

Fibrous adhesiveness is observed in each of the "
batt

"

samples, but firmness of texture is lacking. Still, the filaments

are so effectively crossed, and promiscuously grouped, as to give

a fleece or lap of regular thickness and density. These features

render the product suitable for yielding, in the hardening

operation, a cohesive and solidified though somewhat spongy

piece.

The object of hardening is to convert the "
batt

''
into a

piece of sufficient substance, and tensile strength, as to be

capable of undergoing, without breakage or mutilation, the

mechanical work applied in the fulling stocks or the milling

machine. It is effected by damping and steaming followed by
friction and pressure. Moisture and heat produce cohesiveness

of fibrous condition. The outer scales of the fibres, combined

with waviness of staple and method of fibrous grouping, aug-
ment the binding contact of filament with filament. Perman-

ence of result is secured by compression.

(190) HARDENING MACHINES : ROLLER PRINCIPLE.

Two types of machines are constructed "roller" and
"

flat
"

or
"
table

"
hardener some 90 inches in width and

adapted to the treatment of batts of carded material from 50

yards in length and upwards. One to six batts may be hardened

together and delivered separately, or in two or several batts

forming one piece. Fig. C is a four-batt and Fig. C
1

,
Plate XVI,

a six-batt product.

The roller machine contains twenty lower metal rollers, six

of which are made of copper and steam heated. These alternate

at intervals with the unheated iron rollers. Over this series of

bottom cylinders are placed nineteen smooth wooden rollers,

each operating on the sheet of material as it passes from the

surface of one bottom roller to another. They have both a
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rotary and lateral action. Eevolving in the direction of the

passage of the piece, they carry it forward in conjunction with

FIG. 148. Fulled or milled carded felts. M = Four-batt needled cloth; M 1 =
Six-batt cloth

; T, T1 = End section showing the thickness of M, M 1
.

the metal rollers. At the same time the lateral traverse apply
an amount of friction, rubbing the batt of wool and thereby
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accelerating felting or hardening. As only a minimum amount

of reduction occurs in the operation in the width and length of

the batt, it will be understood that the work is of a solidifying

rather than of a fulling nature.

The routine consists in conveying the carded batt or batts on

a linen piece running in contact with the lower rollers. This

piece, is kept in a damp state by being immersed in a water bowl,

extending the full breadth of the machine, for each passage be-

tween the complete set of rollers. As the moistened material

is carried over the heated copper cylinders, a steaming effect is

generated, under which the fulling disposition of the wool is

stimulated and rendered active, the batt or piece being, as a

result, cohered and stiffened under the friction and pressure

of the wooden rollers. The processes of conveying, surface-

rubbing, and heating and steaming are continuous, but the time

fixed for the treatment of each length of batt may be mechani-

cally adjusted to agree with the quality of the materials. On
the hardened pieces leaving the last pair of rollers, they are

wound on to separate cloth beams, in which condition they are

allowed to cool naturally, when they are ready for the next

operation, that of fulling.

(191) TABLE HARDENING MACHINE.

Bywater's table hardener is of a different construction from

the roller machine. Being intermittent and not continuous in

action, the work is done in sections of about 1| yards in length.

The system of damping, frictioning, and heating corresponds, in

order of sequence and in principle, to that practised in the roller

hardener. The batts are again run through the machine on a

linen carrier which passes through a water tank, and then,
with the material, over a heated surface saturating the piece
with steam. The batt is now conveyed to the hardening table

which has an upper and lower surface, the latter being fixed,

but to the former a lowering and raising and also an oscillating

movement is applied. During the traverse of the batt, the top
section of this table is raised. For hardening, it is lowered to

lie in contact with the material ; then, for a short period which
20
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is varied to suit the stuff operated upon the upper and pressure
section of the table is reciprocated by eccentric gearing, having

practically the same effect as the lateral traverse of the rollers in

the first type of machine. The hardened batts are finally run

on to piece beams.

Though this machine, as indicated, is intermittent in action,

it is entirely automatic, the compound motions being mechani-

cally controlled by the driving pulley. All the motions are, in

addition, convenient of adjustment, facilitating the felting and

hardening of any class or blend of fibres, and also of pieces of

different thicknesses, composed of single or multiple batts.

(192) FULLING FOR CARDED FELTS.

Several of the standard woven manufactures analysed in

previous Chapters are of a felted character, but, being yarn-

spun and loom-made products, the qualities developed by fulling

are supplementary and additional to those giving the fabric

structure proper. Correctly speaking, in these examples, the

operation is not constructive in principle. It is practised to

supply distinct and new characteristics to a fabric already ac-

curately and firmly constructed as, for instance, in the manu-
facture of Meltons, Beaver, Friezes, and other cloths. Felts, on

the other hand, are a sole product of carding, hardening, and

fulling. On the felting work depends the tensility of the texture,

the wearing strength, and, for general use, the untearableness of

the cloth. It is in the production of these essential cloth-like

elements, that fulling work and results differ from the effects of

fulling on a fabric formed in the loom or stockingette frame.

Four systems of fulling treatment are in common practice.

The hardened piece may, first, be operated upon in the ordinary

milling machine ; second, in the "
fuller

"
stocks

; third, in the

compound machine consisting of both the mechanical parts of

the "mill" and of the "stocks"; and, fourth, by running the

pieces for a period in the mill for preliminary felting, and sub-

sequently in the fuller stocks for the final fulling, which is a

sound practice for attaining evenness and permanence of felted

qualities.
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In each system fulling is effected by a continued series of

FIG. 149. Woven-fur effects. FIG. 150. Fabric with un-

dulated or crepon sur-

face due to shrinkage

in steaming.

crushings, or, in the case of the fuller or mechanically-driven
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stocks, of poundings or concussions of the pieces of cohered and
hardened materials. The cloth, in the operation, augments in

substance and firmness, shrinking in area. When examined, it

is found to be a compact layer of filaments only separable from

each other with difficulty. Carding and batt formation, as-

described, provide an even, extensible structure of cohesive

fibres of a definite thickness and dimension
; fulling, succeeding

hardening, transforms this sheet of flexible stuff into a piece of

cloth of leathery, buckram consistency and toughness (Figs. 148r

M and M 1

) . The sponginess characteristic of the hardened ma-
terial specimens C and C 1

, Plate XVI is substituted by fibrous-

solidity and textural firmness. Yet, as a cloth, the structure is-

more flexible and yielding than a well-felted woven fabric made
of the same quality and weight of material. Flexibility and

wadding-like nature render it, however, specially adapted for

floor-covering, wraps, saddle cloths, and for the general purposes
to which it is applied.

Cheapness and simplicity of manufacture are also in its-

favour, hence the applications of felts to certain classes of low-

priced productions for under garments, table-co-vers, and decora-

tive hangings in which pattern or design and colour novelty are

acquired by the art of block or machine printing.

(193) WOVEN FELTS.

These offer more latitude in construction than carded felts.

They form ordinary textile structures single or multi-ply in

weaving, submitted to such excessive fulling as to possess a

similar appearance combined with some of the features of felted

carded cloths. Usually they are made of fine materials or at

least of fibres of sound milling and raising properties. The

single-make fabrics, produced in the plain, 2-and-2 twill and

swansdown weaves, and thin but firm in construction, range from

16 oz. to 24 oz. per yard, 54 inches in width. Manufactured in

fine merino wools, dyed in fresh and bright colours, they are

used for the decoration of military cloths and also for trimmings.
To provide for the requisite amount of shrinkage the pieces are
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set wide in the reed, 104 to 110 or more inches for 54 or 56

inches finished.

(194) FELTING FOB SPECIFIC TEXTILE EFFECTS.

Felting is practised in the production of special textural

qualities and design characteristics. Fabrics of this description

are not strictly
"

felt
"

manufactures, but they are so extensive

in variety as to need some explanation. Yarns differentiating

in fulling or contracting power are combined in their formation,

such as cotton and woollen, silk waste and woollen, worsted

and silk, and cotton, fine woollen and mohair or lustre worsted.

Wool fibre is in each combination the felting unit, and controls

the development of the characteristic effect seen in the finished

fabric. Three examples may be dissected and compared as ex-

hibiting the elements of manufacture and textural principles in-

volved. Fig. 146, a compound of cotton warp yarns, and of

fine wool for the backing weft and lustre wool for the face weft,

is illustrative of the materials and yarns utilized in the manu-

facture of certain groups of curl and imitation astrakhan fabrics

in which the crimpled effect, as explained in Paragraph 186, is a

product of felting.

In the second example Fig. 149 a non-shrinkable yarn

(commonly cotton) is used for warp, and a carded yarn com-

posed of approximately 70 per cent of fine-fibred wool, 20

per cent of Vicuna wool or Camel's hair and 10 per cent of

silk waste, for weft. Both surfaces of the cloth are formed of

this blended yarn, and cotton at the same time concealed, by

using a reversible five-shaft weft sateen Plan H or I, Plate III.

A variety of fur characteristics is producible in this build of

fabric, as in the illustration, by felting and raising. Length
and lustre of shag are determined by the fibrous composition
of the yarns, and fur-like colouring and effects by the scheme of

the design.

Worsted and silk structures the third example Fig. 150,

derive their crepon pattern or undulated surface from the dis-

tinction in the shrinkage property of the two materials. Both

yarns worsted and silk interweave plain, forming one com-
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pound fabric, knitted together in the loom, to produce either

an irregular or a definite style of pattern, which is more or less

invisible before contraction of the worsted-yarn texture is in-

duced by the routine of damping and steaming.

The three specimens are typical and illustrative of degrees of

felting as a productive quantity and quality, when applied to

compound woven structures, in developing and forming specific

effects, and design elements, in what would otherwise appear

plain-surfaced fabrics.

(195) HEAVS: WOVEN FELTS.

Two-, three-, and several-ply weave structures are employed
in the manufacture of these cloths, which are woven in thick

counts of yarns, and the pieces fulled from 30 to 50 per cent in

both breadth and length. Felt productions of uncommon warmth
of substance and supple fullness of handle are the result. An

example in a 60 to 64 oz. per yard cloth is composed of 6 skeins

warp and weft yarns with 48 to 54 threads and 44 to 48 picks per
inch and woven 80 to 84 inches wide in the loom. The plan
is the three-fold 2-and-2 twill, R, Plate IV. Differing in firm-

ness, wearing strength, and tensile property from a carded

felt of similar thickness and weight, this style of cloth is pro-

ducible in three layers of yarns of distinct shades such as light-

grey, white, and medium-grey, or any three colours suitable,

grouped to coincide with the plan of the weave in both warp
and weft. On cutting a three-ply cloth thus felted, three strata

of colours, cleanly separate from each other, are distinguishable.

Other compound weaves are also applied including three plain

makes
;
weft swansdown for face, 2-and-2 cassimere for centre,,

and warp swansdown for back ;
and also such plans as those

illustrated in Figs. 66, 68, and 69. The selection of the type of

weave is determined by the quality and raised surface short or

shaggy pile of the cloth required.

(196) TUBULAR FELTS MANUFACTURING FEATURES.

Tubular woven felts are applied to roller covering in the

printing and paper industries.
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The chief technicalities to be observed in this branch of skil-

ful woollen manufacture comprise :

(1) The acquirement of a fabric having a perfectly smooth
surface free from all species of defects or flaws likely to mark
the paper, such -as neps, burrs, and vegetable matter in the

carded material, and twitty places, snarls, faulty "piecings,"
and knots in the spun yarn.

(2) The development of a close fibrous cover well pro-
nounced on the upper side of the felt.

(3) Elasticity and flexibility of texture, that is a felt pos-

sessing a full degree of compressing,
"
cushion," and squeezing

property.

(4) The correct formation of the weave in the cloth at the

points which, in ordinary piece weaving, make the selvedges or

listings. Any break or interruption in the plan of the warp and

weft interlacings, however small, would cause irregularities in the

circular web of the piece, blemishing the surface of the paper
when the felt is in use on the printing rollers of the machine.

The whole minutiae and routine of manufacture involve the

exercise of technical proficiency, and skilful practice and execu-

tion. In the first place, trained judgment and proved experi-

ence are of paramount value and utility in the choice of suitable

wools. These require exact classification or sorting as to carding
and spinning qualities. In the second place, it is of primary

importance that the sets of carding machines employed, should

provide a sufficient amount of card clothing surface and roller

action as to secure (a) the complete or thorough opening and

blending of the material
; (b) a carded lap of similar cohesive-

ness and agreement in all portions of its formation
;
and (c)

uniform "
sliver

"
result as to filament composition, tenuity, and

" counts ". Trueness of yarn structure is affected by the relative

length measurements of the condensed and the spun threads.

If the former too closely approximate the latter the spun yarn
is liable to be uneven in diameter

; and, on the other hand if

the discrepancy between the two threads is too pronounced, the

spinning operation produces a twitty yarn of irregular structural

formation.
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Experiment and practice, with definite blends of wools, and

systems of carding, are the reliable factors, and may be rendered

increasingly productive of success by accurate and systematic

technical research. A fundamental rule to follow is, that the

attenuation or drafting in spinning should straighten and elon-

gate the fibres, but not be carried to such an extent as to develop
" thin groupings

"
of filaments, which tend to form "small"

places in the yarns. To produce sound and satisfactory threads,

small in diameter, from a given counts of condensed sliver,

double drawing and spinning are practised the first operation

yielding approximately two-thirds of the counts of the spun

yarn required ; e.g. condense to 16 skeins, first spinning to give

24 skeins, and second spinning to yield. 32 to 36 skeins. Com-

pound spinning, in the manufacture of yarns of this smallness,

produces a more level thread, therefore one better adapted for

fine felt cloths, than condensing to a higher counts with the

object of attaining the size of thread necessary at one spinning

operation.

As in carding and spinning, so in all other technicalities of

fabric production skilful performance and exactitude are de-

siderata. In the preparation of the yarns for the loom, in the

actual weaving of the pieces, and in the scouring, milling, and

finishing routine, it is imperative to combine scientific method

with practical work, to ensure accuracy of manufactured result.

(197) TUBULAR OR CIRCULAR CLOTHS WEAVE CON-

STRUCTION.

Circular or tubular fabrics are compound woven structures.

The ordinary types are double in arrangement, but thick, 'heavy,

smooth cloths are made three, four, and several ply. Two-fold

fabrics (single-cloth felts) are produced in unstitched simple
double weaves. In multi-fold plans, stitching in each group of

fabrics constituting the layer of felt is necessary. This point
will be better understood by taking examples. Fig. N and K,
Plate IV, are respectively two-fold or double-make sateen, and

three-fold or treble-make cassimere twill. To convert them
into plans for producing tubular cloths, four series of warp and
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weft yarns would be necessary in the former, and six series of

yarns in the latter structure, grouped together thus :

Double-Sateen Fabric. Three-fold Twill Fabric.

A A
1 thread of face yarn) Upper cloth 1 thread of face yarn

j Upper cloth
1 ,, back ,, \

in weaving 1 ,, ,, centre,,
j

in

1 ,, ,, back ,, J weaving
B B

1 thread of back yarn) Lower cloth 1 thread of back
yarn] Lower cloth

1 face ,, J in weaving 1 ,, ,, centre ,, in

1 ,, ,, face ,, J weaving

Sections A and B form separate compound cloths stitched

together on the ordinary system, but no binding or stitching

places are inserted between the upper and lower cloths in the

loom. This rule is practised in all builds of these fabrics, and

secures the production of a tubular piece whatever the com-

pound structure of cloth, A or B.

The grouping of the yarns, in the upper and lower layers of

the piece in the loom, make it clear that the scheme of warp
and weft intersections in B (the lower structure) would be the

reverse of those in A (the upper structure). But this is only
in the operation of weaving, and done with the object of acquir-

ing a regular continuation of the weave and fabric structure.

Shuttling should correspond with the arrangement of the plan,

that is, the insertion of the picks must coincide with the order

of the yarns in the compound weave. Deviation from this rule

destroys the accuracy of construction.

The principal groups of weaves applied comprise plain, twill,

swansdown and sateen, with numerous distinctions in the relat-

ive settings and counts of yarns for each texture of which the

compound cloth is formed. These afford technical latitude in

schemes of manufacture and in principles of fabric structure.





APPENDIX.

THE Belgian khaki is a very similar mixture shade to the English,

but the Eussian is warmer in colour tone. The fabrics are also simi-

lar in principles and schemes of manufacture to the English cloths,

only differing in constructive details. The particulars given in the

table below are taken from the official specifications of the varieties of

khaki requisitioned for the clothing equipment of the Eussian army.

ABSTRACT FROM RUSSIAN KHAKI SPECIFICATIONS. SEE FOOTNOTE ON PAGE 279.

Cloth.
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face-finished group, 284.

BARATHEA, 280.

Batt formation in carded felt manufacture, 300.
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Beaver cloths, examples in, 287.

Bedford cords, characteristics of, 50.

Belgian khaki, 315.

Billiard cloth manufacture, 193.

Blanket manufactures and wool characteristics, 40.
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Botany and Crossbred fabrics. See Fabrics.

,, worsteds, microscopic examination of, 13, 18.

Box cloths, examples in, 286.

CAMBBIC, microscopic features of, 7.

Checked twills, 118.

Cheviots, microscopic features of, 12.

rug structures, 64.

,, colour qualities of, 75.

,, light and medium-weight fabrics, 152.

,, suitings, light in structure, 157.
Cloth manufacture, technical differentiations in, 170.
Cloths. See also Fabrics.

divisible in two classes, 1.

felted (see also Felt Manufacture), 2.

yarn made, 2.

Coptic, made of coarse-fibred wool, 6.

Cheviot and Saxony, 59.

varieties of, 58.

Cheviot and Saxony, analytical comparisons of, 61.

standard grades of (in Cheviot and Saxony yarns), 62.

fibrous comparisons of (in Cheviot and Saxony yarns), 64.

yarn comparisons of (in Cheviot and Saxony yarns), 66.

structural comparisons of (in Cheviot and Saxony yarns), 68.

wearing qualities of (in Cheviot and Saxony yarns), 70.

contrasts in suppleness of (in Cheviot and Saxony yarns), 72.

elasticity and tensile strength of (in Cheviot and Saxony
yarns), 72.

weave distinct!veness of (in Cheviot and Saxony yarns), 73.
colour tone of (in Cheviot and Saxony yarns), 73.

overcoating type of (Cheviot surface and Saxony lining), 76.

Cheviots and Saxony, finishing routine applicable to, 77.

Army and Navy (see also Army and Navy Cloths), 90.

analysis of Navy Blue standards of, 93.

differences in the breaking strain of (blue standards), 94.

types of, 265.

face-finished, 284.

,, examples in, 285.

thread distinctiveness in, 171.

medium and heavy-grade, 173.

(single structures), 174.

(Saxonies), 175.

(Cheviots), 175.

(Saxony types), 176.

(Cheviot types), 179.

(Compound structures), 181.

( ,, Saxonies), 181.

,, double-plain, 185.

,, cord or ribbed, 186.

,, of a fibrous finish and medium weight, 190.

Colour contrasts in Cheviots and Saxonies, 73.

tone in Botanys and Crossbreds, 80.

,, standards and mixture shades for felt cloths, 297.

Compound weaves and fabric structure (see also Fabrics), 122.

Coptic fabrics, 6.

Cord cloths, 186.

and Rep weaves, 120.

Cords, Bedford, 50, 188.

,, woollen, 186.

Whip-, 189.
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Costume and light suiting fabrics (flannel), 144.

(Saxony), 147.

(habit or face-finished cloths), 150.

(worsted warp and woollen weft), 151.

Cheviot group of, 152.

methods of manufacture of (Cheviots), 153.

,, ,, ,, ,, (Saxonies), 155.
worsted group of, 159.

(worsted serges, settings for), 160.

Curled serges, 250.

DEFECTS in fabrics, causes of, revealed by microscopic analysis, 31.

Devon Pilot, 288.

Dissection. See Analysis.
Doeskin, examples in the, 287.

Donegal and Harris tweeds, 64.

tweeds, colour tone in, 77.

Double-plain cloths, 185.

,, patterns, 119.

Double-weave structures. (See also Cloths, Compound Fabrics, and Weave), 124.

principles applicable to, in acquiring weight varia-

tions. 208.

FABRIC, lace, knitted and woven, 2.

simplest structure of, 3.

fibrous composition of, detected by microscopic examination, 20.

compactness of structure in the, 54.

softness and smoothness in the, 54.

durability and compactness, 54.

brightness of surface in the, 55.

effect of felting on a. Crossbred, 242.

Fabric Quality, 37.

,, influence of fibrous materials on, 38.

,, ,, ,, ,, yarn structure on, 41.

,, ,, ,, ,, raising on, 54.

,, ,, and yarn counts, 39.

,, degree of twine in the yarns, 43.

warp and weft setting, 52.

,, weave structure, 46.

, qualities
"
hardness,"

"
roughness,"

"
softness," 49.

and finishing processes, 53.

Fabric tensility, 40.

a yarn derivative, 40.

,, determined by scheme of yarn construotion, 41.

,, technical elements producing uniformity in, 41.

,, modified by yarn doubling and folding, 45.

Fabric weight per yard, 138.

Fabrics. See also Cloths.

,, Botany and Crossbred, comparisons, 79.

,, ,, ,. ,, weave and colour tone of, 80.

,, ,, ,, examples in manufacturing data for, 81.

,, methods of finishing of, 82.

,, ,, characteristics of, 169.

compound structures, 122.

light in weight and structure, 138.

twofold structures, 128.

,, yarn counts in, 133.

value of intersections in, 136.

threefold structures, 129.
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Fabrics, threefold structures, yarn groupings for, 131.

,, ,, ,, irregular types of, 133.

Face-finished cloths, 284.
"
Fearnought

"
cloth, specification for, 93.

analytical data for, 100.

,, ,, loss of weight and percentage of-shrinkage, 102.
'

Felt manufacture, historical data, 289.

,, mechanical practices, 290.

,, preliminary processes, 292.

,, fibre and colour blending in, 293.

,, functions of carding in, 295.

carding and batt formation, 800.

,, batt hardening, 303.

fulling, 306.

Felts, distinctive types, 291.

materials used in the manufacture of, 292.

woven, 308.

heavy woven, 310.

tubular, 310.

weave construction for tubular, 312.

Felting, contraction and loom setting, 191.

Fibrous-finished cloths (medium weight), 190.
" Plain Super," 190.
"
Billiard," 193.

"Satarra," 195.
"
Melton," 196.

Fibrous quality, dissection of fabrics for, 89.

Fine-grade fabrics, yarn preparation for, 139.

Finishing processes and textural features, 53.

Flannels, uses of loose- and firm-spun yarns in, 140.

makes of, 142.

Angola, 143.
"
Fleeces," 250.

French grey, 279.

"Friezes," 250.
" Blanket-finished " and "

Napped," 251.

Fulling for carded felts, 306.

GOLF cloaking structures, 258.

cloakings, Cheviot and Saxony yarn compounds, 260.

woollen and worsted yarn compounds, 262.

" HABIT " or face-finished costume cloths, 150.

Harris tweeds, 64, 77.

Healding and sleying, inaccuracies in, 34.
" Heather "

mixtures, 75.

Heavily-milled tweeds (Cheviots), 249.

(Saxonies), 252.

Highland plaids or tartans (Army), 281.

INTERSECTIONS, value of, in compound weaves, 136.

"
KERSEY," specification for, 99.

analytical data for, 100.

Khaki fabrics, analysis of standard samples of, 103.

drab mixture tartan, 103 and 104.

,, effect of yarn qualities and structure, 105.
"
Serge

"
;

" Tartan "
;

" Cloth "
;

" Melton," 277.

Belgian, 315.
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Khaki, Russian, 315.

mixtures, 278.

,,
colour blend for, 279.

Knitted textures, 2.

LACE texture, 3.

"Lambskin," 248.

Linen lambskin, 7.

,, union, 8.

Loom setting and milling contraction, 191.

Lovat mixture, 75.

MAKES of flannels, 142.

Manufacture, preliminary processes in felt, 292.

principles of, applicable to all classes of fabrics, 56.

Manufacturing causes of the difference in the breaking strain of woven fabrics, 93.

methods, woollen and worsted, 266.

Materials and fabrics, microscopic features of, 5.

Mats, 118.

Medium-weight woollens, 170.

,, worsteds, 198.

,, ,, worsteds, acquirement of weight per yard in, 198.

Meltons (medium weight), 197.

(Army cloths), 277.

,, examples in, 286.

Microscopic appearance of textiles
; cotton, linen, ramie, silk, woollen, worsted,

and union, 3-11.

detection of the fibrous composition of fabrics, 14.

exa irination of textures, composed of cotton and wool fibres, 20.

research and fabric structures, 21.

schemes of intertexture, 24.

textural characteristics determined by weave forma-

tion, 26.

whip-cord and fine-twill effects, 28.

weave definition, 30.

defects in yarn manufacture, 31.

irregularities in looming, 34.

,, ,, weaving, 35.

Milled worsteds, 241.

,, serges (overcoatings), 242.

Milling contraction and loom setting, 191.
Mixture-shade dissection, 105.

Mixtures, Heather and Lovat in Cheviots, 75.

. Khaki, 278.

Mohair fabrics under the microscope, 16.

Moscow bsavers (union cloths), 256.

NAPPED friezes, 251.

Navy cloths (see also Army Cloths), 265.
"
Fearnought," 98, 102.

"
Kersey," 98-102, 269.

OVERCOATING group of fabrics, 233.

cloths, varieties, of, 233.

Venetian group, 234.

worsted twills and whip-cords, 238.

warp-backed and double-weave structures, 239.

Vicunas, 241.

milled worsteds, 241.

21
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Overcoating cloths, Crossbred serges, 242.

worsted face and woollen back structures, 244.
ribbed worsted face and woollen back, 246.
lambskin group, 248.

heavy-tweed group, 249.

"Friezes,"
"
Shetlands," and "

Fleeces," 249.
curled serges, nap cloth, 250.

heavily-milled Saxony group, 252.
union face-finished group, 256.

woven-lining group, 253.

union lustre face-yarn type, 253.

PILOT cloth, 286.

Plain "
Super," 190.

Poplin, correct and defective structures, 35.

Practical essentials in compound cloths, 229.
President overcoating cloth, 256.

"
QUALITY

" in woven fabrics, meaning of the term of, 37.

Quality and yarn and fabric characteristics, 37.

yarn counts, 39.

Qualities of Saxony costume fabrics, 147.

KAMIE or rhea fibre textures, microscopic features of, 9.

Rank-and-File tartan (Army), 282.

Reps or cords, 120.

Ribbed worsted face and fine woollen back structures, 246.

Rifle-green cloth (Army) 285.

Rugs, Cheviot, 64.

Saxony, 64, 66.

Union, examples in setting for, 62, 64.
Russian Army cloths, 315.

SATABBA, 195.

Sateen lining, imperfect weaving in, 35.

Sateens, 10-shaft, warp and weft weaves compared (see also Weaves), 49.

Saxonies, medium and heavy-weight fabrics (single structures), 176.

, o ,, ,, ,, (compound structures), 181.

hairlines, 183.

double-plain cloths, 185.

Saxony costume cloths, qualities in, 147.

,, fabrics, microscopic features of, 11.

,, group of light fabrics, 145.
"
Sergeant," Tartan Highland (Army), 282.

Serge and Kersey cloths, 269.
cloths (Army), 274.

Serges, milled, 241.

ourl, 250.

Serges, scarlet, 95.

analytical data for, 96, 271.
elements in setting, 96.

contrasts in structure clear and fibrous face specimen, 97.

worsted (see also Army and Navy Cloths and Overcoatings), 167.
union lined-overcoating structures, 262.

Set ng, methods of (worsted textures), 162.

examples in (worsted textures), 163.

,, (worsted serges), 167.

Setting in relation to Cheviots, 179.
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Setting of warp-backed textures, 224.

comparisons, 227.

Silk textures, characteristics of, 9.

Sleying and healding, defects due to irregular, 35.

Specifications for Government cloths, 84
;
also 271, 272, 276, and 285.

Navy flannel, 90.

Blue cloths, 92.

Scarlet serges, 95.
"
Fearnoughts," 98.

"Kersey," 98.
" Khaki," 103.

"Tartan Highland," 281, 282.

Standard grades of cloths in Saxony and Cheviot yarns, 61.

manufactures, 85.

tests for Government and official cloths, 85.

cloths, margin allowed in, 85.

samples, production to, 88.

weaves, single structures (see also Cloths and Fabrics), 109.
weft-backed structures, 111.

warp-backed and compound structures, 112.

three-fold structures, 129.

light and medium-weight structures, 161.

union worsted structures, 214.

overcoating and special cloths, 237.

heavily-milled Saxony structures, 257.

Stockingette textures, 246.

Strength, tensile, in Saxonies and Cheviots, 72.

Structural soundness in woven fabrics, 114.

,, contrasts in woven fabrics, 230.

Suitings, flannel, 144.

,, Cheviots, light in structure, 157.

worsted group, light in structure, 159.

Suppleness in Sa:conies and Cheviots, 72.

Synopsis of cloths, 56.

TARTAN Highland plaids, pattern in (Army fabric), 265.

examples in, 270.

Tartans, manufacturing technicalities of, 283.

Tensile strength of cloths, manufacturing causes of the differences in the, 93.

Tensile strength in fabrics, 40.

,, and yarn structure, 41.

,, ,, causes of uniformity of, 41.

influence of folded yarns on, 45.

,, and weave structure, 115.

Textile analysis (see also Analysis and Analytical Data of Woven Fabrics), 85.

Thread distinctiveness in fabrics, 171.
Threads per square inch in worsted textures, 200.

Tweed cloths (Army), 270, 275.

,, ,, examples in, 273.

Tweeds, Saxonies (see Saxonies, Fabrics, Cloths, and Overcoatings) 11.

Cheviots (see Cheviots, Fabrics, Cloths, and Overcoatings), 12.

Twine in the yarn, degree and effects of, on the woven fabric, 43.

UNION rugs, 62, 64.

,, or Angola flannels, 143.

,, face cloths, 256.

Union worsted fabrics, 214.

,, ,, examples in two-fold weft structures, 215.

,, ,, ,, warp structures, 216.
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Union worsted fabrics, examples in two-fold compound structures, 216.

,, looming and finished data for, 219.

,, setting contrasts, 222.

,, partially consisting of cotton, 223.

VENETIAN textures, 234.

overcoatings, 234.

Vicuna fabrics, 239.

WARP and weft-face weaves, 116.

Warp-backed textures (worsteds), settings for, 224.

,, ,, overcoatings (worsteds), 239.

Weave structures and textural qualities, 46.

,, ,, breaking strain of the cloth, 47.

fabric tensile strength, 115.

threads per square inch in worsted, 200.

Weave distinctiveness in Botany and Crossbred fabrics, 80.

,, intersections, value of, in compound structures, 136.

Weave types, 107.

,, limitations, 107.

,, nomenclature and classification, 109.

,, single structures, 109, 110.

,, weft-backed structures, 111.

,, warp-backed structures, 112.

,, ,, and compound structures, 112.

double plain, 119.

Weave standards, examples in single structures, 113.

,, ,, ,, ,, weft-backed structures, 117.

,, warp-backed and compound structures, 123.

types applicable to light- and medium-weight fabrics, 161.

,, compound union worsteds, 215.

Wea-ves, warp and weft face, 116.

,, reps or cords, 120.

compound structures, 122.

two-fold structures, 128.

three-fold structures, 129.

compound, value of intersections in, 136.

Weight per yard, method of acquiring, 198.

variations without changing the textural fineness, 202.

factors affecting weaving economy in producing, 206.

,, ,, in double-make fabrics (worsteds), 212.

Whip-cord twills, 121.

Wool, fineness of fibre and fabric quality, 38.

Woollens and worsteds, types of fabrics, microscopically examined, 11-15.

manufacturing methods, 266.

Worsted-yarn textures, methods of setting, 163.

Worsted serges, 167.

Worsted-twill overcoatings, 238.

Worsteds, milled, for overcoatings, 241.

Woven fabrics, principles of construction, 1.

Woven-lining fabrics, 258.

YARN characteristics and fineness of fibre, 38.

counts, value of, 39.

composition of Cheviots and Saxonies, 66.

groupings for irregular three-fold fabrics, 131.

counts in compound weaves, 133.

preparation for fine-grade fabrics, 139.

Yarn structure and fabric tensility, 40.
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Yarn, degree of twine in, and fabric characteristics, 43.

effect of doubling and folding on the strength of the fabric, 45.

method of construction and textural quality, 140.

Yarn-made textures, 2.

Yarn and fabric weight calculations (compound worsteds), 220.

Yarn, two-fold warp, cloths, 186.

Yarns, backing weft, 204.

Yarns hard- and firm-spun and fabric features, 43.

ratio of face and backing two-fold weave structures, 127.

,, centre, and backing in three-fold weave structures, 127.

,, uses of firm- and looose-twisted in flannels, 140.
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Telephone 734 Leeds. Telegrams: "JAKE, LEEDS."

JACOB HUDSON & SONS,
ATLAS OIL WORKS,

ARMLEY ROAD, LEEDS.

SPECIALISTS ON

Lubricating Oils
FOR SPINDLES, LOOMS, AND
GENERAL TEXTILE MACHINERY.

AGENTS FOR

MESSRS. PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE CO.,

LIMITED,

LONDON AND LIVERPOOL.

CLOTH OILS, SOAP OILS, GAS

ENGINE OILS, AND MOTOR OILS.

JACOB HUDSON & SONS,
LEEDS.
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ESTABLISHED 1837.

I. FOULDS & SON,
. . TANNERS AND CURRIERS, . .

PARKSIDE TANNERY, ..

KEIGHLEY.
6 1 Keighley. ""

MAKERS OF THE HIG-HEST GRADE LEATHER
GOODS FOR THE TEXTILE TRADES.

OAK-TANNED LEATHER BELTING.
For General Use.

RAW HIDE LEATHER BELTING.
For High-speed Driving over

Small Pulleys.

CHROME LEATHER BELTING.
Guaranteed Waterproof. For

Dyehouse Work, etc.

COMBING LEATHERS.
For the Wool and Silk Trades.

ROLLER COVERING LEATHER.
For the Worsted Trade.

PICKING BANDS.
For Manufacturers.
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ROPE DRIVING!
For Efficiency

and Durability

use

INTER
-

'

STRAND

Awarded

Illustrated

Lecture on

"The Transmission

of Power by Ropes,"

Brussels and

Turin. Post free on application.

Boiler Covering Dept.
Kenyon's "Kisol" <M> Cement

A Cheap yet most Efficient Insulator against Heat Radiation.

Also Magnesia, Asbestos, Silicate Cotton, and Other Coverings.

SHEET METAL WORK for CYLINDER CASINGS,
BOILER FRONTS, Etc.

Ask for "HINTS" on COVERING STEAM PIPES, BOILERS, Etc.

WM. KENYON ft SONS,
Tel. Nos.

494Ashton:

6818 London Wall.

LIMITED,

DIJfCTNFIFI F)MS\J1\M.L\M. IMJUMS)

England.

Telegrams :

"
Kenyon. Dukinfield ;

"Kenyoneers, London.

London Office: 95 to 97 FINSBURY PAVEMENT, E.G.

Branch Work* : ARMENTIERES, FRANCE.
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HOPKINSON'S
PATENT "MAC" VALVE

WITH HOPKINSON'S " PLATNAM " METAL VALVE

AND SEAT.

IN USE ALL
OVER THE
WORLD

WRITE FOR
FULL

CATALOGUE

^-in. to 3-in. bore Flanged or Screwed ends.

Inside Screw or Outside Screw type.

Straight through or Angle type.

The SEAT is REVERSIBLE, giving two wearing

faces, or practically two Seats in one.

J. HOPKINSON CO., LTD.,
BRITANNIA WORKS,

HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND.
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McNAUGHT'S
Patent Wool Washing Machines,

made in various sizes, from 18 ft. to 36 ft. in

length, and from 2 ft. 4 in. to 4 ft. broad in

Washing Trough.

This is the most extensively used Wool

Washing Machine in the World.

McNAUGHT'S
Patent Wool Drying Machine.

Quickest Wool Drying Machine extant. Easiest to erect. Most accessible Machine.

Also Makers of

Carbonising Machines, Table Wool Drying Machines, High-class

Steam Engines, etc., etc.

JOHN & WM. McNAUGHT
St. George's Foundry. ROCHDALE. ENGLAND.
Telephone No. 636 Rochdale. Telegrams:

"
McNaught. Rochdale."
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DRYING AND CONVEYING

MACHINERY FOR WOOL
AND ALL KINDS OF MATERIALS.

,. , ... . ...

View of Works, Keighley.

WASHING MACHINERY FOR

RAGS, SPONGE CLOTHS,
ETC
ETC.

Gas and Oil Engines.

Disinfecting Apparatus.

Laundry Machinery.

Domestic Machinery.

SUMMERSCALES LIMITED.

4 CENTRAL BUILDINGS,

WESTMINSTER, LONDON, S.W.
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HALL & STELLS,
LIMITED.

Machine Makers,

Park Works, Kcighlcy, England.

FLYER SPINNING FRAME,
Fitted with Arnold-Forster's Patent Doffing Motion.

Suitable for Bobbins or Tubes.

"Arnold-Forster's" Patent Flyer Doffing Frame.

This Machine has proved itself a great success.

Metier a filer a ailettes mont avec 1'apparat automatique brevet " Arnold-Forster "
pour

enlever les bobines (adapte pour bobines de papier ou de bois).

Hftll $ ^fpll^ Makers of all kinds of Worsted Machinery,

O\
^l*11**

Preparing, Gilling, Drawing, Roving, Spin-

Limited, ning and Twisting Machinery for Long and

Short Wools, Mohairs, Alpaca, Goat's Hair, together with Reels, Guide

Pulleys, and other accessories. :: :: Complete Plants Supplied.

Also "STELLS"' PATENT CAP DOFFING FRAME.
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WOOLLEN MACHINERY SPECIALISTS,
##*

Telephone : 2x Heckmondwike.

MARK LISTER & SONS,
HEGKMONDWIKE, YORKSHIRE.

We are Makers of all kinds of

RAG-GRINDING MACHINERY, TENTER-HOOK WILLEYS
OR FEARNOUGHTS, SHAKE WILLEYS.

All kinds of

FLOCK MACHINES, SELF-ACTING RAG SHAKERS AND
EXTRACT RAG SHAKERS.

RAG-GRINDING MACHINE.

OUR SPECIALITIES ARE :

RAG-GRINDING MACHINES.
For tearing up all kinds of New and Old Rags into Mungo and Shoddy, also for

tearing up Felts, Oil and Camel Hair Bags, Tares and Gunny Bags.

SELF-ACTING RAG SHAKERS.
EXTRACT RAG SHAKERS.

ALL KINDS OF FLOCK MACHINES.
Also other classes of Woollen Machinery, and Rag Swifts and Cotton

Cylinders, Toothed or covered with Round or Patent Flat Teeth or Pins.

Lister's Patent Apparatus for Grinding Rag Swift Teeth down at the ends and

the surface of the Teeth, also for grinding all kinds of Cylinder Teeth.

MARK LISTER & SONS,
MACHINE
MAKERS,

CROFTS MILL,

HEGKMONDWIKE, YORKSHIRE.
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GEO. HATTERSLEY & SONS, LTD
ESTABLISHED 1789. KEIGHLEY.

MAKERS OF EVERY KIND OF

WINDING, WARPING, BEAMING & WEAVING
MACHINERY.

MAKERS OF THE FIRST POWER LOOM FOR

THE WORSTED INDUSTRY . . . 1834

ORIGINAL INVENTORS AND MAKERS OF THE
DOBBY OR HEALD MACHINE . . 1867

AWARDED THE ONLY GRAND PRIX FOR WEAVING

MACHINERY:

FRANCO-BRITISH EXHIBITION . . 1908
. 1911ROUBAIX

SPECIALITIES. Automatic Re-Shuttling Looms.
Universal Winding Machines.

Tape and Webbing Looms.
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HUTGHINSON, HOLLINGWORTH & GO,,
LTD.,

LOOM MAKERS,

Dobcross Loom Works, Dobcross,

Railway Station : Saddleworth, L. & N.W.
Telephone : 10 Marsden Exchange.

Telegrams: "Foundry, Dobcross."

Postal Address ; Dobcross, Yorks.

SOLE MAKERS for Great Britain and the Continent of the

HOLLINGWORTH S & KNOWLES
PATENT OPEN SHED FANCY LOOM,

Well known as "The DOBCROSS FAST LOOM."
AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE OF DESIGN AND
WORKMANSHIP IN WEAVING MACHINERY.

Silver Medal, London, 1883; Two Gold Medals, Huddersfield, 1883; Two Silver

Medals, Huddersfield, 1883; Gold Medal. Edinburgh, 1886: Gold Medal, Belfast,

1894; Diploma of Honour, Glasgow, 1888; Diploma of Honour, Glasgow, 1901.

OVER 3O.OOO LOOMS MADE SINCE 1884.

Large Stocks of Loom Duplicates and Mill Furnishings are kept at our

HUDDERSFIELD DEPOT, Atlas Works, Colne Road.

Proprietors of JOHN CROSSLEY & CO. (late of Bank-
bottom Mills, Halifax), Makers of Carpet Machinery.
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NORTHROP
AUTOMATIC LOOMS

F MODEL LOOM FOR WOOLLEN AND WORSTED,

nn nn no no
CC OO QQ Ou

ELECTRIC FEELER.
MECHANICAL WARP STOP.

POSITIVE DOBBY.
SCROLL PICK.

60" to 120" WIDE.
4 to 6 LOOMS PER WEAVER.

2-BOX MOTION FOR WEFT MIXING.
REDUCES THE COST OF PRODUCTION. SAVES LABOUR.

350,000 NORTHROP LOOMS
.-. AT WORK TO-DAY. .-.

THE ...

BRITISH NORTHROP LOOM CO.,
LTD.,

BLACKBURN.
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Telephone No. 13, COLNE (2 Lines). Telegraphic Address :

"
WHITE, LOOM MAKERS, COLNE.

W. B. WHITE & SONS, LTD.,
Loom Makers. COLNE, LANCASHIRE.

.

MAKERS OF ALL KINDS OF ...

POWER LOOMS FOR ALL KINDS OF CLOTH.
Also OT DOBBIES AND PREPARING MACHINERY.

WHITE'S PATENT

'DREADNOUGHT'

DOBBIE,

1 to 5 Cylinders.

This DOBBIE is adaptable to any

width of Loom

without any other

mechanism.

SPRINGS, TEMPLES, FORKS, SPINDLES,
AND OTHER LOOM ACCESSORIES.
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ESTABLISHED 1838.

J. STEAD & CO
(LATE WM. KEMPE & CO.),

ELLAND ROAD WORKS, LEEDS.

MAKERS OF

DYEING FINISHING MACHINERY
FOR WOOLLEN AND WORSTED CLOTHS.

HYDRAULIC PRESSES & PUMPS.

SOLE MAKERS OF THE LATEST

COMBINED PATENTS "DEWING AND
CONDITIONING" MACHINE,

ALSO

COMBINED PATENTS "DEWING, SHRINKING

AND CONDITIONING" MACHINE.

The attention of Manufacturers, Dyers, and Finishers of Woollen and

Worsted Cloths is specially called to these Combined Patented Machines,

and full particulars with Prospectuses, Lithos, list of firms using them will

be furnished on application, and every facility given to test the merits of

them.

We claim for these machines :

A SHRINKAGE that will compare favourably with the very best-

known systems, also great improvement in handle and appearance im-

parted to the cloth, and an immense saving in plant, labour, and expense.
Perfect and even spray, the fineness and density of which, by a

simple' mechanical arrangement, may be regulated with the utmost degree
of nicety.

Weight added to the cloth with a certainty in amount unknown in

any other machine of this class.

Improved handle and smart appearance imparted to the cloth in a

degree that is a surprise to all who have used it.

Simplicity no skilled attendant required.

Automatic cleaning arrangement not likely to become clogged and get

out of order, which causes so much trouble and expense in other systems
of Dewing.
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Telephone 673. Telegrams:
"
GHARLESWORTH, 673 HUDDERSFIELD."

J, CHARLESWORTH,
EAST PARADE IRONWORKS,

HUDDERSFIELD.

SOLE MAKER OF THE

Charlesworth Patent Drying and

Cooling Cloth Tentering Machine.

The only machine on the market

in which natural air may be used

wholly for drying.

SOLE ENGLISH MAKER OF THE

Wool, Cotton and
RENOWNED

CONTINENTAL Loose Stock Drying and
TYPE :

Carbonizing Machine, as

MAKER OF ALL TYPES OF ...

CLOTH TENTERING AND DRYING MACHINES.

WOOL AND COTTON DRYING MACHINES.

WINDING, WARPING, SIZING, BEAMING, AND
DRESSING MACHINES.

AND ALL KINDS OF WOOLLEN MACHINERY.
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TELEPHONE No. 143.

WILLIAM MIDGLEY & SONS

WORSTED SPINNERS,

FLEECE AND DALTON MILLS, KEIGHLEY.

SPINNERS OF ...

Botany, Crossbred and

English Yarns,
FOR

The Coating, Dress Goods,
AMD

The Hosiery Trades.

WARPS DELIVERED ON BEAMS,

OR CHEESES, AND IN THE HANK.

WEFT ON PIRNS OR BOBBINS.

WILLIAM MIDGLEY & SONS,
SPINNERS OF BOTANY,
CROSSBRED & ENGLISH YARNS,

FLEECE AND DALTON MILLS,
KEIGHLEY.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE.

T. BROOK & SONS
LIMITED,

Chapel Hill, Huddersfield,
ARE SUPPLIERS OF ALL CLASSES OF

MACHINERY FOR THE TEXTILE TRADE.
ALSO OF ALL CLASSES OF

MILL FURNISHINGS, WEFT, WARP,
AND SPINNING BOBBINS.

EXPERT ADVICE FREELY GIVEN. Telephone NOS . i48i and 1482.

WILLIAM BYWATER, Ltd.,
Textile Machinists,

Sweet Street Foundry, LEEDS.
Established 1860. Telegraphic Address:

Telephone No. 1217. "BYWATER. LEEDS."

Manufacturers of the following Machinery :

WOOLLEN, WORSTED COATING, FLANNEL AND BLANKET WARPING AND SIZING

MACHINERY, ON THE SECTIONAL PRINCIPLE, TO WARP FROM EITHER COP
OR BOBBIN.

BYWATER & BEANLAND'S PATENTED IMPROVEMENT IN SECTIONAL WARPING
MACHINES, BY WHICH PERFECT WARPS ARE MADE.

IMPROVED SECTIONAL WARPING REELS, WITH BEAMING FRAME ATTACHED.
COMBINED SIZING, AIR DRYING AND BEAMING MACHINES, FOR SIZING AND

DRYING THE WHOLE WARP AT ONCE IN THE WIDTH.

FELT CLOTH MACHINERY, complete system.

HAIR FELT MACHINERY, complete system.

BYWATER & BEANLAND'S PATENT FLAT PLATE OR TABLE FELT
HARDENING MACHINE. THIS MACHINE is SUITABLE FOR ALL KINDS
OF FELTS.

DEWING OR DAMPING, CLOTH SHRINKING, INKING, STEAMING
AND BRUSHING MACHINES USED IN THE FINISHING OF WOOLLEN,
WORSTED AND FELT CLOTHS.
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ESTABLISHED 1840.

Telegrams :
" ACTIVE, KEIGHLEY." Telephone : No. 284 Keighley.

A.B.C. Code (5th Edition) used.

F. W. CARR,
Borough Reed, Heald, and Wire Works,

KEIGHLEY.
800 Op QD

CD CO 00

MAKER OF ALL KINDS OF

REEDS AND MAIL HEALDS
FOR GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION;

ALSO

VARNISHED NEEZED HEALDS,

GAUZE AND LENO HEALDS,

WIRE HEALDS, ETC.

00 OD CD uu

SPECIALITIES.

One-in-Dent Reeds, Single and

Double Reeds for Fine Coatings,

Striped Healds and Fancy Doupes.
86 88 86 88

Shippers supplied with all kinds of Reeds and Healds,

also Reed Band and Reed Ribs, Brass, Steel or Copper

Mails, Cotton or Worsted Heald Yarn, Round or

Flat Wire and Polished Wire on Rims or in Coils.
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TELEPHONE 4206.

S. ENGLAND CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

SHUTTLES, HEALD SHAFTS,
STOCKS AND BOWLS,

HICKORY PICKING STICKS

(Under and Over Pick),

AND BOBBIN BOARDS.

10 BAXANDALL STREET (

MAN
R
C
O
H
A
E
D
STER

),

BRADFORD.

Our PA TENT WEFT FORKS and PA TENT
SHUTTLE PEGS savefrom 50 to 60 per cent

in weft breakages and waste.

TEL. 249 NKLSON.

HARTLEY CROASDALE & Co.

COMPLETE MILL FURNISHERS,

HEY STREET WORKS, NELSON (LANGS.)

Makers of all kinds of Textile Machinery Accessories :

CHANGE WHEELS, NUTS, BOLTS, BEAMS,
LOOM PULLEYS, BEAM WEDGES, SPINDLES,
PICKING STICKS, SPRINGS (FLAT OR SPIRAL),

HOLDERS, SPINDLE STUDS, REED HOOKS,
STEEL COMBS, WEAVER'S NIPPERS, PATENT

SHUTTLE PEGS, ETC., ETC.
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